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PREFACE 

The documents compiled in this volume are papers presented at the Meeting of Experts on 
the Control of Oil Pollution in the East Asian Seas Region held in Bali, Indonesia on 19-23 
October 1987. The meeting was convened by the United Nations Environment Progrdmme (UNEP) to 
bring together scientists from within and outside the region to evaluate the state of the art 
on oil pollution research and control in tenns of knowledge and current activities, and to 
help detenmine solutions that would lead to the effective containment of this problem. 

The following papers reflect the views and experiences of the region's experts as well 
as of representatives from recognized international organizations. Such a compilation for 
Southeast Asia is the first of its kind to date. It is timely in the light of national and 
international efforts to consolidate and optimize activities aimed at solving this 
significant environmental problem. The volume should serve as an important reference 
especially for the Governments of the Southeast Asian countries since it deals with highly 
relevant issues and covers aspects ranging from scientific and technical to economic and 
legal. 

The editors are indepted to the UNEP Oceans and Coastal Areas Programme Activity Centre 
for support of this endeavor and to the Interim Chairman of the Association of Southeast 
Asian ~arine Scientists (ASEAMS), ~r. Edgardo D. Gomez, for his coordination and advice. The 
editors also acknowledge the valuable assistance of Emily Capul i, Teresa Totaiies and Samuel 
~amauag, all research personnel of the ~arine Science Institute. 

H. T. YAP 
R.~. DE LA PAZ 

l. T. ~cl'tANUS 



INTRODUCTION 

The seas of Southeast Asia have becane the focus of international concern due to the 
increasing ntJij)er and severity of environmental problems affecting them. A major reason for this 
trend lies in the fact that the region is for the most part c~rised of developing countries 
characterized by relatively large and rapidly growing human populations, and attempts at 
•shortcuts• to economic and industrial development. A consequence is the tendency to exploit 
natural resources without due concern for sustained productivity or even protection of the 
environment. 

An important problem confronting the countries of the region is the degradation of natural 
ecosystems such as coral reefs, mangrove forests and seagrass beds. These resources are crucial 
for the continued production of food from the coastal zones, particularly in the form of 
economically-important fisheries. Thus, much of Southeast Asia is confronted with the spectre of 
diminishing resources with the consequences of reduced production of food and other needed 
products. 

The other significant environmental problems concern pollution from various sources. 
Sedimentation and danestic sewage have been identified as priority issues. Industrial effluents 
are a growing problem. Finally, pollution by oil has been recognized to be of increasing 
severity, requiring urgent concerted action on a regional basis. 

The question of oil pollution merits special attention because sane countries in Southeast 
Asia are major producers of petrolellll. As a consequence, the danger of leakage of oi 1 into the 
sea always exists due to natural seepages as well as accidents during production and transport. 
Furthenmore, in the East Asian Seas are located critical routes for oil tanker traffic between the 
Pliddle East and the northwest Pacific so that the incidence of spillage from groundings or 
collisions is relatively high. 

In view of the above, the countries of the region recognized the need for a scientific 
progranme i nvo lvi ng research with the goa 1 of monitoring, preventing and controlling marine 
pollution. With the United Nations Environment Progranme (UNEP) playing a catalytic role, a 
series of preparatory projects and meetings led to the adoption in April 1981 of an Action Plan 
for the Protection and Development of the Plarine and Coastal Areas of the East Asian Region by the 
Governments of Indonesia, Plalaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thai land Y. In December 
1981, the duly appointed representatives of these countries fonmed the Co-ordinating Body for the 
Seas of East Asia (COBSEA) to approve and oversee the implementation of various regional projects 
addressing what were considered to be the most pressing environmental problems. 

To date, the following projects have been implemented in the framework of the Action 
Plan~. some of which have follow-up activities at present: 

(i) to-operative research on oil and oil dispersant toxicity in the East Asian Seas region 
(EAS-12); 

y Action plan for the protection and development of the marine and coastal areas of the East 
Asian Seas region. UNEP Regional Seas Reports and Studies No. 24. UNEP, 1983. 

y The East Asian Seas Action Plan: Evaluation of its developments and achievements. UNEP 
Regional Seas Reports and Studies No. 86. UNEP, 1987. 
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( i i ) Study on cora 1 resources and the effects of po 11 utants and other destructive factors 
on coral communities and related fisheries in the East Asian Seas region (EAS-13); 

(iii) Study of the maritime meteorological phenomena and oceanographic features of the East 
Asian Seas region (EAS-14); 

(iv) Survey and mnitoring of oil pollution and development of national cCH>rdinating 
mechanisms for the management and establishment of a regional data exchange system 
(EAS-15); 

(v) Assessment of concentration levels and trends of non-oil pollutants and their effects 
on the marine environment in the East Asian Seas region (EAS-16); 

(vi) Implementation of a technical and scientific support programme for oil spill 
contingency planning (EAs-17); 

(vii) Co-operative study into the cleaning-up of urban rivers (EAS-18); 

(viii) Development of management plans for endangered coastal and marine living resources in 
East Asia: Training phase (EAS-19); and 

(ix) Assessment of land-based urban, industrial and agricultural sources of pollution, 
their environmental impact and development of reconmendations for possible control 
measures (EAS-21). 

The above activities were a result of a series of deliberations and consultations with 
scientific experts of the region in co-operation with UNEP and other international organizations. 
In various meetings, environmental issues were identified in the order of priority, ways and means 
to address these problems were then outlined given existing resources, expertise and planned 
financial support from UNEP as well as from the Governments of the region in the fonm of a Trust 
Fund. After final approval by COBSEA, the different research projects then went into effect 
involving scientific institutions in the participating countries who linked up with each other on 
the basis of regional co-operation. 

In December 1986, UNEP started to convene meetings of experts from the region to advise her 
on the scientific aspects of projects implemented by COBSEA and to make appropriate 
recornnendations. A special activity of this nature was the Meeting of Experts on the Control of 
Oil Pollution in the East Asian Seas Region held in Bali, Indonesia, on 19-23 October 1987 ~-

The above meeting was held as a result of a decision by COBSEA to tenminate the ongoing 
projects on oil pollution, to reassess the state of the art in tenms of existing knowledge, 
current activities and priorities, and to detenmine the mst effective approaches to the problem. 
The following series of papers were presented by participants at that meeting. 

H. T. YAP 

3/ Report of the meeting of experts on the control of oil pollution in the East Asian Seas 
region, Bali, 19-23 October 1987 [UNEP(OCA)/EAS WG. 1/16]. 
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METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA AND OCEANOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE EAST 
ASIAN SEAS REGION RELEVANT TO OIL POLLUTION AH0 ITS CONTROL 

Absornsuda Siripong 
Marine Science Department 

Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University 
Bangkok 10500, Thailand 

The control of pollution by oil in the marine environment is based on the knowledge of the 
pathways and fate of this substance upon entering the sea. The fate and pathways of oil are 
largely governed by the physical processes ranging fran molecular motion to oeean-wide currents, 
operating on time scales fran seconds to millennia. Depending on the particular forces acting 
together at a given time, spilled oil will undergo any of a var1ety of transformations. Physical 
oceanographic processes are to a larger extent forced by climatic events, so that an analysis of 
factors determining the extent and degree of oil pollution should start with meteorological 
phenomena. The most significant of these is surface wind. The East Asian Seas region is 
characterized by two basic types of wind systems: the monsoons (NE and SW), and tropical cyclones 
or typhoons. In the oceanic environment, a ntllt»er of features affect the distribution of oil. 
These include teq>erature and salinity profiles, swells and waves, tides and tidal currents, and 
surface currents. The few attenpts to model oil spill trajectories in the East Asian Seas have 
taken all tnown meteorological and oceanographic features of i~rtance into account. 
:Recmmendations for further action include monitoring of oil pollution, c~ilation and exchange 
of all pertinent information, nodelling, and involvement of the oil industry in research. 

1. Physical processes in the marine environment and oil pollution 

1.1 Spatial and temporal scales of physical transport processes 

A discussion on the physical processes in the sea that play a direct role in the 
distribution of oil may be found in works such as those of Weidemann and Sendner (1972). The most 
iqM)rtant influences on the distribution of pollutants are exerted by motions of any kind. The 
spectrllll of motions in the sea extends fran molecular dimensions to oceanwide current systems. 
Thus, a firm understanding of the dynamics underlying physical oceanographic processes is crucial 
as a basis for the prediction of oil movement in the sea. 

The concept of a space-time spectrllll of a given oceanographical quantity is very useful for 
developing a strategy for oceanographic measurements. The variability of the oceanographical 
quantities encoq>asses time scales ranging fran seconds at the least to millennia, and spatial 
scales from centimeters to tens of thousands of kilometers. 

The studies of the dispersion of substances should also take into account the lifetime of 
the substance in question since the lifetime will essentially determine the characteristic time 
scales of physical processes effecting the dispersion. Knowledge of the dispersion of a 
short-lived tracer cannot necessarily be applied to the dispersion of a long-lived tracer. 

1.2 Fate of oil in the sea 

The various factors that determine the fate of oil in the sea including the 
transformations it undergoes are discussed in Jeffrey (1980) and GESMP ( 1917), among others. 
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Petroleum discharged on the sea surface undergoes physical, chemical and biological 
alteration. Physical factors have the mst significant initial effect upon oil discharged into 
the marine envirorwnent in the form of spreading and mvement by winds and currents, evaporation 
of the volatile coqx>nents, solution, emulsification, dispersion of small droplets into the 
water, sedimentation, spray injection into the air and photochemical oxidation. Chemical 
dispersants have the potential for reducing the known adverse effects. 

on spilled at a point source can be transported by waves, winds and currents. In mst 
cases, transport by waves may be disregarded. The advective processes are central to oil 
trajectory analysis. 

2. Meteorological phenomena in the East Asian Seas region 

An attempt to understand the physical processes that govern the pathways of oil in the sea, 
and thus the character and extent of pollution, should begin with a treatment of meteorological 
phenomena. The 100st in.,ortant factor is surface wind which generates wind waves and wind-driven 
currents. These are the main mechanisms of oil transport in the sea. It appears that local 
meteorological conditions are mst likely responsible for the relatively quick removal of spilled 
oil from the ocean surface. 

In this paper, only the prevailing wind systems wilf be considered, in addition to certain 
important phenomena which influence oceanographic features of the East Asian Seas. These are the 
mnsoon wind systems and the tropical cyclones which pass through the region. 

A comprehensive treatment of meteorological features characteristic of the region may be 
found in Dobby (1945) and Fisher (1971). These authors also provide diagrams depicting wind 
conditions throughout the region at different times. 

In the northern hemisphere, on the average, the NE mnsoon occurs between December and 
February (cold and dry). A transit ion between mnsoons takes place from March to Apri 1, the 
warmest mnths. The rainy season is ushered in by the SW monsoon which extends from May to 
September: Another transition occurs from October to November. 

In the southern hemisphere as in the Indonesian region, the SW mnsoon season behaves like 
a northern summer (June-August, dry), and the NE mnsoon season like a northern winter 
(December-February, wet). 

Detailed descriptions of meteorological features in specific localities in the region 
exist, such as the work of Flores and Balagot (1969) on the Philippines, and of Ilahude (1979) and 
Sutamihardja (1985) on Indonesia. 

Data on typhoons in the region have been compiled by Niino and Emery (1961) and Hill 
(1979). Another useful reference are the records of the Meteorological Department of Thailand. 

!Wiost typhoons originate east of the Philippines in the northwest Pacific. Some originate 
farther west in the South China Sea. The average track displays a seasonal variation, being 
farthest south in winter and farthest north in summer. Most tracks fall into two main groups: 

- 100ve W or NW but later curve towards the N and finally the NE; and 

-move W or NW, sometimes SW with recurvature. 

The second group affects the East Asian Seas region. The frequency of tropical cyclones is such 
that September is the peak month and February the month of lowest occurrence. 
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3. Oceanographic features of the East Asian Seas 

The oceanographic parameters which affect the movement of oil in the sea are depth of the 
mixed layer (Ekman transport), surface waves (Stokes drift), tidal currents and surface wind drift 
(Langmuir circulation). 

3.1 Vertical structure of the sea 

llluch of the discussion below is drawn fr001 the work of Pinyoporn (1986) who studied the 
seasonal variation of certain characteristics of water masses in the South China Sea based on 
observations fr001 nine oceanographic stations during four monsoon seasons. 

Three layers have been distinguished in the South China Sea: an upper layer and a deep 
layer characterized by nearly uniform temperature, salinity and density, separated by a 
comparatively thin layer of rapidly changing properties, the thermocline in the case of 
temperature. 

The upper or mixed layer extends fr001 the sea surface down to a depth ranging fr001 about 
50-200 m. The computed annual variation of the mixed layer depth is the average of all 
bathythermograph data per month at latitude 15-160, and longitude 119-1200E. The mixed layer 
is shallowest in June-July (summer), and deepest in January (winter). Within the mixed layer are 
found the most intense currents and turbulent motions in the sea. 

Sea surface temperature and salinity distributions during the four monsoon seasons were 
plotted fr001 all historical oceanographic station data and bathythermograph data. During the NE 
monsoon season or winter, the inflow of high salinity water fr001 the Pacific reaches its maximum 
and increases the salinity maximum value. But the inflow of oceanic water, owing to mixing and 
dilution, is displaced to shallower depths and becomes lower in salinity towards the lower 
latitudes. During this season, oceanic water d001inates the whole continental shelf area. The 
shelf water, which is a body of mixed water, increases its proportion of oceanic water to 
estuarine water. 

During the SW monsoon or summer season, a reversal of hydrographical conditions in the 
shelf takes place, and the salinity decreases as a result of increasing fresh water dilution. 
During this period, along the deeper shelf area, there is a general upward sloping of isotherms 
and isohalines, showing the intrusion of slope water into the coastal area. 

3.2 Physical oceanographic processes 

3.2.1 Swells and waves 

The terms "swell• and "wave• are used to describe P(OCesses on the surface of the ocean. 
The data on these features in the region are sparse. They show high correlation with the surface 
wind. A coast which faces the wind during a particular season experiences stronger wave action 
during that season. 

For a useful compilation of data, including extensive tables and charts, see U.S. 
Hydrographic Office ( 1965), Haslam ( 1978), Valencia (1978a), and U.S. Defense !'lapping Agency 
(1979). 

3.2.2 Tides and tidal currents 

Tidal dynamics in the East Asian Seas region have been investigated by Wyrtki (1961), 
NEDECO (1965), Haslam (1978), U.S. Defense !'lapping Agency (1979,1982), and Soegiarto (1981). Such 
studies also cover the types of tides and their geographical distribution. 
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Tides in Southeast Asia are cooscillatory tides of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Because 
of the extremely strong subdivision of the region the pattern is manifold, and in each sub-basin a 
different oscillation is primarily stimulated (wyrtki 1961). 

In the open sea, tidal currents are overshadowed by the monsoon wind drifts. Exceptions 
are channels, inlets and along the coast where current speeds are highest. Data for these are 
also very sparse. Tidal currents in estuaries are measured and analyzed differently from those in 
the open _sea. 

Detailed studies of current regimes at the Bang Pakong River Plouth in Thailand were 
conducted by Siripong et al. (1984). Siripong and Tamiyavanich (1984) investigated the variation 
of tidal currents in the offshore area of Ban Laem in the Upper Gulf of Thailand (figs. 1, 2 
and 3). 

3.2.3 Surface currents 

There are a number of different physical forces which drive sea currents. One such factor, 
wind shear stress over the ocean surface, is limited, on the average, to shallow depths, 
characteristically to the upper mixed layer. The wind does not directly affect deep currents. 

Surface circulation throughout the region during four seasons was determined using ship's 
drift and Geanagnetic Electrokinetograph (GEK) data. Surface currents correlated highly with 
monsoon winds. 

3.2.4 Exchange of water between the Indian and Pacific oceans 

A significant water flux from the Pacific to the East Asian Seas via the Indonesian Sea has 
been suggested by various investigators. The predominant pathways are generally believed to be 
the deep passages north and south of Timor. In transport capacity, the Lombok Strait, between 
Bali and Lombok Islands, is second only to the Timor passages. 

The effect of the regional monsoon wind on the ocean transport in the Indonesian seas has 
been examined by means of a barotropic primitive numerical model (Pariwono 1986), applying the 
monthly wind field as the driving force. Realistic bottom topography and linear dissipation were 
incorporated in the model. 

4. Oil spill modelling in the East Asian Seas 

There are five published works on oil spill modelling in the East Asian Seas and none of 
them seem to get satisfactory results. 

4. 1 Singapore area 

Oakley and Cripps (1972) determined if sewage wastes or sludges could be safely discharged 
into the sea from proposed developments. Consideration was also given to pollution by oil and oil 
wastes. 

Full analysis of the results has not yet been made, but preliminary consideration has been 
given to the possibilities of marine disposal of sewage from the Telok Blangah development. They 
concluded that a discharge of untreated sewage would adversely affect waters around some of the 
islands in the vicinity where tourist development with swimming and boating is contemplated. 

4.2 Offshore region of West Sabah 

Chua and Mathias (1975) may have been the first to work on oil dispersion in the South 
China Sea. The movement of an oil slick on the sea surface is defined as the distance that it 
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travels under the influence of three iqJOrtant meteorological and oceanographic paraneters: the 
wind vector, the tidal stream vector and the residual current vector. Their results t!q)hasized 
the dominant effect of the current on the movement of the bulk of an oil spill (Valencia 1978b) • 
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Figure 4 presents the resultant travel paths of an oil spill under the CCIIIbined 
influence of the wind and current ass•ing a spill occurred on the first of each 111011th and 
continued to exist in s0111e instances through successive IIIM\ths until land was encountered. In the 
figure, the spill is shown to originate at the Tamungo well site. 

4.3 Gulf of Thailand 

Vongvisessa.Oai et al. (1978) constructed a mathematical nodel (fig. 5) of an oil spill 
in the Upper Gulf of Thailand. The hydrodyna~~ic calculations utilise the fresh water flow, tidal 
current velocity and wind~riven current to obtain a cCJIIt)ined vector which dete~Wines oil slick 
IIOVaRent. They compared the IIIOdel results with an actual oil spill and concluded that the current 
syste~~ is the dclntinant hydrodynamic factor affecting the slick movement. 
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4.4 The South China Sea 

Valencia et al. (1983) presented hypothetical oil spill trajectories for four phases of the 
monsoons for four well locations in the South China Sea: BACH-HO, off the ftekong Delta (gG40'N, 
lOSOE), NIOO, off NW Palawan (llON, llSOSO'E), CPC F-1 Wellsite off SW China (Taiwan) 
(l&ON, 1090E) and south of Hainan (230M, 12QOE). These trajectories were comined in 
figures with published trajectories projected from TAPIS off the east coast of Peninsular ftalaysia 
(6045'N, ll40]()'E), TEPIBUNGO, offshore of NW Sabah (6045'N, 1140]()'E), and the Upper Gulf 
of Thailand (Figs. 6 and 7). 

The hypothetical oil spill trajectories indicated the distance of travel from the site and 
included the effects of regional and seasonal currents and winds. Physical processes such as 
spreading and evaporation were considered. 

4.5 Simulation of an oil spill in a mangrove swamp 

Lai and Lee (1984) studied the spreading of naturally and chemically dispersed oil in a 
mangrove environment. Ninety liters of oil were spilled in a 9 square metre mud cubicle 1 - 1/2 
hour before highwater. The maxinun velocity of the slick was attained 20 - 40 minutes after 
highwater. Veloclty depended almost entirely on tidal flow which was estimated at about 1 - 2S 
that of tidal currents in open water (figs. 8 and 9). 

5. Recommendations 

Considering the background and nature of the oil pollution problem in the East Asian Seas, 
the following are recommended: 

(1) Continuous and systematic monitoring and evaluation of oil pollution in the sea; 

(2) Compilation of data, published infonmation, names of scientists and names of 
institutions connected with oil pollution work to facilitate exchange of knowledge and 
experience. A newsletter is a good mechanism; 

(3) Construction of oil spill trajectory models for areas which are potentially vulnerable; 

(4) Invitation of experts on oil spill modelling to serve as consultants; and 

(5) Solicitation of the financial support of the oil industry for research on marine oil 
pollution. 
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SOURCES AND EXTENT OF OIL POLLUTION IN THE EAST ASIAN SEAS REGION 

ABSTRACT 

"inistry of State for Population and the Environment 
Jalan ~rdeka Barat 15 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

Oil spHled on the sea surface undergoes a variety of transformations as a result of 
physical processes acting on it, and can cause severe damage to individual organisms and entire 
ecosystems. Data on contamination in the Southeast Asian seas is scarce. Available information 
indicates that hydrocarbon concentrations are in the order of 0.01 - 4 ppb, with higher values 
found in the waters around Japan. Oil in the marine enviroment originates fran a n&Jd)er of 
sources such as activities on land, natural seepage from submarine reservoirs (relatively abundant 
in Southeast Asb), and offshore operations. An in.,artant cause of oil pollution is linked to 
shipping and shipping accidents, since .the East Asian Seas are a major transit route for oil 
carriers. Recannendations center around the prevention and control of oil pollution. 

1. Introduction 

The marine env1roment in the East Asian Seas region is known as an ASEAN regional common, 
a fact that has been recognized fran the very beginning of ASEAN cooperation. For this reason, 
among the first cooperative activities to be adopted by ASEAN countries, with the catalytic and 
supportive role of the United Nations Enviroment Programne (UNEP), was the Action Plan for the 
Protection and Development of ~he Jllarine Enviroment and Coastal Areas of the East Asian seas 
region. Further to that, the_inadne env1roment h also recognized not only as a common regional 
·heritage which needs ·to:;; conserved and -protected, but also as an abundant source of resources 
which, if used rationally, can help foster economic development and inprove the quality of life in 
the region. 

With the increasing number of ships passing practically most sea lanes in Southeast Asia, 
where substantial quanti ties of oi 1 are transported and a n&Jd)er of onshore and offshore 
installations processing crude oil or producing oil are found, the risk of oil pollution is a high 
one. Consequently, it becomes imperative to give high priority to activities like oil pollution 
coni)atting and related countenneasures such as oil spill contingency planning which handles oil 
spills originating either from onshore and offshore operations or from tanker traffic. 

In the Asia-Pacific region, oil and gas deposits are most promising in sedimentary basins, 
many of which lie in ocean regions delimited by volcanic island chains (Fig. 1). In the case of 
basins that are located under the sea, their nature cannot be predicted from land data. Recent 
findings fran oil and gas exploration in the offshore areas of Southeast Asia confinn this. 

The description of the production and transport pattern for oil gives an indication of 
actual and possible causes of oil contamination in the marine environment. Oil contamination and 
accumulation in the fonn of dispersed oil in water, and floating and stranded tarballs are global 
phenomena which depend on the geographic and hydrographic features of the region. 

OH pollution of the marine and coastal environment is widely recognized as a problem and 
have been noted at various regional meetings over the last few years. However, oil pollution and 
its impact on the environment, particularly in Southeast Asian countries, are difficult to assess 
because the needed research and survey data are so scarce and fragmentary. 
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This paper provides an oveniew of maritime and terrestrial sources of oil pollution in the 
East Asian Seas region, the amount of oi 1 reaching the region from these sources, the volume 
transported from and through the region, and the present levels of oil pollution observed in the 
marine and coastal environment. 

The above mentioned results were derived from the implementation and management of projects 
of the Coordinating ~ for the Seas of East Asia (COBSEA) and other related activities, such as: 

- overview of land-based pollution sources in Southeast Asia; 

- assessment of oil pollution impact on living aquatic resources in Southeast Asia; 

- environmental problems of offshore exploration and exploitation in Southeast Asia; and 

- survey and monitoring of oil pollution and development of national coordinating 
mechanisms for the management and establishment of a regional data exchange system. 

An attempt is also made to come up with recommendations on research and monitoring needs, 
training and equipment requirements, and funding for control of oil pollution in the region, 
together with detailed descriptions of projects and activities which NY be implemented in order 
to achieve the goals of the recommendations. 

2. The inpact of oil ,pollution in the sea 

Oil pollution in the ocean can be created by an accident at the drilling site or when oil 
is being transported. Oil spilled in the ocean, with its various physical and chemical 
characteristics, will create a negative impact on the environment, living resources, as well as 
marine related activities such as fishing, culture, mining, transportation, and recreation. 

Spilled oil on the sea surface with a volume of one litre will cover an area of about 4,000 
square meters when completely spread out. During the time it is spreading, many changes occur in 
the oil. All types of oil contain volatile components that evaporate readily. Within a few days, 
about 2S~ of the volume of a typical oil spill is lost through evaporation. The remaining oil is 
subjected to emulsification processes which cause oil and water to mix. 

In turbulent seas, oil-in-water emulsions tend to form and the resulting oil droplets are 
dispersed throughout the water. Some oil droplets, especially those weighted down by mineral 
particles, even reach the bottom. 

Water-in-oil emulsions form when water droplets become enclosed in sheaths of oil. The 
emulsion is stabilised by interactions between the enclosed water droplets and various residues 
and asphaltic materials found in most crude oil. This type of emulsion shows up as a floating, 
sticky, viscous mass and sometimes contains enough water to cause the total volume to be greater 
than that of the original oil. 

Plost oil that sunives the emulsification process is degraded by photo-oxidation and the 
activity of microorganisms that are naturally present in the water. 

By the end of three months at sea, only about lS~ of the original volume of an oil spill 
remains. This is in the form of black, tarry lumps of a dense asphaltic substance and it is these 
lumps that frequently wash up on beaches. 

When massive spills occur close to shore, there is not enough time for the processes 
described above to affect the total amount of oil involved. The result is that a thick sticky 
film of oil is deposited on any solid that comes in contact with the spill. Plant life along 
shorelines would be smothered and sea birds killed. 
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The toxic effects of oil result fran scme of the many c~nds that make up oil (see 
Siripong, •oil and the marine environment•, this volume). It was reported that for spills close 
to shore, massive and immediate destruction of marine life occurs during the first few days after 
a spill. The species affected include a wide range of fish, shellfish, worms, crabs, and other 
invertebrates. Bottom-living fish and other creatures are killed and washed ashore. The toxicity 
is immediate and leads to death within minutes or hours. The long-term and especially 
low-concentration effects of oil C<Jq)Onents on living systems are not as clear as short-term 
effects. 

Oil on beaches discourages tourism. Removal of the contaminated sand could be done but 
this is a laborious and time consuning task. Furthennore, it is unlikely that all oil would be 
removed as scme would be covered by shifting sand and could be re-exposed later on. For a long 
period, tarry patches could soil the skin and swimming suits of holiday makers. The problem is an 
unpleasant one even when the oil is present in samll amounts. 

2.1 Oil contamination in marine waters 

The data fran the 1\lrine Pollution (Petroletm) Plonitoring Pilot Project (MPPIOPP) of the 
Integrated Global Ocean Survey System (IGOSS) o hydrocarbons and floating tarballs (oi 1 lun.,s) 
(Figs. 2 and 3) provide the only overview of the state of oil contamination in the East Asian 
Seas. The hydrocarbon concentrations range from 0.01 - 4 ppb with both extremes occurring in the 
southern part of the South China Sea. The 1\llacca Straits, eastern South China Sea, Celebes Sea, 
and northern Philippine Sea have values of 0.06 and 0.07 ppb. Higher values of 0.2 to 0.7 ppb are 
found in waters around Japan. 

Scme countries in Southeast Asia conduct surveys and occasional observations of 
hydrocarbons in coastal waters, but the results and data are scattered, so it is in.,assible to 
integrate this information with the MPMOPP/IGOSS data. Even for an assessment within the region, 
interpretation is difficult because of the various methods of sampling and analysis used. 

The hydrocarbon contamination data given by country represent an effort to C<lq)clre the 
available information regardless of the purposes for which this was generated. Concentration of 
oil pollution is strongly dependent on the hydrographic and geographic features of the region. 

The following methods were used for hydrocarbon analyses. MPMOPP/IGOSS presumably used S 
litre of sample extracted by n-hexane and analysed by fluorescence spectrcmetry (IOC/WIIl 1976). 
Phang et al. (1980) (1\llaysia) used 2.5 litre of water sample extracted in cc1 4 and analysed 
with an infrared spectrophotcmeter (Atwood et al. 1972). The Oil and Gas Technology Development 
Center, •Lemigas• (Indonesia), used S litre of water sample, extracted in cc1 4, shaken with 
Frorisil to remove polar hydrocarbons, and finally analysed by infrared spectrophotcmetry (CONCAWE 
1972). The national Pollution Control Coomission of the Philippines analysed water samples by 
extraction with a solvent and weighing gravimetrically without any separation of the polar and 
non-polar hydrocarbons. These differences of method make comparisons difficult. 

2.2 Chemical effects of oil spills on marine organisms 

The degree of biological damage caused by an oil spill in the ocean mainly depends on: 

- the type of oil pollutant; 

- the characteristics of the open sea towards the coast; 

- the characteristics of the movement of sea water off the coast; 

- the bottom topography of the sea; and 

- the weather conditions when the accident took place. 
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2.3 Physical effects of oil spills in the ocean 

Oil spills in the ocean, especially of crude oil, will cause deterioration of fishing gear 
such as nets, traps, and other static fishing tools rendering them useless. 

Effects of oil on coastal ecosystems are discussed by Chansang (this volume). 

3. Maritime and terrestrial sources of oil pollution 

It is our policy that prevention of pollution be an integral part of, and would actually 
facilitate, oil exploration and production in the region. This is of importance since the problem 
of pollution is a logical consequence of industrial and technological development, and has become 
both a national and international issue that requires our special attention. 

It is estimated that about S - 10 million tonnes of oil are discharged into the world's 
oceans every year (Lim and Ong 1987). The major sources of discharge are: 

- cargo tank washings at sea; 

- bilge pumping at sea (ships other than tankers); 

- in-port oil losses; 

- oil exploration and production; and 

- accidents or grounding of tankers. 

3.1 Terrestrial sources 

Terrestrial sources of pollution in the fast Asian Seas region are connected with land 
exploration and production activities. The mining and energy sector in Indonesia has a very 
important role and forms the main source of the state income. It also provides the largest part 
of energy resources, but from another point of view could also be a source or cause of pollution 
due to technical failure and other reasons. 

In Table 1 is a list of important land-based crude oil producers in Indonesia. This 
provides an indication of production rate in the country (see also Fig. 4). 

Table 1. land-based crude oil producers in Indonesia. 

location Production 
(in million barrels) 

Pertilllina (see Fig. 4) 30.7 

Caltex Riau province 292.9 

Stanvac Jambi province 12.0 

Calasiatic Topco Central S~~natra 2.5 

lemigas Central Java 0.3 

Petromer Trend Birds Head (Irian Jaya) 27.7 
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3.2 HYdrocarbon producing basins 

The actual and potential hydrocarbon producing basins in the Southeast Asian region are 
found in various geological settings. 

In Indonesia, the known basins stretch fran StJnatra, including the northern offshore 
extension into the Straits of ~lacca, through Java to Kalimantan, as well as the basins in and 
offshore of West Irian. 

In ~laysia and Brunei, the Northwest Borneo basin and its offshore extension are of recent 
interest as are the Saigon-Brunei basin in the southern part of the South China Sea and the Gulf 
of Thailand basin. 

The Gulf of Thailand basin extends to the north into the land area of Bangkok. Of 
special interest also is the sedimentary area in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands extending down to 
the ~lacca Straits. 

In the Philippines, producing fields have been found in the offshore area of Palawan 
Island in the South China Sea (Siddayao 1980). 

Some recent discoveries in Southeast Asia, particularly in the offshore areas, have greatly 
changed earlier concepts of estimating hydrocarbon potential based on the projection of land 
geology. 

The prospective hydrocarbon basins and oil and gas producing areas in Southeast Asia, as 
illustrated in Figure 1, indicate the natural wealth of the region. Data on hydrocarbon resources 
in the submarine areas are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. ~drocarbon resources in the ocean waters of Southeast Asia (in barrels per day) 

(after Bilal and Kuhnhold 1980, Siddayao 1980, Sigit et al. 1980). 

Country Production 1978 Production 1980 
Total Offshore Total Offshore 

Brunei 209,400 119,100 

Indonesia 1,634,790 545,240 1,576,546 536,876 

~laysia 196,500 196,500 300,000 

Philippines 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 

Singapore 0 0 0 0 

Thailand 200 0 200 0 

3.3 Marine transport of oil, shipping operations and casualties 

~t of the oil shipped through and in Southeast Asian waters is in transit to Japan 
while the rest goes to the USA and other Asian countries, together accounting for more 
than 90S of the oil supplied (Fig. 5). 
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According to Finn et al. (1979), 3.23 million barrels (bbl), mainly crude, enter this region 
daily through the Straits of Plalacca, while 3.81 million bbl/day (crude and refined products) 
leave the Placassar Straits for Japan and the Pacific (Bi lal and Kuhnhold 1980). The Port of 
Singapore, situated at the key intersection of major sea routes, ranks as the world's third 
busiest port. Its strategic location has also contributed to Singapore's emergence as a center 
for ship repairs and service for oi 1 tankers. Table 3 shows frequencies of tanker movement in 
Southeast Asia and Table 4 shows the origin, size and numbers of tankers that travel through the 
Straits of "alacca. 

There are many factors that affect or that may affect the pattern of oil shipment in 
Southeast Asia. For exan.,le, unpredictable new resource discoveries within the region, such as 
offshore of Vietnam and China, may change patterns of supply. 
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Table 3. Frequencies of tanker mov~nts in Southeast Asia 
(Valencia 1981). 

Destination 
(Route) 

South Korea and Japan 

Japan (lombok-"acassar-Sulawesi Sea:-
east ar west of the Philippines) 

Sulawesi Sea 

Port Dickson, ~laysia 

Singapore 

Singapore Strait 

Hypothetical 
vessel size 

200,00 DWT 

VlCCs 

VLCCs + Tankers 

90,000 DWT 

VlCCs 

Various 

Frequency 

984/yr ( 110.4 d) 

140/yr (112.6 d) 

25-30/yr {1/13.5 d) 

40/yr ( 119 d) 

911yr ( 1/4 d) 

15,336/yr {1/.024 d 
or 1134 min) 

Table 4. Origin, size spectrum and number of tankers in transit through the Straits of 
~lacca. Numbers in parentheses show percentage of total Japanese oil in.,orts 

and percentage of tankers transporting oil to Japan (Finn et al. 1979). 

Tanker size 
100- 150-

Origin 100 150 200 

Persian Gulf 284 261 106 

Indonesia 198 30 2 

Africa 40 13 6 

TOTAL 522 304 ll4 

(thousand dwt) 

200- 250-
250 300 

321 86 

5 

326 86 

ll.mount of oi 1 
(thousand tons) 

192,830 (7~) 

17,419 (6%) 

8,117 (~) 

218,355 (8~) 

Number of 
tankers 

1,058 (581) 

230 (1~) 

64 (4%) 

1,352 (74%) 

In the Straits of ~lacca, the transit of international tankers results in very dense 
traffic, and accidents can always happen causing oil spills. In 1975, 5,500 tonnes spilled in the 
Straits of ~lacca frail the tanker •oiego Silang•. There were two major oil spills in the South 
China Sea fra~~ collisions: that of a supply ship with the storage barge •EsSO Mercia• which 
spilled 500 tonnes of bunker crude oi 1, and the other between the ·"· V. Fortuna• and the •uss 
Ranger• which spilled 10,000 tonnes of crude oil. Table 5 shows ship casualties in ~laysian 
waters. 



Name of vessel 
or incident 

"Tolo Sea" 

Oil slick 

"Diego Silang• 

"M.V. Asian 
Guardian" 

"M.V. Montessa" 

Shell Refinery 

"Tesahino ~ru" 

"Toan Chuen 
Chun" 

"Esso Mercia" 

"M.V. Fortuna• 
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Table S. Ship casualties in ~laysian waters from 1975 to early 1980 
(from Bilal and Kuhnhold 1980). 

Cause location oate Amount and type of oil 

Grounding due to fire Penang Harbour 20.05.1975 60 tonnes bunker fue 1 
oil 

Unknown South Channe 1 , 03.05.1979 Estimated 10-15 tonnes 
Penang bunker fuel oil 

Collision with Russian ~lacca Straits 24.07.1976 5,500 tonnes Kuwait 
Ship "Vystok" crude 

Rupture of discharge ~lacca Straits 16.05.1917 60 tonnes light fuel 
pipe to power station oi 1 

Accidental discharge due ~lacca Straits 30.06.1979 Arabian light crude 
to mechanical failure (amount unknown) 

Accidental discharge due ~lacca Straits 30.11.1979 Arabian light crude 
to pipe rupture (Port Dickson) (SO t) 

leakage of delivery Malacca Straits 20.01.1980 Bunker fue 1 oi 1 
pipeline (Port Klang) (amount unknown) 

Accidental discharge due Johore Straits 10.05.1979 Bunker fue 1 oi 1 
to mechanical failure (amount unknown) 

Collision with supply South China Sea 30. 10.1978 505 tonnes bunker 
ship "Florence Tide" fuel oil 

Collision with "USS South China Sea 05.04.1979 10,000 tonnes Kuwait 
Ranger" 1i ght crude oil 

In the southern part of Singapore, oil contamination comes mainly from ships that use the 
busy sea lane of the Strait of Singapore and from those that anchor at the various designated 
anchorage areas which occupy practically the whole of the southern territorial waters of 
Singapore. Because of the heavy traffic, a nlllt>er of oil spills have occurred through the 
collision or grounding of tankers. Table 6 gives a list of casualties and oil spills for the 
period 1975 and 1976. 

Menasveta (unpublished) reported that there is a problem of oil contamination due to oil 
activities in Thai waters, but it is still relatively small. An accidental oil spill occurred in 
April 1974 when the 5000 tonnes coastal vessel "Visahakit" collided with another ship about 8 bn 
from the mouth of the Chao Phraya river. The spill was estimated at 9000 bbl of oil. 
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Table 6. Shipping casualties in the Strait of Singapore 
(after Finn et al. 1979, Kantaatmadja 1981). 

Date ~ane of ship 

06.01.75 •showa ~ru• 
spilled 

16.01.75 •Isuzugawa ~ru• 
•si lver Pa lace• 

05.04.75 ·~sella• 

spilled 

18.04.75 •rosa ~ru· 
•cactus Queen• 

14.06.15 •Kowei Baru• 
•JIIlonte Cristo• 

n .07. J5 ·~issei ~ru· 
•Ravi• 

24.10.75 •seatiger• 

29.10.75 •Kriti Sun• 

Type (Tonnage) 

Tanker (273,698) 

Tanker (122, 233) 
Tanker ( 21,226) 

Tanker (212,759) 

Tanker ( 42,190) 
Tanker (152,035) 

Freighter 
Freighter 

Freighter 

Tanker (231,986) 
freighter 

Tanker (123,693) 

Tanker (123, 484) 

11.12.75 •Sachal• Tanker (29,908) 
•Gen. ~dalineki• Bulk Carrier(23,298) 

17.05.76 •~~~argo• Freighter 
Freighter •Georg Hanake• 

26.07.76 •Forresbank• Freighter 
Freighter •~~~areva A.s.• 

06.09.76 ·~akaze• Freighter 
Freighter 

26.10.76 

•~~~arrita e.· 

•citta di Savona• Tanker (64,805) 
•Philippine Star• Tanker 
•esso Spain• Tanker (81,827) 

Cause location 

Grounding Buffalo Rock, 

off Singapore 

Collision OUtside of 
Singapore Port 
limits 

Collision 1 mi south of 
St. John's 
Island 

Collision Eastern Roads, 
Singapore 

Collision Malacca Straits 

Collision 1°15'03•N, 
104009'03•E 

Collision, 4.8 kll south of 
grounding St. John's Island 

Struck by Singapore Port 
lightning 

Collision Eastern anchorage, 
Singapore 

Collision Eastern anchorage, 
Singapore 

Collision Eastern anchorage, 
Singapore 

Collision Off St. John's 
Island 

Collision Eastern anchorage, 
Singapore 

Conments 

7,700 tonnes oi 1 

"Isuzugawa Plaru• 
had cargo of crude 
oil; no spillage 

2,000 tonnes oil 

•rosa Maru• broke 
in two and sank 

Ship sank 

•Neissei ~ru• had 
cargo of crude oil 

•Savona• and •star• 
had cargoes of 
crude oi 1; 1,000 t 
oil spilled 
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The biggest oil spill in Indonesian waters was in the Strait of Singapore, where a super 
tanker of 273,698 dwt, "Showa Maru•, grounded on treacherous shoals near the Buffalo Rock Beacon. 
It spilled approximately 54,000 bbl of "iddle East crude (Kantaatmadja 1981). 

Oil spills due to shipping accidents in the waters of the Philippines have been listed by 
the National Operation Center for Oil Pollution. The record for 1978 is given in Table 7. 

Table 7. Oil spills by shipping accidents in Philippine waters in 1978 
(after Gomez 1980). 

Name of vessel/company 

AGEP Wood Preserving Div. 

William Lines motor vessel 

Campania Maritima vessel 

~torized banca (Samasco) 

~torized tank (las Vivas) 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) 

~torized tank (las Vivas) 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) 

~torized tank (C. Robles) 

Barge (Sealink Inc.) 

Cause 

Discharge to Pasig River of 
3-4 drums bunker oil 

Waste oil spillage 

Waste oil spill (20 gal) 

Waste oil spill (20-30 gal) 

Discharge of waste oil 

Spillage of 4,000 bbl of 
auto turbo fuel 

Oil spill due to grounding 

Spill of 1,000 bbl of 
premium gasoline by sinking 

Spill of bunker oil (and 
20,000 bags fertilizer) due 
to grounding 

Bunker oil spill by 
grounding 

Oil spill due to sinking 

Spill of 1,300 bbl lubo 
oil due to sinking 

Date 

12.04.78 

19.05.78 

20.05.78 

22.05.78 

06.08.78 

27.09.78 

27.09.78 

27.09.78 

09.10.78 

09.10.78 

10.10.78 

14.11.78 

location 

Pasig River 

Iloilo River 

North Harbor, Man i 1 a 

Bauan, Batangas 

Shell-Batangas Bay 

Bataan Refining Co., 
lamao, Bataan 

Bataan Refining Co., 
lamao, Bataan 

Bataan Refining Co., 
lamao, Bataan 

Manila Bay 

Manila Bay 

Bataan Refining Co., 
lamao, Bataan 

Pasig River 

Aside from oil spills through accidents, discharges of oil occur also from operational 
shipping activities. These discharges consist of activities such as deballasting, tank cleaning, 
dry docking, bunkering, cargo loading and unloading. The incidence of operational or deliberate 
oily waste discharges in the area of the East Asian Seas has been studied by Kurashina (1975) and 
Nasu et al. (1975). The result is as follows: 



SE Japan area 
Taiwan area 
South China Sea 
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Annual number of dirty 
ballast discharge and 

tank cleaning operations 

74 
7 

392 

Amount discharged 
in 1000 t/yr 

578 
616 

4,705 

Oil released during deballasting operations is in the form of tar ltnps and weathering 
produces tarry residues and tarballs. Figure 6 shows the distdbution of oil 1t11.,s in relation 
to eastbound tanker traffic and surface currents. 

• Few oil lumps 
Many oil lumps 
Moyement of oil; width indicates amount 
Average surface currents 
Area of most intense pollution by oil lumps 

VVV Border betl•een currents 

Fig. 6. Surface currents, transport of oil, and distribution of oil lumps 
in South and East Asia (after Nasu ~- 1975) 

The Straits of lombok, the Straits of Macassar and the Celebes Sea are an alternative route 
for Ultra large Crude Carriers (UlCC, over 300,000 dwt) sailing to Japan and the west coast of 
Pmerica, both because of the physical enviro1111ent in the Straits of Malacca and because of the 
characteristics of vessels involved in the oil trade between the Western Pacific and the l'tiddle 
East. 
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In 1975, three ULCC's, the "Globtik London" (483,960 dwt), the "Globtik Tokyo" (483,684 
dwt), and the "Nisseki ~ru" (3,372,698 dwt), sailed through these waters in addition to the 25 to 
30 Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCC, 200,000-300,000 dwt) and 100 to 150 tankers that transit these 
waters each month (Hayes 1979). 

3.4 Refineries and production fields 

There are ntmerous loading ports, production fields and refineries located along the coast 
of the Straits of ~lacca and adjacent to the Strait of Singapore. Twelve coastal refineries 
with a total output of over 1,400,000 bbl per stream day are located on the coasts of the Straits 
of ~lacca and Singapore. Port Dtanai in east Stanatra is one of the world's biggest crude oil 
exporting tenminals. In 1973 it exported 2.5 milion tonnes of crude oil (Finn et al. 1979). 

Along the coast of the southern part of the South China Sea there are eight refineries 
having a total capacity of 445,000 bbl per stream day. 

One refinery is located on the east coast of Kalimantan (Straits of lllacassar) with a 
capacity of 75,000 bbl per stream day. Furthenmore, a new refinery center is located on the 
southern coast of the island of Java. It has a capacity of 100,000 bbl per stream day which is 
being extended to 300,000 bbl per stream day. The oil tenminals, production fields and refineries 
continuously release oily effluent into the adjacent waters. Sometimes accidental spills have 
resulted from technical failures and htanan errors like leaks, overfilling and mismanagement. 
Table 8 shows a list of refineries with their capacities and Figure 1 indicates the locations of 
producing and prospective oil fields in Southeast Asia. 

3.5 Tarball occurrence 

Referring to Figure 3 from MPPIOPP/IGOSS, and Figure 6 from Nasu et al. 's (1975) study on 
petroleum pollution in the high seas, we obtain the following summary of the tarball status in the 
East Asian Seas. To the north of Luzon (Philippines), there are 0.63 kg/~ (= 0.63 mg/mZ), and 
northeast of this area tarball values reach 1.6 kg/~ (= 1.6 mg/mZ). In the direction of Japan 
the contamination reaches higher values. As stated above, the discharge of tankers' dirty ballast 
is much more frequent in the South -china Sea than in Taiwanese and Japanese waters. Thus the 
question of tarball contamination in the South China Sea is quite interesting·. In the Philippine 
Sea the plots indicate "only" 0.06 mg/m2. 

Stranded tarballs have been observed in some countries in Southeast Asia. In Pulau Pari, 
where the Indonesian Institute of Oceanology is located, tarballs have been observed regularly for 
the last four years. Pulau Pari itself is a pseudo-atoll consisting of five small islands, and on 
three of these, stranded tarballs have been observed. The result of a 1981/1982 survey is given 
in Figure 7. It shows that the fluctuation of the quantity depends on the monsoon. The lowest 
value is in August (12.3 g/ml) and the highest (81 g/ml) is in November (Toro and Djamali 
1982). 

In August 1982, Lemigas and the French Centre National pour l'Exploitation des Oceans 
(CNEXO) made a reconnaissance survey in the Riau Archipelago (Strait of Singapore) and the 
southern part of the West Celebes coast (Straits of lllacassar), among other areas. Although this 
was the month with the lowest concentrations, tarballs were still found in Pulau Pari, Riau 
Archipelago and the west coast of Celebes. 

On the coast around the Gulf of Thailand, tarballs were found during lllarch and April. At 
Songkhla beach, the highest acciJilllation was 0.2 to 715 g/ml. On the beaches of Phuket Island, 
facing the Indian Ocean and Andaman Sea, such as the beaches of Karon, Patbong, Naiyang and Laem 
Phanwa, the concentrations ranged from 0.1 to 180 g/ml. The quantities increased from August 
onward (Piyakarnchana et al. 1978). 
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Table 8. Coastal refineries and capacities in Southeast Asia 
(from Petroleum News Southeast Asia 1980, Bilal, pers. comm.). 

Country 

BURPIA 

Petrochemical Industries Corp., Chauk 
Petrochemical Industries Corp., Syriam 
New Refinery, ~luk, 2,000 bbl/d (1980) 
New Refinery, "ann, 25,000 bbl/d (1982) 

INDONESIA (all owned by the state enterprise 
Pertamina) 

Cilacap, South Java (1984) 
Balikpapan, Kalimantan (1984) 
Dumai. Sumatra ( 1984) 
Sungai Gerong, Sumatra 
Plaju, Sumatra 
Pangkalan Brandan, Sumatra 
Sungai Pakning, Sumatra 
New Refinery, Batam (planned) 200,000 bbl/d 

MLAYSIA 

·Esso, Port Dickson 
Shell, Port Dickson 
Shell, Lutong, Sarawak 
Petronas, new refinery, West coast 
Petronas, new refinery, Paka, Trengganu 

(2D,000-3D,OOO bbl/d on stream by 1984) 

PHILIPPINES 

Bataan Refining, Limay 
Caltex, South Luzon 
Pilipinas Shell, Batangas 

SINGAPORE 

British Petroleum, Pasir Panjang 
Esso, Pulau Anyer Chawan 
l'lobi 1 • Jurong 
Shell, Pulau Bukom 
Singapore Refining Co., Pulau 
~rlimbau, (100,000 bbl/d by late 1980) 

THAILAND 
Esso, Si Racha 
St11111i t, Bangkok 
St11111it, Fang 
Thailand Oil Refining, Chonburi 

(65,000 bblld expansion approved) 

Capacity 
(bblld) 

6,300 
22,000 

300,000 
265,000 
185,000 
79,000 

111,000 
4,000 

50,000 

36,000 
90,000 
14,000 

150,000 

104,000 
74,000 
68,000 

28,000 
213,000 
180,000 
500,000 
70,000 

35,000 
80,000 

1,000 
65,000 

Location 

Andaman Sea 

Indian OCean 
Straits of ~cassar 
Straits of ~lacca 
Straits of ~lacca 
Straits of ~lacca 
Straits of ~lacca 
Straits of ~lacca 
Strait of Singapore 

Straits of ~lacca 
Straits of ~lacca 
South China Sea 
Straits of ~lacca 
South China Sea 

South China Sea 
South China Sea 
South China Sea 

Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 

Gulf of Thailand 
Gulf of Thailand 
Gulf of Thailand 
Gulf of Thailand 
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Fig. 7. Mean quantity of stranded tarballs per month (g/square meter) on Pulau Pari, 
Pulau Tengah and Pulau Tikus (Toro and Djamali 1982) 

On the eastern coast of Peninsular Plalaysia from Kota Baharu to ~rsing, including the 
offshore island of Pulau Tioman, contamination by oil residues and tarballs has also been found 
(Maheswaran 1978). 

4. Areas vulnerable to oil pollution 

The Southeast Asian waters including the South China Sea are at present beset by oil 
activities such as oil exploration, production, refining and transportation. As a consequence of 
low level discharge by refining and production processes, spills by shipping casualties, as well 
as spills due to technical failure or hwnan error in handling of oil, the waters in this region 
are continuously contaminated by oil. The acctlllllations of dispersed/dissolved oil in water, 
floating oil lumps and stranded tarballs are very dependent on such physical factors as the winds, 
ocean currents and tidal movement. Local currents and seabed topography in the Plalacca Straits, 
the Gulf of Thailand and the Java Sea may influence predicted sites of acctlllllation. 
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At present the Straits of Plalacca and the South China Sea waters are the most vulnerable 
areas· for oil pollution because of the increasing size and frequency of tankers traversing the 
area, as well as oil activities and hydrographic and geographic patterns. Before tankers enter 
the shallow straits thay have to reduce their draft by discharging the ballast water. Whether the 
deballasting operation occurs in the western or eastern entrance of the straits is a significant 
question, because these operations lead to oil slicks and tarball fonmation. 

Deballasting in the South China Sea is more probable and frequent, although this depends on 
the transportation schedule and destination of cargo. Tankers fran the Ptiddle East to Japan not 
only load and unload at the beginning and end of their voyage, but also unload and take on cargo 
at intenmediate ports such as Singapore or Port Dickson. 

The Gulf of Thailand receives water fran the current circulation in the South China Sea 
during the yearly monsoon (~rtki 1961). This might possibly explain the tarball deposition along 
the coast of the Gulf and the eastern coast of Peninsular Plalaysia. It is interesting to note 
that the acc11111lations and their locations vary seasonally, in close relation to the current 
circulaUon and tanker rout!$ as suggested by the studies of Kurashina (1975) and Nasu et al. 
(19JSt. . 

In the region of Pulau Pari, currents conform with the general pattern of the Java Sea. 
Pleasurements were made during OCtober and ·Novenber 1970 at Kepulauan Seribu (Seribu Archipelago), 
north of Pulau Parl. Ouring the transiUonal ·period between monsoons, the maxinun velocity of the 
general current was only 0.08 Ill/sec at low tide. At high tide, rates tended to increase to 1.0 
m/sec. This current system, particularly the relative stagnancy of the waters, may explain the 
deposition of tarballs at the islands. 

Surveys and monitoring of oil contamination in the Southeast Asian countries are being 
conducted to assess the extent of oil pollution, but it is difficult to define the status of 
pollution in the region because of inadequacies in terms of research and monitoring, and training 
and equipment requirements. 

S. Recommendations 

The following measures should be considered for the effective control of oil pollution in 
the region. 

A. Additional programmes to fill existing gaps: 

- Studies on the fate and effects of oil in the marine enviror~~~ent, including 
biodegradation, levels in organiSMS, etc.; 

- Developing a conmon method of finger-printing oil and its products; 

- Developing a connon ~~~ethod and procedures for oi 1 spill i...,act analysis, including 
quantification of ecological effects, to substantiate claias and determine compensation; 

- Studies to establish baseline levels of oil pollution in the region; 

- Developing procedures and guidelines for the use of dispersants and especially the 
selection of suitable equipment for use in cleaning up oil spills in certain locations; 

- Prioritizing sensitive resources which are vulnerable to potential oil spills in 
conjunction with environmental sensitivity index mapping; and 

- Identifying regional Oil Spill Impact Assessors who are authorised to decide on disputes 
in compensation claims. 
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B. Developing criteria for the following: 

I Sensitive areas (may require partial or full protection): 

(a) economic effects on. for ex~le. fishing areas. artificial and natural breeding 
grounds. aquaculture sites. coral reefs. mangroves; 

(b) loss of amenities. e.g •• diving sports. swimming. etc.; 

(c) effects on use of sea water. e.g •• for cooling; 

(d) effects on safety. e.g .• risk of fire and explosions; 

(e) protection of fragile ecosystems such as marine life sanctuaries; and 

(f) preservation of rare species. 

II Selection of suitable dispersants: 

(a) low toxicity. i.e.. sufficiently low levels of chlorinated hydrocarbons. heavy 
metals. aromatic hydrocarbons and other carcinogens; 

(b) effectiveness; 

(c) rapid biodegradability; and 

(d) low flammability. 

III Siting of technical support system: 

(a) Proximity to high risk areas. e.g .• refineries; 

(b) Availability of communication facilities. e.g •• telephone. telex. VHF radio. etc.; 

(c) Accessibility for replenishment of supplies such as dispersants and spray equipment; 

(d) Security of site; 

(e) availability of support facilities for manpower. such as lodging. food. water. 
etc.; and 

(f) Availability of support facilities for equipment. e.g .• jetties. aircraft landing 
facilities. 

IV Selection of equipment: 

(a) application.considering water depth. weather conditions. wave height. navigational 
constraints; 

(b) cost effectiveness; 

(c) availability of maintenance and repair services and spares; 

(d) ease of deployment; 

(e) durability. e.g •• use in tropical climates; 
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(f) local availability (and if locally manufactured); and 

(g) CoqK)nents or materials such as absorbents like hay, woodchlps, coconut husks, 
chicken feathers. 

V System of contingency planning: multi-tier system would be applicable depending on the 
system affected. 

C. Further considerations: 

I COoperation in regional contingency plan development: 

(a) more even siting of operation centres; 

(b) developing a loan and rental scheme for centers in the region; 

(c) applying the existing standard operating procedure for the l'lalacca and Singapore 
Straits which had worked well with respect to other regional waters; and 

(d) regional training and education exercises on oil spill response and clean-up. 

II Follow-up action: 

(a) developing expertise in relevant areas like risk analysis through training courses; 

(b) review meetings; 

(c) soliciting of external technical support for trajectory studies on oil spills; 

(d) collecting data on specific activities that could be affected by oil spills; 

(e) standardization of equipment and chemicals used in the region for better 
comparability; and 

(f) identification of parameters required for monitoring. 
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EFFECTS OF OIL POLLUTION ON MARINE AND COASTAL LIVING 
RESOURCES OF THE EAST ASIAN SEAS REGION 

Hansa Chansang 
Phuket Marine Biological Center 

P.O. Box 60 
Phuket 83000, Thailand 

This paper atteq>ts to update the recent information on oil contamination of the marine 
environment in Southeast Asia. Information available indicates a low level of oil present in the 
coastal waters. Data on beach tar show a significant decline in early 1980 from the higher level 
in the last decade. There is very limited information on the effect of oil pollution on the 
marine ecosystems within the region. A brief review of the current knowledge on effects of oil 
pollution and clean-up on ecosystems, especially mangroves, coral reefs and seagrass beds, is 
made. Several measures are reccmnended for long term planning to minimize the effect of oil 
pollution in the region. 

1. Introduction 

Concern about the effects of oil pollution on the marine and coastal living resources in 
Southeast Asia is justifiable. Some countries in the region are oil producing and major tanker 
routes from the "iddle East to Japan and the Eastern Pacific are located along their borders 
specifically in the Straits of Plalacca, South China Sea and Java Sea. This is an atteq>t to 
review and stllllllrize the status of knowledge on the effect of oil pollution on the marine 
ecosystems in Southeast Asia, especially the coral reefs and mangroves. 

Information on exploration, production and transportation of oil, occurrence of oil spills, 
level of oil contamination and studies made on oil pollution has been co..,iled by Bilal and 
Kunhold (1980). The only stu~ after this is that of Leong et al. (1987) on the effects of oil on 
the ecosystem. This does not mean that the problem does not exist. The news sections in the 1984 
- 1987 issues of "Marine Pollution Bulletin• report at least three oil spill accidents in the area. 

2. Status of knowledge on oil pollution in Southeast Asian waters 

Recent information on the level of hydrocarbons in ASEAN waters is summarized in Table 1. 
More information on marine tar and beach tar is also available. Holdway (1986) reported the 
result of a circumnavigational survey of marine tar during 1978 to 1980 (Table 2). He concluded 
that the marine tar was found mainly in areas of shipping concentration. Widespread occurrences 
of < 1 mg/~ of tar were observed in the Arafura, Banda, Flores and Java Seas. Fourteen out of 
twenty stations in this region were found to contain tar with an average value of 0.08 mg/~. 
The Java Sea, which is the site of heavy shipping traffic visiting the ports of Jakarta, Surabaja 
and Singapore, appeared to be the most polluted of the four seas. The amount of marine tar in 
this region was higher than in the open Indian Ocean, however still significantly less than in the 
Mediterranean and Red Seas. 
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Table 1. Infonmation on hydrocarbon levels in Southeast Asian waters. 

Location 

Gulf of Thailand 

Upper Gulf 

Lower Gulf 

East coast of ~laysia 

Jakarta Bay 

Jakarta Bay 

East coast of Sumatra 

Straits of ~lacca 
(Penang) 

Coastal Thai waters 
of the Andaman Sea 

Time 

April 1985 -
Septeft)er 1986 

Apri 1 ~Y 1979 

1976-1978 

February~rch 1979 

1985 

Concentration of 
hydrocarbon 

2.3 ug/1 average 
0.65-8.3 ug/1 range 

1.3 ug/1 average 
0.07-6.6 ug/1 range 

0-130 ug/1 

0.00-0.39 mg/1 

0.5-46 ug/1 

< 0. 1-7.2 mg/1 

10-120 ug/l 

0.04-1.21 ug/1 

Reference 

wattayakorn 1987 

wattayakorn 1987 

Phaog et al. 1980 

Soegiarto 1980 

Thayib and Thayib 1987 

Soegiarto 1980, after 
wasilun 1978 

Phang et al. 1980 

Petpiroon (unpublished 
data) 

Reports on beach tar in this region are also presented. Oostdam (1984) reported spot 
samples of beach tar in this region as part of the survey of the Indian Ocean, South China Sea and 
South Pacific in 1978 (Table 3). He reported the highest beach tar concentrations in areas of oil 
production or near tanker routes such as the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea and the South China Sea and 
practically none in the South Pacific. It was also concluded that the prevailing wind regime was 
the dominant factor of seasonal variation in tar stranding. He estimated that beach tar life 
would be only 30 to 90 days in the tropics. 

The effect of the prevailing wind regime is also noted by other investigators 
(Piyakarnchana et al. 1978, Limpsaichol 1984). limpsaichol (1984) reported the result of periodic 
monitoring of beach tar along the Andaman Sea coast during 1977 to 1981. This finding showed the 
marked monsoon seasonal effect on beach tar stranding. Beaches fronting directly on the Andaman 
Sea contained higher levels of beach tar than those in protected bays. The data on Karon Beach 
(Table 4) durin] tue southwest monsoon season are comparable with those of Oostdam (1984) on the 
same beach during that period. Of interest is the drastic decline in stranded tar during the 1980 
- 1981 period. He attributed the decline to the results of the Load-On-Top System practised by 
tankers passing through the ~lacca Straits. 
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Table 2. Data on marine tar concentrations during November 1978 to November 1980 
in various localities 

(Holdway 1986) 

Total No.(%) stations 11ean (median) "aximal tar 
Area and date stations +tar tar (mg nr2) (mg m-2) 

{l) Plymouth, UK-Canary Islands 19 18 (95) 0.86 2.83 
(North-East Atlantic), (0.40) 
Nov. 1978 

(2) Transatlantic Ocean, 52 15 (29) 0.03 0.39 
Dec. 1978 (0) 

(3) Pacific Ocean, 69 10 (14) 0.03 1.03 
flay-Sept. tt79 (0) 

{4) Arafura, Banda, Flores and 20 '4 (10) 0.08 0.37 
Java Seas. Jan.-April 1980 (0.02) 

(5) Indian Ocean, 46 9 (20) 0.01 0.11 
~y-Aug. 1980 (0) 

(6) Gulf of Aden-Red Sea, 18 14 (18) 2.45 42.03 
Aug.-Sept. 1980 (0.07) 

(7) fllediterranean Sea, 44 40 (91) 5.52 47.66 
Sept.-'Oct. 1980 (0.74) 

(8) Gibraltar-Bay of Biscay 1 5 (71) 0.03 0.16 
(North-East Atlantic) (0.01) 

TOTAL 275 125 (46) 

Some information on effects of oi 1 pollution in the coastal waters is available. This 
reveals a chronic industrial pollution problem. Hungspreugs et al. (1984) reported a low level of 
polycyclic hydrocarbon coqKKJnds in benthic organisms (1.0-8.1 ng/g) in the Upper Gulf of 
Thailand. Chronic oil pollution fran land is another problem which needs to be studied. 
Discharged used oi 1 products are recognized as potential pollutants in coastal waters. 
wattayakorn (1987) also suggested air-borne petroleum products as a source of hydrocarbons within 
the Gulf of Thailand. 

3. The effect of oil pollution on marine ecosystems in Southeast Asia 

The only reported damage to marine ecosystems in the region was that due to the accidental 
oil spill by the "Showa ~ru" in January 1975 in the Riau Archipelago as presented in Soegiarto 
(1980) and Bilal and Kuhnhold (1980). The spill affected several hundred hectares of mangroves in 
Indonesian waters with stranding of slicks in the intertidal zone. ~ngroves in the sheltered 
bays were seriously affected. After two and a half years, the affected mangroves had yet to 
recover. However, no other quantitative information was presented. 
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Table 3. Summary of beach tar survey data in the South China Sea (Oostdam 1984, Table 1) 

Tar concentrations+ 
Beach profiles length* Mean S.D. 

Nation Region No. % polluted (m) (g m-1) (g m-1) Remarks 

Thai land N.W. Gulf of Thailand 15 1 54 3.3 12.9 
S.W. Gulf of Thailand 4 100 32 9.7 3.5 
N.E. Gulf of Thailand 6 33 61 0.1 1.1 
Andaman ·Sea 13 17 32 57.3 151.1 max. 553.3 g m-1 
Total and regional average 38 54 48 17.8 26.6 (Karon, fresh) 

"alaysia N.E. Gulf of Thailand 7 86 37 287.8 324.4 max. 727.8 g m-1 
C. Gulf of Thailand 10 80 49 102.8 168.7 (Batu Rakit, near 
S.E. Gulf of Thailand 4 100 148 227.6 296.7 giant turtle 
N. of Malacca 15 73 34 6.2 7.9 nesting beaches) 
s. of Malacca 7 29 8 1.0 . 2.0 
Total and regional average 43 74 55 125.1 129.4 

Singapore Mainland 5 20 23 10.8 24.2 max. 54.2 g m-1 
Islands 14 93 18 9.1 8.9 (opp. Tiger Balm 
Total and regional average 19 56 21 10.0 1.2 Garden) 

Indonesia 
(1) Sumatra Sibolga and vicinity 12 8 13 1.4 4.7 only one beach 

Padang and vicinity 15 0 19 0 0 29.1 g m-1 
Total and regional average 27 4 16 0.7 1.0 (Sibuluan) 

(2) Java Jakarta and vicinity 3 67 22 0.6 0.6 
Parangtri tis 5 20 65 0.5 0.7 
Surabaja and Madura 9 67 38 33.0 62.9 max. 194.4 g m-1 
Total and regional average 17 51 63 11.4 18.7 (Kendjeran) 

(3) Bali Kuta 5 0 33 0 0 
Anturram 3 0 23 0 0 
Total and regional average 8 0 28 0 0 

Overall total and regional average 52 18 36 4.0 6.4 

* length (m) is the mean distance along the sampled profiles from waterline to highest or furthest 
part of the beach sampled. 

+ Values in g m-2 may be approximated by dividing the length (m) into the tar concentration (g m-1). 
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Table 4. The amount of tar (g/m) deposited on Karon Beach, Andaman Coast, during 1977-1981 
(Limpsaichol 1984, Table 4) 

Period and 
amount ~r Apr ~y Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 

1971-1978 
Amount 60 54 83 79 99 102 275 680 475 827 140 327 

1980-1981 
Amount 42 2 18 27 25 45 35 16 17 15 ll 14 

The only scientific investigative report on the effects of oil pollution on an ecosystem in 
the area is that of Leong et al. (1981) on the chronic effects of the discharge of a crude oil 
terminal in Brunei. The study indicated a decrease in the populations of macrobenthos in the 
intertidal zone at the discharge site with less impact in the sublittoral zone. 

No quantitative information is available regarding the possible loss of marine products due 
either to tainting or mortality. Soegiarto (1980) reported the problems of a petrochemical plant 
in Surabaja fouling the brackish water ponds and tainting the fishery products around the effluent 
outfall. fhayib and Thayib (1987) also cited tainting as an indication of chronic effects of oil 
,pollution in Jakarta Bay. 

4. Status of knowledge on the effects of oil pollution on marine ecosystems (general) 

Substantial information is available regarding the effects of oil pollution on marine 
organisms and ecosystems. GESMP (1977) provides a comprehensive discussion on the status of and 
knowledge on oil pollution. Subsequent data have been made available within the last decade 
especially after the series of major oil spills such as from the "Amoco Cadiz• (1978) and the Ixtoc 
I blow out (1979-1980). Comprehensive reports in a series of oil spill conferences since 1973 
provide better understanding of the effects of oil pollution on marine ecosystems. Although most 
information available is from temperate regions, it is still very useful in providing insights into 
the possible effects of this factor in the tropics. 

In 1981 the Royal Coomission on Oil Pollution issued a report stating that the threat of 
long-term and irreversible large-scale damage to the sea by oil pollution was less serious than 
that posed by other pollutants such as heavy metals or other hazardous materials. The existing 
concerns concentrated on the nearshore systems. 

The sources of oil pollution in the marine environment are discussed in Siripong ("Oil and 
the marine environment", this volume). The major sources are marine transportation and run-off 
from land. Pollution due to marine transportation includes that due to losses during ship 
operations, oil spills resulting from accidents at sea and discharges during production and 
terminal activities. ~st information available is mainly on oil spills and blow outs, especially 
large spills. This may be due to concern regarding large concentrations of pollutants at any one 
time. Very little is known about the long-term effects on nearshore ecosystems. 
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In general, it is concluded that crude oil is less toxic to marine organiSIIS than are 
refined products. However, the effects vary according to different sources of crude oil. Recent 
data strongly indicate that the most acute toxicity is directly correlated with content of soluble 
aromatic derivatives. Findings also show that marine organisms vary in their sensitivity to oil. 
~st of the lethal effects from water soluble fractions of petroleum and petrochemicals on adult 
animals occur within the range of 1 - 100 ppm, while larval and juvenile life stages are usually 
more sensitive to oil with lethal concentrations often in the 0.1 - 1.0 ppm range (Neff and 
Anderson 1981). 

To study sublethal effects on the long-term success of a population, understanding the 
effects on reproductive processes is essential. Increased ~hasis has been placed during the 
last decade on studies on the effects of chronic low level pollutant exposure on parameters such 
as reproductive success, fecundity, embryonic and larval development rate, growth rate of larvae 
and juveniles, and production of developmental abnormalities (teratogenesis). 

Regarding the effect of a major oil spill, it has been widely acknowledged (Royal 
Commission on Environmental Pollution 1981, GESAMP 1982) that it can kill large numbers of marine 
organisms particularly in shallow waters and the intertidal zone. The mortality is restricted to 
the area inmediately affected by the oil spill and causes transient local effects on the 
populations of marine species. Sea birds are the group of animals that are severely affected by 
spills. No long-term damage of oil to open sea ecosystems has been detected. 

The major problem in evaluating the ecological significance of oil spills includes the lack 
of information on natural variation in marine ecosystems. Increasing evidence has shown that 
marine ecosystems can naturally be subject to large perturbations. The Royal Commission on 
Environmental Pollution (1981) concluded that the effects of oil pollution can be very similar to 
those of natural phenomena. The composition of the community of flora and fauna established after 
an oil spill might probably differ from that preceding it but the differences would be within the 
range of natural variation experienced by the marine ecosystem. 

As for the effect on commercial fisheries and risk to human health, both the Royal 
Commission on Environmental Pollution (1981) and GESNIP (1977) found that there is no evidence 
that oil pollution has depleted commercial fish stocks in the sea although the tainting of 
fisheries products has been reported. However, in Southeast Asia this aspect should be carefully 
considered as coastal aquaculture is becoming increasingly important. The presence of small 
quantities of potentially carcinogenic substances (PAH's) is not regarded as a risk to human 
health. 

The study on the "Amoco Cadiz" spill of 233,000 t of crude oil off the coast of Brittany in 
1978 is one of the best on the effects of an oil spill on the marine ecosystem. Seip (1984) 
presented a synthesis of a time series on the various aspects of an oil spill including the fate 
of oil, effects on the various coastal communities, and iq>acts on fisheries, aquaculture and 
tourism (Fig. 1). It can be seen that after four years oil residues were sti 11 present in the 
sediment. 

The effects of oil on the various coastal communities differed. The marsh area was the 
nost severely affected while sandy beach communities showed quite satisfactory recovery. The 
effect on sea bird populations was drastic but these showed relatively significant recovery within 
4 years. The effect on the open sea fishery was negligible. This finding is also confirmed from 
other oil spills. However, the oyster culture in the ~Jys was affected. 

Gundlach et al. (1981) found a good correlation between the classification based on the 
Environmental Sensitivity Index Value which ranks shoreline types in tenns of increasing oil 
effects and observations at the Brittany spill site as shown in Table 5. The areas that are likely 
to be severely affected are protected estuaries which consist of marshes at the intertidal 
shoreline level and tidal flats. These areas are difficult for clean-up and the oil contamination 
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will persist within the interstitial layer of the sediment. Since marshes and estuarine areas are 
one of the most productive coastal environments, the long-term effect on the ecosystem should 
receive special attention. The effect of oil on marsh vegetation can be of significant visual 
impact (Seip 1984). However, the change in macrofaunal communities due to the oil spill was found 
to be within the range of natural perturbations such as excessive rainfall aru' storms. The 
comined effects of natural factors make it difficult to assess the long-range effect of oil on 
marsh communities (Alexander et al. 1981, Neff et al. 1981, Thebeau et al. 1981). 

Dispersants have been banned from use in nearshore areas due to detrimental effects at high 
concentrations. The use of dispersants would reduce the long-term exposure and damage to 
intertidal communities while the water column and nearshore benthic communities would be exposed to 
relatively high levels of dispersed oil. Recent studies report the effectiveness of dispersants on 
some nearshore habitats. Gilfilan et al. (1983) reported no adverse effects on intertidal benthic 
communities from exposure to dispersed oil in contrast to the effects from untreated oil. Page et 
al. (1983) also found that less dispersed oil was incorporated into the sediment in comparison with 
undispersed oil. However, Rowland et al. (1981) reported that with some dispersant treatment an 
increased penetration of oil was indicated, so that it may have been retained below the sediment 
surface. The effect depended upon behaviour of the water table in the sediment, time of treatment 
in relation to tidal cycle and whether the dispersant was applied to the oi 1 before or after 
standing. Different environmental conditions and different types of dispersants may influence such 
variations in results as reported. 

The above information is .useful in terms of evaluating and predicting the impact of oil 
spills in the tropics. .Jn the tropics, mangroves occupy the same ecological niche as marshes in 
temperate zones. More data are available on the effects of oil spills on mangroves since Bilal and 
Kunhold's {1980) report. Getter ei al. (1981) described the effect of oil on mangrove forests in 
the Gulf of ~~texico a.rll the Caribbean Sea. The mangrove trees were affected in various ways ranging 
from tree mortality, leaf defoliation, deformation and stunting, seedling deformation and 
mortality, lenticel expansion, adventitious growth of pneumatophores to change in the density and 
distribution of associated flora and fauna. The stress response of mangrove forests varied due to 
differences in the physical environment such as the degree of wave exposure, current, sediment 
types, and geomorphic features of the terrain. These factors greatly influence the distribution 
and persistence of oil in the forests. 

Sediment drainage characteristics were suggested to be the important factors in the survival 
of Avicennia marina after the oil spill in 1982-1983 in the northern Red Sea (Dicks 1986). Trees 
that grew in sandy areas could tolerate the stress of oil cover better than those in muddy 
surfaces. This was due to the availability of oxygen in interstitial waters in sandy sediment to 
the roots of the mangroves while the pneumatophores were covered by oi 1. 

The responses of different species of mangrove trees to the effects of oil and dispersants 
also vary. Avicennia seedlings were found to be more sensitive to oil, dispersants and to 
oil-dispersant cominations than Rhizophora seedlings (Getter et al. 1983). It was suggested that 
higher resistance of Rhizophora seedlings was due to the ability to exclude oil uptake. Different 
type~ of oil also affected the seedlings differently. Lighter substances, especially light Arabian 
crude oil and No. 2 fuel oil, were more toxic than Bunker C. Dispersed Bunker C was also reported 
to be less toxic than oil alone. However, the effect was reversed for light Arabian crude and No. 
2 fuel oil. In addition, the data reported higher resistance to spilled oil of Rhizophora from 
chronically oiled areas than trees from unoiled or recently oiled sites. Variations in responses 
to oil and dispersants are also reported in tropical and subtropical seagrasses (Thorhaug and 
,._.reus 1987) • 
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Table S. Descriptions of oil persistence after "Amoco Cadiz" oil spill 
(Gundlach et al. 1981, Table 2). 

Sensitivity index value Comments (Duration of pollution) 
and shore type 

1. Exposed rocky headlands Composed of bedrock with high 
impinging wave activity; wave 
reflection kept most of the oi 1 
offshore; no clean-up was needed 
(days or weeks) 

2. Eroding wave-cut platforms No good example of oil interaction 

3. Fine-grained sand beaches Exposed to moderate-to-high wave 
energy; little penetration into 
·the beach because of campact sand; 
thin buried layers commonly 
persisted in depositional areas 
•(months to 1 year) 

4. Coarse-grained sand beaches Connon in semi-sheltered area in 
·Brittany; greater penetration 
of oil due to coarser substrate; 
buried oil connon (1 to 2 years) 

S. ptixed sand and gravel beaches Found within scme sheltered areas 
of 8r1ttany; an asphalt :pavement 
formed :in some •ow energy areas 
of oil deposition (1 to 2 years; 
more in she 1 tered areas) 

6. Gravel beaches 

1. Exposed, campacted tidal 
flats (moderate to high 
biomass) 

8. Sheltered rocky shores 

Showed rapid and deep penetration 
of oil (1 to 2 years) 

Oil moved rapidly over the flat 
surf ace and was depos i ted a 1 ong 
the swashline; varied biological 
impact: in productive areas, 
impact was severe (months to 1 of 
year, oil as sheen evident after 2 
years) 

Oil sticks to rocky surfaces; pools 
of oil between the rocks eventually 
turned to asphalt (up to S years, 
but most obvious oil effects gone 
after 2 years) 

Observed c 1 ean-up 

Difficult access; natural 
processes sufficient. 

Usually difficult access. 

Easy access; can be cleaned. 

Easy access; sand removal may 
cause beach erosion; 
difficult to use 
mechanical means. 

Easy access;generally hard 
surface penmitted scme clean 
..:up of surface oil; high
IJ)ressure lhos 1ng without 
sediment removal recommended. 

Generally easy access; removal 
of sediment not recommended; 
high-pressure spraying with 
mechanical re-working of 
sediment into surf zone 
proved most effective. 

Easy access; campact flats 
cleaned easily mechanically; 
trenches as part of clean-up 
may have caused increased oi 1 i ng 
interstitial water (visible 
after 2 years). 

Access varies, but is often 
difficult: high-pressure spraying 
removed algae and organisms as 
well as the oil; low-pressure 
washing as the oil cones onshore 
may be less damaging 
biologically. 



Table 5 (cont'd). 

Sensitivity index value 
and shore type 

9. Sheltered tidal flats 

10. ~rshes 
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Comments (Duration of pollution) 

In areas of low wave energy, oi 1 
persisted on the surface as mixed 
oll and sediment patches; 
contamination of interstitial water 
persisted even if the surface was 
cleaned (more than 5 years) 

Oil pooled on the surface of the 
marsh, killing most flora and 
fauna; oil was still very obvious 
2 years after the spill (5 to 10 
or possibly more years) 

Observed clean-up 

Access difficult on soft flats; 
clean-up very difficult and not 
usually effective; heavy 
machinery mixed oil into the 
sedi~nent. 

Access varies; heavy equipment 
further dest~ed vegetation and 
natural drainage patterns; manual . 
clean-up not very effective, but 
necessary in heavlly oiled areas. 

listed in terms of the ESI which ranks shoreline types in terms of increasing oil effects. 
Correlation between this system of classification and observations at the Brittany spill site is 
good. 

The other important ecosystem in the tropics is the coral reef. lnfonnation is available 
regarding the effects of oil on corals and other coelenterates, mainly fror. laboratory studies and 
more limited field reports. loya and Rinkevich (1980) compiled data on the effect of oil on coral 
reef cOI'IIIl.lnities. Subsequent studies presented various effeds ranging from none to growth 
suppression, interference with reproductive development, inhibition of egg and larvae 
development, to mortality. The results from these observations are difficult to summarize as the 
studies were done in different areas, on different coral species, and using different assessment 
techniques with varying oil concentrations and treatment procedures (Dodge et al. 1984, RPI 1985, 
Knap 1981). 

Certain field studies indicate the effect of chronic oil pollution on coral reef 
cOI'IIIl.lnities. A recent investigation on a caribbean coral reef showed the deterioration of reef 
structure and absence of certain coral species downstream from an oil refinery (Bak 1987). loya 
(1975) cited chronic oil pollution as one of the important factors in preventing recolonization of 
the reef flat after mass mortality due to extreme low tide in the Red Sea. 

Field experiments were conducted to study the effects of oll pollution in intertidal 
(mangrove) and subtidal (seagrass and coral) habitats (RPI 1985). The results indicated that 
after 4 months of exposure to oil and dispersed oil, intertidal organisms, primarily mangrove 
trees, were severely affected at the oil-treated sites. Adult trees were not affected at the 
dispersed oil site. Resident organisms were affected at both sites with greater impacts in terms 
of magnitude and duration at the oil site. The study showed drastic effects on subtidal habitats 
of dispersed oil. These effects included the reduction in terms of abundance and growth rates of 
several coral species, and mortality of echinoderms and sponges. The abundance of coral species 
declined at the oil site. Subtidal plants, primarily Thalassia testudin1111, were not affected by 
either treatment. 

Thus it can be concluded that dispersants have strong effects on subtidal COI'IIIl.lnities 
whereas they reduce the effect of oil smothering on intertidal plants. However, other available 
results indicate that water-based dispersants do not reduce the effect of oil smothering on 
Rhizophora mangroves (Teas et al. 1987). 
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In considering the effect of an oi 1 spill within the region based on the information 
available, the potential areas to experience severe damage would be the shoreline along the main 
tanker routes. Concern should be given to strategic areas such as the ~lacca Straits where heavy 
traffic passes through narrow, shallow waters. ~lacca Straits shorelines are estuaries fringed 
with mangrove forests. As the productivity of thP areas is well recognized, the damage by oil 
would be severe in tenns of both ecological and social aspects, especially given increasing 
aquaculture expansion within the area and the slow recovery of such sheltered estuarine areas. 
Contingency plans should be made which prevent spills in such an area to reach the coasts. 
Identification of sensitive areas should be made as part of the contingency plan. Inventory of 
coastal resources and drafting of resource maps along the main tanker routes should be done for 
contingency planning and oil spill prevention. 

Attention should focus on the problem of chronic oil pollution i...,act. l'lost of the 
potential sites for chronic oil pollution are in the estuaries or protected coastlines. lytle and 
lytle ( 1983) reported relatively high concentrations of hydrocarbons in surface sediments in 
coastal estuaries where petrochemical industries are located. In Southeast Asia, the conflicts of 
coastal zone land use in estuaries are relevant. Activities involved range from traditional 
fisheries to highly developed industries. In addition, the areas also act as sinks for sewage 
from upstream developnent and COID.Inities. Thus, very often these areas are receptacles of 
various pollutants. This would lead to CCJq)lications in the study of the in.,act of chronic oi 1 
pollution on living resources and/or human health. 

5. Conclusion and recannendations 

We have yet to tnow the extent of the i...,act of oil pollution on marine ecosystems in 
Southeast Asia. fhis is due to the 1act of information on this matter. By far, it is fortunate 
that we have not had any large scale oil spills either from tankers or from blow-outs. It would 
cost tremendous loss if a large-scale oil spill occurred in a strategic area such as the ~lacca 
Straits. Effective clean-up for prevention of a large spill frai reaching the coast would be the 
only solution to avoid extensive damage. 

We still do not know enough regarding the long-tenn effects of oil spills in tropical 
estuarine areas to detennine whether these impose such a serious threat as in temperate 
shorelines. Realizing that more studies are needed, it may be unwise to extrapolate from such 
studies. Prevention seems to be the best solution at this stage. Chronic oil pollution from land 
run-off or shore activities will have to be considered together with the effects of other 
pollutants which are the products of industrial development. It would be difficult to be able to 
establish effects.at the COID.Inity and population levels as being due to one pollutant alone. 

According to the informat1on on hydrocarbon levels in sea water as CCJq)iled in Table 1, it 
can be said that on a large scale the region is still relatively free of oil pollution. Probleas 
may arise in localized areas relating to petrole1111 industry activities or effects from waste 
discharge. However. most of these are unreported. There are several measures that should be 
carried out in order to achieve better understanding and effective management to minimize oil 
pollution in the regional seas. The following are some of these reconmendations: 

- For large-scale assessment of oil pollution in the regional seas, si~le monitoring 
methods such as periodic beach tar monitoring should be adopted as a standard technique, 
as it can be carried out without any high technology involved. This will be a pragmatic 
way to cover the region as a whole. The analysis of hydrocarbon content in sea water or 
sediment should be concentrated only in certain areas and there should be 
intercalibration exercises to make the data CC~q)arable within the region; 

- Effective national and international contingency plans for clean-up activities are the 
most important solution to prevent damage from oil spills to coastal ecosystems. Plans 
should be rea~ especially for strategic areas which have a high risk of being affected 
by oil spills fro. tankers as well as blow outs; 
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- To assess damage fran an oi 1 spill, specific components of the ecosystem should be 
included. To be considered are iq)acts on fishery and coastal aquaculture resources, 
marine mammals, birds, other endangered species, and socio-economics; 

-Pre-spill baseline data are iq»ortant to detennine the effect of a spill. Coastal 
resource maps should be available for the contingency plan involving clean-up; 

- There are needs to detennine the effectiveness and toxicity of dispersants on nearshore 
communities as these have shown some pranising results in treatment of intertidal 
vegetation; 

- The use of bioassay methods for evaluating the toxicity of dispersants or oil on 
indicator organisms is still necessary to evaluate biological effects. However, the 
ability of these bioassays to predict accurately the effects in the natural environment 
depends upon various factors. If a monospecific test such as LC50 mst be used, the 
target species or indicator organisms should be representative of the community to be 
affected; 

- There is a need to understand the natural variability of the marine environment , the 
function and stability of the ecosystem, the role of key species,and the biological 
significance of the loss of populations of rare species. Although this question is 
universally applicable, the problem seems to be more acute in the tropics where mch 
less information is available. Such iq»ortant ecosystems as mangroves, estuaries and 
coral reefs should receive high priority; 

- The fates of oil under different environmental conditions in the tropics are not mch 
known, although it is predicted that oil would degrade faster than in the ten.,erate 
region. It is worthwhile to demonstrate this fact as this will also have an implication 
on the clean-up response and assessment of damage to living resources; 

- Understanding the circulation patterns of water masses during various seasons in the 
regional seas would be useful in predicting the movement of spills. However, on a 
smaller scale, knowledge on coastal water movement and carrying capacity of estuarine 
areas is needed for evaluating the degree of chronic oil pollution; and 

- fllore studies are needed on chronic oil pollution fran land, especially in estuaries. 
This problem will have to be considered together with the effects fran other pollutants 
such as organic wastes, petrochemicals and other industrial effluents. fllonitoring 
schemes should be established for such iq»ortant estuaries and coastlines where several 
industrial activities may interfere with the uses of natural living resources such as 
fisheries and aquaculture. Standardization of methods and parameters should be done 
to achieve comparability. Assessment of hydrocarbon accumulation should be accommodated 
as part of the mssel watch programme. 
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Regional meetings have consistently identified the assessment of oil pollution in Southeast 
Asian seas as a priority activity. However, no comprehensive monitoring scheme for the region has 
been undertaken. Globally, the major sources of oil pollution are land-based activities and 
pollution fran vessels. It remains to be established if such is the trend in the ASEAN region 
where about 4.7 million t/yr of oil are discharged into the South China Sea alone. 

Currently, studies on marine oil pollution in the tropics need to be intensified. National 
efforts to monitor this type of pollution have been under way in ~laysia and Thailand since the 
late 1970's, and must be realized in other nember countries. Specifically, research should focus 
on an inventory of oil types, a detenmination of the extent of contamination, and the formulation 
of a feasible management scheme ·with provisions for national responsibilities and regional 
cooperation. 

fhe conflict of interests between an ecologically sound management of the Elst Asian seas 
and the economically profitable exploitation of their seabed for oil can impinge on the prospect 
for active regional cooperation. Unless every member country takes its fair share of 
responsibility, the hope for a vigilant regional program for the protection of the marine 
environment is not bright. 

1. Introduction 

The UNESCO/IOC/FAO(IPFC)/UNEP International Workshop on ~rine Pollution in East Asian 
waters held in Penang in 1976 identified the major types of wastes in the region, established the 
order of priority and the countries of geographic areas having special concern with particular 
pollutants (Table 1). The Workshop also indirectly established the order of priority for 
pollutants for the different countries (Table 2). Oil pollution drew the most attention fran all 
fourteen countries in the region. Disposal of radioactive wastes on the other hand apparently 
raised little concern. ~tings convened by UNEP related to the adoption of the regional action 
plan for the East Asian Seas in Baguio (June 1980), Bangkok (December 1980), ~nila (April 1981) 
and Bangkok (December 1981) have consistently endorsed "assessment of oil pollution• as a 
priority (Table 3). 

The intergovernmental efforts in establishing the action plan are in line with Article 204 
of the UN Convention on the law of the Sea of 1982 (UNCLOS) that: 

•... States shall, consistent with the rights of other States, endeavour, as far as 
practicable, directly or through the competent international organizations, to observe, 
measure, evaluate and analyze, by recognized scientific methods, the risks or effects of 
pollution of the marine environment ••• • 
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Table 1. Pollutant priorities: Penang meeting, 1976 

Pollutant Grouping 

Oil 

DOT, pesticides, organochlorines, etc. 

Heavy metals 

Organic and biological pollutants, 
f ert i1 i zers 

Si 1t 

Heat 

~talloids 

Plastics 

Radioactive wastes 

Salt 

Priority 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

Country area within region having special 
concern or being affected* 

~lacca Straits* (Indonesia, ~laysia, 
Singapore), South China Sea, Hong Kong, 
~nila Bay (Philippines) 

Philippines, Vietnam, ~laysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand 

Philippines, Hong Kong, Indonesia, ~laysia 

Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
~laysia, Philippines 

~lacca Straits* (Indonesia, ~laysia, 
Singapore), ~rinduque and Cebu* 
(Philippines), Phuket* (Thailand), 
Hong Kong, Kalimantan dan Java 
(Indonesia), Sarawak and Sabah 
(~laysia) 

East Coast of Gulf of Thailand*, 
Bintulu (Sarawak), Bagac Bay (west 
coast of Luzon, Philippines), Strait 
of Johore (~laysia, Singapore), Hong 
Kong 

Indonesia, "alaysia, Philippines 

Hong Kong 

* Hong Kong , Singapore 

Note: *Areas specifically identified as high priority areas. 
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Table 2. East Asian region: wastes ranked according to priority by count~ 

waste 

Oil 

Organic, biological and 
agricultural wastes 

DDT, pesticides, organochlorines, 
etc. 

Silt 

Heavy meta 1s 

~talloids (Cu, Zn, Sn) 

Heat 

Salt 

Plastics (Vinyl monoMers) 

Radioactive wastes 

Count~ 

Brunei, Indonesia, Kampuchea, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, Vietnam, China, Hong 
Kong, Japan, Taiwan, North Korea, 
South Korea 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, Australia, 
Hong Kong, India, Japan, North 
Korea, South Korea 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Australia, 
India, Japan, North Korea, South 
Korea 

Indonesia, ~laysia, Philippines, 
Thailand, Australia, Hong Kong, 
India, Japan, North Korea, Soutb 
:Korea 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Hong Kong, India, Japan 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Hong Kong, India, Japan 

Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, 
Hong Kong 

Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore 

Hong Kong, Japan 

Japan 

Priority 

FIRST 

SECOND 

THIRD 
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Table 3. Wastes ranked according to priority: Baguio and Bangkok Meetings, 1980 

Draft Action Baguio Meeting Priorities Bangkok Meeting Priorities 
Plan Component Pollutant Priority Pollutant Priority 

Assessment Silt and sediment Present: 
loads. Oil 
Organics and nutrients 2 Non oil wastes 2 
Oil. 3 (metals, organics 
Metals and 4 nutrients, and 
halogenated organics. sediments) 
Heat-thenmal wastes 6 Future: 
Wastes through the 7 Seabed exploitation 
atmosphere. wastes. 

Heat-thenmal wastes 2 
Wastes through the 3 
atmosphere. 

Management Development of Development of 
principles and principles and 
guidelines for the guidelines for the 
disposal of domestic disposal of wastes. 
agricultural, industrial, Cooperative research 2 
and radioactive wastes on the need for 
dentification of 2 ultimate dumping of 
the need for, and hazardous wastes 
the delineation of, 
marine sites for 
ultimate dumping of 
hazardous wastes 

As a result, two projects on the assessment of oil pollution emerged in the action plan adopted 
in April 1981 in Manila and reviewed in subsequent documents as: 

EAS-15 

EAS-12 

(previously EAS-2.1) Survey of sources and monitoring of oil pollution; and 

(previously EAS-2.2) Cooperative research on oil and oil-dispersant toxicity 
in the East Asian Seas region. 
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Under the management component of the action plan, five projects on "oil pollution control" have 
been identified, but only one, EAS-17 (previously EAS-5.2) on "support programme for contingency 
planning•, has been approved for implementation since 1983. 

This paper reviews activities on the assessment of oil pollution under the action plan and 
highlights the extent of the related research and monitoring activities in the region. It 
discusses a general framework for the assessment of oil pollution by establishing first the 
sources of oil pollution; second, the extent of hydrocarbon contamination in the marine 
environment; and, third, the effects of oil pollution on marine flora and fauna in various 
ecosystems. Lastly, it outlines future research and monitoring activities. 

2. Sources of oil pollution 

The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982) establishes inter a1 ia major sources of 
marine pollution as "pollutiQn fron land-based sources•. "fron sea-bed activities ... •. •pollution 
by dwnping•. "pollution fron vessels•. and "fron or through the atmosphere•. 1A global assessment 
in 197S indicated that about 3n of petrole1111 hydrocarbons introduced into the oceans were frail 
land-based sources. Hxrut ·441 was ;fron vesseh, approximately 101 frail the atmosphere through 
ra•n. tal ttlrough ·nat·ura1 seepage and 21 fron offshore oi 1 production (Table 4). ifhe global 
conslll'ption of oil in the mid-seventies was about z,soo million ... T. of which about 14 x 1()9 bbl 
(l.l4 • to9 mlt were transported by sea. 

'A similar assessment for the fast Asian reg1on 'has yet to be made. However, sone estimates 
can be done by determining 'both the 1production and transportation pattern of oil including tanker 
acddents in the reg$on. 'As stKMl in fable '§. about 1.6 million bbl/d wer:e produced in 1980 
c~~ to l.' mHHon tn tt1·8r of which sHghtly over 50S were produced offshore._ fable 6 
outlines the udous capacities of oil ref,nedes throughout the region, amounting to 2.1 .. milHon 
bbl/d in 1980. 

Approximately 3.23 million bbl of mainly crude oil are shipped daily via the Straits of 
~lacca, and about 3.81 million bbl/d leave the region through the South China Sea. 

N1111erous tanker accidents, though not major, have occurred in the region: 8 accidents in 
~laysian waters (Table 7a), 14 in the Strait of Singapore (Table 7b), and 12 in Philippine waters 
(Table 7c). 

About 4.7 million t/yr of oil are discharged during tanker operations in the South China 
Sea (Kurashina 1975, Nasu et al. 1975). This is the only estimate of oil release made to date. 

So far, no cmprehensive or current assessment of oil released into the region from all 
possible sources has been done. The available reports are far from adequate in establishing the 
significant sources of oil pollution in the region. Furthermore, there has been no specific 
objective under any of the action plan projects to carry out such an assessment. 

If the 1975 global assessment could be a guide, pollution fron vessel sources is more 
serious than that from land-based sources since about 44S of oil released into the marine 
environment was due to vessels and 37"1 to land-based sources. Other sources from or through the 
atmosphere and through dumping were not as significant. 
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Table 4. Input of petrolelR hydrocarbons into the marine envirornent, 1975 

Source 

Natural Sources (8%) 

Pfari ne seeps 
Sediment erosion 

Offshore Production (21) 

Transportation (44S) 

Tanker operations 
Orydocking 
Pfarine terminals 
Bilge and fuel oils 
Tanker accidents 
Non-tanker accidents 

Atmosphere (8%) 

~nicipal and Industrial 
wastes and Runoff (37%) 

Refineries 
~nicipal wastes 
Non-refining 
industrial wastes 
Urban runoff 
River runoff 

Ocean D~api ng ( 1%) 

TOTAL 100 

Input Rate, "illion ~tric Tons/Year 
Best Estimate Probable Range 

0.2 
o.os 

o.os 

0.7 
0.03 
0.02 
0.3 
0.4 
0.02 

(0.3)* 

0.2 
0.7 

0.2 
0.03 
0.1 

0.02 

3.32 

0.02 - 2.0 
o.ooos - o.s 

0.04 - 0.07 

0.4 - l.S 
0.02 - 0.05 
0.01 - 0.03 
0.2 - 0.6 
0.3 - 0.4 
0.02 - 0.04 

o.os - 0.05 

0. 1 - 0.6 
0 - 1.5 

0.1 - 0.3 
0.01 - 0.2 
0.01 - o.os 

0.005 - 0.02 

1.3 - 7.9 

* A value of 0.3 was used for the atmospheric inputs in the calculations, although the atmospheric 
panel did not wish to give a best estimate for this input. 

(Source: IPICO. PetrolelR in the Pfarine Envirornent; Inputs of PetrolelR Hydrocarbon into the 
Ocean due to "arine Transportation Activities. November 1981). 
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Table S. Hydrocarbon resources in the ocean waters of Southeast Asia (in bblld) 
(after Bilal and Kuhnho1d 1980, Siddayao 1980, Sigit et al. 1980) 

Country Production 
Toul 

Brunei 209,400 

IndonesiA 1,634, 790 

l'lillA)'SiA 196,~ 

Philippines 40,000 

s i ngAJIOf'e 0 

TlwlilAnd 200 

TOTAL 2,080,890 

1978 
Offshore 

179,100 

545,240 

196,~ 

40,000 

0 

0 

960,840 

Production 
TotAl 

1,576,546 

300,000 

40,000 

0 

200 

1,616, 746 

1980 
Offshore 

536,876 

40,000 

0 

0 

876,876 

Table 6. Coastal refineries and capacities in Southeast Asia 
(from Petroleum News Southeast Asia 1980) 

Country 

l'etroclleolic.l Industries Corp., ChAuk 
Petroclleoliul Industries Corp., Syri.., 
New Refinery, Plilluk, 2,000 bbl/d ( 1980) 
New Refinery, l'lilnn, 25,000 bbl/d ( 1982) 

INOOIIESIA 

(All ~ by the stAte enterprise Pert..,inA) 
CilACAp, South ~wA (20,000 bbl/d extension by 1986) 
IAHkPAtMn, ltAll .. nun 
0..1, s-trA 
Sung.ai Gerong, S-trA 
PlAjU, S-trA 
PAnghbn BrAMAn, S-tra 
Sung.ai PAkning, S-trA 
New Refinery, BAt•, 200,000 bbl/d (planned) 

MLAY'SIA 

Esso, Port Oictson 
Shell, Port Dickson 
Shell, lutong, SAr .... t 
l'etronu, - refinery, West coast 
Petr"OIWIS, - refinery, PAh, TrenggAnu 

(20,000-30,000 bbl/d on stre• by 1984) 

PHILIPPINES 

lAwn Refining, u .. y 
CA ltex, South Luzon 
PI HpinAs Shell, BAtAng.as 

SINGAPORE 

British l'etrol-, Puir PAnjAng 
Esso, PulAu Anyer ChAWAn 
llobi 1 • Jurong 
Shell , Pu 1 AU luke. 
Sing.apore Refining Co., Pu1Au 

ller1 i-.u (100,000 bblld by late 1980) 

THAILNII 

Esso, Si RAchA 
s .... it. &Angtot 
s ... lt, FAng 
Tlwli1And Oil Refining, Chonburi 

( 65,000 bb 1/d ex~ns ion approved) 

Ca~city 
(bbl/d) 

6,300 
22,000 

100,000 
75,000 

100,000 
79,000 

II 1,000 
4,000 

50,000 

36,000 
90,000 
14,000 

150,000 

104,000 
74,000 
68,000 

28,000 
213,000 
180,000 
~.000 
10,000 

35,000 
80,000 

1,000 
65,000 

IndiAn Ocean 
StrAits of l'lilc.ssar 
Straits of Plillacca 
Straits of Plillacca 
Straits of Plil1acca 
Straits of Plil1acc~ 
Straits of Plillacca 
Strait of Singapore 

Straits of l'liiiAcca 
Straits of l'liiiAcca 
South ChinA Sea 
StrAits of l'lillacca 
South ChinA SN 

South ChinA SeA 
South ChinA Sea 
South ChinA SeA 

Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Singapore 
Strait of Sing<lpore 

Gulf of Thailand 
Gulf of ThAil•nd 
Gulf of Th•iland 
Gulf of ThAil•nd 
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Table 7a. Ship casualties in Malaysian waters from 1975 to early 1980 
(from Bilal and Kuhnhold 1980) 

Name of vessel 
or incident 

•rolo Sea• 

Oil slick 

Cause location 

Grounding due to fire Penang Harbour 

Unknown South Channel, 
Penang 

Date Amount and type of oil 

20.05.1975 60 t bunker fuel oil 

03.05.1979 Esti~ted 10-15 t bunker 
fuel oil 

"Diego Si lang• Collision with Russian Malacca Straits 24.07.1976 5,500 t Kuwait crude 
Ship •vystok" 

""· V. Asian Rupture of discharge 
Guardian" pipe to power station 

""· V. MOntessa• Accidental discharge 
due to mechanical 
failure 

Shell Refinery Accidental discharge 
due to pipe rupture 

"Tesahino "aru• Leakage of delivery 
pipeline 

•roan Chuen Chun" Accidental discharge 
due to mechanical 
failure 

Malacca Straits 

Malacca Straits 

Malacca Straits 
(Port Dickson) 

Malacca Straits 
(Port Klang) 

Johore Straits 

16.05.1977 60 t light fuel oil 

30.06.1979 Arabian light crude 
(amount unknown) 

30. 11.1979 Arabian light crude 
(50 t) 

20.01.1980 Bunker fuel oil 
(amount unknown) 

10.05.1979 Bunker fuel oil 
(amount unknown) 

"Esso ~rcia• Collision with supply South China Sea 30.10.1978 50S t bunker fuel oil 
ship "Florence Tide• 

""· V. Fortuna• Collision with •uss South China Sea 05.04.1979 10,000 t Kuwait light 
Ranger• crude 
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Table 7b. Shipping casualties in the Strait of Singapore 
(after Finn et al. 1979, Kantaatmadja 1981) 

Date Name of Ship Type (Tonnage) Cause Location Connents 

06.01.75 "Showa Jlllaru• Tanker (273,698) Grounding Buffalo Rock, 7,700 toil spilled 
off Singapore 

16.01. 75 "Isuzugawa Jlllaru• Tanker (122,233) Collision Outside of "Isuzugawa Jlllaru" 
"Silver Palace• Tanker ( 21,226) Singapore Port had cargo of crude 

1 imi ts oil; no spillage 

05.04. 75 ""Ysella" Tanker (212,759) Grounding 1°12'04"N, 2,000 t oil spilled 
1030SO'S4"E 

18.04.75 •rosa Jlllaru" Tanker ( 42, 790) Collision 1 mi south of •rosa Jlllaru" broke 
•cactus Queen• Tanker (152,035) St. John's in two and sank 

Island 

14.06.75 "Kowei Baru• freighter Collision Eastern Roads, 
"lllonte Cri sto• freighter Singapore 

30.06. 75 "Liengku" freighter Col1 is ion ftalacca Straits Ship sank 

17.07. 75 "Neissei Jlllaru" lanker (231,986) Collision t0 15'03"N, "Neissei Plaru" had 
"Aavi• Freighter 1()4009'03"E cargo of crude oil 

24. 10.75 "Seatiger" Tanker (123,693) Collision, 4.8 kill south 
grounding of St. John's 

Island 

29. 10.75 "Kriti Sun" Tanker ( 123,484) Struck by Singapore Port 
lightning 

11.12.75 "Sachem" Tanker ( 29,908) Collision Eastern anchorage, 
"Gen. Jllladalineki" Bulk carrier Singapore 

(23,298) 

17.05. 76 "JIIIargo• Freighter Collis ion Eastern anchorage, 
"Georg Hanake" Freighter Singapore 

26.07.76 "Forresbank" Freighter Collision Eastern anchorage, 
"JIIIareva A.S." Freighter Singapore 

06.09. 76 "Soyakaze• Freighter Collision Off St. John's 
"JIIIarrita E. • Freighter Island 

26. 10.76 •citta di Savona• Tanker ( 64,805) Collis ion Eastern anchorage, "Savona• and "Star• 
"Philippine Star• Tanker Singapore had cargoes of 
"Esso Spain• Tanker ( 81,827) crude oil; 1,000 t 

oil spilled 
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Table 7c. Oil spills ~ shipping accidents in Philippine ~ters in 1978. 
(after Gomez 1980) 

Name of Vessel/Compa~ Incident Date Location 

AGEP WOod Preserving Div. Discharge to Pasig River of 12.04.78 Pasig River 
3--4 drillS bunker oi 1 

~llia. lines motor vessel Waste oi 1 spillage 19.05.78 Ilollo River 

Campania ~riti~ vessel Waste oil spill (20 gal) 20.05.78 North Harbor, ~nila 

Motorized banca (Samasco) Waste oil spill (20-30 gal) 22.05. 78 Bauan, Batangas 

Motorized tank (las Vivas) Discharge of ~ste oil 06.08. 78 She 11-Batangas Bay 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) Splllage of 4,000 bbl of 27.09.78 Bataan Refining Co., 
auto turbo fuel lamao, Bataan 

Motorized tank (las Vivas) Oil spill due to grounding 27.09.78 Bataan Refining Co., 
lamao, Bataan 

Barge (Luzon Stevedoring) Spill of 7,000 bbl of 27.09.78 Bataan Refining Co., 
premiu. gasoline by sinking lamao, Ba taan, 

Barge (Luzon Stevedoring) Spill of bunker oil (and 09.10. 78 ~niTa Bay 
20,000 bags fertilizer) 
due to grounding 

Barge (luzon Stevedoring) Bunker oil spill by 09. 10.78 Plani la Bay 
grounding 

Motorized tank (C. Robles) Oil spill due to sinking 10. 10.78 Bataan Refining Co., 
Lamao, Bataan 

Barge (Sealinfl 1M.) Spill of 1,300 bbl lubo 14. 11.78 Pasig River 
on due to sinking 

3. Oil in the 111arine envirornent 

A considerlble a1100nt of literature on the fate and effects of oil in the temperate ~rine 
envirom~ent, but not in the tropics, is available, and none on a comprehensive assessment of the 
extent of oil cont•inaHon in Nrine biota. Nonetheless, GESNF (1971) provides a comprehensive 
review on the i..,act of oil pollution in the ~rine environment. Physical effects have been 
established to be the 10st· significant initial consequence of oil discharge into the sea. 
Ch•ical and photochelltical processes such as oxidation, photolysis and polymerization are next in 
i..,ortance. Biological i•ct becomes significant only after a period of weeks. However, the 
report points out various data gaps such as·oil toxicity, carbon dioxide transfer through oil and 
thorough doc~~~~entation of analytical procedures, an1on9 others. Thus, the group recomnends the 
following: 

(i) COII!Qn and specific terms describing various types of oil should be established at 
an international level; 
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(ii) Comparative studies should be made on the fate and rate of degradation of heavy oil 
fractions in sea water and bottom sediments, under both si.,lated and field 
conditions; 

(iii) Reference materials should be used to establish the validity of the methods, 
especially the effectiveness of the isolation and separation stages and the 
suitability of the measurement technique; 

(iv) Effects of oil should be studied at the ecosyste111 level, rather than by single 
species bioassay. Attention should be paid to chronic and sublethal effects using, 
for example, histopathological techniques. Genetic alterations and other effects on 
single species should not be ignored; 

(v) There should be intergovernmental efforts to report on the extent of marine produce 
rendered unavailable to consumers due to official closures of fisheries or banning 
of sales of marine plants and animals; 

(vi) Systematically obtained data should be gathered on the contents of specific 
carcinogenic polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PNAH's) in marine produce taken fro. 
clean and .polluted waters using standardized methods of tissue sampling and 
analysis; and 

(vii) ro evaluate the inpact of oll on the marine environment, a technique should be 
developed to allow the relative CORparison of one oil type and lts source wlth 
another. 

fhe only significant activHy relating to oll pollution monitoring under the action plan 
was the joint survey near Pulau ~u $n the Straits of Plalacca in August 1986. fhe one-week 
survey, based on the IOCIYI) Plarine Polluttbn (Petrolellll) fllonitoring PHot Project (PIAPIU'P) (lot 
Planuals Guide No. 1), invol;ed the detern~ination of particulate petrole1111 residues (tar balls) in 
surface waters and on beaches, and dissolved and dispersed hydrocarbons in water coliii!Rs 1 • below 
the surface. This survey was essentially si11ilar to one conducted in Jakarta in August 1983. The 
total tar density was detern1ined to be 0.157 to 0.635 ~. whereas dissolved and dispersed 
hydrocarbons ranged fnn 0.1 to 20.9 ppb. Similar estimates have not been made for other parts of 
the region. 

3.1 Oil from ships 

N1111erous studies and monitoring activities have been carried out in the region but not as 
part of the action plan. In Plalaysia, almost all of the recent and current research on 111rine 
pollution is related to mineral on exploration, as IIIOSt of the work is largely funded by the 
local oil c011panies, nan~ely, PETRONAS, SHELL and ESSO. fllonitoring pollution of the environ~~ent 

rests on goverm~ent and is carried out by the Department of Environnent. A marine pollution 
110nitoring progr.- has been initiated by the Departllent since 1978 covering 98 coastal stations, 
each station being monitored once every three months. The results of this study show higher 
concentrations of oil and grease in open waters than in the nearby river estuaries, implying that 
the contribution of oil and grease through vessel sources is more significant than that of river 
discharges. The results also show high concentrations of oil and grease in rich fishing areu, 
indicating that fishing boats are a significant source of oil pollution. 

In ThaUand, the IGOSS Plarine Pollution Plonitoring Progra~~~~e has been implemented since 
1976. Beach tar was monitored all along the Thai coastline until 1980. Dissolved petrole. 
hydrocarbons were also investigated. In 1977, a baseline survey of petroleum-derived n-pariffins 
in sea water and sedi~~ents was lllde. Another study on petroleum hydrocarbons in sea water, 
sedi~~ents, fish and bivalves was also 111de in the Upper Gulf of Thailand and the Eastern Seaboard 
in 1983 (Hungspreugs 1985). 
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3.2 Oil in the biota 

There has been an increase in the relative ntllt»er of studies on hydrocarbon/oil dispersants 
using marine biota from 3 in 1977 to 11 in 1982. A similar increase in the relative number of 
~narine pollutant studies using 11101luscs was seen from 13 in 1971 to 14 in 1982. Current 
research gives little eMphasis on fish. 

3.3 Oil in the sediments 

The fate of oil in the marine enviroment is determined by certain •weathering• processes 
which occur at different time scales: 

Time period 

Hour 

Day 

Week 

Month-Year 

Predominant Process(es) 

Evaporation, Dispersion, 
Emulsification and Spreading 

Spreading 

Sedimentation 

Biodegradation 

Two minor processes, dissolution and oxidation, take place but cease within two to four weeks. 
Evaporation, dispersion and emulsification are greatly diminished within a week. Thus, 
sedimentation and biodegradation determine the ultimate fate of discharged oil. For instance, 
much .higher concentrations of hydrocarbons are found in the sediments than in the water column of 
the Japan Sea (Table 8). 

To date, hardly any efl1)hasis on the need to assess persistent oil in sediments and in 
macrobenthos has been made under the action plan. An environmental baseline study of the 
macrobenthos was carried out for PETRONAS and SHELL Companies in the vicinities of the Crude Oil 
Terminals in Sabah (labuan) and Sarawak (Bintulu and lutong), and around selected offshore 
platfonms. The study showed that benthic communities were least dense at a discharge site where 
the highest levels of hydrocarbons occurred. High levels of hydrocarbons were obtained froo 
s~les taken from the old discharge site where there has been an accUIIl.llation of hydrocarbons 
over a longer period of time than in a recent discharge point (Leong et al. 1985). Thus, it is 
iq»artant that determination of hydrocarbons in the sediments be made specially in areas long 
affected by oil discharges or oil spills. 
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Table 8. Hydrocarbons in Japan Sea, 1981 

fllaxinun Mininun No. of 
MeditJII Average (ppb)* (ppb)* samples S.D. 

Ent>ayed water 0.069 0.20 0.04 35 0.031 

Sea Surface 0.109 0.20 0.05 30 0.047 

Deep Layer 0.138 0.35 0.05 13 0.095 

Sediments 16 ppm 89ppm 0.31 ppm 

* Except where indicated 

(Source: Japan, Environment Agency, water Quality Bureau, February, t983t. 

3.4 Oil in coastal and offshore ~ters 

Another study carried out annually by the Universiti Pertanian Malaysia in the South China 
Sea showed that the hydrocariMm 'evel in offshore waters was rooch lower (range: 9.49-65.56 ppb) 
than that found in the coastal waters off the lrengganu River Estuary (range: tl0-1150 pPb). The 
same pattern was also Observed in the sediments. Over §OS of the sanpled coastal sediments had 
more than 100 mg hydrocarbon/kg dry sediment, ·whereas the hydrocarbon contents in :the offshore 
sediments fell below this value. 

The results of this study also reflected the fact ttaat research and monitoring progrannes 
need to be intensified more in the coastal waters and enclosed bays than in offshore waters. This 
does not imply that oil contamination in the open seas should be ignored. Relatively high 
concentrations of hydrocarbon ranging from 0.011 ppb (1 mg/T) to 4 ppb (MAPMOPP of IGOSS study for 
the East Asian region 1974-1978) occurred in the southern part of the South China Sea. Similar 
research should have been continued into and throughout the eighties. 

Among coastal habitats, mangroves and coral reefs are vulnerable to spills and chronic 
discharges of oil. A study on the fate and effects of naturally and chemically dispersed oils in 
the marine environment by Lai and Feng (1984) showed that oil was most toxic to mangrove saplings 
in static conditions, less in flow-through systems, and least in situ. Furthenmore, the impact of 
undispersed oils was greater than that of dispersed oil over time. Of the 3 oil types tested, 
fllalaysian crude was most toxic to mangrove, followed by Arabian light crude and Bunker C fuel. 
fllangrove fauna appeared more susceptible to oil toxicity than did saplings by 2-3 orders of 
magnitude. 

These results suggest that if mechanical means of oil recovery fail, the immediate 
application of dispersants on freshly spilt oil would help mitigate the impact of oil spills on 
mangroves. A protocol to screen various types of dispersants that are suitable for use in the 
region needs to be developed. Preliminary results of dispersant toxicity testing conducted in 
Malaysia by the Fisheries Research Institute suggest the following rating: 
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48h.LCSO Description Rating 
().1111) 

5,000 Practically non-toxic 

5,000- 500 Slightly toxic 2 

500- so Ploderately toxic 3 

SO- 5 Toxic 4 

5 Very toxic 5 

(The study shows that both Corexit 8667 and Corexit 9527 (diluted 1:9) are slightly toxic, whereas 
other tested dispersants~ namely Hydrosol SE-4, Hydrosol ON-40, Shell LTX, and Servo CD-2000 
(diluted 1:9) are practically non-toxic (UNEP/IG.77/INF.6, 27 April 1987). 

Furthermore, the non-trivial effects of oil in mangrove habitats indicate the need to map 
these areas, showing sapling height, species-specific sensitivity to spi 1t oil and the 
distribution of fauna which collectively seem more vulnerable than the flora. Lastly, the 
study indicates higher risk in the production and transportation of local crude than in that of 
Arab crude. This is crucial in assessing risks attributed to various oil-related activities in 
the region. 

4. Asses~nt relevant to control 

The Working Paper on ~rine Oil Pollution in Southeast Asia prepared by Bilal and Kuhnhold 
(1980) serves as a basic document in the initial assessment of oil pollution in the region. It 
needs to ~ updated, including some data gaps that should be filled in. The tasks could have 
been easily accoq>lished throughout the iq)lementation period of EAS Project 15 (Previously EAS 
2. 1). 

Information on the extent of oil contamination, particularly in coastal sediments, will 
provide the basis for establishing affected areas. Critical areas would deserve the most 
inmediate attention and action for the control of all pollution fran possible sources at the 
national, regional and international levels. Enforcement measures should be jointly undertaken 
through a regional protocol. Otherwise, an asses~nt progranme remains an expensive exercise 
that does not lead to any fonm of regulatory action. 

Lastly, the scientific asses~nt c~nent of the action plan lll.lst lead to a management 
scheme, preferably through a protocol, in order to ensure regulatory action at the national 
level. To develop such a scheme, conmon analytical methods need to be adopted, a rigorous 
intercalibration program should be iq)lemented, and exchange of pollution data bases needs to be 
done on a regular basis. 

5. Oil pollution control and outstanding issues 

According to Article 192 of the new Convention, "Nation states have the obligation to 
protect and preserve the marine environment," although countries, particularly developing ones, 
"have the sovereign right to exploit their natural resources pursuant to their environmental 
policies •.. " (Article 193). Issues which arise regarding the extent to which the marine 
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environment is protected and preserved, or that natural resources are exploited to the detriment 
of the total environment, vary from one state to another. The logical responses would be for all 
states to •cooperate on a global basis and, as appropriate, on a regional basis, directly or 
through C<lq)etent international organizations, in fonoolating and elaborating (unifonn) 
international rules, standards and recannended practices and procedures ... • (Article 197). In 
this case, should the formerly five ASEAN countries agree to cooperate on a regional basis, 
questions of allocation of responsibility and liability need to be resolved: 

(i) What is considered socio-economically reasonable in the exploitation of each state's 
natural resources (including estuaries, mangroves, and coral reefs) or in the 
production of each state's renewable resources (including brackish water culture and 
marine culture of fish in cages and of seashells on suspended racks)?; and 

(ii) What is considered technically rational in the use of the Southeast Asian seas for 
the disposal of wastes of both land-based and vessel-source discharges? 

The first difficulty arises because the productivity of the environment of each state is 
dependent upon the well-being of the total environment which is beyond national boundaries. An 
over-exploitation of natural resources by one state may be a threat to another's living 
resources. An over-production of a state's renewable resources may constrain another's economic 
activities. 

The second difficulty arises because the states have now assumed that the marine 
environment has its limits and that loosely regulated disposal of untreated or partially treated 
wastes assists industrial growth on the short-tenn. Therefore, an over-generation of wastes by 
one state is perceived by another stateas a reduction in its own prospects for rapid growth with 
necessarily minimal environmental protection, H both states have initially agreed, with other 
states as well, to maintain a predetennined environmental quality. 

Nonetheless, the position of every state concerned in matters relating to the protection 
and preservation of the marine environment, particularly from the i...,act of oil pollution, is a 
simple function of two troubling factors: resources that are at risk because of over-exploitation 
and adverse modification of the environment, and the i...,act of pollution generated within and 
transported beyond a state's jurisdictional limits. 

5.1 Resources at risk 

Resources that are at risk vary from one country to another because national jurisdictions 
do not necessarily coincide with the many oceanographic features of the region. Oil spills owing 
to tanker collisions or groundings have occurred and are more likely to occur in the narrow, 
shallow and congested entrance to Singapore Strait from the lllalacca Straits than in other areas 
(Bennett 1977, Finn et al. 1979, Bilal and Kuhnhold 1980, Chla 1981). Similar spllls owing to 
gas blow-outs are more 1 ikely to occur on the Indonesian side, in Selat Panjang, than in other 
places of the region. Because of prevailing northwesterly currents, tanker spills are more likely 
to hit the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia first than the east coast of Sumatra, as demonstrated 
in 1976 when the •DIEGO SILANG• spilled its oil after a triple collision with two other vessels 
off Pulau Pisang near the western entrance to Singapore Strait. Singapore is least likely to be 
affected, as it was truly so in 1975 when the •sHOWA PIARU• grounded off Buffalo Rocks and spilled 
its oil in Singapore Strait (Bennett 1977). In both incidents, oil reached the coastline of 
Peninsular Malaysia, •but no serious attempts were made to assess the extent of ecological damage• 
(Jothy 1982). 

Valuable resources including fisheries are exposed to both oil spills and other 
pollutants. They are considered vulnerable in the case of oil spills (Jothy 1982). Generally, 
these resources are highly productive estuaries and 111angroves, thriving natural and artificial 
reefs, and dense shallow-sea communities. 
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5.2 Pollution and its sources 

Countries in the region do not necessarily place the same degree of environmental value on 
the seas of Southeast Asia. ~laysia has always regarded the Straits of ~lacca, for instance, as 
its front yard; to Indonesia, the straits are more backyard. It is ironic, however, that 
~laysia generates the largest load of pollution, as shown in Table 9. About 80% of the waste 
is of domestic origin. This suggests that a low proportion of the population is served by sewage 
treatment systems. 

Table 9. The Straits of ~lacca and Singapore: land-based sources of organic pollution 
and pollution load 

Origin 

Oanes tic 

Industrial 

TOTAL 

Note: a 

b 

c 

(Thousand 

Indonesia 

3a 

negligible 

t of biochemical oxygen demand per year) 

~laysiab 
South West coast 

73 6 

16 5 

89 11 

Singapore 
South coast 

4 

The load is esti~ted solely from the population figure of the province of Riau. 
asslllled that 0.01 lb of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOO) is generated per capita. 
esti~ted population of Riau is 2 million. 

It is 
The 

See ...,_PEPAS (1981) for the detailed esti~tes of pollution load by locality and by 
specific industry. 

A very high proportion of industrial wastes is amitted to domestic sewage treatment 
plants. Thus, no amount of pollution of industrial origin is indicated here. 

Pollution load alone is not truly a total measure of the problem of the environment as the 
environment itself has the inner capacity to assimilate organic wastes including oil, to transform 
inorganic c~unds to si~le organic c~unds, or even dilute the non-assimilative wastes to 
lower concentrations. Pollution levels in various environmental compartments -- water, sediments, 
plants, and ani~ls -- are useful indicators whether or not the environment is in stress. 

Oil pollution is more prevalent in areas where oil tankers are discharging their cargoes of 
oil than in areas where there are no oil terminals or refineries. High concentrations of oil werP 
found along the coast of Negeri Sembilan, where the only oil refineries in Peninsular Malaysia are 
located (Morgan and Valencia 1983). Oil pollution is not as serious in other areas including the 
vicinities of the oil port of D~i and the busy Port of Singapore. 

Indonesia and Singapore have the facilities for receiving and treating oily wastes or dirty 
ballast waters installed in D~i and in Pulai Sebarok respectively. The absence of such 
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infrastructure in "alaysia leaves vessels serving in-country ports, particularly Port Dickson, no 
alternative but to discharge their wastewaters in the straits. The frequent fines imposed so 
far on vessels caught polluting do not deter most vessels fran discharging their wastes in that 
part of the region or even while anchored in ports. Without such facilities, it is difficult for 
~laysia to enforce the existing rules or to expect most vessels to refrain from discharging their 
oily wastewaters. Thus, ~laysia does little to curb the problems of ~rine pollution arising fr~R 
vessel discharges in ports as well as in other areas beyond port limits. Such enforcement as 
there is occurs only in port areas. 

5.3 Prospects 

Cooperation in the protection and preservation of the ~rine environment is not difficult 
to achieve. As long as the countries concerned exercise care in further exploiting the depleting 
natural resources within their respective sovereignties or in polluting the waters in their 
immediate environment, they ~y yet succeed in protecting and preserving the environment to 
sustain their development needs. 

Countries in the region tend to exploit their natural resources more than they preserve or 
protect. But the extent to which they exploit or conserve varies fran country to country. 
Singapore means to be very clear and decisive in its purpose. Implicit in its plan and action is 
that every part of its territorial waters or coastal zones is designated only for a single, 
specific purpose. First, the area designated only for shipping and related activities extends 
fran Tuas in the west to Changi point in the east; neither is fishing allowed nor are vulnerable 
resources left protected in this area'. Second, fishing and ~riculture are limited to the 
north-east side of the main island of Singapore. The lands immediately adjacent to this area are 
kept rural for limited hortic-ulture and intensive animal husbandry. Third, the northwest part of 
the island is reserved for water-supply storage. (~riculture may not be an attractive venture 
there as the estuaries are now cut off fran tidal influence, and the nutrients fran land run-off 
and river discharges are trapped jn the recently built estuarine reservoirs. However, 
cage-culture is encouraged l:here by the Pri~ry Production Department of Singapore's "inistry of 
National Development). Fourth, no matter how little the area is now left to be protected, 
Singapore has been the most effective state in the region in regulating all types of wastes that 
reach the marine environment. If not helping to ensure the health of the surrounding ocean, 
Singapore has at least maintained a sanitary environment for its own sake. 

~laysia, although it has quite comprehensive legislation to regulate the release of wastes 
fran land-based sources, continues to have problems of pollution arising fran activities that are 
largely beyond the mandate of the Department of Environment, a federal government agency which has 
general responsibility for the protection of the environment. Its mandate is limited to pollution 
arising from factories and sewage treatment plants, but not sewage that includes oil wastes. 
Sewage is a local and state government problem. 

Even within the federal government, other forms of pollution remain under the general 
responsibility of resource-development and other regulatory agencies: the ~rine Department for 
merchant shipping, the PETRONAS for exploration and exploitation of oil and gas, the "ines 
Department for mining of other minerals; agencies within the "inistry of Agriculture for the use 
and abuse of pesticides, livestock and related veterinary services, and for drainage, irrigation, 
river and coastal maintenance; and the Forest Department for mangrove and other forest-related 
management. To address systematically and comprehensively all forms of pollution is a difficult 
task because of the sharing of responsibilities between federal and state authorities. 

The Sentosa mishap in January 1983, when seven tourists were killed as their cable cars 
plunged into the Singapore Channel after the aerial cables across the channel had been hit 
by under-passing oil rigs which drifted away and beyond the control of the towing tug 
boats, illustrates the extent of a practical problem that is likely to arise again whenever 
there is an attempt to introduce too many activities in a busy shipping area. 
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Indonesia has not yet developed supporting regulations to make the existing environmental 
la..s effective. This shortccning should not yet be taken as a problem since the level of 
development and the extent of activities on the Indonesian side do not necessarily warrant 
measures as stringent as required on the ~laysian side. Oil pollution seems to be under control, 
although silt is increasingly becaning a problem. 

Similar observations could be made in the case of the Philippines and Thailand. In short, 
the prospects for regional cooperation in the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment would not be bright unless every country of the region takes its fair share of 
responsibility, in proportion to the area under its national jurisdiction. 

6. Reconmendations 

Future research and monitoring activities related to oil pollution must lead to regulatory 
action at both national and regional levels. It is, thus, proposed that: 

(i) A c~rehensive and regular assessment of all types of oil released in the region 
fran all possible sources be carried out in order to establish the most significant 
source of oil pollution for regional action; 

(ii) A c~rehensive monitoring progranme, with the necessary prerequisites of cannon 
methods, standards, and regular intercalibration exercises, be carried out at the 
national level, and collected data be exchanged on a regular basis for a 
c~rehensive regional assessment of oil contamination in the region; 

(iii) lltarine water quality criteria and standards for major types of oil in the region be 
developed using results of baseline studies established under the regional monitoring 
progranme; and 

(iv) A protocol be developed for the control of the most significant source of oil 
pollution. 
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This paper aims to identify marine and coastal areas and associated renewable resources of 
the East Asian Seas region that are sensitive and vulnerable to oil pollution. It begins with a 
brief review of the region's major marine natural resources. The overall distribution of each 
major resource is mapped which, taken together, constitute the region's concentrated key resource 
areas. 

From infonmation on the distribution of various kinds of oil pollution, as well as 
activities that may result in oil pollution, the most vulnerable marine and coastal areas are 
determined. Concentrated key renewable resource areas that overlap with the areas most vulnerable 
(directly or indirectly) to oil pollution denote the resource areas of immediate concern. 

The paper is concluded by several reconmendations. These include mapping of certain 
critical marine habitats and other resources whose distributions in the region are not yet known 
in detail (e.g., seagrasses). Periodic upgrading of existing databases, and distributional maps 
of resources and the extent of oil pollution are seen as key elements of any coastal zone 
management progranme. The analysis presented can also be used to identify conflicts between 
renewable marine resources and other activities (e.g., coastal infilling and dredging), whose 
impact on marine enviroments of the East Asian Seas region may be equally, if not more serious, 
than the effects of oil pollution. 

1. Introduction 

Oil pollution in the East Asian Seas region is potentially a serious threat to the coastal 
and marine enviroment as a result of the extensive activity in drilling, transportation and 
refining taking place or planned in the region (Morgan and Valencia 1983). Oil spillages from 
several tanker accidents since the 1970's (see, for example, Soegiarto and Polunin 1982, COUper 
1983) have undoubtedly highlighted the problem. However, oil in the marine enviroment also 
originates from activities inland, natural seeps and from other sources. 

Coastal and marine habitats occupy virtually the entire intertidal and subtidal zones 
within the East Asian Seas region. Together with their associated plant and animal species, these 
habitats represent a renewable resource base of appreciable magnitude and value. The biota in the 
region is also among the richest found anywhere in the world, although the reasons for this are 
still not c~letely clear (see Soegiarto and Polunin 1982). Knowledge of the nature and 
distribution of local marine habitats and associated species is therefore of fundamental 
importance to oil spill contingency planning and coastal resource management. In the context of 
the present meeting, emphasis is given to marine and coastal areas and habitats of the East Asian 
Seas region that are particularly sensitive and vulnerable to oil pollution. 
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Certain coastal and marine habitats are considered to be •critical• (IUCN 1976), and may be 
.are important than others in sustaining renewable natural resources. Examples of critical marine 
habitats are mangroves and other coastal vegetation, coral reefs and seagrass beds. The 
attributes of critical marine habitats include: high productivity, or source of nutrients and 
productivity for adjacent areas, the feeding, breeding or nesting areas for marine and other 
animals, areas particularly rich in species and areas essential for the survival of marine species 
that are of commercial or conservation interest, and areas of special scientific interest. 
Critical habitats and associated resources are also among those that are particularly sensitive 
and vulnerable to oil pollution (see IUCN 1983). 

This paper aims to provide a sin.,le analysis as a tool for identifying areas encon.,assing 
critical marine habitats and associated resources in the East Asian Seas region that are sensitive 
and vulnerable to oil pollution. The analysis provides the context and setting for detennining 
oil spill contingency requirements. 

2. ftethodology 

The distribution of critical marine habitats, principal fishery areas and other key 
resources was detennined from infonnation available for the East Asian Seas region (JIIIorgan and 
Valencia 1983, IUCN/UNEP 1985). Included are mangroves, coral reefs, high fishing catch areas, 
major mariculture production areas and selected species or species groups (turtles, crocodiles, 
seabirds, dugongs, whales and dolphins). These different resources are mapped and, taken 
together, constitute the region's total critical habitats/resources. These are considered to 
represent the principal resources of economic, conservation or scientific importance. 

Infonnation on the distribution of tanker routes, commercial ports, oil tenninals and other 
'actual or potential sources of oil pollution was also analyzed. This was taken from maps from 
existing sources (JIIIorgan and Valencia 1983, ptinistry of State for Population and the Envirorwnent, 
this volume). lnfonnation from these maps, taken together, indicates the areas most vulnerable to 
oil pollution. Concentrated key resource areas that overlap with the areas most vulnerable to oil 
pollution denote the resource areas of greatest concern. 

It is not the intention of this paper to give con.,lete details of all the different 
renewable marine resources and threats from oil pollution in each country. Instead, en.,hasis is 
given to the methodology and analysis used for identifying coastal areas and habitats that are 
sensitive and vulnerable to oil pollution at a broad, regional level. The analysis illustrates an 
approach and methodology for evaluatingthe conflicts and con.,atibilities of resource conservation 
and resource use. As more site specific infonnation on particular resources or threats from oil 
pollution (e.g., from land-based activities) becomes available, a more detailed picture for the 
region will emerge. The analysis can also be supplemented by the use of models that predict oil 
spill trajectories (see Jlllorgan and Valencia 1983). Similar analyses can be used for identifying 
areas most at risk from other impacts (e.g., coastal infilling, dredging) which may represent 
environmental problems of equal or even greater significance than oil pollution (see IUCN/UNEP 
1985). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Importance of renewable and coastal marine resources 

3.1.1. Critical marine habitats 

The overall importance of critical marine habitats has been highlighted above. Pfany of 
these 'habitats are of both direct human value and ecological significance. Pfangroves yield a 
great variety of useful products. They serve as shelter and provide food which is utilised by 
numerous animals including shrin.,s, crabs, shellfish and fish. The nursery function of mangroves 
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is of particular significance. Plangroves are often favoured sites for mariculture production. 
They also reduce sedimentation and act as environmental buffers through the protection they afford 
to coastal areas (e.g., from hurricanes). 

Coral reefs represent the most spectacular marine habitdt in tenms of structural complexity 
and the diverse biota which they support. A major value in the region is their associated 
artisanal and conmercial fisheries which largely reflects the habitat's high primary 
productivity. In some areas, parts of the reef flat are utilised for aquaculture (e.g., algae, 
molluscs and fish). Coral reefs are a source as well of limestone for building materials, and a 
variety of other products including fish and other ornamental or souvenir species. Exploitation 
of these products has often also been accompanied by reef degradation. Coral reefs are of 
considerable value for tourism and education, underwater tourism being well developed in the 
Philippines and Indonesia. In addition, coral reefs are of appreciable importance by functioning 
as wave buffers, and may be considered as •self-repairing breakwaters• (Johannes 1975). 

Seagrasses are another exan.,le of highly productive marine habitats which function as 
coastal food factories occurring both intertidally and in the shallow subtidal zone. Epiphytic 
algae on the surface of the blades make a substantial contribution to primary productivity. The 
leaves and roots of seagrasses provide a direct food source for several animals of conservational 
or local importance (e.g., adult green turtles, juvenile hawksbill turtles, dugongs and 
rabbitfish). However, the important food source to most organisms is decomposing seagrass which 
becomes available through detrital food chains. Seagrass beds also provide a refuge for a variety 
of conmercially important molluscs, crustaceans and fish. For many animals (e.g., conmercial 
penaeid shrimps) seagrasses also harbour juvenile stages, thereby serving as nursery areas. An 
additional function is that dense stands of certain species reduce current velocities. This 
allows increased sedimentation and enables the development of an eplfauna and infauna that could 
otherwise not survive. 

3.1.2 Fisheries and mariculture 

The fisheries clearly represent the coastal and marine resources of the East Asian Seas 
region that are of most direct hliMn value. They are based on pelagic and demersal fisheries, the 
latter including conmercially important penaeid shrimps. The fisheries throughout the region are 
characteristically highly diverse (i.e., n~~lti-species catches), particularly in the demersal 
sector. Of the pelagic fisheries, the main target species groups are coastal tunas (Euthynnus 
thunnus and Auxis spp.), mackerels (Rastrelliger spp.), king mackerels (Scomberomorus spp.), scads 
(Oecapterus spp.), , anchovies (Stolephorus spp.), sardines (Sardinella spp.) and carangids. Apart 
from tuna and shrimps, most of the marine catch in the region 1s consllned locally. 

Plariculture operations are also of considerable significance in the region. OrganiSIIS 
produced by mariculture include algae, penaeid shrimps, 1111ssels, oysters, cockles and fish. 
Production rates vary considerably from area to area. In the Philippines, for example, production 
rates of 706 kglha/yr have been recorded for milkfish, 950 kglha/yr for Penaeus monodon (penaeid 
shrimp), and 78,250 kg/ha/yr for Pema viridis (shellfish) (Morgan and Valencia 1983). Further 
details of mariculture operations and the fisheries in the region are available in the literature 
(e.g., Morgan and Valencia 1983, IUCNIUNEP 1985). 

3.1.3 Other marine habitats and resources 

During resource assessment studies, attention often focuses on critical marine habitats. 
However, all habitats and species n~~st contribute in some way to the overall ecological integrity 
of a region. Future research may well reveal some ecological or other value of these see.ingly 
less •critical• habitats (e.g., sand beaches, subtidal sand and MUd and even artificial 
structures). Accordingly, these resources should be safeguarded for possible future use. 

In addition to habitats and the fisheries, there are certain species or species groups that 
are sensitive to oll pollution and need to be highlighted on account of their c01111ercial, 
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conservational or other iqK»rtance. Among these are turtles, other reptiles, seabirds, dugongs, 
whales and dolphins. In some cases (e.g., turtles and dugongs) species are classified as either 
•vulnerable" or "endangered", emphasizing their precarious conservation status. 

3.2 Identification of critical habitats and other key resource areas in the East Asian Seas 
~ 

3. 2. 1 Mangroves 

Mangroves are well developed in the region, occurring in estuaries, deltas, on the mainland 
coast or on islands, often adjacent to fringing coral reefs. In the Indonesian areas alone, 38 
species of mangrove have been recorded. The distribution of principal mangrove areas in the 
region is shown in Figure 1. The estimated areas of intact or relatively undisturbed mangrove are 
as fo11ows: 

Thailand 312,714 ha (IUCN/UNEP 1985) 

Malaysia 652,219 ha (IUCN/UNEP 1985) 

Singapore 1,800 ha ( IUCN/UNEP 1985) 

Indonesia 3,806,119 ha (IUCN/UNEP 1985) 
(77% in Irian Jaya) 

Philippines 100,564 ha (Howes 1987) 
(representing 22% of mangrove forested area in 191B) 

3.2.2 Coral reefs 

Coral reefs are extensively developed in several parts of the region (Fig. 1). In the 
Philippines, more than 400 species of hard coral are thought to occur, compared with approximately 
360 species reported for another coral-rich area in Australia (the Great Barrier Reef) (IUCN/UNEP 
:1985). ~st coral reefs in the East Asian Seas region are represented by fringing reefs, although 
barrier reefs, bank reefs and patch reefs also occur. Coral reefs are cannonly associated with 
the coastal and offshore islands that are so widespread and numerous in the region. 

3.2.3 Seagrass beds 

Seagrasses occur primarily in sandy and silty substrata, often in coastal shallows 
bordering lagoons and mangroves,or associated with reef flats. Stands may be dense or occur in 
widely scattered areas. Details of the location and extent of seagrass beds for all areas of the 
East Asian Seas region are not yet available. However, the distribution of all seagrass species 
known for certain areas (e.g., the Philippines) has been detennined and mapped (Menez et al. 
1983). 

3.2.4 Fishing and mariculture areas 

Fishery resources are easily tainted or contaminated by oil, even if not impacted 
directly. Hence the location of the main fishery areas is of considerable significance, 
particularly in v~ew of their direct food and economic value. Areas associated with estimated 
total marine fish catches exceeding 11 kg/Janl are shown in Figure 2. These have been divided 
into areas where catches range from 100-1000 kg/kml and those where catches exceed 1000 
kg/kml. The map indicates that extensive tracts of coastline around Malaysia, the Philippines, 
as well as some other localities (e.g., Indonesia, Brunei), yield high fishery catches. The 
location of the main shrimp exploitation areas is also shown. Further details on the fisheries, 
including a breakdown of the demersal and pelagic fishery areas by species, or species groups, are 
provided by ~rgan and Valencia (1983). 
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It would also be of value to determine and map the main nursery and spawning grounds of 
major groups, since larvae and juvenile stages are known to be particularly sensitive to oil 
pollution. Brackish water lagoons surrounded by mangroves, tidal forests and wetlands are aroong 
the habitats used as shrimp nurseries in the region (IUCN/UNEP 1985). Shrimp larvae also appear 
to be more abundant in coastal than offshore waters (IUCN/UNEP 1985). 

The principal mariculture production areas in the region are indicated in Figure 2. These 
are sited intermittently along the coast, but are particularly extensive in the Philippines and· 
Indonesia (e.g., Java). Additional information on mariculture facilities (i.e., hatcheries, 
research stations, pilot and demonstration farms) is given by Morgan and Valencia (1983). 

3.2.5 Species of special conservation significance 

The distribution of selected species (or species groups) of conservational importance is 
shown in Figure 3 using the data of Morgan and Valencia (1983). Included are the locations of 
known turtle nesting sites (data available for the different species, but not shown), probable 
sites of occurrence of crocodiles, occurrence of sea bird colonies, probable occurrence of dugong, 
and sightings of whales and dolphins. Morgan and Valencia (1983) classify these animals according 
to the types of habitats occupied. The range of the latter group (whales and dolphins) extends to 
open deep-water, and migrations within and outside the East Asian Seas region are also 
undertaken. Animals comprising the former groups frequent or depend heavily on coastal habitats 
such as beaches, mangroves, estuarine areas, reef enviro~~~~ents, and many species also undergo 
migrations. Of particular significance is that all the species at times inhabit surface waters 
and thereby easily face direct exposure to oil slicks and other surface contaminants. 

3.2.6 Concentrated key resource areas 

The above distribution maps (Figs. 1-3) of selected critical marine habitats, fishery 
resources and species of conservational importance are cOIIOined on a single map in Figure 4 to 
delineate concentrated key resource areas. Areas of greatest overlap signify the greatest 
concentrations of key renewable resources. These areas are located along extensive tracts of 
coastline and open water in all countries of the region. A large component of these concentrated 
key resource areas is made up of major fishing areas (catches exceeding 11 kg/~). 

3.3 Threats from oil pollution 

The purpose of this section is not to provide a detailed review of the impact of oil 
pollution on living "resources in the East Asian Seas region, as this is considered in a companion 
paper (Chansang, this volume). General reviews on the subject are also available in the 
literature (e.g., IUCN 1983). Rather, it aims to identify in a general way areas that may be 
particularly susceptible to oil pollution from various sources or activities. Areas that overlap 
with concentrated key resource areas will be of most imnediate concern for management. This does 
not mean that other areas should be disregarded, as oil spill trajectories predict that oil 
spilled in one area will probably drift to another (Morgan and Valencia 1983). 

Sources of oil pollution are discussed in detail in another paper (Ministry of State for 
Population and the Enviro~~~~ent, this volume) which includes maps indicating their locations. only 
a brief overview is given below. 

3.3.1 Commercial ports 

In the vicinity of ports accidental spillages of oil and other petrolew. products are not 
unconmon. Renewable resources around these areas therefore often experience chronic exposure to 
oi 1, if only in low concentrations. In South East Asian waters there are an estimated 536 ports 
ranging from sone of the largest in the world to mere harbours capable of handling only local 
crafts (Morgan and Valencia 1983). 
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3.3.2 Tanker traffic 

Tanker routes represent another obvious potential hazard with respect to accidents and 
subsequent oil spills. Tanker and shipping routes in the East Asian Seas region are among the 
busiest in the world. Tankers passing through the region carry oil fran the flll11dle East and Far 
East mainly to Japan and the Pacific coast of North America. The Plalacca Straits represent a 
bottleneck of tanker and shipping traffic where at least 6 tanker spillages of more than 50,000 
bbl occurred between 1970-80 (Couper 1983). 

3.3.3 Oil tenminals 

Oil tenminals occur in all countries constituting the East Asian Seas region. Coastal 
areas and resources in these areas may therefore be subject to persistent, generally low-level 
spillages. 

3.3.4 Offshore moorings 

Offshore moorings are strung along the coast in several parts of the East Asian Seas 
region, particularly in Plalaysia. Chronic oil spillages are likely to occur in these areas, 
particularly during the unloading and loading of tankers. 

3.3.5 Tar balls and oil slicks 

The occurrence of tar balls and oil slicks provides overt evidence of oil pollution in an 
area. In such cases, there is therefore at least the potential for impact on renewable resources 
by oil. Tar balls are particularly prevalent around the Plalaysia/Indonesia vicinity. The data 
available (Ferrari 1983) suggest that these are also areas containing oil slicks, although the 
site most severely affected by oil slicks appears to be around Bangkok. 

3.3.6 Extensive drilling 

Extensive drilling or exploitation of oil inevitably carries the risk of blow-outs and 
other sources of spillages (IUCN 1983). The discharge of drilling muds can also affect habitats 
and fauna (e.g., corals). The principal areas occur around lllalaysia and Indonesia. Considering 
the already appreciable tanker traffic in the region, the risk of serious pollution is further 
increased by ongoing programmes for oil and gas exploration (IUCN 1983). 

3.3.7 High hydrocarbon content of sea water 

Concentrations of hydrocarbons in the region vary fran place to place, but are generally 
considerably higher in coastal waters than in the open sea. Areas with greatest reported 
concentration occur around Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. Critical habitats and associated 
resources in these localities are therefore at particular risk with respect to the inmediate or 
long-tenm consequences of oil pollution. 

3.3.8 Overall threats from oil pollution 

The areas and associated resources probably at greatest risk from oil pollution can be 
detenmined by camining on a single slllmary map infonmation on the different activities or 
sources leading to oil pollution (see lllinistry of State for Population and the Environment, this 
vol~~~~e). This slllmary map is shown schematically in Figure 5, fran which it is apparent that 
several marine and coastal areas in all the countries comprising the East Asian Seas region are 
either at risk, or actually affected by oil pollution. The main areas include: a) a large band 
extending south-east fran Thailand to the east coast of the Malaysian peninsula/Singapore area, 
and also extending north-east into the South China Sea reaching the Philippines; b) a large band 
extending fran the south-east Philippine area in a south-west direction to Borneo; c) a series of 
smaller areas around the coasts of Indonesia and Brunei. However, as mentioned previously, it may 
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also be necessary to make use of oil trajectory models to determine the movements of spilled oil 
fro. the sources to adjacent areas. 

3.4. Sensitivity and vulnerability of renewable coastal resources to oil pollution 

The areas containing coastal resources that are particularly sensitive and vulnerable to 
oil pollution are shown in Figure 6. This was derived by overlapping the map showing concentrated 
key resource areas (Fig. 4) with the map showing the areas facing greatest overall threat from oil 
pollution (Fig. 5). Based on the analysis, the following areas and resources appear to be 
particularly sensitive and vulnerable to oil pollution in the East Asian Seas region: 

a) a large band extending south-east from Thailand into the Gulf of Thailand as well as 
to the east coast of the Malaysian peninsula; 

b) a number of areas on the west coast of the "alaysian peninsula, including Singapore and 
the Malacca Straits; 

c) an area off the coast of Brunei/Malaysia; 

d) several bands around the Philippines; 

e) several bands around Indonesia. 

The following information on the sensitivity and vulnerability of renewable coastal and 
marine resources is also of significance to oil spill contingency planning. 

"angroves typically occur in low energy sedimentary environments and are among the habitats 
that are most vulnerable to oil spill damage (see Gundlach and Hayes 1978, IUCN 1983). Similarly, 
sheltered coastal environments, even if not colonised by mangroves, are often comprised of 
intertidal mud (and sand) flats. These habitats and associated blue-green algal mats are also 
highly productive, and may be at great risk, too, following an oil spill (IUCN 1983). However, 
the distribution of intertidal flats in the East Asian Seas region is not yet known in detail. 

Coral reefs may be adversely affected in several ways by exposure to oil hydrocarbons 
(Loya and Rinkevich 1987). Sheltered parts of the reef in shallow water, for exaq>le, reefal 
lagoons and back reefs, are generally more at risk than more exposed parts (e.g., the reef slope) 
which occur in deeper water. 

Seagrasses have not been studied extensively in the region, and even their overall 
distribution has not yet been determined (see IUCN/UNEP 1985). However, seagrass beds, together 
with their epiphytic algae and other associated biota, may be particularly susceptible to oil 
pollution in shallow, sheltered waters where the habitat reaches its greatest development. 

Fishery resources are clearly at greater risk from the effects of oil pollution in coastal 
waters than in areas further offshore. Young stages usually occur in greater abundance in coastal 
areas, and are also the stages most susceptible to the effects of oil. Fish traps and mariculture 
production areas are usually sited in intertidal or shallow subtidal areas and are therefore at 
great risk from nearby oil spills. Both the gear and catch/production may become oiled and 
tainted, thereby rendering the product unfit for consumption. 

Species of special conservation significance often frequent the sea-air interface and are 
at risk from oil pollution in spill areas, as discussed previously. Heavily affected beaches may 
be a serious problem for animals such as turtles which use beaches as nesting sites. 
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Finally, it should perhaps be stressed that the coastal and marine environment in the East 
Asian Seas region is already subject to a variety of major iq:~acts in addition to oil (Soegiarto 
and Polunin 1982, Morgan and Valencia 1983, IUCN/UNEP 1985). It is quite conceivable that areas 
already under stress from other iq:~acts (e.g., heavy metals, dredging, infilling, heavy fishing) 
may require little further iq:~act to result in serious environmental degradation. 

4. Further research needs and recommendations 

It is suggested that major renewable marine resources be identified and mapped in detail 
by each East Asian Seas country. These resources should include mangroves, coral reefs, seagrass 
beds, mudflats, coastal swamp forests and continental shelf areas. In addition detailed 
infonnation on the threats from oil (and other) pollution should be collected and mapped by each 
country. On the basis of the infonnation integrated in this way the main areas of conflict or 
caq>atibility of uses and resources can be identified for each particular country. The detailed 
infonnation thus obtained would provide the basis for national and regional oil spill contingency 
planning as well as coastal zone management programmes. Sensitivity mapping is discussed in the 
paper presented by the Intergovernment ~ritime Organization (this volume). 
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PETROLE~ INDUSTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT IN ASEAN 
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ASCOPE Environment and Safety Program 

c/o PETRONAS 
Menara Dayablllli , P. 0. Box 12444 
Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin 50778 

Kuala lumpur, ~laysia 

This paper attempts to present an overview of the current petrolellll related activities and 
their potential impacts on the marine environment in the ASEAN region. The potential natural 
environmental hazards in the development of offshore petrolellll resources and the various sources 
of oil pollution fran these activities are reviewed. The paper elaborates on the current 
petrolellll industry's cooperative efforts, particularly those of ASCOPE and other related 
programmes, in the mitigation of marine oil pollution in the region. It concludes with a call for 
a consolidated regional progranme within the scope of the East Asian Seas action plan for the 
prevention of marine oil pollution. 

1. Introduction 

Oil in the marine environment is not a foreign compound. It has been naturally introduced 
for millions of years by oil seeps on land and in the sea. This form of natural "oil pollutant• 
is estimated to contribute 0.3 million Pl. T., about 7 - 9%, of an estimated total of 3.2 million 
Pl. T. of oil which enters the world's marine environment annually. About the same amount is 
estimated to come fran atmospheric sources (National Research Council 1985). 

Oil seepage and domestic use of crude oil for medicinal purposes and later for lighting 
lamps and for resin mixtures were recorded as far back as the 8th century in the Southeast Asian 
region, particularly in Indonesia and Malaysia. However, commercial oil exploitation and 
production began in the late 19th century. 

The Southeast Asian region was one of the first areas in the world to produce oil 
commercially, with an initial production of about 150 1 daily frm Sllllatra, Indonesia in 1885 
(Petromin 1985). The Royal Dutch started to operate the first refinery in 1892 and exported crude 
oil from Indonesia in 1893. Subsequently, oil was struck in commercial quantities in Sarawak, 
Malaysia in 1910, and the first refinery started its operation in 1917. Brunei discovered its 
Seria field in 1929. Following the rapid development of the offshore oil and gas industry in the 
early 60's in the United States, Indonesia, ~laysia and Brunei started to explore offshore areas 
in the same period. Indonesia started its offshore production in 1969 in the Java Sea, and 
Malaysia in 1968 in offshore Sarawak. 

Currently, the ASEAN region produces daily an average of 2 million bbl and 5 billion std 
cu ft of crude oil and natural gas, respectively. About 45% of the current oil and gas in the 
region is produced frm offshore fields. In Malaysia, 100% of the current production is frm 
offshore fields. There are currently more than 20 refineries in the region with a total daily 
utilised capacity of 2 million bbl. It is estimated that the region conslllled 1 million bbl of 
various petrolellll products in 1985 and will continue to consume about 1.3 million bbl through 1995. 
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In addition to abundant petroleum resources, the seas bordering the ASEAN countries 
(Fig. 1) are richly endowed with a wealth of other marine resources. The ASEAN marine environment 
and related ecosystems support diverse and unique tropical species of flora and fauna. Mangroves 
cover about 4.8 million ha which represent 1.6'% of the total land area of the region (ASEAN 
Experts Group on the Environment/UNEP 1983). The coastal areas, beaches and islands are 
attractive for public amenities and tourism development. The regional seas also support one of 
the world's most productive fisheries. Total annual catch from the region in recent years was 
approximately 7 million M. T. or roughly ll'% of the world's total marine catch (Valencia 1981). 
These abundant fishery resources have been an important source of food and employment for many of 
the region's coastal populations. 

The waters of Southeast Asia occupy a crossroad position between the Indian and Pacific 
Oceans along the trade routes of Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Japan and the other Far Eastern 
nations. They thus serve as major transportation routes for oil. 

The current extensive exploration and exploitation of petroleum resources in the ASEAN 
region and continued dependence on crude oil and products from the Middle East and Africa will 
undoubtedly place oil and marine related pollution and safety of navigation as major concerns in 
the years to come. 

Offshore and coastal pollution by petroleum hydrocarbons in the ASEAN region have been 
identified in the last decade. The seriousness of this type of contamination on a regional scale 
has been pointed out at, among others, the IOC/FAO (IPFC)/UNEP International Workshop on Marine 
Pollution in East Asian waters held in Penang, Malaysia in April 1976 and at the FAO/UNEP Experts 
Consultation Meeting on Assessment of Oil Pollution and Its Impact on Living Aquatic Resources in 
Southeast Asia, Manila, Philippines in February 1980. Since the Penang Workshop, remedial and 
preventive steps have already been taken on several fronts in the region. 

A number of regional progranmes on the prevention and control of marine pollution have 
been undertaken involving the ASEAN littoral states, international agencies (particularly those in 
the U.N. system), oil and service companies [particularly the association of national oil 
corporations in ASEAN (ASCOPE)*], and a few other institutions outside the region. 

2. The oil scene in ASEAN: discoveries, production and consumption 

The current predominant offshore discoveries and production are from the sedimentary 
basins of the continental shelf and its slope. The West Sumatra, Sunda, West Java, Kutei, the 
Malay, Sabah-Sarawak-Brunei, and Northwest Palawan basins are potential sources of oil. The Gulf 
of Thailand, Andaman Sea, Central Luconia, offshore of Sarawak and North Sumatra may contain gas. 
Most reserves are associated with the Miocene and Pliocene sands and substantial amounts of gas is 
contained in Miocene carbonates (Figs. 2 and 3). 

The region is estimated to have recoverable reserves of 13 bill ion bbl of oil and- 106 
trillion std cu ft of gas. About 45'% of the current oil and gas is produced from offshore fields 
(Tables 1 and 2). 

Oil and gas are the most vital of all the marine resources of the region and by far the 
most important product exported (Table 3). 

ASCOPE* The ASEAN Council on Petroleum, founded by the state/national petroleum 
corporations/agencies on October 15, 1975 as a regional instrument for cooperation in all 
facets of the petroleum industry among ASEAN countries. The current members of ASCOPE 
are PERTAMINA (Indonesia), PETRONAS (Malaysia), the Philippine National Oil Company, 
Singapore National Oil Company and the Petroleum Authority of Thailand. 



Fig. 1. Map of the Southeast Asian Seas 
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Table 1. ASEAN crude oil reserves and production 

Reserves as at 
Production (mill ion bbl/d) January 1, 1987 

Country 1986 1984 1983 (billion bbl) 

Indonesia 1.24 1.47 1.29 8.3 

Malaysia 0.503 0.47 0.38 2.9 

Philippines 0.006 0.012 0.015 0.017 

Singapore 

Thailand 0.036 0.019 0.011 0.10 

Brunei 0.17 0.16 o. 16 1.42 

TOTAL 1.955 2.121 1.856 12.837 

Source: Oil and Gas Journal, December 1986. 

Table 2. ASEAN gas reserves and production 

Reserves as at 
Production (Billion cfd} January 1, 1987 

Country 1986 1984 1983 (Trillion cu ft) 

Indonesia 3.2 1.5 1.3 49.4 

Malaysia 0.6 0.1 0.1 52.2 

Philippines 0.010 

Singapore 

Thailand 0.3 0.2 0.15 7.4 

Brunei 0. 75 0.86 0.87 7.1 

TOTAL 4.85 2.66 2.42 105.912 

Source: Oil and Gas Journ~l, Deener 1986 and March 1986. 
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Table 3. ASEAN primary energy demand (1983-1995) 
(Unit: Thousand bbl/d of Oil Equivalent (BODE)) 

1983 1984 1985 

83 140 227 

174 240 343 

85 98 152 

4 17 

20 24 36 

1089 1123 1259 

1612 1595 18M 

1995 

357 

441 

208 

11 

2323 

Source: Minutes of the 29th Meeting of the ASCOPE Econmic Conmittee, November 22-24, 1985, 
Singapore. 

Indonesia, Brunei and Malaysia are the current major oil and gas producers and net 
exporters. Indonesia accounted for an average of 721 of the total production of oil f~ 1981 -
1985, and Malaysia, an average of 181 for the same period. The remaining production is accounted 
for by Brunei, Thailand and the Philippines. 

It was estimated that the region consumed 1 million bbl/d of various petroleum products in 
1985, with a projected demand of 1.3 mi 11 ion bbl/d through 1995 (Table 4). Singapore, a 
well-known petroleum refining center in the world, accounted for an average of 44% Gf ttle total 
oil consumption by the region in the period 1981 - 1985, followed by Indonesia with an average of 
301 over the same period. 

Consumption of natural gas increased frm an average of TT% frm 1976 to 1980, to about 13% 
frm 1981 to 1985. Indonesia accounted for about 65% of the total gas production in the region 
( 1981 - 1985), Brunei 321, and the balance accounted for by Malaysia and Thai land. There are 
currently more than 20 refineries in the region with a total daily design capacity of 2.6 million 
bbl/d and utilised capacity of 2 million bbl/d (Table 5). 

3. Energy cooperation in ASEAN 

ASEAN activities on energy cooperation arose in response to the energy crisis of the-
1970's. Countries were heavily dependent on oil for about 95% of their energy requirements and 
when the oil crisis worsened, they felt they had to reduce their dependence on oil and develop 
their indigenous non-oil resources. Cooperation in energy has been discussed within ASEM as 
early as 1976 and was ermodied in the Declaration of ASEM COfteOI"d. 

Energy cooperation is presently being pursued through a two-pronged approach: a) in t~ 
short ten11, by evolving arrangements to guarantee the supply Gf oi 1 and, b) in the long tera, by 
developing and utilizing new energy sources. 
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Table 4. Total ASEAN product consumption (1983-1995) 
(Unit: Theusand bbl/d) 

1983 1984 1985 

26 35 55 

177 184 210 

222 202 214 

394 390 404 

407 258 213 

24 23 27 

1250 l089 1123 

1995 

77 

248 

218 

434 

250 

32 

1259 

Source: 1ttfttltes of the Z9th r.eeting of the ASCOPE Economic Committee, November 22-24, 1985, 
Singapore. 

Table 5. ASEAN refining capacity 
(Unit: Thousand hbl/d) 

Design Capacity Effective Capacity Utilised Capacity 
Country 

1987 1984 1987 . 1984 1987 

Indonesia 846 826 795 750.5 719 

Malaysia 207 207 186.3 186.3 165.6 

Phi 1 ippines 287 289 258 260.1 167 

Sing.pore 976 1,087 752.2 748.3 

Th.Jlland 193 175 183 166 182 

8.--ei 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 

f.GML 2,599 2,584 2,123.3 2,124.5 1,9,1.3 

Source: Minutes of tbe 33rd Meeting of the ASCOPE Economic Committee, June 24-25, 1987, 
Chiangmai, Thailand. 
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Recently, lnl!fd)er countries signed an Energy Cooperation Agreement to serve as the framework 
for cooperation in the efficient development and use of all fonms of energy, whether commercial, 
non-commercial, renewable or non-renewable in modalities that may be appropriately designed for 
the purpose of strengthening economic resilience. Cooperative programmes for energy undertaken in 
the fields of planning, development, manpower training, information exchange, efficiency and 
conservation, and supply and disposal will all fall under the framework of this Agreement. An 
ASEAN Petroletlll Security Agreement was signed on 24 June 1986 which ermodied the emergency sharing 
scheme for crude oil and/or petroletlll products. 

A nli!Oer of mechanisms have evolved in the pursuit of energy cooperation in the region. 
The first mechanism to arise as an inmediate response to the energy crisis in the 1970's was the 
ASEAN Council on Petroletlll (ASCOPE). In October 1975, the heads of the national oil companies of 
the member countries agreed to set up ASCOPE to provide a fortlll and a mechanism for implementing 
the petrole~A-sharing scheme and to pursue regional cooperation in all facets of the petroleu111 
industry, including the safety of petroletlll operations in the region and prevention of oil 
pollution. 

In addition to ASCOPE, there are other ASEAN Ccnmittees, namely the ASEAN Ccnmittee on 
Industry, Plinerals and Energy (COIPIE) and the ASEAN Ccnmittee on Science and Technology (COST) 
which are currently involved in energy cooperation in the region. 

4. Environmental and geological hazards 

Geologic characteristics and climate iq)Ose constraints on oil and gas exploration in 
Southeast Asia. A seismically active region, its submarine topography features landslides and 
sltJnps, subsidence basins, active faults, shallow gas pockets, and subsurface and overpressure 
zones. Earthquakes and typhoons are ccnmon occurrences. 

Volcanic activity is concentrated in 3 areas of the region: the Indonesian territory froM 
St~~~atra to Ceram, the western Pacific Ocean from New Guinea to the Philippines and Taiwan, and the 
southern coast of Vietnam which features submarine volcanism. 

Associated with volcanic activity, submarine landslides and earthquakes are long-period 
waves called tsunamis. From AD 416 to 1965, there were 78 recorded tsunamis, 20 of which occurred 
from 1900 to 1965 at a frequency of one every 3.25 years. 

Typhoons are intense tropical cyclonic stonms in the Western Pacific and are the most 
destructive, periOdically-occurring natural hazards in Southeast Asia. The typhoon season lasts 
from July to November, and peaks in July and September. An average of 9 typhoons pass through the 
South China Sea each year. 

Consideration of these natural hazards and thorough technical and economic feasibility 
studies are imperative to ensure the success and safety of offshore oi 1 and gas development. 
Potential sites of shallow gas concentrations and seeps need to be identified prior to actual 
drilling. The stability of the seafloor should be ascertained before development structures are 
placed. Submarine landslides and sltJnps can dislocate drilling and production platfonms, possibly 
causing blowouts and spills. Areas of high erosion and sediment accumulation should be detenmined 
so that pipelines and other structures will not be buried or undenmined. The probability of 
seafloor settling after fluid extraction needs to be established to prevent distortion and 
consequent instability of platfonms and other installations. 

Despite the intensive offshore drilling and production activities during the past decade, 
the region has had a relatively good safety and environment record (Rioux et al. 1980). However, 
there have been a few blowouts and rig mishaps. These include accidents in Arjuna field, 
Indonesia in 1972, in offshore Brunei during the early 70's and in offshore Sarawak, Plalaysia. 
They occurred in virgin offshore areas during the pioneering years of exploration when 
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"wild-catting" operations were still in the early stages of assessing the potential envirornental 
and geological hazards. But none of these incidents have resulted in serious envirornental 
pollution at a magnitude approaching that of the IXTOC-1 blowout off ~xico in 1979. 

Available information and data such as maps, navigational charts, etc. on the natural, 
physical, geological and navigational hazards in the region are relatively good. However, oil 
prospectors are not taking chances and normally would conduct high-resolution and continuous 
seismic reflection and oceanographic surveys, and seafloor sediment and core sampling to 
ascertain potential hazards prior to drilling and installation of structures. 

5. Transportation 

Movement of petroleum from the oil field to the consumer may require 10 to 15 transfers, 
about 6 different transportation IOOdes including tankers, pipelines, trains and tank trucks, as 
well as storage facilities such as permanently anchored offshore tankers and onshore terminals. 
Oil and gas produced offshore (Fig. 4) are mostly transported via submarine pipelines fran the 
production platforms to onshore terminals and refineries for further processing in the region. 
Processed crude and products are loaded for export via fixed anchor loading systems such as the 
offshore Single Buoy Mooring (SBfll) and conventional loading hoses from the shoreline. It is 
generally accepted that pipeline transshipment of oil and gas is the safest way of transportation 
of such products (Figs. 5 and 6). 

~ch of the world's petroleum trade passes through the Southeast Asian Seas. ~DUfactured 

goods move in both directions while petroleum and other bulk commodities move primarily fran west 
to east and fran south to north (Fig. 7). It was estimated that 3.2 million bbl of mainly crude 
oil are shipped through the Southeast Asian waters daily via the Straits of ~lacca and about 3.8 
aillion bbl/d leave tt.is region through the South China Sea, most of it in transit to Japan. 
Another 0.6 to 1.2 million bbl/d leave the ~kassar Strait for Japan and the Pacific (Finn et al. 
1979). 

the route through the l'lalacca and Singapore Straits is one of the most heavily travelled 
waterways in the world. Traffic of all types and sizes, at an average of more than 150 vessels 
including at least 10 VLCCs, passes through the Straits of Malacca and Singapore daily. The 
economic and strategic significance of these straits has long been recognised and their 
vulnerability to pollution has become a major concern in the region. Being dangerously shallow in 
certain stretches and with narrow deepwater channels, the straits have seen numerous tanker 
accidents resulting in major oi 1 spills. The groundings of the "Showa Maru" in 1975 and "Diego 
Silang" in 1976 in the Singapore and Malacca Straits which caused massive transfrontier oilspills 
were the real "eye-opener" for the littoral states as to the imminent need to institutionalise 
regional agreements in canbating transfrontier oi 1 spills and the prevention of marine pollution 
in the region. 

5.1 Navigational hazards 

Ships use the Southeast Asian seas to gain access to the many ports of the region and to 
navigate between the Indian and Pacific oceans. The physical hazards to navigation include such 
envirornental characteristics as shallow water, swift currents, meteorological conditions like 
squalls and poor visibility, and, for some areas, a great density of transit traffic. 

On May 1, 1981 the Traffic Separation Schemes for the ~1 aCtd-Singapore Straits, 
recanmended by the International Maritime Organization (11'10), went into effect. The Malacca
Singapore Straits route is the most important and frequently used passage from the Indian Ocean to 
the South China Sea. It is also one of the 1110st difficult navigational passages in the world. 
New charts are now available and improved navigational aids have been established. An under-keel 
clearance of 3.5 m (11.5 ft) is now mandatory, thereby restricting passage to vessels drawing less 
than 19.8 m (65 ft) as originally recanmended in the Sailing Directions. Despite these 
improvements, the straits remain naturally hazardous. 
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--- Reqional traffic 
-- Throuqh traffic 
0000 Extra lart;~e 

tanker route 

Fig. 7. Main shipping routes in Southeast Asia (after Finn et al. 1979). 

Alternatives to the Malacca-Singapore Straits route are the Sunda and Lombok Straits. The 
former is deep and wide enough for deep-draft vessels but has limited water depths to the 
northeast. Selat Lombok is the safest route for vessels of over 200,000 dead weight tons (DWT) 
and is wide and deep enough for the largest tankers. Yet this strait also has its navigational 
hazards. In the narrower portions, there are tidal currents of up to 6 kn, and even in the 
broader regions of the passage speeds of up to 3.5 kn have been encountered (Sailing Directions 
1979). The Selat Lormok route is used only by the largest vessels that cannot navigate the 
l'lalacca-Singapore Straits since the route entails a major detour and increased travel time and 
fuel costs. 

Tidal currents affect navigation in Southeast Asian waters. Although tidal range is 
generally not great throughout the region, tidal currents can be strong, reaching up to 2.5 - 3 kn 
in some inshore areas. Occasional Sumatras (strong squalls from the southwest) are additional 
hazards. They are accoqlanied by thunder, lightning and rain, and greatly reduce visibillty. 
Poor night visibility is frequently exacerbated by burning associated with shifting cultivation at 
the end of the dry season in southern Sumatra and by volcanic fallout. 

6. tnvironmental aspects of petroleum offshore operations in ASEAN 

Since oil business is international in nature and involves rrultinational oil Coqlanies, 
the industry's current practices and standards, in tenms of its operations, are relatively unifonm 
within a country or a region. In addition to operations carried out by the national oil 
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corporations, majority of the current offshore fields in the region are operated by multi-national 
oil majors. 

Pollution aspects, from seismic survey and exploration to production and transportation 
involved in ofL •• ore operations, are regulated by each country. An Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) study is required on major offshore oilfield development by f'talaysia, Indonesia, 
Thailand and the Philippines. Oily discharges such as the wastewater, drilling muds and cuttings, 
as well as oil spills are also regulated in all countries in the region. 

Figure 8 depicts a typical wastewater treatment system of an offshore production platform 
in f'talaysia and, generally, a similar system is installed in other countries in the region (Ahmad 
1983). 

Produced-water is treated both onboard the offshore platform and piped via submarine 
pipelines for further treatment at the storage terminal onshore. It is treated by a camination 
of coalescing and gravity separation techniques. The water passes through various gravity 
separators into the Corrugated Plate Interceptors (CPI) and sometimes further into air flotation 
separators. Onboard the platform, it is finally discharged to the subsea caisson for further 
separation. 

At the storage terminal, treated water from the offshore platform is further treated in 
skimmer pits, dissolved air floating units, CPI/TPI and oxidation ponds prior to discharge to the 
sea via outfalls (Fig. 9). 

Table 6 shows the monthly average of wastewater discharge quality at some offshore 
platforms in f'talaysia for 1980. It is estimated that most of these platforms discharge within the 
limit of 100 mg/1 (oil and grease content) as set by the flllalaysian Exclusive Economic Zone Act, 
1984. Table 7 reflects the discharge quality for a crude oil terminal in flllalaysia. It is 
estimated that 270,000 ~/mo of produced-water are discharged from offshore production platforms 
and 566,344 ~/mo from the four crude oil terminals in f'talaysia. 

During drilling, special fluids normally called muds are used to contain well pressures, 
remove the drilled rock cuttings on the surface and to stabilise the borehold. These fluids have 
to be uniquely mixed to cope with the particular geological conditions encountered. 

f'tany wells are drilled with water-based muds. However, certain geological formations 
(e.g., shales and salts) swell or dissolve in water,leading to a variety of problems of which 
borehole instability and borehold collapse are the most serious. Under such circumstances, it has 
been proven that a mud in which oil is the continuous phase (oil-based mud) appreciably reduces 
these drilling problems, increases drilling rates and reduces costs. An oil-based mud is an 
emulsion of water in light oil, typically 3 parts diesel to 1 part water, together with some of 
the other normal c~nents that make up a water-based drilling mud. Table 8 shows the typical 
chemical c~sition of water-based mud in flllalaysia's offshore operations. Use of oil-based mud 
in f'talaysia requires prior approval of PETRONAS. 

Normally during the drilling process, rock cuttings are carried from the hole by the 
drilling mud and then separated from the fluid. When water-based muds are used, the cuttings are 
disposed of without treatment. However, cuttings from wells drilled with oil-based muds have a 
film of oil adhering to their surface. The muds are so formulated that the oil fully wets the 
solids. This factor results in most of the oil being bound with the cuttings and falling with the 
solids to the sea-bed. Depending on the characteristics of the oil, the cuttings may require 
cleaning prior to disposal. Cuttings from the solids separation system are passed over vibrating 
screens or sha 1 e shakers where they are sprayed with washfl u i d. The c 1 eaned cuttings are 
discharged and the underflow from the screens may be passed through hydrocyclones and centrifuges 
to separate the fines from the liquid. These fines which are a smQll proportion of the bulk are 
discharged and the liquid is returned to the wash system. 
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Table 6. ~thly average of wastewater discharge quali~ at offshore production platfon.s, 
ftalaysia: oil content (mg/1) 

rtoMit Platforms 
(1-1 Pu1ai·~ Tapis 0 Tapis A Tinggi A Bekolc A Bekok C 

January l6 29 11 10 21 11 

Februety 36 8 ' 57 9 68 

~~ 30 8 0 54 61 11 

Apc-;1 31 29 24 46 25 58 

Ny ll 35 21 37 

.-e l4 13 101 18 6 

July l9 6 IS 249 9 19 

August 29 12 31 139 24 27 

Septent»er 33 20 31 45 152 

October 33 3 102 46 162 

Novermer 32 9 51 61 189 

lk!ceaeer 0 0 7ZO 

Source: Exploration and Production Division, PETRONAS. 

Table 7. Typical discharge-water quality from a crude oil tenminal in Malaysia 

l'tlnth: July lt87 Sample Point: OAF Surge Tank Outlet 

T~rabwe 

oc 
BOOs 
(mg/1) 

coo 
(mg/1) 

TSS 
(mg/1) 

Oi 1 and grease, ppm 
Infrared 

Freon Free oi 1 
extractable 

7.4 J.~ 6 ... _, C ">C 40 31 1109 1702 44() 2198 4340 79(} 44 70 11 56 102 21 

Total volume of effluent discharged that month 18354~L 

2 
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Table 8. Typical chemical composition of water-based drilling mud used in 
~laysia's offshore operations 

Product/Chemical Name Description and Chemical CompositiOA 

1. Barite 

2. Bentonite 

3. Caustic Soda 

4. Soda Ash 

5. Lime 

6. Aldacide 

1. Oextrid 

8. Salt 

4). Pac-R 

10. Des co 

11. Surflo W-300 

12. Condet 

13. XCD Polymer 

14. 0-Broxlfi 

15. El-SPOT 

16. TORQ-TRI" 

11. Wall-nut 

18. Bicarbonate of soda 

Barium Sulphate (inert). BaSo4 

Sodium Montmorillonite clay (reactive) 

Sodium Hydroxide flake (toxic). NaOH 

Sodium Carbonate powder. Na2CO] 

Calcium Hydroxide powder. Ca(OH)2 

Parafonna ldehyde powder (toxic). (CH~)x 

Stabilised partially destrinised polysaccharide powder (toxic) 

Sodium Chloride granular (non-toxic). NaCl 

Polyanionic cellulose 

Modified tannin 

Alcohol base defoamer 

Water solution of anionic surfactants 

High molecular weight X anthum g~ 

Modified Ferrochrome Lignosulfonate 

Oil mud concentrate of blended emulsifiers, lubricants and 
gellants 

Blended liquid trig1ycerides and alcohol 

Granular nut hulls 

Sodim Bicarbonate powder. NaHC~ 

Other forms of discharges, such as deck drainage and sanitary wastes are properly treated 
onboard offshore platforms prior to disposal to the sea. Solid wastes (domestic and industrial) 
are normally transported to shore. 

With regards to contingency planning for oil spills,all operators have their Response Plans 
with the necessary equipment onboard offshore platforms, onshore tenminals and supply bases. Some 
of the oil majors have their regional plans among their Affiliates in the region and share in the 
Tiered Area Response Capability (TARC)'s stockpile of equipment based in Singapore. 
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6.1 Oil pollution in the ASEAN marine environment 

Sources and the extent of oil pollution in the ASEAN marine environment are also discussed 
in the paper by the Ministry of State for Population and the Environment, Indonesia (this volume). 

Oil enters the marine environment by a ntJd)er of different routes as a result of human 
activities and natural processes. Environmental problems from oil operations can arise at any 
stage from exploration to transportation, and more acutely during consumption of petroleum 
products. 

The various sources of both land-and marine-based oil pollution of the ASEAN marine 
environment have been studied, among others, by ._..,.s Western Pacific Regional Centre for the 
Promotion of Environmental Planning and Applied Studies (PEPAS) (~laysia), by the Marine 
Pollution (Petroleum) ~nitoring Pilot Project (MPPPIOPP) of the Integrated Global Ocean Survey 
System (IGOSS) and by Bilal and Kuhnhold (1980). The current East Asian Seas Program on the 
survey and monitoring of oil pollution is expected to further probe into the state of oil 
pollution in the ASEAN region. Water quality monitoring which is nonnally carried out by oil 
operators can supplement baseline regional dataon oil pollution. However, these data are not 
being fully tapped for incorporation into a regional analysis. 

Marine oil pollution in the ASEAN region is caused mostly by: 

(a) the utilization of petroleum--related products such as fuel and lubricating oils for 
transportation, industrial activities and power generation; 

(b) the direct discharge of untreated municipal and industrial wastes containing refined 
and partly weathered oils through sewers and rivers; 

(c) the discharge of effluents generated in the production and processing of crude oil 
from offshore platfonms and refineries; and 

(d) oil spillages arising from tanker accidents, tank washings, deballasting operations, 
oil tenninals, ports and supply bases. 

It should be noted that contamination from the discharge of oily bilge waters and spillage 
of gasoline from large vessels and small craft used by fishenmen is felt on an increasing scale in 
various coastal waters. 

The phenomena of oi 1 pollution occurs mostly in waters off densely populated areas, like 
big cities, major ports and locations with oil activities. In the open seas, the Straits of 
Malacca and the South China Sea region might presently be the areas most endangered by oil 
pollution. Considering that the biggest contributions of hydrocarbons entering the marine 
environment come from terrestrial sources, Table 9 may give some insight on the major polluting 
industries in the region. 

Existing hydrocarbon concentrations in ASEAN waters have been measured in the open seas and 
coastal waters. Concentrations vary widely in the region, but in coastal areas they are generally 
more t~an 1000 times higher than the baseline measurement in the open sea . 

. Southwest of Singapore in the Riau Archipelago, hydrocarbon quantities ranged from 1 to 
11.5 ppm. In waters off Indonesia, concentrations ranging from 0.3 to 1.1 ppm were found north of 
Jakarta, in the vicinity of the Cinta and Arjuna oil tenninals. Hydrocarbon levels of 0.4 - 1.2 
ppm were measured in Pangkalan Susu, and concentrations of 1.2 - 1.5 pj:lll off Dumai (Table 10, 
Fig. 10). In the Philippines, hydrocarbon pollution is most evident in Manila Bay (Table 11). 
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Table 10. Hydrocarbon contamination in harbours and terminals, Indonesia 
(~chtisar and ~luk 1977) 

Various waters 

Av. ppm Year Vicinity Location 

0.2 1917 Cilacap (Refinery, Estuary 
Terminal, Harbour) 11.9 1917 

0.5 1917 

Pangkalan Susu Coastal/Shore 0.8 1978 
(Terminal) 0.9 1978 

0.6 1978 

0.5 1978 Pangkalan Estuary 
Brandan 
(Refinery, 
Lubrication Oil 
Plant) 

Sorong (Irian 
Jaya, Terminal) 

0.4 
1.2 

0.2 
2.6 

1978 

1978 
1978 

Coastal/Shore 

Table 11. Petroleum hydrocarbon in Philippine waters 
(after Gomez 1986). 

Location Year Oil content, ppm 

South Harbor, 1978 1.76- 5.11 
f'llani la 0.20 - 14.50 

North Harbor, 1978 2.27 - 5.47 
"anila 0.25 - 8.00 

Cavite 1978 1.89 - 5.62 
0.14 - 6.00 

Cebu 1978 0.66 - 5.05 

Oavao 1978 1.24 



Table 9. Major polluting industries in some ASEAN countries 

Water Pollutants Air-borne pollutants fran fuel burning sources 

Total Doinest ic Indus- ~jor polluting Total P~r Indus- Wood Petrole1111 
aooc ('1) trial industries (lol genera- trial Danes tic Transport burning refineries 

Lout ion no3 t/yr) ('1) t/yr) tion ('1) ('1) ('1) ('1) ('1) ('1) 

1. ~nil a 130.0 75 25 Food and beverage; 447 30.0 8.6 negligible 61.4 
te•tile; paper 111ills 

2. Jakarta 43.2 74 26 Food and beverage; 545 11.7 10.9 6.2 72.2 
te.tile; detergent; 
paper 111i lls 

3. East Java 129.7 58 42 Food and beverage; 249 7.0 24.4 8.9 59.7 
te•tile 

4. Penang 9.5 64 36 Food and beverage; 30.6 - 30.0 0.5 69.5 
te.ti le; pig faming 

5. West Coast, 133.8 61 39 Pal111 oil; rubber; 876.7 47.4 10.2 negligible 24.0 15.8 2.6 
Peninsular te•tile; food and 
l'lalaysia beverage; pig farming 

6. South Coast, 10.7 40 60 Pal11 oil; rubber; 76.9 30.6 5.9 negligible 51.8 11.6 
Peninsular food and beverage; .... 

c..l 
l'lalaysia pig farming 

I 

7. East Coast, 25.0 85 15 Pal111 oi 1; rubber; 65.5 - 35.1 0.5 52.8 ll.6 
Peninsular food and beverage; 
l'lalaysia pig faming 

8. East 30.7 66 34 Pal• oil; rubber; 65.0 7.0 34.0 0.5 53.2 5.3 
l'lalaysia food and beverage 

9. Sangkoka 83.0 93 7 Br-ries; food 304 11.6 31.2 0.4 56.8 
11111nufacturing 

10. Coastal 92.6 10 go· Tapioca starch; 250 65.6 14.1 0.1 20.2 
area around pulp and paper 111i lls 
Upper Gulf, 
Thailan«<" 

Source: IH)IPfPAS, FP/05 03-79-10, 1981. 

Note: a The 10111 percrntage for Industrial INter pollution Is due to the fact that the 1111jorlty of discharges fro~~~ Industrial premises are 
upstre• of the Sangkok l'!etropolltan Authority area and are therefore not included. 

b The high percrntage for Industrial INter pollution Is due to the high Industrial leNd fro~~~ the East CCNst. 

c lased on 300 ..orting dlyr for Industrial load and 365 d/yr for dallestic leNd. 
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MALAYSIA 

Pulou Rupot 
Pulou Benc;~kolis 

Pulou Ronc;~song 

Fig. 10. Hydrocarbon concentrations (ppm) in the waters of the Straits of ~lacca. 
Figures in solid boxes represent concentrations in surface samples, 

in dotted boxes, of sub-surface samples (LE"IGAS 1975). 

In Peninsular ~laysia, concentrations are on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 ppm for the eastern 
coast waters, while at Penang (west coast), the measured level is 0.12 ppm. During the period 
1980 - 1983, the degree of pollution (mainly from oil and grease) on the ~laysian side of the 
Johore Strait was more serious caq>ared to the Singaporean side, although it was found to be 
increasing on an alanming trend for both sides. The high level of pollution particularly on the 
east side of the strait was associated with the relatively high intensity of shipping activities 
in the port of Johore. In 1984, due to concerted efforts to control oil pollution from vessels, 
the quality of waters in the Strait of Johore i~roved considerably, although tlllch of the 
i~rovement took place on the Singaporean side. 

However, in l985 oil contamination on the ~laysian side was reportedly less caq>ared to 
Singapore (DOE 1986). 

The mean oil and grease concentration from the Singapore side decreased significantly from 
5.1 mg/1 in 1980 to 2.0 mg/1 in 1985, on the east side of the strait. On the western side of the 
strait, the mean concentration remained at 2 mg/1 for the same per:iod. Notable also is the 
significant reduction of the mean concentration of oil from 4.2 mg/1 to 1.0 mg/1 and of grease 
from 4.8 mg/1 to 2.0 mg/1, in the west and east coasts of Singapore during the period 1980 -
1985. It should be noted, however, that part of the contamination was contributed by discharges 
from land-based industries (Gomez 1986). 

A large volume of oi 1 discharge also comes from nonmal shipping operations like tank 
cleaning, dry-docking, bunkering and cargo loading and unloading in the region. Oil released 
during deball-asting operations is in the fonm of tar l~s and weathering produces tarry residues 
and tar balls. 
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Plonitoring of tar on the beaches and of dissolved petrolet~~ hydrocarbons in the Gulf of 
Thailand was initiated by the Department of ftarine Science, Chulalonglcorn University in 1976 in 
relation to its participation in the MPfllPP (ftarine Pollution ftonitoring Petrolellll Progranae). 
Recently, at the request of the National Environment Board of Thalland, the Department conducted a 
one-year survey of petroleun hydrocarbons in sea water, sediments and other selected ~~arine 

. organisms. Petrolellll hydrocarbon levels in selected marine organisms are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12. Petroleun hydrocarbons in marine organisms in Thai land 
(~g/g dry weight) 

Organism Concentration, ppm 

Threadfin fish 0.111 

Flounder 0.598 

Black pomfret 0.415 

Short-necked clam 0.462 

Green 100sse 1 0.059 

Cockle or blood clam 2.376 

Bilal et al. (1982) reported some areas in the region that had q~ite significant 
conhmination with tar balls. Concentration of tar balls in Northern Luton, Philippines was 
around 0.630 kg/~ but reached as 100ch as 1.6 kg/W northeast of this area in 1978. for 
Indonesia, there were reports of stranded tar balls in two beaches: Pulau Putri in 1970 and Pulau 
Tidung in 1972. Density of stranded tar balls could reach about 2,000 g/~. Stranded tar balls 
wre also found on the south coast of Java and on a few beach areas in Plalaysia'. 

With regards to iq>acts of oil pollution on marine resources, numerous studies have been 
conducted in the region. These include works on tainting of beach clams in the Gulf of Thailand 
(Piyakarnchana et al. 1977), pollution of mangroves in Southeast Asia (Gomez 1980), and effects of 
oil on mngroves (Plathias 1978, Baker et al. 1980, Soegiarto and Polunin 1981). Research on 
hydrocarbon utilization by marine bacteria (Thayib et al. 1977), and on the effects of oil on fish 
and shrimps (LEMIGAS; University of Science, Plalaysia) has started. 

Recent studies on macrobenthos in the vicinities of crude oi 1 tenninals and offshore 
platforms in Plalaysia by Leong et al. (1985) indicate that the impact of discharges was 
localised and was hardly detectable beyond 200 m fran the discharge point (Table 13). This and 
s\11tllar studies were conmissioned by the National Oil Company (PETRONAS), Malaysia. Coastal 
resources vulnerable to oil spills in Plalaysia have been identified by various studies. Portions 
of sensitive coastlines in the east coast of Peninsular Plalaysia have been mapped in the form of 
an Envi~onmental Sensitivity Index (ESI) Map. 

Oil spill trajectory and dispersion IIIOdels hue been Nde for some offshore locations in 
~\~ti• by thua and Mathias (1978) and Chua and Charles (1980). 



Table 13. A summary of various parameters for Bintulu, Labuan and Miri intertidal study sites and West Lutong, Temana and control offshore sites 
(after Leong et al. 1985) 

Site Bintulu Labuan Miri West 
Lutong Temana Control 

Parameters Control Discharge Control Discharge Intermediate Control Discharge 

TOE 14 ppm 43 ppm 107 ppm 5972 ppm 74 ppm 16 ppm 371 ppm 129 ppm 215 ppm 87 ppm 

Al + AR 0.14 ppm 2.6 ppm 7.7 ppm 1348 ppm 20 ppm 4.1 ppm 117.4 ppm 2.79 ppm 2.0 ppm 

Vanaditlll 1() ppm 10 ppm 20 ppm 20 ppm 20 opm 10 ppm 10 ppm 61 ppm 47 ppm 25 ppm 

Nickel l ppm 2ppm 3ppm 3ppm 3ppm 3ppm 3ppm 23 ppm 23 ppm 13 ppm 

Chranium 2ppm 2ppm 6ppm 36 ppm 6ppm 2ppm 2ppm l7 ppm 18 ppm 8ppm 

Total .588 + 389 185 ±. 70 36 ±. 43 71 + 129 620 ±. 250 2546 ±. 5194 508 ±. 727 188 308 882 -noot>er of ..., 
organisms 

Total 11 + 3 6 ±. 2 1.8 ±. 1.8 1.3 ±. 1.0 3.4 ±. 2.5 13 ±. 7 8 ±. 3 40 34 28 
number of 
species 

Total 331 + 229 47 ±. 48 21 ±. 31 69 + 131 61 ±. 116 322 ±. 281 161 ±. 224 50 36 SOl 
number of 
crustaceans 

Total 180 + 150 80 ±. 73 0 0 0 2118 ±. 5189 402 ±. 704 56 180 191 
number of 
molluscs 

Total 74 + 118 46 ±. 53 15 ±. 12 0 559 ±. 130 97 ±. 120 40±. 43 69 45 178 
number of 
polychaetes 
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1. Cooperation in marine pollution cCJRt)atting among ASEAN countries 

The ocean is a continuous fluid medium. Environmental pollutants and their impacts can be 
tran~itted across national boundaries as they inevitably spread under the influence of winds and 
currents. 

In recogn1s1ng that marine oil pollution cannot be contained within political boundaries, 
ASEAN countries have emphasized the need for close cooperation in the protection and conservation 
of the coastal and marine environment in the region. The need is greatly felt in the ASEAN region 
because of geographical proximity of neighbouring states, the similar characteristics of their 
coas ta 1 and mad ne env i ront~et~t, and the conmon env i ronmenta 1 prob 1 ems they face. 

Regional cooperation in the prevention and control of marine pollution in ASEAN actively 
started as a result of the decision of the UNEP Governing Council in 1977 {Decision 88 (v), 
Oceans), although initiatives were taken much earlier by the countries of the region in 
preparation for the Stockholm Conference in 1972. Prior to the implementation of the action plan 
for the protection and development of the marine and coastal areas of the East Asian Seas in 1981 
by the ASEAN countries and UNEP, there were several regional arrangements already established. 
The Council on Safety of Navigation and Control of ~rine Pollution in the Straits of 
fltalacca/Singapore or the Tripartite CCIIIIIittee was formed in 1971. Under the ....Orella of the 
ASEAN, its ~rine Pollution E':perts Group was formed in 1973 and subsequently this group 
fonmulated the ASEAN Contingency Plan for combatting oil spills in 1975. In the same year, ASCOPE 
was formed and is currently one of the most active groups dealing with oil pollution as a 
consequence of petrolei.IR activities in the region. 

The ASEAN regional environmental programs have reached ministerial level at the First 
l'tinisterial llleeting on the Environment of ASEAN in 1981. At this meeting the "l'tanila Declaration 
on the ASEAN Environment• and the "ASEAN Environment Programme {ASEP) - I" were endorsed. 
Priority areas were established in accordance with the conmon interests of the region, viz., 
marine environment {East Asian Seas action plan), environmental management, nature conservation, 
industry and environment, environmental education, and training and infonnation exchange. The 
implementors of ASEP are members of the ASEAN Experts Group on the Environment (AEGE) established 
in 1978 under the ....Orella of the ASEAN Committee on Science and Technology (COST). 

With regard to the ASEAN marine environment program, the East Asian Seas action plan was 
adopted at inter-governmental meetings in 1981 and subsequently a Coordinating Body on the Seas of 
East Asia (COBSEA) and an EAS Trust Fund were established in cooperation with the United Nations 
Environment Programne (UNEP). The EAS program includes assessment of oceanographic phenomena, oil 
pollution, toxicity of oil dispersants, non-oil pollutants, coral ecosystems, and land-based 
pollution sources, among others. 

7.1 ASCOPE cooperation on environment and safety in the ASEAN petroleum industry 

Besides focusing its efforts towards achieving an energy i11dependence in the region, 
ASCOPE has been instrumental in promoting collaborative programmes in the technical, economic and 
legal aspects of the ASEAN petroleum industry. Through a joint and integrated effort among its 
three main Working Committees (Technical, Economic and Legal) some of the areas of cooperation 
that are being actively undertaken since 1976 are in the field of environment and safety of 
petrolei.IR operations. 

ASCOPE cooperation on environment and safety has been one of the major and regular agenda 
and work programmes of the ASCOPE Technical Committee. Within the Technical Committee, there is a 
specialised group, the "ASCOPE Study Group on Environment and Safety• (ASGES) which implements 
approved work progranmes. ASCOPE progr.wnes are not exclusively for member countries only. These 
are generally open to participation by multinational oil companies, government agencies or other 
interested parties in and outside the region. ASCOPE cooperative programmes on environment and 
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safety include routine exchange of information and data, training, organization of technical 
workshops, seminars, etc. (Table 14) and fol"'llllation of guidelines, standards, contingency plans 
and conventions. 

Table 14. ~jor environment and safety-related workshops, conferences, seminars, etc. 
organised by ASCOPE or jointly with its collaborators. 

1. 1st ASCOPE Conference and Exhibition, October 11 - 13, 1977, Jakarta (various sessions). 

2. Workshop on "Oil Spill Prevention and Control", October 13- 17, 1980, Singapore. 

3. Course on "Oil Pollution Control", September 8 - 10, 1981, Kuala Lumpur. 

4. Workshop on "Industrial Safety in Petroleum Industry•, June 8- 10, 1981, ~nila. 

S. 2nd ASCOPE Conference and Exhibition, October 1 - 11, 1981, Jakarta (various sessions). 

6. Joint ASCOPE/EAST-WEST CENTER ENVIROtfiiENT AND POLICY INSTITUTE Workshop on "Environmental 
Planning Guidelines for Offshore Oil and Gas Development•, September 27 - 30, 1982, Jakarta. 

1. Workshop on "Technical Aspects of Geological and Natural Environmental Hazards", ~rch 20 -
30, 1983, Jakarta. 

8. 2nd EAPI {EWC)/ASCOPE/CCOP/IOC Workshop on "The Geology and Hydrocarbon Potential of the South 
China Sea and Possibilities of Joint Development•, August 22 - 26, 1983, East-West Center, 
Honolulu. 

9. Joint ASCOPE/E & P Forum Regional Seminar on "Technical Aspects of Oily water Discharges from 
Offshore Operations•, November 3- 4, 1983, Jakarta. 

10. Joint CCOP/ASCOPE/NECOR Workshop on "Offshore Safety•, ~rch S- 9, 1984, Jakarta. 

11. Joint NECORIASCOPE/CCOP Workshop on "Offshore Safety Regulation•, October 1 - ll, 1985, 
Bangkok. 

12. 3rd ASCOPE Confetence and Exhibition, December 2- 5, 1985, Kuala Lumpur (various sessions). 

13. Joint CCOP/ASCOPEINECOR Seminar on "Regional Cooperation on Oil Spill Contingency Planning 
Response•, August 4- 8, 1986, Kuala Lumpur, ~laysia. 

14. Joint CCOP/ASCOPE/NECOR Workshop on "Qua 1 i ty Assurance/Contra 1 of Offshore Petroleum 
Industry•, September 21 - 26, 1987, ~nila. 

A number of ASCOPE programmes have been undertaken jointly with collaborators, such as the 
Conmittee for Coordinating of Joint Prospecting for Jlllineral Resources in Asian Offshore Areas 
(CCOP), Norwegian Engineering Conmittee on Oceanic Resources (NECOR), International Exploration 
and Production Forum (E & P Forum) and East-West Center, Environment and Policy Institute (EAPI). 
ASCOPE has been closely following the development of the East Asian Seas programs, especially 
those relevant to the petroleum industry in the region, by attending several COBSEA meetings since 
1984. 

Among the current major programmes on environment and safety are the following: 
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ASCOPE Environmental lnfonmation and Data Bank (AEIDB) 

ASCOPE meriOer countries have been regularly exchanging and updating among themselves, and 
other interested parties, relevant infonmation and data in the field of petrolellll. To further 
enhance and facilitate continuous and open conm.~nication, a Pfenorandllll of Understanding on 
Exchange of Petrolellll Infonmation and Data was adopted by the ASCOPE Council in 1978 (ASCOPE 
Secretariat 1980). 

One of the existing "banks" is the ASCOPE Envirormental and Safety lnfonmation/Data Bank. 
Current developments on this programme include systematising the acquisition, collation, updating, 
retrieving and production of existing infonmation and data. An AEIDB manual was published in 
October 1987. 

ASCOPE Plan for the Control and "itigation of ~rine Pollution (AP~) 

A regional oil spill contingency and response plan called AP~ was formulated by ASCOPE, 
among others, to enhance and au!JIIent nat i ona 1 capabilities and effectiveness of response to 
cont>at oil spills. The APCJIIIIP was adopted by meriOer-countries in 1980, and its operational 
features and institutional arrangements are continuously being updated. 

The APCPI'IP aims to contain spills resulting fran petrolellll exploitation, production, and 
coastal refining and tenninal activities since the ASEAN Contingency Plan and others cater to 
spills resulting fran shipping activities and other sources. The APCflllitP currently has no conmon 
stockpile of equipment. The available resources of in-country oi 1 coq»anies will be tapped and 
IIIObilised for this programme. The plan's Operational Handbook is continually updated to ensure 
currency. 

Presently, ASCOPE is refining the operational capabilities of the AP~ and is devising 
.ays to establish equipment and resource stockpiles in strategic locations in ASEAN. Considering 
that there are other similar plans in the region, AP~ ultimately aims to integrate and pool 
existing capabilities into one to strengthen regional capabilities in responding to a major oil 
spill. 

Drafting of technical guidelines/convention for "An Agreement on Equal Right of Access and 
Non-Discrimination for Damage Claims Relating to Transfrontier Pollution Resulting from 
Offshore Operation• 

Although there are contingency plans on cooperation and assistance with respect to 
transfrontier marine pollution in the region, the institutional, diplomatic, and legal 
arrangements on the right of access of one nation to a neighbouring country, as well as mechanisms 
for the application and settlement of damage claims, etc. are currently inadequate. There are 
international liability funds such as CRISTAL, and conventions, such as the International 
Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage which only cover liability for spillage 
from tankers. 

With regards to similar arrangements for pollution resulting fran offshore exploration and 
production activities, there is a liability agreement called the "Offshore Pollution Liability 
Agreement (OPOL) (1974)", which is currently restricted to the North Sea operations. Realising 
that a liability arrangement similar to OPOL does not exist in the ASEAH region, ASCOPE has taken 
the initiative to establish an appropriate legal instrument. Bas~~ on detailed studies conducted 
by both the ASCOPE Technical and Legal Committees, a convention on "An Agreement on Equal Right of 
Access and Non-Discrimination for Damage Claims Relating to Transfrontier Pollution Resulting fran 
Offshore Operations• has been drafted. Although the draft is still in the preliminary stages, it 
has been transmitted to relevant government agencies in the region for review and comment. 

A series of dialogues with all concerned parties in the region is a prerequisite for 
further development of this proposed convention. The draft has also been deliberated on at 
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previous C08SEA meetings. It is ASCOPE's intention to ensure an expeditious adoption of the 
convention by the governments in the region. 

Guidelines for cannon regulations on safety and environmental protection for offshore 
drilling, production activities and marine transportation 

Although environment and safety records of petroleum activities in this region are 
relatively good, ASCOPE does not remain complacent. It is continuously ensuring that its own 
activities, and those of others, maintain high safety standards. In order to suit local 
and/orregional conditions, ASCOPE has developed regulations on safety and environmental protection 
for offshore drilling, production activities and marine transportation. 

Part I of the ASCOPE guidelines on the "Essential Elements in Operational Planning• was 
adopted ~ member countries in 1981. Part II on "Offshore Oil and Gas Environmental Guidelines• 
was adopted in 1983. These guidelines cover environmental and safety aspects fran the early 
development stage of offshore operations to production and transportation. They are also being 
field-tested in each member country prior to consideration of the practicality of adopting cannon 
guidelines on environmental and safety standards in the region. 

Fonmulation of energy conservation policies and strategies 

Guidelines on energy conservation have been jointly fonmulated by the Technical and Legal 
Committees ~hich may serve as policy-makers of ASCOPE member countries in dra~ing up policies and 
programmes so as to fit the priorities set in each country. With regards to petroleum handling, 
all members recorded progress by subscribing to standard methods toward minimising loss of 
petroleum in processing, storage and tank cleaning. On utilization of waste energy, some member 
countries have undertaken R and D projects on agri -based a 1 cogas, methano 1 and recyc 1 i ng of 1 ube 
oil (ASCOPE Secretariat 1980). 

Cooperation on environment and safety research and studies 

In the ASCOPE AEID Bank, a 1 ist of environment and safety related research and studies of 
the region's petroleum industry is being continuously updated. In addition to the application of 
useful infonnation available in the AEI08, ASCOPE is also planning to conduct joint 
research/studies among member countries. A joint mapping wrk in connection ~ith the 
Environmental Sensitivity Index of Coastal Resources Vulnerable to Hydrocarbon Pollution and Oil 
Spill Trajectory fltodelling is being considered. This type of joint research ~ill provide the 
opportunity for mermer countries to share their expertise and to pool their resources. Joint 
studies ~ith external collaborators are also being considered. 

7.2 Cooperation of oil companies 

In addition to ASCOPE cooperation directly among the state oil corporations in the region, 
the resident major multi-national oil companies in each ASEAN country are also cooperating among 
themselves, particularly in the area of oil spill contingency planning and response. However, it 
should be mentioned that these oil companies are taking part in some of the ASCOPE programmes. 

At the local level, most oil companies including the state-owned ones belong to a group or 
c011111ittee ~hich deals collectively ~ith, among others, environmental and safety aspects of 
their operations. In ~laysia, this group is called the Oil Industry C011111ittee on Environmental 
Conservation. In Thailand, a parallel group is the Oil Industry Environmental Safety Group, and 
in the Philippines, the Oil Industry Emergency l'tutual Aid Organisation. These groups represent 
the industry in government meetings ~ich address environmental affairs of the petrole111 
industry. In ~laysia, the National Oil Company (PETRONAS) represents the oil industry in the 
National Environmental Quality Council (EQC) ~hich is the highest environmental body and advisor 
to the "inister of the Environment. It should be mentioned here that most resident oil companies 
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fonn Oil Spill Cooperatives which pool stockpiles of equipment at major centers of petrole111 
operations. 

At a regional level, major oil coq>anies such as ESSO, Shell, etc. cooperate on the 
environmental aspects of their activities. The most notable demonstration of the oil industry's 
cooperation recently in the region is the establistment of the TARe's (Tiered Area Response 
Capabilities) stockpile of oil spill equipment in Singapore in 1983. The stockpile, worth US $2 
million, is shared by BP, Caltex, Esso, ~il and Shell and is supposed to cater to spills of up 
to 10,000 t in the ~lacca and Singapore Straits. 

Resident oil coq>anies are also very active in conducting and sponsoring studies and 
research related to their activities. For instance, in 1982 Exxon sponsored the University of 
Science of ~laysia in studies on the fate and effect of oil and dispersed oil on the tropical 
marine environment. PETRONAS (~laysia) and its affiliates and contractors have conducted 
numerous studies relevant to the local petroleum industry (Tables 15 and 16). 

7.3 Regional contingency and response planning for oil spills in ASEAN 

Regional cooperative efforls in navigational safety and combatting transfrontier oil 
pollution were initiated by the establishment of the Council on-Safety of Navigation and Control 
of ~rine Pollution in the Straits of Malacca/Singapore (Tripartite Committee) in 1971 and 
followed by the formation of the ~rine Pollution Experts Group in 1973. While these groups were 
deliberating a regional oil spill contingency plan, the region was hit by a massive oil spill in 
1975 and again in 1976, both in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore. In fact, prior to these 
spills, there was a major spill of 9,000 bbl reportedly due to a vessel collision at the mouth of 
Chao Phraya river, Thailand in 1974. 

Table 15. EIA studies conducted by PETRONAS, its operators, subsidiaries and joint ventures. 

Conpleted 

1. Trengganu Crude Oil Tenninal 
2. Oulang Oil Field Development Project, 1987 
3. Gas Tenninal (Slugcatcher) Project Phase II, 1986 
4. Socio-Economic Impact Assessment Study of Petroleum Industries in Trengganu, 1984 
5. Refinery, Kerteh, 1982 
6. Gas Processing Plant, Kerteh 
7. ~laysia LNG Plant 
8. ASEAN Bintulu Fertilizer Plant 

On-going 

1. Environmental Impact Assessment Study on PETRONAS 2nd Refinery, Malacca 

2. EIA Study on Peninsular Gas Utilisation (PGU) Stage II Project 

3. Expansion of Gas Processing Plant and LPG Export Tenninal 

Source: Corporate Environmental Services, PETRONAS. 

The major spills which affected the littoral states bordering the straits, caused by the 
grounding of the "Showa Maru" off Buffalo Rock, Singapore in 1975 (4,000 t Kuwait crude) and the 
collision of the "Diego Silang" in the Plalacca Straits in 1976 (5,500 t Kuwait crude), brought 
home the reality of the region's vulnerability to oil pollution. These incidents also initiated 
efforts to tighten up navigational rules and the development of oil spill contingency planning and 
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response plans in the region. After the •showa ~ru· spill, no less than 10 additional spills 
occurred in these straits in 1975. 

Recently, three spills occurred in June and July 1987 in the ~lacca and Singapore Straits. 
A Libyan-registered tanker (Elhani) ran aground on -.~uly 22 spilling about 2,000 "· T.of crude 
oil. An earlier grounding of a Liberian-registered tanker (Stolt-Advance) was reported on July 
ll off Singapore waters. An extensive slick was sighted between the 2nd and 11th of June 1978 
off Johore coast, ~laysia. 

Table 16. EIA support studies conducted by PETRONAS, its operators, subsidiaries and 
joint ventures 

Cgleted 

1. Coastal Resources of West Sabah -An investigation into the impact of oil spill (1975). 

2. Oil Residue Survey of East Coast Peninsular ~laysia (1977). 

3. Coastal Resources of East Coast Peninsular ~laysia. An assessment of potential oil spills 
( 1980). 

4. Environmental Sensitivity Index ~pping of Dungun-Chukai Coastline (1983). 

5. An Environmental Baseline Study of the ~crobenthos in the Vicinities of the Crude Oil 
Tenminals in Sabah (Labuan) and Sarawak (1985). 

6. Coastal Resources of Sarawak (conducted together with No. 5) (1985). 

1. Biodegradation of Crude Oil in Sabah and Sarawak ~rine Environment (1986). 

On--going 

1. Soil Erosion Study for Peninsular Gas Utilisation (PGU-Stage II) Project 

2. Environmental Sensitivity Index (ESI) ~pping for Chukai-Kuantan Coastline 

Source: Corporate En,vironmental Services, PETRONAS. 

The major source of oil spills in Singapore waters were the shipping activities and their 
casualties (Table 11). Other spills occurred during bunkering operations. ""ile vessel spills 
accounted for 47S to 55' of the spills observed in 1975 to 1977, spills f~ bunkering activities 
accounted for 33% to 41,. 

Table 18 shows spill incidents (1984 - 85) f~ offshore operations in ~laysia. It could be 
seen that the amounts are environmentally insignificant, with the exception of the Bayan field 
spill of 7,065 bbl in 1984. ~st of these spills were caused by minor leakages and 
instrumentation malfunction. 

Considering the region's repeated experiences in oil spills, numerous contingency plans have 
been developed. 

The ASEAN Oil Spill Contingency Plan was fonmulated in 1975, followed by the ASCOPE Plan 
(APCPttP) in 1980. On ~Y 1, 1981, the Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) for the ~lacca-Singapore 
Straits reconmended by IPIO went into effect. Two major sub-plans were also developed, namely, 
for the Lombok/JIIIakassar Straits and Sulawesi Sea, centered at Davao, Philippines, and the 
Tripartite Plan among ~laysia, Indonesia and Singapore to cater to spills in the ~lacca and 
Singapore Straits in the early 1980's. A Revolving Fund worth 400 million yen was allocated for 
operational expenditures for spills involving Japanese tankers in the ~lacca/Singapore Straits. 



Tablt' 17. Statl~tlcs of sources and causes of reported oil spill cases in Singapore during 1975 -April 1977 
(Ratman et al. 1979). 

1975 1976 1977 

Number of Incidents Number of Incidents Number of Incidents 

Source Minor* Medium* l"'ajor* Total Minor* Medium* Major* Total Minor* llledillll* lllajor* Total 

1. SEA AND COAST 44 3 3 so 52 2 1 55 39 4 1 44 

yessels_ 36 2 3 41 44 2 1 47 36 4 1 41 

a) Bunkering 25 - - 25 38 2 - 40 30 3 - 33 
b) Oil/slop transfer 3 1 - 4 2 - - 2 
c) Bilge oil pumping 3 1 - 3 - - - - 2 
d) Ballasting 2 1 1 2 3 - - 3 2 - - 2 
e) Collision, grounding 

(mostly tanker~) - - 3 3 - - 1 1 - 1 1 2 
f) Leaks/accidents on board ... 

(including dama~ed vessel N ,. 
discarding oi 1) 3 1 - 4 1 - - 1 2 - - 2 I 

Coastal facilities s - - s 8 - - 8 3 - - 3 

a) Tank, pipe, drain leaks 2 - - 2 8 - - 8 3 - - 3 
b) Coastal runoff/overflow 

(mostly due to rain) 3 - - 3 

Offshore facilities 3 1 - 3 

2. LAND/URBAN RUNOFF 

3. UNIDENTIFIED 22 2 - 24 43 - - 43 39 - - 39 

TOTAL 66 s 3 74 95 2 1 98 78 4 1 83 

-
*Minor: 1 t oi 1 spi 11 
*Medi urn: 1-100 t oi 1 spi 11 
*Major: 100 t oi 1 spi 11 



Table 18a. Oil spill Incidents from offshore operations in Malaysia (1984- 1985): Trengganu 

-
Estimated 

Name of Location amount of Source of 
Time Date fad lity of spi 11 spill Spillage spill Cause of spill 

1100 h 27/1/84 TOOT Kerteh 
SALM 2 Lat 4° 33' 26.S3 11N 20 1 Crude oi 1 SALM 2 Leakage of the noise 

Long 1030 30' 44.9S"E string of SA~ 2 

1730 h 7/3/84 Tapis '0' Lat so 31' 47.0S"N 10 bbl Crude oi 1 Tapis '0' Malfunction of SOY valve 
Long 1040 57' 28.42"E Flare Boom on Tapis PIIIIPi ng 

Platfonm causing surge 
vessel to carry over 
crude to Tapis 0' flare 

0600 h 26/3/84 Tapis 'A' Lat S0 32' 07.34"N 112 bbl or Crude oi 1 Tapis 'A' 
Long 105° 01' 36.80"E soo ft Caisson N/A 
diameter -01 

I 

1325 h 18/3/84 TOOT Kerteh 2S 1 Crude oi 1 SALM 2 Minor leakage at SALM 2 
SALI"' 2 Lat 40 33' 26.S3"N 

Long 10JO 30' 44.9S"E 

214S h 16/7184 Pulai 'A' Lat S0 19' 46.74"N 300 1 Crude oi 1 Caisson Overfl~ from Caisson 
Long 1oso 29' 34. 9''E due to control valve 

malfunction on the 
1st stage separator 

1248 h 23/10/84 Tenbungo Lat 6° 38' 10S"N 10 bbl Crude oi 1 10" loading Rupture of 10• loading 
SAL I"! Long 11 so 46 ' E hose of hose between the SALM 

SAL .. and the ESSO castellion 

1S30 h 23/12184 Tapis 'A' Lat S0 32' 07.34"N 25 bbl Caisson Oil sump pump P 315 
Long 10S0 01' 36.80"E and P 305 failure 

Source: E & P Oil ision, PETRONAS. 



Table 18b. Oil spill incidents from offshore operations in Malaysia (1984- 1985): S~bah and sara~ak 

Estimated 
Name of locat1on amount of Source of 

Time Date fad 1 i ty of spill spill Spillage spill Cause of spill 

0745 h 5/1/84 Barge 'AB-1' Temana Field 1 gal Fuel oil Barge's Star- Minor collision betweeh 
and vessel board side the vessel 'Mesra Z' 
'Mesra 7', and barge 'AB-2' 

0930 h 9/7/84 labuan Crude labuan 40 bbl Crude oi 1 FWKO vessel leakage of gasket at 
Oil Terminal Semarang incoming EDY 

No. 213, 313, 414 

2030 h 16/9/84 Bayan Produc- Bayan Field, 7065 bbl Crude oi 1 Crude over- Malfunction of p~ing 
tion Station Bintulu flow through instrwneht 

vent stack ..... 
~ 

N/A 25/9/84 Temana '8' Temana Field 15 bbl Crude oi 1 Drain valve leaking drain valve oh 
Platfonn of Temana incoming Scraper of 

'8' Platform Temana-8 

1350 h 6/11/84 lutong Crude lutong 200 bbl Crude oil Tank 79 Overflow of tank 19 
oil Tenninal 

0719 h 3/4185 SSM No. 2 lat 7° 28' 48.88"N less than Crude oi 1 loading line leakage of loadint line 
long 11)0 56'33.03"E 100 bbl 28 of SSM 28 of SBI'I No. 2 
(West lutong) No. 2 

0237 h 1/5/85 Bintulu SSM Bintulu SBM 20-30 bbl Crude oi 1 Cargo tanks Overflow from cargo 
of tanker tanks of tanker 'Bunga 
'Bunga Kent>oja• 
Kent>oja' 

Source: E & P Division, PElRONAS. 
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It should be noted that most of the above regional and sub-regional plans, with the 
exception of the TARC (see Sec. 7 .2) and Davao Plans, have no collective equipment stockpile. The 
ASCOPE Plan depends on the equipment and resources of national oil cCJq)anies in the various 
countries. The Japanese Revolving Fund has not been spent on equipment by the Tripartite 
Canittee. It is very encouraging to note, however, that the Tripartite Plan went into action at 
Pulau SaM>u, Indonesia in 1986 and the TARt recently also canissioned its equipment. The ASCOPE 
Plan has been exercised on several occasions with respect to the aspects of its reporting and 
communication procedures. 

Considering that the current regional plans are lacking in equipment and resources, the 
development of each country's national plans is a prerequisite to an effective regional 
arrangement in combatting oil spills. After all, the regional plans are meant to be supplemental 
to national plans and their resources. 

Each country in the region has a national plan for its territorial waters but at various 
stages of development. Malaysia is currently developing her national plan for the South China Sea 
areas, in addition to an existing plan for the Straits of Plalacca. Indonesia, Singapore and the 
Philippines are all ;..,roving the 111anagement and operational features· of their plans. &eause 
these national plans are still inadequate in tenns of equipment, it is anticipated that these 
countries will further increase their stockpiles in the future. 

Besides the inadequacy in equipment and resources, current regional plans are also lacking 
in legal and institutional provisions as well as in technical and scientific supports. 
:Institutional and legal arrangements on the following aspects are necessary to ensure that 
regional plans are feasible: 

i. Obligation to report oil spill/oil pollution 

ii. Canitment in rendering assistance 

iii. Exchange of information 

i v. Conmon procedures on: 

- reporting and calling for assistance 

- trans-boundary mobilisation of equipment, vessels and aircraft, spraying of 
dispersant, workers vis-a-vis immigration, customs and airspace clearance, etc. 

v. Financial arrangements on assistance rendered in terms of loan of equipment, 
manpower, reimursement, stockpile sharing of equipnent, etc. 

vi. Legal procedures on damage claims and compensations, insurance, etc. 

Presently, the aforementioned linkages are loosely provided for in the region. ASCOPE 
~rs have existing broad arrangements and obligations within the spirit of the •ASCOPE 
Declaration• (October lS, 197S, Jakarta) on nutual assistance in all aspects of the petrole ... 
industry, including oil spills, which have to be formalised. 

It is also i..,ortant to note that most ASEAN countries have yet tr i...,lement relevant 
international conventions such as the MRPOL 73178 and siMilar agreements which are related to the 
prevention of marine pollution. 

It should be Mentioned that other regions within the UNEP's Regional Seas Progr• have 
addressed essential institutional and legal provisions ~ adopting appropriate protocols, 
conventions, agreements, etc. like the 1969 Bonn Agreement for the North Sea, the 1971 Copenhagen 
Agreement for the Nordic area, the 1978 Barcelona Emergency Protocol for the Ptediterranean region 
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and the 1985 Jeddah &lergency Protocol for the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden region. The ASEAN Jll!lllber 
countries should seriously consider si•ilar agreeMents to further enhance current regional 
arranga~~ents. This is in line wHh the reconn~endation of the Joint CCOP/ASCOPEINECOR Sallinar on 
•Regional Cooperation on Oil Spill Contingency Planning and Response• held on 4 - 8 August 1986 in 
Kuala Lumpur, ~laysia. 

7.4 Technical and scientific support requirements 

ASCOPE is currently considering a regional Envirom~ental Sensitivity Index ~pping of 
selected vulnerable coastal areas, particularly in the vicinity of petrole1111 installations and 
centers of activities in the region. Partial ESI m.ppings have been completed by sa.e countries. 
In collaboration with the Norwegian Engineering Conmittee of Oceanic Resources (NECOR), a cOIIIpUter 
progranne on Regional Oil Spill Trajectory/Dispersion Plodelling, Oil Spill Risk and I...,act Analysis 
will be developed by the end of the first quarter of 1988. ASCOPE is also undertaking a 
comprehensive study on the need to establish a conmon equipment stockpile, at strategic locations, 
in addition to available resources within the custody of IRI!Jd)er countries. An inventory of 
currently available equipment and capabilities in the region will be thoroughly reviewed prior to 
m.king any decision. 

In addition, the following supportive research is being considered: 

i. Fate and effect of oil in the m.rine environment in the region, including studies on 
biodegradation, hydrocarbon levels in benthic organisms, etc. 

ii. Development of a conmon method of finger-printing of oil and its products. 

iii. Development of a conmon method and procedure for oil spill iqlact analysis,including 
qualification and quantification of ecological iqlacts, etc. to substantiate claims 
and compensations, ett. 

iv. Establishment of a •baseline• level of oil pollution in the region. 

v. Fonmulation of procedures and guidelines for the use of dispersants in cleaning up oil 
spills. 

vi. Prioritization of sensitive resources vulnerable to potential oil spill in conjunction 
with envirom~ental sensitivity index m.pping. 

Another essential step to consider is the designation of Spill Impact Assessors or Adjustors 
fran scientists and oil experts in the region who can be authorized to settle disputes in 
compensation claims in the case of oil spills. 

Other existing regional programmes should also be tapped for support of a regional oil spill 
contingency plan. These include ASEAN Environment Programmes (ASEP II) on nature conservation, 
m.rine environment, remote sensing, environmental infonmation/data exchange, among others. 
Programmes of the International ~ritime Organization (IMO) should also be considered. Recently, a 
COBSEA Workshop on the Implementation of a Technical and Scientific Support Programme for Oil Spill 
Contingency Planning in the East Asian Seas Region was held in Jakarta in August 1987. Its 
reconmendations can be incorporated in the current contingency plan. 

8. Integration 

It is apparent that considerable efforts on a regional scale have been done to mitigate 
marine pollution. However, it also appears that results, data, infonmation, etc. are not 
effectively shared and synthesised. This has resulted in seemingly scanty documentation of 
available data on m.rine pollution in the region, and m.y lead to possible duplication of efforts 
if unchecked. 
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Current available data from the various programmes may be quite sufficient to establish a 
•baseline level• of oil pollution and its impact in the region through coherent documentation. 
Further documentation of these data can be done after consolidation. 

The level of oil pollution in the East Asian Seas should be e!>hbl ished from the various 
papers presented in this meeting. 

Additional work within the framework of the action plan should be done. This consists of 
4 major C(lq)Onents: environmental assessment, management, coordination, and establishment of 
linkages, and is aimed at achieving the following: 

- assessment of the effects of the marine, coastal and other land-based activities on 
environmental quality; 

- management of marine and coastal development activities which may have an impact on 
environmental quality or on the protection and use of renewable marine resources on a 
sustainable basis; 

- development of suitable coordination measures for the successful in.,lementation of the 
action plan. 

It should be noted that unlike most of the other 13 regional action plans, the current East 
Asian Seas programme does not include a legal c(lq)Onent nor does it have a framework for regional 
cooperation in combatting marine pollution. This shortcoming may inherently affect the 
practicality of in.,lementing the action plan. For instance, the oil companies' TARC equipment in 
Singapore cannot be made accessible for mobilisation in neighbouring states without a legalised 
modus operandi agreed upon by the ASEAN nations involving immigration, customs,airspace clearance 
(for spraying dispersant), etc. Damage claims and con.,ensations with respect to the •showa Plaru• 
spill (1975) are still outstanding and payments made so far were far below actual claims. This 
legally noncommittal state of affairs in the region has prompted ASCOPE to draft its Convention of 
Damage Claims (RC). 

The region's petrolellll industry is very 111.1ch under control of its operations with regard 
to environmental management and pollution control. A considerable number of studies and research 
related to petroleum activities have been sponsored by oil companies in the region. Collectively, 
the industry has quite adequate resources to handle their own oil spills. With regards to the 
current ASCOPE progr~s. they are mainly technical and operational in nature. Considering that 
ASCOPE is the regi'onal authority in the ASEAN petroletiR business, it is most appropriate that it 
should play an active role in providing the technical and operational expertise in all matters 
related to the prevention and control of oil pollution in the region. 

9. Reconmendat ions 

i. It is widely recognised that in order to develop an effective regional plan, a 
national plan of each country should be operational first. A regular exercise should 
be conducted to i!llprove operational and management features of national plans. 

ii. The following COBSEA programmes related to regional oil spill contingency planning 
should be continued: 

-Oil and Dispersant Toxicity 

- llteteorological and Oceanographic Studies 

- Oil Pollution ~itoring 

- Plarine Database 
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- Technical and Scientific Support Programme for Oil Spill Contingency Planning 

The completion of the above programs should be expedited. 

iii. Some programmes which are being undertaken by ASCOPE, Illll and the ASEAN Experts 
Group on the Environment (AEGE) are relevant and complementary to a regional oil 
spill contingency planning effort. Joint activities for some of these progranmes 
should be considered. 

iv. Considering that there are at least 5 current arrangements related to regional oil 
spill contingency planning, it is essential that these plans should be hanmonised and 
integrated into a consolidated and unified regional plan. 

v. In addition to technical, operational and management requirements, a regional plan 
should have institutionalised arrangements for the following mechani~: 

- procedures on pollution reporting and calling for assistance fran neighbouring 
countries. 

- procedures on transfrontier mobilisation of equipment, 
spraying of dispersant, workers vis-a-vis immigration, 
clearance, etc. 

- procedures on claims, compensations and insurance. 

vessels andaircraft, 
customs and airspace 

- assistance in tenms of loan of equipment, manpower, stockpile-sharing, etc. 

Ideally, these mechani~ should be institutionalised through adoption of regional 
protocols and conventions. Currently, there is no such instrument in the ASEAN region. 

ASCOPE' s Draft Convent ion for "An Agreement on Equal Rights of Access and 
Non-Discrimination for Damage Claims Relating to Transfrontier Pollution Resulting from Offshore 
Operations" could be used as a model for further development of other institutionalised regional 
arrangements. 

10. Conclusion 

"arine pollution cannot just be the concern of one nation as it is naturally 
transfrontier in nature. ~st problems of marine pollution are unique to a particular region and 
as such their solutions are best sought on a regional cooperative basis. 

As the seas of the region are one of the world's major trade passageways, they have been 
victims of pollution as a result of oi 1 spills fran tanker collisions, groundings and deliberate 
discharges of oil wastes. Because of this vulnerability, ASEAN nations should seek to strengthen 
their current arrangements in the mitigation of marine pollution in the region within the spirit 
of the "Bangkok Declaration" (1967) and the ""anila Declaration on the ASEAN Environment" (1981). 
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OIL POLLUTION CONTROL f'EASURES AND ARRANGEf'ENTS IN INDONESIA 

"inistry of State for Population and the Environ.ent 
Jalan ~rdeka Barat lS 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

Being at the crossroads of ASEAN maritime traffic and because of her varied oil 
exploration/production activities, Indonesia has taken a lead role in clean-up operations in 
Indonesian waters and the limits of adjoining ASEAN waters. She subscribes to the conventions and 
protoco 1 s of IIIARPOL and SOLAS. However, due to li11ited capability, it becomes necessary to 
participate within the framework of an ASEAN regional progranme. Both the government and industry 
sectors are involved in arrangements to cont>at/abate oil spills. A National Contingency Plan 
(SISNAS-PDPL) taps existing government institutions at the national, provincial and local levels, 
depending on the severity of the pollution. The plan makes use of the Index of Environment 
Sensitivity to detennine the level of activity required to overcome an oil spill. In addition, 
the oil industries follow an Industrial Oil Spill Contingency Plan (IOSCP) under the coordination 
of the state-owned PERTNUNA. The policy, scope, purpose and objectives of the IOSCP are clearly 
stated and the plan is reviewed periodically to accomnodate changes. Specific oil spill control 
measures are enumerated. 

1. Introduction 

Indonesia is an archipelago two-thirds of the area of which comprises oceanic waters (Fig. 
1). The seas and marine resources play a very important role in national developnent. However, 
with the increasing number of ships passing through Southeast Asian waters - where most sea lanes 
are located - and oil exploration/production activities going on nearshore and offshore, it 
becomes imperative to give high priority to oil pollution control measures and related 
arrangements in order to protect the marine environment. 

Although efforts are being made to combat and control oil spills, there is still limited 
capability in the East Asian region, including Indonesia, to be able to cope with oil pollution. 
It becomes, therefore, necessary to undertake numerous activities that are integrated within the 
framework of an ASEAN regional programme in order to meet the requirements of future guidelines 
for oil pollution control and clean-up measures. 

Indonesia, together with other Southeast Asian governments, has conducted several 
activities to implement the East Asian Seas Action Plan, with the support of the United Nations 
Environment Progranme (UNEP) and the Co-ordinating Body on the Seas of East Asia (COBSEA). 
Specific activities geared towards oil pollution control include: 

- implementation of a technical and scientific support programme for oil spill contingency 
planning; 

- survey of sources and monitoring of oil pollution; and 

- cooperative study on oil and oil dispersant toxicity testing. 

2. Sources of oil contamination and incidents of oil pollution 

Oil spills in the sea can be traced to the following sources: 

- ship accidents; 
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- tanker operations; 

- bunkering of ships; 

- offshore exploration and production (E and P) activities; 

- offshore operations at coastal tenminals and refineries; and 

- undersea and coastal pipelines. 

Oil pollution can cause serious econc:rnic damage to coastal activities. More than ten 
years ago, the oil tanker "SHOWA ~RU" grounded in the Malacca-Singapore Straits, releasing some 
5,000 tonnes of crude oil. This is the first concrete example of the type of environmental damage 
that an oil spill can create in the marine environment. 

Although precautions have been taken to prevent the occurrence of such accidents, these 
nevertheless are difficult to prevent. Just recently, another oil tanker was stranded near Tekong 
Island in the waters of Riau Archipelago - just within the border limits of the three coastal 
states in the region - causing a variety of stresses in the marine environment. 

The current extensive exploration and exploitation of petroleum resources in the region 
and the continued dependence on the oil resources of the "iddle East and Africa will undoubtedly 
focus great concern on oil and marine related pollution and safety in the ASEAN region. 

"arine and coastal pollution by petroleum hydrocarbons has been identified as a problem in 
various meetings in the region in the last decade. Recognizing that oil pollution knows no 
natural nor political boundary, ASEAN countries have emphasized the need for close cooperation in 
the protection and conservation of the marine environment, pollution control, and safety of 
petroleum operations. 

3. Areas sensitive to oil pollution in Indonesia 

For centuries, the seas have been an important source of food for the Indonesian people, 
in view of the rich and diversified living resources they contain. Non-living resources such as 
minerals and hydrocarbons fonm part of the resources of the marine and coastal zones. The seas 
also sustain other types of activities, such as inter-island, regional and international trade and 
communication, recreation and tourism. Unfortunately, as a result of the strong economic 
development trends in almost all sectors, the marine and coastal resources have been subjected to 
severe pressures, both direct and indirect. Areas that are sensitive to oil pollution can be 
classified as follows: 

3.1 Conservation areas (parks and reserves) 

Conservation areas include marine reserves and national parks. Fifteen marine 
conservation areas have been identified (Table 1) by virtue of an announcement of the "inister 
of Agriculture on June 14, 1957. Up to the present, these areas have no legal status as marine 
reserves. However, they are managed in accordance with the regulation of land conservation areas, 
as provided in Forestry legislation No. 5 of 1957. 

There are 8 national parks, same of which are sea parks (Table 2). 

In line with the future development of marine conservation areas under the support of the 
FAO/UNDP Nature Conservation Programme, same 179 areas have been nc:rninated as conservation areas 
(Salm and Halim 1984) based on specific criteria. These areas are classified in Table 3. 
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Table 1. List of 111rine conservation areas in Indonesia. 

Name of marine Area Government Oclllinant 
park/reserve (ha) (ha) statement Location con.,onent 

Pombo 1,000 Jltentan No. 3271 "iddle Pfaluku, land 
Kpts/lin/7173 Pfaluku Province 

Banda 2,500 211/Kpts/lin/41 "iddle Pfaluku, sea 
77 Pfaluku Province 

Kasa 1, 100 653/Kpts/lin/10/ "iddle Pfaluku, land 
78 Pfaluku Province 

Seribu Islands 108,000 5271Kpts/lin/71 Jakarta Bay, sea 
82 Jakarta Special 

Territory 

Sangalaki 280 604/Kpts/lin/8/ 8erau, East land 
82 Kalimatan Province 

Semama 220 604/Kpts/lin/8/ 8erau, East land 
82 Kalimatan Province 

Weh 2,600 923/Kpts/lin/12/ Sabang, Aceh land 
82 Special Terri tory 

Cape Keluang 2,000 046/Kpts-1 1184 Serang, West land 
Java Province 

Sangiang 700.35 122/Kpts-11184 Kwai land 

Karimata 77,000 381/Kpts-II/85 Ketapang, West land 
Kalimantan Province 

South of lltoyo 6,000 308/Kpts-11186 Sli!Oawa, West sea 
Island Nusa Tenggara 

Karimun, Java 111,625 123/Kpts-II/86 Jepara sea 
Island Central Java 

Arakan 13,800 328/Kpts-11186 "inahasa, land 
Wowontulap North Sulawesi 

Bunaken 75,265 328/Kpts-11186 "inahasa, sea 
Pfanado Tua North Sulawesi 

"at111ere Bay 59,450 126/Kpts-11186 Sikka, East Nusa sea 
Tenggara Province 
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Table 2. List of national parks with marine areas in Indonesia 

Area of Area of 
Name of national park sea 

national park Location (ha) (ha) 

South Barisan Bengkulu/Lampung 365,000 21,600 

Ujung Kulon West Java 78,619 28,500 

Seribu Island Jakarta 108,000 100,000 
Special Territory 

Baluran East Java 25,000 2,500 

West Bali Bali 77,727 5,000 

Kanodo East Nusa Tenggara 75,000 275,000 

Tanjung Puting Central Kalimantan 300,000 355,000 

Kutai East Kalimantan 200,000 10,000 

Table 3. Nominated areas for marine conservation in Indonesia. 

Type of area Nllllbers 

Strict Nature Reserve 68 

Marine National Park 1 

Natural Plon~.~~~ent 8 

Wildlife Reserve 47 

Marine Resource Reserve 11 

Anthropological Reserve 13 

Multiple Use of Marine Reserve 

Marine Park 24 

Biosphere Reserve 1 

World Heritage Site 

Source: Salm and Halim (1984) 
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By the end of Pelita IV (Fourth Stage of Development Program) some 10 mi 11 ion hectare are 
targeted to have been declared as marine conservation areas, of which only 5% have been 
developed. By the year 2000, some 30 million hectare would have been projected in 200 locations 
in Indonesian waters. These will comprise about 10% of Indonesian territorial waters in the long 
tenn. Table 4 shows the development plan for marine protected areas in Indonesia. 

Table 4. Development plan for protected marine areas in Indonesia 

Total NuntM!r of s 1tes 
Geographical ni.Jit)er established as Size 

location of sites marine reserve/park (ha) 

Indian Ocean 41 425,325 

Pacific Ocean 24 1,339,000 

Java Sea 32 2 490,480 

Bali Strait 2 2 10,000 

Sunda Strait 2 2 38,000 

Jltalacca Strait 11 198,365 

Karimata Strait 14 267,010 

Flores Sea 19 2 809,000 

Sulawesi Sea 13 4 453,000 

Tomini Bay 7 223,500 

l'taluku Sea 8 350,000 

lllakassar Strait 15 600,000 

Tolo Bay 5 215,000 

Bone Bay 5,000 

Seram Bay 7 503,000 

Sawu Sea 60,950 

Timor Sea 2 21,500 

Banda Sea 12 3 260,500 

Arafura Sea 11 279,000 

lont>ok Strait 3 2,500 

Buru Sea 4,000 

Total 231 19 6,555,630 
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3.2 Marine fishery areas 

The marine fishery areas. with special reference to prawn, are indicated in Figure 2. The 
potential production of the Indonesian marine fishery (including the EEl) has been calculated for 
each category of fishery resources as follows: 

Pelagic 
Demersal 
Tuna 
Cakalang (Skipjack) 
Shrimp 
Coral fish 

3.3 Coral reefs 

3,520,110 t/a 
2,546,410 t/a 

166,302 t/a 
275,405 t/a 
69,050 t/a 

400,976 t/a 

Coral reefs are vital to marine fisheries because of their high levels of productivity and 
the diversity of their biota. Coral reefs are very sensitive to oil spills; the latter can damage 
the reef ecosystem through: 

- decrease in genetic sources; 

- decrease in primary productivity; 

- damage to the habitat; and 

- evacuation of particular reef organisms to other areas. 

Coral reefs in Indonesia are indicated in Figure 3. 

3.4 ~angrove forests 

Mangrove forests protect coastal areas and provide breeding sites for shrimps and nursery 
grounds for fishes. Oil spills can damage mangrove forests through: 

- clogging of the pores of pneumatophores of mangroves; 

- increased temperature and decreased oxygen; 

-accumulation of hydrocarbon-on the mangrove biota; and 

- actual physical damage. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of mangroves in Indonesia. 

3.5 Seagrass beds and estuarine areas 

These areas are also important for marine fisheries because of their high productivity. In 
addition, they function as habitats for some organisms of high economic value. 

4. Oil pollution control measures and arrangements 

Under the coordination of PERTAMINA, the state-owned oil enterprise, and the Directorate 
General for oil and gas, the Indonesian Department of ~ining and Energy, fixed oil installations 
within oil and gas industries, whether onshore or offshore, are nonmally required to develop oil 
spill response capability and a contingency plan. Ships crossing frontiers from one jurisdiction 
to another and plans dealing with oil spills at sea must take this fact into account. 
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Ships are subject to a complex set of requirements as dictated by international 
conventions and protocols implemented through national laws. The ~RPOl and SOLAS conventions and 
protocols are now in force. Consequently, the emphasis is no longer one of ratification but 
effective implementation. 

To ensure effective results in any effort to clean up oil spills, the Indonesian 
government is presently in the processing stage to master the art of clean-up technology with the 
help of a well-planned contingency plan and related arrangements. 

The Government of Indonesia similarly takes the lead and plans to oversee clean-up 
operations in Indonesian waters as well as waters within the limits of neighboring ASEAN 
countries. For effective contingency planning, the following infonmation is made available: 

- clear, prior definition of roles/responsibilities and effective communication; 

- effective clean-up techniques; 

- inventory of equipment and materials available within the industry or on a country to 
country basis, if this involves a sub-regional plan, such as the Regional Plan for the 
"alacca-Singapore Straits among the three coastal states and the Sulawesi Sea between the 
Philippines and Indonesia; and 

- shoreline sensitivity infonmation (as mentioned above and more hereunder),spill tracking 
and trajectory projection techniques (still in the development stage). 

For activities involving damage control, salvage or well-capping, the owner or the operator 
normally takes the lead role in the total operation, in collaboration with the relevant government 
agencies. 

A multi-disciplinary and cross-sectoral approach to operation is emphasized to cope with 
the problems of marine pollution. This involves the participation of various institutions 
integrated into a system and ever alert to take action: 

- if the pollution occurs as a result of routine activities at sea or other places, routine 
action is expected to be performed; 

- if the pollution occurs as a result of accident at sea or other places, emergency action 
shall be applied with; and 

- the conceptual system called Emergency National System to protect against Jlllarine 
Pollution (SISNAS-POPl), otherwise called the National Contingency Plan. 

4.1 The SISNAS-POPl or National Contingency Plan 

Implementation of the SISNAS-POPl operational scheme does not require the forming of a new 
institution but makes use of existing institutions. Two lines of action are involved: 

- physical prevention, which operation is coordinated by the Department of Transportation, 
under the direction of the Directorate General of Sea Transport, while the Head of the 
Regional Office of Sea Transport is responsible for field activities; and 

- protection of the marine environment from the negative impact of pollution and 
rehabilitative action. 

The State "inister of Population and Environment, Chief Coordinator of activities, deals 
mainly with the framework of the Strategy Plan. He sets the guidelines for the Operational Plan 
and identifies the sensitive areas that should be guarded from oil pollution. 
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Emergency action to cnat marine pollution may be carried out within the national 
(including local or provincial )plans, depending on the ability of the regional office. 

The SISNAS-POPL thus copes with different degrees of oil pollution: 

- small or routine spills that should be overcome locally by the local industry; or 

- a larger one that may be difficult to overcome locally and which, therefore, should be 
tackled on a higher policy system at the provincial level; or 

- very large spills of about 5,000 tonnes which should be overcome at the national or 
SISNAS-POPL level. 

At all levels of the contingency plan, the procedures for reporting, conn•mication, 
control, coordination and clean-up are clearly stated so as to respond effectively and without 
delay thus preventing further discharge of oil or to prevent the oil spill from entering sensitive 
areas. 

Several possible methods can be used singly or in contlination to contlat oil spills making 
use of: 

-mechanical containment and oil recovery (e.g.,booms, skimmers); 

-chemical agents like oil dispersants; 

- absorbent materials; and 

- natural degradation 

The selection of method(s) depends largely on the available resources, the circumstances at 
the oil spi 11 site and the size of the oi 1 spi 11 . At-point-source prevention methods are 
encouraged at certain sites (e.g., industrial sites, platfonms, etc.) as they prove to be the best 
in minimizing oil pollution. Ecology experts are tapped in every oil pollution control operation 
to measure the extent of contamination and its impact on the environment. 

Water territory is distinguished into open sea and coastal areas for purposes of setting 
priorities in an emergency situation. The level of sensitivity of a coastal area is indicated by 
an Index of Environment Sensitivity, the rank of which is determined by an ecological approach 
(Table 5). This index is used to estimate the level of activity required to overcome the oil 
spill. A high index value of 8 indicates high sensitivity or low tolerance to oil spill, hence, 
with the slowest speed of recovery. The government is presently examining the legal aspect of 
combatting oil spills in accordance with the development of science and technology. 

4.2 The industrial oil spill contingency plan 

Aside from the SISNAS~PDPL or the National Contingency Plan, the oil industries follow 
certain prevention and control procedures under the coordination of PERTAMINA, Directorate General 
of Oil and Gas/Department of "ining and Energy, in conformity with the policy or firm belief that 
the protection of the environment from undesirable, accidental discharge can be achieved through 
sound engineering and industrial practices. In line with this policy is the assumption that every 
industry employee and member, together with the surrounding community, has the right to live and 
work in a pollution-free and healthy environment. 
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Table 5. Index of environment sensitivity adopted in Indonesia. 

Type of coast: Stony 

Remarks: Movement of water distinctive due to wave action, flow of water and ebb 
tide; oil cannot concentrate as water movement carries oil to other directions or 
movement of water breaks the oil elements into ~11 pieces, causing the speedy 
recovery of water quality; typical inhabitants either burrowers or those with 
strong tentacles. 

Type of coast: Sandy 

Remarks: Tidal wave movements carry oil to upper part of intertidal area; oil 
can either stay, penetrate or be carried out in other directions, depending on 
water current, the size and texture of sand grains; benthic animals usually 
scarce in soft sandy areas because of sand movement. 

Type of coast: Out-welling area 

Remarks: Area where river-borne sediments border on benthos which originally 
exist in this place. 

Type of coast: Upwelling 

Remarks: Also called fertile waters due to abundance of nutrients on the surface 
when upwelling occurs along offshore areas, hence area is rich in biota; 
protection of area from oil spills should be done according to the types and 
dynamics of water in the affected area. 

Type of coast: Mangrove area 

Remarks: Area specifically characterized by mangrove species; substratum variable 
depending on elevation/speed of water current which detenmines the fate of an oil 
spill (whether it will stay, adhere or flow); although primary productivity is 
high, the inhabiting organigms are not so many; detritus with dominant impact on 
surrounding littoral zone. 

Type of coast: Seagrass area 

Remarks: Area generally located in subtidal zone; production of carbon high, 
organisms living or surrounding the area many; impact of oil spill in area 
prevents photosynthesis. 
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Type of coast: Mud flat 

Remarks: Area fonmed due to minimum water movement; contains considerable number 
of organic elements; area generally flat; oil penetrates and stays, the recovery 
is slow. 

Type of coast: Coral reef 

Remarks: Area with high productivity and of greatest concentration of marine 
life; oil floating on the water surface and dispersing to the bottom easily 
destroys the sensitive organisms living in this area; its production and primary 
productivity will greatly influence the productivity of the surrounding waters. 

The policy, scope, purpose and objectives of the Industrial Oil Spill Plan are as follows: 

4.2. 1 Policy 

The management of the industry shall make a concerted effort to protect the environment 
from sources of pollution through sound design, supervision, training and pre-planning of 
abatement. 

4.2.2 Scope 

The plan includes all employees and contractors involved. Geographically, the plan 
includes all industry property and any surrounding (land and sea) area that can be affected by 
pollution as a result of the industry operation. 

4.2.3 Purpose and objectives 

In addition to providing guidance in abating pollution and in order to minimize ecological 
damage to the environment, every effort is made to prevent accidental sources of pollution from 
escaping the confines of the plant area. However, the plan is also designed to combat any 
pollution arising from the industry operation. 

The plan is to be reviewed and updated periodically to incorporate procedures and 
equipment not envisaged originally or to accommodate necessary changes in design or equipment. 

4.3 Spill control measures 

Spill control is effected according to the following scheme: 

(i) All pipings, valves, hose and related equipment for any leaks or damage in the 
system shall be inspected monthly. All information relating to these inspections is 
to be kept in the files of the Marine Department; 

(ii) Ships receiving products shall be inspected by the Marine Department personnel to 
check on potential sources of pollution before loading begins; 

(iii) Spill control and clean-up equipment for offshore purposes shall be stored and 
maintained by the Marine Department; 

(iv) Training of personnel for offshore spill control shall be the responsibility of the 
Marine Department under the direction of the spill control team. 
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(v) Any dispersant used shall be in accordance with the prescription of the Directorate 
General of Oil and Gas ("IGAS); 

(vi) Lines of communication and chain of command for the ~rine Department personnel are 
in accord~ncc with the chart shown in Figure 5; and 

(vii) It shall be the responsibility of the Senior ~rine Official in Site to notify the 
General ~nager and ~nufacturing ~nager of any offshore pollution. 

5. Conclusion 

From the foregoing. it can be concluded that both the government and the industry sectors 
are involved in the oi 1 pollution control measures and arrangements in Indonesia. They are 
currently: 

-developing national or regional oil spill response plans; 

- establishing strong liaison with the local and international industry organizations to 
develop a complementary oil spill response tool for the existing system; and 

- drawing upon the appropriate expertise and technical advice from ASEAN. UNEP. I~ and 
other relevant international organizations in order to develop the Oil Spill Contingency 
Plan. 

l
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OIL POLLUTION CONTROL PlEASURES AND ARRANGEPIENTS IN MALAYSIA 

Department of Environment 
"inistry of Science, Technology and the Environment 

13th Floor, Wisma Si• Darby 
Kuala Lumpur, ~laysia 

To safeguard the national interest, ~laysia has fon!lllated various strategies and 
developed action plans to prevent and minimize oil pollution. Six major marine environment 
related legislative acts are in force: Plerchant Shipping Ordinance 1952, Continental Shelf Act 
1966, Petroleum "ining Act 1966/72, Environmental Quality Act 1974/85, Exclusive Economic Zone Act 
1984, and Fisheries Act 1985. Two major contingency plans are being implemented to combat major 
oil spills: the Straits of ~lacca Contingency Plan (SOftCP) and the South China Sea Contingency 
Plan (SCSCP). The S~P (1975) has been regularly updated (1981, 1984) to incorporate 
improvements while maintaining the essential features. The SCSCP was developed, cognizant of the 
need to maximize resources and take advantage of existing regional/sub-regional cooperation 
programmes. Aside from these, there are also local plans to cope with minor spills. 

Since the EXERCISE MLACCA '84, the Department of Environment (DOE) has pursued further 
administrative and technical developments to strengthen the current capability. Chief among these 
concern: (1) the establistwnent of a national trust fund for oil spill clean-up; (2) further 
arrangement for a comprehensive contingency plan for all types of maritime casualty; (3) 
reappraisal of the use of chemical dispersants; (4) possible use of oil trajectory models to 
predict oil slick movements and cope with large sensitive areas; (5) further stu~. identification 
and documentation of environmentally sensitive areas; (6) recognition of Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) as an effective tool for the sound management of a project. ~laysia is also 
participating in regional arrangements, most important of which are the Traffic Separation Scheme 
and Oil Scheme Revolving Fund for the Straits of ~lacca and Singapore. Finally, she is prepared 
to work out any fonn of regional or international arrangements and relies on the assistance of 
agencies like the IMO and UN-CCOP to realize a common plan for the region. 

1. Introduction 

Oil enters into the sea as a result of natural seepage as well as man's activities. While 
nature plays its part by degrading the hydrocarbons, man tries to contain and clean up the spilled 
oils when his efforts at prevention have failed. 

~rine oil pollution became apparent in ~laysia in the early fifties when villagers found 
tar balls on beaches. Although the sources of such oil pollutants are better understood today, 
the exact contributions by tanker operations/accidents, transportation activities, river and urban 
runoff, etc., are not exactly ascertained. Nevertheless, based on the analysis of oil spill 
incidences in ~laysian waters (Table 1) and other studies and as inferred from Figure 1, it is 
quite clear that pollution originates largely from vessels and other marine sources and less fro. 
river discharges and other land-based sources. 

Protection of the ~lacca Straits from oil pollution and disposal of wastes from passing 
ships is vital in order to safeguard the marine fisheries and beaches. The ~laysian coastal 
waters bordering the South China Sea, though relatively less important in terms of fishes, are 
similarly endowed with marine resources that need protection. ~re than 45 oil fields and 47 gas 
fields operate in the areas. 
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Table 1. Oil spill incidences affecting ~laysian waters 

Year Ship Where Why How Much Of What 

1975 Showa ~ru Singapore Grounding 4000 t Crude 
Strait 

Tolo Sea Penang Port Collis ion 60 t Fuel Oi 1 

1976 Diego Silang fllalacca Collis ion 5500 t Crude 
Straits 

1917 MY Asian fllalacca Collis ion 60 t Fuel Oi 1 
Guardian Straits 

1978 Esso Mercia South China Collis ion 505t Fuel Oi 1 
Sea 

1979 MY Fortune South China Collis ion 10000 t Crude 
Sea 

1980 

1981 MT Ocean ~lacca Operational 1050 t MFO 
Treasure Straits 

1982 

1983 

1984 Bay an South China Operational 700 t Crude 
Platfonn Sea 

1985 

1986 Bright Duke ~lacca Collis ion Diesel 
& Pantas Straits 

1987 MT Stolk Adv Singapore Grounding 2000 t Crude 
MT Elhani Strait 
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fig. 1. Distribution characteristics of oil pollution in the estuarine environment 
and in the open coastal waters, 1979 - 1982 (Jaafar 198S). 

To safeguard the national interest, Plalaysia has fol"lll.llated various strategies and 
developed action plans with the end in view of preventing or minimizing oil pollution. 

2. Oil pollution control legislation 

Plalaysia has six major marine environment related legislative acts as follows: 

2.1 Environmental Quality Act 

The Act represents the most comprehensive pollution control instrument ever introduced, 
covering all aspects of the environment, including the seas. It was later amended in 1985. 
Salient provisions of the Act are contained in the following sections: 

-Section 22, limits atmospheric discharge/fallout to acceptable conditions, as spelled out 
in the 1978 Environmental (Clean Air) Regulations; 

-Section 26, prohibiting discharging or spilling of oil outside the territorial waters of 
Plalaysia (as defined by Emergency Ordinance No. 7, 1969) if such would result in 
carrying/washing of oil into Malaysian waters, under pain of fine or imprisonment; 
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-Section 27,(as anended in 1985), prohibiting any discharge of oil in contravention of 
acceptable conditions; 

- Section 47 (1), providing for the recovery of costs and expenses incurred in any 
pollution con'bating operations. [Note, however, that Malaysia has yet to be a contract 
party to the International Convention on Civil liability for Oil Pollution Damage (CLC 
1969) and the International Compensation Fund for Oil Pollution Damage (FUND 1971)]; 

- Section 34 A, which was anended to include the requirement for major projects to undergo 
environmental impact assessment (EIA). [Note that this section materially affects 
activities such as siting and construction of marine ports, exploration and exploitation 
of seabed resources, refineries, crude oil terminals, oil and gas field development and 
other major petroleum processing/handling facilities.] 

2.2 The Exclusive Economic Zone Act 

This Act, which cane into force in 1984, eq>GWers the Malaysian Government to specify 
measures in relation to the EEZ. Part IV of the ten parts Act is totally devoted to the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment. 

2.3 The Continental Shelf Act 

This Act empowers the King to make regulations for the safety of navigation, protection and 
conservation of the living resources and the protection of the marine environment. 

2.4 The Petroleum Mining Act 

This Act empowers the Petroleum Authority to stipulate conditions such that the licensee 
shall maintain facilities in good repair and condition, take steps to prevent escape of wasted oil 
or petroleum in the exploration area, and prevent damage to petroleum bearing strata. 

2.5 The Merchant Shipping Ordinance 

The Ordinance contains provisions which deal with safety of ships at sea, carriage of 
dangerous goods, collisions, wrecksand salvage. An amendment bill has been tabled to include oil 
pollution control and abatement at sea, thus enlarging the provisions of the Ordinance. 

2.6 The Fisheries Act 

Gdzetted in 1985 to replace that of 1963, the Act sti 11 retains the original intent of 
regulating maritime and estuarine fishing. A completely new set of provisions (Part IX) empowers 
the Minister of Agriculture to establish marine parks andmarine reserves in line with the current 
concern for the conservation, management and development of marine fisheries. 

3. Linkages with international conventions 

In addition to the national legislations, Malaysia subscribes to the prov1s1ons of 
international conventions, such as MRPOL 73/78. However, she has problems with the existing 
provisions of the 1958 Geneva Convention with respect to the interpretation of the right of 
innocent passage, such that any pollution act whether deliberate or accidental does not constitute 
an act prejudicial to peace, good order or security. 

In this regard, Malaysia, together with Indonesia and Singapore, has succeeded in 
including an article in the Informal Composite Negotiating Text (ICNT) in the Law of the Sea 
Conference (Par. 6, Art. 220), thereby authorizing a coastal state to take enforcement measures 
against a foreign ship violating the laws concerning damage to the marine environment. If 
successfully applied, such provisions would strengthen the capabi 1 ity of a littoral state to 
combat oil pollution at sea. 
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4. Oil spill contingeney planning 

The "alaysian Government formulated its first oil spill response plan, then known as the 
"National Oil Spill Contingency Plan," for the Straits of ~lacca in 1975. It was subsequently 
reviewed to integrate search and rescue elemen•:; and data on environmentally sensitive areas. 
Another contingency plan is being formulated in the South China Sea coastal waters. It is 
anticipated that the two plans shall ultimately become integrated to become the National Oil Spill 
Contingency Plan. 

4.1 The Straits of ~lacca Contingency Plan (~P) 

The need for a contingency plan for the Straits of ~lacca has arisen largely fran the 
hazardous nature of the narrow and shallow waterway compared to other areas. In the two major 
incidents involving the grounding of the two tankers "SHOWA MRU" (1975) and "DIEGO Sll»>G" 
(1976), spills were noted to hit the west coast of Peninsular ~laysia rather than the east coast 
of Sumatra due to the prevailing northwesterly currents. 

Valuable resources including fish, which foms over 75% of animal protein supply to the 
local populace, are exposed to both oil spills and other pollutants of daily occurrences. 
Generally, these resources are the highly productive estuaries, rapidly propagating mangroves, 
thriving coral reefs, and densely populated shallow sea bottoms. Without proper safeguard against 
oil spills, damage to most of the ~lay Peninsula's valuable resources in the western coast can 
be substantial. 

The SOI'tCP has been geared primarily to provide a mechanism of coordinating governmental 
response systems for the effective containment and recovery of oil spills. The plan similarly 
provides direction to the industries in handling oil spill incidents. ~laysia has, since 1975, 
invested a total s1111 of 33 million Ringgit for the acquisition of the relevant equipment and 
materials, as shown in Table 2. SOI'tCP has the following features: 

4. 1.1 Response area and response arrangement 

The plan covers the ~laysian waters in the Straits of ~lacca, as well as part of the 
South China Sea, i.e., that portion of the waters lying between North latitude one degree thirty 
minutes (lO)O'N) and approximately North latitude seven degrees (10,) (Fig.2). The necessary 
clean-up capability is presently developed in two centres for on-scene coordination, namely Johore 
Bharu and Port Klang. The other centre (Penang) is under review with respect to its most critical 
area. 

The Plan can be activated in either minor or major oil spills. In the fonmer case, the 
nearest Area Coordinator initiates the corrective measures prior to the clean-up operation. In 
the latter case, resources fran all marine-related agencies, including the Royal Navy, shall be 
deployed by the Committee under the aegis of the Department of Environment. 

4.1.2 Organizational arrangements then and now 

In the original plan (1975) the Oil Spill Control Committee consisted of members from the 
key agencies such as the "inistries of Home Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Defence, Communications and 
Public Works, and representatives of the ship-ownersconcerned. The functions of the committee are 
as follows: 

a) To coordinate the activities of the various agencies involved in the operation; 

b) To expedite action with minimum red tape; 

c) To direct the work of the Area Coordinator; 
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Table Z. Plajor oil spill combat equipment acquired for the Straits of Plalacca Contingency Plan 

Type Description Quantity 

1. Workboat ( i) Fitted with communication z 
equipment, cyclonet skimmers 
and fire fighting 
equipment 

( i i) Storage tank capacity: 

(a) Cargo = 500 t 
(b) Dispersant = 10 t 
(c) Foam = 10 t 

(iii) Plax inun speed = 10 kn 

(iv) Horsepower = Z X 285 HP 

(v) Size: 

(a) Length = 48.4 m 
(b) Breadth moulded = 10.5 m 
(c) Depth moulded = 4.3 m 
(d) Draft loaded 3.3 m 

Z. Tugboat ( i) Fitted with communication, 4 
dispersant spray and fire 
fighting equipment 

( i i) Storage tank capacity: 

(a) Dispersant = 1 t 
(b) Foam = 5 t 

(iii) Plaxinun speed = lZ kn 

( i v) Horsepower 2 x 1020 HP 

(v) Size: 

(a) Length 28.0 m 
(b) Breadth moulded = 8.5 m 
(c) Depth moulded = 4.0 m 
(d) Draft loaded 3.0 m 

(vi) Bolland Pull = 20 

3. Oi 1 Barges Storage capacity is ZOO t 6 

4. Oil Boons RFD 30A Rubber inflatable type 1500 m 

5. Oil Cyclonet 100 2 pairs 
Skinmers Dynamic type of skimmers fitted 

to the workboats 
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Fig. 2. The geographical scope of the National Contingency Plan to Combat Oil Spills in the 
Straits of ~lacca with its 3 operational centres in Penang, Port Klang and Johore Bahru. 
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d) To keep an overview on the alertness of other Area Coordinators; 

e) To coordinate, through the Foreign Affairs representative, inter-country contacts; 

f) To deal wHh any other matters referred by the Area Coordinator or other relevant 
agencies for action or decision; and 

g) To declare the degree of emergency: minor, major, or national disaster. 

The Area Coordinator appoints the On-Scene Commander who in turn shall be responsible for 
the actual clean-up operation. The functions of the other agencies (Navy, Air Force) are 
predesignated. Areas of responsibilHy are defined for agencies in c00100nication, air support, 
and deployment of vessels, skimmer, booms, etc., procurement and transportation of dispersants and 
other supplies, and novement of personnel. Information on distances between operation bases and 
travel-times, reporting format, communication networks, list of required communication equipment, 
vessels, and combat equipment for the operational base, and inventory of relevant equipment in the 
oil industry are also relevant. 

The updated plan (1981, 1984) maintains the essential features of the original but has the 
following important changes: 

a) Restructuring of the Plan Organization (Fig. 3) such that the National Comnittee has 
been expanded to include agencies identified to have critical roles in implementing the 
plan; role of the Navy is no longer seen as central in the new structure; 

b) Increase in the ntJTt>er of officials designated as Area Coordinators from 3 to 12, 
including the Harbour Masters in Perak, Kuala Trengganu as well as the Marine Officers 
in labuan, Kota Kinabalu, Kuching, Sibu and "iri; 

c) Role of On-Scene Commander made more explicit , i.e., to support the Area Commander; 

d) Necessity for sample collection introduced; role· of the Chemistry Department in 
analyzing collected samples emphasized; 

e) The Area Coordinator has the additional function of securing an approved waiver against 
liability, e.g., letter of guarantee from the owner, agent or operator of the source of 
spi 11; 

f) Strict procedure is established in spill investigation, record keeping and reporting, 
as well as maintenance of a detailed account of the cost/expenses of the clean-up 
operations; 

g) Inclusion in the new procedure of names of officials/key personnel in the oil industry 
together with their office address and residence telephone ntJTt>ers, forms for handling 
of oil samples for chemical analyses and for analytical reports, sample Note of 
Indemnity, and updated list of anti-pollution equipment available throughout the 
country and existing stocks of chemical dispersants. 

4.2 The South China Sea Contingency Plan (SCSCP) 

The accelerated development and exploHation of "alaysia's offshore petroleum resources 
and those of her neighbours in the South China Sea introduces a greater element of risk as a 
result of the, increase in tanker traffic in and out of the region (Fig. 4). Several incidents of 
oil spills resulting from tanker accidents have been recorded (see Table 1). 
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ORGANISATIONAL PLAN OF 1984 

NATIONAL OIL SPILL 
CONTROL COMMITTEE 
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The Organisational set- up tor the implementation 

of the National Contingency Ptan to Combat 

Oil Spills in the Straits of Matacca in 19S.t. 

Fig. 3. The organisational set-up for the implementation of the National Contingency Plan 
to Combat Oil Spills in the Straits of Malacca in 1984. 
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The need to develop a contingency plan for the South China Sea cannot be 
over-en.,hasized. The current economic recession and advances in oil spill cc:JAt)ating technology 
have necessitated modification of the original approach adopted for the lllalacca Straits, with 
greater en.,hasis hereto on the pooling of resources and maximizing the usage of available 
resources. Five sub-committees have been fonmed and are currently working on the contingency plan 
for the South China Sea. 

The Malaysian coastline bordering the South China Sea includes five sections: East Johore, 
Pahang, Trengganu/Kelantan, Sabah and Sarawak. Each section is represented by one of the five 
committees, which in turn formulates a local contingency plan. The concept of cooperative support 
and joint response action is built into each plan. It is envisaged that the five local plans 
shall be integrated to fonn a national contingency plan for the South China Sea area. Figure 5 
shows the elements of the Plan. The draft plans are now rea~. 

In developing the SCSCP, the need to maximize available facilities and to plan for 
effective deployment of resources is perhaps clearer than ever at this time of economic 
difficulties. The concept of an ASEAN Contingency Plan has been considered and existing 
sub-regional arrangements (e.g., Sulawesi Network) have been taken advantage of (cf. Figure 5). 
Other items that receive attention are the concept of coordinated even location of operation 
centers and the possibility of sharing equipment and chemicals, whether nationally or regionally, 
thus avoiding duplication of capita~ outlay. 

4.3 Other oil spill response plans 

In addition to the two aforementioned Plans, there are also local plans developed by port 
authorities and the petroleum industry, such as the PETRONAS Joint Refinery/TCOT Oil Spill 
Contingency Plan at Trengganu and the SHELLIESSO Refinery Oil Spill Contingency Plan at Port 
Dickson. These local plans are supplementary to the National Contingency Plan. 

5. Administrative and technological developments 

Since the EXERCISE MALACCA '84, the Department of Environment (DOE) has established two 
sub-committees (one on communication and another on response capability) to identify gaps in the 
existing arrangements and make recommendations to the DOE. 

Under the fifth lllalaysia Plan, the DOE is upgrading the existing communication network 
among at least 21 government agencies and non-governmental institutions. Some allocation of 
development funds has also been set aside to further develop and strengthen the current 
capab i 1i ty. 

Other developments are as follows: 

a) National Trust Fund for oil spill clean-up. The lllalaysian Government has approved a 
small trust fund (with initial allocation of 2 million lllalaysian Ringgit) to be used 
strictly for emergency oil spill clean-up. 

b) Contingency Plan for lllaritime Casualty. A single communication network and unified 
response procedure has been proposed for all types of maritime casualty in the Straits 
of lllalacca and South China Sea (with the special role to be played by the lllaritime 
Enforcement and Coordination Centre (II'ECC) which is based in Lumut, Perak). Further, a 
comprehensive plan to respond to maritime disasters is being worked out. 

c) Use of Dispersants 

- The lllalacca Straits Plan calls for extensive utilization of mechanical means while 
the use of chemical dispersants is greatly discouraged in view of their toxicity. 
However, with the new and improved generations of dispersants, the DOE has 
reconsidered their use for cc:JAt)ating oil spills. 
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- While awaiting the results of toxicity reports under the COBSEA project (EAS 12), the 
DOE is now drafting a set of guidelines on the use of dispersants. 

-A provisional list of oil dispersants that may be used in ~laysian waters has been 
prepared. However, their use is still restricted to the c.~11ditions pennitted by the 
proposed guidelines. 

- The ~laysian Committee on Contingency Plan has (on 1 ~Y 1987) provisionally 
accepted the results of the dispersants tested in the COBSEA project. (It will be 
noted however that the project concentrates on the toxicity aspect. It would be 
useful if effectiveness could also be included as a parcDeter, as is the general 
world trend now). 

d) Oil spill trajectory 

- The prediction of oil slick movement is very important especially when resources for 
combating oil spill are limited and the areas requiring protection are vast. 

- Most of the coastal resources in ~laysia that are particularly "vulnerable" to oil 
pollution have been more or less identified. However, ~laysia has difficulties in 
prioritizing the areas for protection in the event of a major oil spill. 

-Oil trajectory modelling is thought to be an invaluable tool where the time of 
response is of the essence. Computer software is available for modification but 
still the relevant data concern the currents, tides and winds. 

e) Environmentally sensitive areas. It is recognized that the identification and 
accumulation of data for these areas would be a long continuous process, and local as 
well as international assistance and joint efforts are much needed. 

f) Environmental Iq>act Assessment (EIA). The procedures and methodology in conducting 
EIA's prior to project in.,lementation are now more well known and widely practised. 
However, post-spill project assessment procedures and methodology are yet to be defined 
and practised and universally accepted. This is especially important if assessment and 
evaluation results are to be compared and to be of use for future analysis. 
Cooperative regional efforts are much needed if after-spill iq>act analysis is to gain 
signific~nt progress. 

6. Regional arrangements 

The need for regional cooperation in holding down the hazards to the marine environment 
has been well recognized by the ~laysian Government. Among the more important arrangements are 
the Traffic Separation Scheme for the Straits of ~lacca and the Straits of ~lacca and Singapore 
Oil Spill Revolving Fund. 

6.1 Traffic separation scheme for the Straits of ~lacca 

This scheme is geared towards the orderly flow of traffic in the Straits of ~lacca thus 
reducing the risk of collision in congested and converging areas. It has the following important 
provisions: 

- two one-way routes for opposing east-bound and west-bound traffic; 

- constant speed of twelve knots to prevent in-line collision; 
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The scheme ..as adopted by Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia and ..as endorsed by the 11'10. 
It states the rule, among others, that: 

"Deep draught vessels and VLCC's shall allow for underkeel clearance (UKC) of at least 
3.5 m at all times during the entire passage through the Straits of Malacca and 
Singapore.• 

The scheme came into force on 1 May 1987. It is an important measure that has contributed 
much to the reduced number of ship collisions in the Straits. 

6.2 The Straits of Malacca and Singapore oil spill revolving fund 

After a series of dialogues, a Jlllenorandum of Agreement was signed on ll February 1981 
between the Governments of Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore on the one part and the Malacca 
Straits Council for the Japanese Non-Governmental Associations on the other part, establishing a 
revolving fund of four hundred million yen (Y 400,000,000) to combat oil pollution from ships in 
the Straits of Plalacca and Singapore. This fund is specifically intended. to enable the three 
coastal states to take immediate action, either independently or jointly, against any spill caused 
by ships, whether accidental or intentional. 

Figure 5 shows the linkages of the National Contingency Plan with other regional plans. 

7. Conclusion 

In line with changes and current developments, the Malaysian Government has reviewed its 
objectives and strategies in implementing the legal, administrative and technical measures 
relating to the protection of the marine environment and of its neighbours. 

Specifically, the Malaysian Oil Spill Contingency Plan is undergoing modification to take 
into account: 

- Additional environmentally sensitive areas being exposed to oil pollution threats; 

- The need to provide for sub-regional response plans and other regional cooperative 
efforts; 

- Scientific data and technical innovations resulting from local and international 
cooperation programmes; 

- Plore cost-effective deployment of combating facilities and continual joint efforts in 
sharing equipment and chemicals; 

- Plore exact oceanographic and meteorological data for more accurate forecast of spill 
movements and more speedy counter~asures 

Malaysia is not only concerned with the rapid development and integration of its own 
contingency plan but is prepared to work out any fonn of regional or international arrangements. 
The assistance of agencies like the 11'10 and UN-COOP shall be of great help to realize a comoon 
plan within the region. 
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OIL POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURES AND ARRANGEMENTS IN THE PHILIPPINES 

ABSTRACT 

Environmental Management Bureau 
Department of the Environment and Natural Resources 

6th Floor, Philippine Heart Center Building, 
East Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, 

Philippines 

Marine pollution is a major concern in the Philippines in view of the country's 
archipelagic configuration. Marine pollution-related legislation includes Presidential Decree 
(P.O.) 600 (Marine Pollution Decree of 1974), P.O. 601 (Revised Coast Guard law of 1974), P.O. 602 
(National Oil Pollution Operations Center Decree of 1976), and P.O. 1979 (Revised Marine Pollution 
Decree of 1976). Memo Circulars 02-77, 02-80, and 05-83 implement the provisions of the law. Oil 
pollution control contingency plans exist at both the national and sub-regional levels. The 
National Contingency Plan has well defined components including objectives, implementing units, 
operational procedures, and inventory of pollution control resources. Operational procedures 
include discovery and notification, evaluation and initiation of action, containment and other 
measures, mitigation and disposal, and documentation and cost recovery. A subregional 
arrangement exists with the governments of Indonesia and Malaysia to counter oil spills in the 
lontlok/Makassar Straits and the Sulawesi Sea. The Philippines is also a signatory to the ASEAN 
Contingency Plan and ASCOPE Plan. 

1. Introduction 

Marine pollution is a major concern in the Philippines in view of the country's 
archipelagic configuration and its heavy dependence on the marine environment for food, livelihood 
opportunities, cormamication and navigation. As projected in the Philippines Oevelopnent Plan, by 
the year 2000, commercial fisheries will become the most important sector in the natural resource 
category with its vast export potential; hence, strategies to enhance commercial fisheries yield 
are being adopted. These strategies include the abatement of marine pollution. 

Contaminants in the marine environment could destabilize the marine food chain and disrupt 
vital process in coastal/marine ecosystems. Philippines waters are recipients of contaminants in 
the form of organic wastes, nutrients, trace metals, organochlorines, pathogens, and oil in 
varying amounts and frequency of discharge. To date, heavy pollutant inputs are noted in coastal 
areas adjacent to major cities and major development activities. Oil pollution in particular is 
growing to be a significant threat as oil exploration/exploitation activities and sea 
transportation in the country have intensified. 

2. Extent of oil pollution 

Oil contamination in marine waters is traceable to the following: 

- Natural seepages in the ocean floor. These account for about lOS of the over six 
llri llion metric tons of petroleUII hydrocarbons entering the oceans of the world every 
year (Berbano 1979). 
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- Industrial discharges. Examples of industrial sites in the country which are potential 
oil sources are metallurgical and engineering works, garages and service stations, oil 
refiner·ies, depots and trade centers (Pecc~che 1979). Figure 1 shows the location of 
crude oil tenninals, refineries and major refined petroleum product depots in the country. 

- loss from offshore oil production (PhdiTI 1979). As of 1986, the country's three oil 
fields (Figure 1) had a cumulative production of about 31.8 million bbl while for 
1986 alone, the aggregate production was c~bout 2.5 mill ion bbl (lozano and Berbano 
1986). The amount of oil lost to the marine environment during the production period 
wc~s not quantified. 

- Oeballasting operations and tank washing (Pham 1979). 

-Shipping accidents (Pham 1979). Oil spill incidents for the period 1975-1986 are 
presented in Table 1. It should be noted that over 60% of incidents are ship-related; 
about 13% occurred in refineries and depots, and only 2 incidents were factory-related. 
The highest amount of oil spilled was 2,225,580 1 while the lowest reported was less 
than 100 1. Bunker oil is· the oi 1 type frequently spilled. Accidents e.g., 
rupturing of hoses or pipes, malfunctions or explosions - accounted for 26% of the 
spills and sinking of vessels was responsible for 24% of the oil spill incidents. 
Areas where relatively frequent oil spill incidents have occurred are in the Pasig 
River and the coastal areas of Batangas and Negros Occidental. The latter was the site 
of the major oil spill incident in 1986. Oil spill incidents occur most frequently in 
August-October, the "typhoon months" in the Philippines. 

The Philippines still relies heavily on sea transportation in the conveyance of people, 
goods and services among its numerous islands. In addition, the country lies at the crossroads of 
the major shipping lanes (Figure 2) through which over 3.21 million bbl of crude oil alone are 
conveyed on a daily basis (Bilal 1985). The presence of these routes is a potential threat to the 
country's marine environment in tenns of accidental discharges/spillage of energy materials and 
other hazardous cargo. 

limited data are available on the quality of Philippine marine waters in tenns of oil 
contamination. Table 2 shows the oil and grease levels in selected marine waters. Some oil 
levels at South Harbor exceeded the National Pollution Control Coomission (NPCC) criteria for 
class SE waters, i.e., watersbest suited for navigational use. In some instances, oil and grease 
levels at South Harbor, North Harbor, Cavite, and Cebu exceeded the NPCC criteria for marine 
fisheries propagation. 

In Batangas Bay, where two refineries are located, hydrocarbon readings were of the range 
0.8-5.5 ppm (Bilal 1985). An analysis of the 1985 ~anila Bay monitoring results shows that higher 
levels are found in stations adjacent to ~etro ~nila. Except for one station which yielded a 
reading of 0.01 ppm, the nearshore stations registered oi 1 and grease levels in the range of 
1.45-11.32 ppm. Offshore stations yielded concentrations of 0.02-0.11 ppm (NPCC 1986). 

Oil contamination is also manifested in Philippine beaches at aic (Cavite), and Sual and 
San Fabian (Pangasinan). 

A number of Philippine coastal zone/marine resources are vulnerable to low-level or 
massive oil spillage. These include the following: coral reefs, mangrove areas, fishing grounds, 
beach resources, seashores and marine parks (Figures 3, 4, 5 & 6). ~st of these resources are 
already under stress from non-oil contaminants and destructive exploitation activities. 
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Table 1. Oi 1 spi 11 inddents in the Phi 1 ippines 

._ of weuellc..,..ny Ill ace DUe QuAnt lty ( II Type of oil C.ust 

I. l-1909 Lusteweco PISig liMr Q3 lug. 1975 5,284 Fuel oil &.1"91 sInking 

2. L-235 Lus teweco llleftlla illy, Q3 Aug. 1975 9,247 Fuel oil Grounding 
wlclllit)' of C.wite 

3. IllS Shotuko llllru Off Esul111te llola.t, 17 Oct. 1975 llot specified Fuel oil Collis ion/sinking 
~ Oc.c:ldellul 

4. Filoll Refinery lftllM, ltras.u-lo, tillIte 13 April 1976 1,590- Waste/sludge oil Accident; oll-wter 
3,180 StJNrltor opened 

5. l'1ob II Depot S.asa, Qlqp II lug. 1976 1,680 Fuel oil Lukage due 
to broken pI pe 

6. LSCO lllltler jack Cillo ll1et', a.ungas 21 Sept. 1976 840 Fuel oil Grounding 

7. LSCO Petrochenl Saa Fei'IIIJidD., Ll UniQII II Oct. 1976 1,470 Fuel oil Grounding 

8. 1'1/T Raja Su la)Nn llwn lefinlng Corp., 06 Now. 1976 4,200 Crude oil leakage 
IIWn 

9. IllS :San Di.nond Vicinity of Cape Sa.n 10 Dec. 1976 llot specified Fuel oil Sinking -Agustin Ul S..IIU AN, g: 
a. .... 

10. 1'1/Y Gen Santos llllnlla &ty, vicinit)' of 27 Dec. 1976 8,450 Fuel/diesel oi I Sinking 
S..n Nl co la.s 

11. 1'1/Y llllya lllll'heles M.lrbQr, 23 Feb. 1977 Not specified Fuel/lube oi I Sinking 
a.uan 

12. Petrophi I &aNgo, IWa~lad City ~June 1977 68,000 Gasoline D.wn~~ged cargo 1i ne 

13. 1'1/T Phil Star liNgo, llallod City 22 Allg. 1977 2t Oil leakage in pipeline 

14. Shell Refinery 1'~. 8.1UIIgJ.s . 22 Aug. 1977 2,310 Crude oi 1 Accidental rupturing 
of vessel's hose 

15. Clltex/Petrophil l.l.lolgD, llalll1d c i ty 0 I Sept. 1977 W,376 Diesel oil leak.lge In pipe II ne 

16. Two unidentified Pa.slg Rille!' 09 Sept. 1977 fllo.t s peel fi ed Fuel oil Coli is ion Involving 
vessels two vessels 

17. 1'1/V Insular de Cebu o.-guete P-ier, 15 Sept. 1977 10,000 Diesel oil Crack in fue I tank 
o.-guete c; ty 

18. PVT Apokia 11111 as I bc:aaiiQC Is lalld, 16 Oct. 1977 7. 962- Fuel oil Vessel went aground 
lltangas 8,957 

19. AG & P Wood Pasig River 12 Apri I 1978 625..333 Bunker oi 1 Factory discharge 
Preserving Oiv. 



Table 1 (cont 'd). 

.._ of wessel/c~ny Place Date Quntlty (1) Type of oil Cause 

20. 14/Y Don Jose 19 "-Y 1918 Not specified Oil Di sclwll"9f 

21. 14/YGuiNras 20 "-Y 1978 7S. 7 Oil Dischal"ge 

22. 14/Y r-rao 22 "-Y 1978 288-432 Oil Disclwlrge 

23. 1'1/T Peathray G-Il I 06 Aug. 1978 Not specified Fuel oil Spillage 

24. LB 603 27 Sept. 1978 635.80 Turbo oi 1 Sinking 

2!1. lll 607 27 Sept. 1978 1,112,790- Pl'tl'llillll gasoline Sinking of bal"9f due 
1,208,304 to typhoon 

26. 1'1/T Peatheray G-1 II "-laslbomanoc Island, 27 Sept. 1978 s,sao Bunker oil Vessel went aground 
llatangas 

27. Unidentified BRC, llataan 27 Sept. 1978 1,112,911 Bunker oi I Sinking of wessel 
wessel due to typhoon 

28. lll 1008 27 Sept. 1978 476,910 Oil Spillage 

29. Unidentified bal"ge BRC, lla taan 09 Oct. 1978 476,962 Bunker oi 1 Sinking of barge I -171 

30. Unldent I fled bal"ge llllnila Bay 09 Oct. 1978 114,411 Fuel oil Barge went aground 
.... 

31. 1'1/T Clwlrlie 10 Oct. 1978 280,000 Bunker oi 1 Sinking 

32. Unidentified IIRC, llataan 10 Oct. 1978 1,059,915 Bunker oi 1 Sinking of nssel due 
wessel to bad weather 

33. 1'1/T Feoso Sun 08 Now. 1978 Not specified Bunker and crude oi 1 Spillage due to 
explosion 

34. Barge CCI-I Pasig Riwer 14 No¥. 1978 49,205 - Lube oi 1 Sinking of barge 
206,683 

3S. Unidentified wessel 28 Now. 1978 30,000 Diesel oi 1 Sinking of wessel 

36. Unidentified Pasig Riwer 28 Now. 1978 40,000 Automotiwe/diesel oil Sinking of wessel 
wessel 

37. 1'1/T San Roque 10 lilly 1979 6,558 Oil 

38. Unidentified Calapan, Oriental 10 lilly 1979 111,291 Automotive/diesel oil Accidental parting of 
wessel Plindoro hose nipple during 

urgo 

39. Unidentified Calapan, Oriental 02 June 1979 63,595 Automotive/diesel oil Accident 
vessel fllindoro 

10. IVY HSIII PlonHr Bauan , 8a tangas OS July 1979 2,082 - Bunker oi 1 Accident; crack In 
3,123 fon~ard tank 



Table 1 (cont 'd). 

M- uf vessel/c~ny Place Date Quant lty (1) Type of oil Cause 

41. SI'IC Glass Corp. Pasig River 12 July 1979 2,082 Bunker oil Accident; hose pipe 
r-uptur-ed 

C2. Unidentified Anaja~Mn, Slpalay, July 1979 625 Not specified vessel wnt agi"'OInd 
vessel !Iegros Occ. 

C3. PVT Phi 1 Hero 08 Aug. 1979 200 Oil 

44. Shell Shell Refiner")', 04 Sept. 1979 625 Not specified Accident 
Batangas 

45. Unidentified vessel LuNng Is land, Pli ndoro 29 Nov. 1979 30,000 Diesel oi I Sinking of vessel 

46. Caltex C.ltex Refiner")', 06 Jan. 1980 18,527 - 8unker oi 1 Not specified 
Batangu 22,712 

47. C.ltex Ca ltex Refi nel")', 17 J.an. 1980 18,937 Oil-water mixture Dischar-ge to near-by 
Batangas river; overllow of 

oil-water separator 
due to Nlfunction of 
desalter 

48. PVT Phi 1 Hero 08 Aug. 1980 200 Oil ... 
C7l 
(11:1 

49. LB 1010 08 Oct. 1980 200 Oil 

50. PVT Oelsan VI 12 Plarch 19.81 10,500 Oil 

51. PVT Insular de Negros 24 Apl"i 1 1981 417 Oil 

52. PVV Lorenzo Con II 21 July 1981 100 Oil 

53. I'VR Oelsan VI Caltex Oil Depot, 0.3 Dec . 1981 1,050 Crude oil Worn-oot hose 
Iloilo City 

54. PVT Gulf Ace Poro entrance, 5,an 19 Dec. 1981 127. 190- Bunker oi 1 Vesse 1 wnt agi"'OInd 
Fernando, La Union 158,987 

55. PNOC Ca l...,ang, Gen. 28 Apr i 1 1982 10,410- Bunker oi 1 Storllge tank pipe 
Santos City 14,573 r-uptured 

56. PVT c ..... ahn C.l...,ang, Gen. 28 Apri 1 1982 10,500 Bunker oi 1 Submarine pipeline 
Santos City leakage 

57. NPC Storage Tank 28 Apri 1 1982 7,948- Oil Leakage 
11,128 

58. Caltex Oi 1 Depot Lapu-lapu C i ty, 2B Apri 1 1982 352,000 Bunker oi 1 Bottom hose of s tor•ge 
Cebu tank 15 ruptured 

59. Caltex Oil Depot Lapu-lap.u City, 15 June 1982 346,674 Bunker oi 1 Ruptured tank va he 

Cebu 



Table 1 (cont 'd). 

NMne of vessellc~ny Place Date Quantity (1) Type of oil Cause 

60. 1'1/T Anthony Jr. Vicinity of Bgy. Lapaz, 27 Aug. 1982 Not spec! fi ed Bunker oi 1 Grounding 
San Narcis.o, Z...O.les 

61. Ari119<'y, l• Union 26 No~ • 1983 Not specified Fuel/diesel/bunker oil Sinking of tanker 
after catching fire 

62. I'VS La Carlota and Iloilo An.chorage IS Dec. 1943 497,597 Fuel oil Collision Involving 
PIIS Hortencia ti'O ves se 1s 

63. Pandac:n, llletro ~ni 11 01 Sept. 1944 8,000 Bunker oi 1 Sinking of vessel 

64. I'VT Regina Gracia till, Pandac.an, 21 Sept. 1984 140,000 Bunker oil Loading 
llletro lllanila 

6S. Ballwasan, Z~ng• 27 $ept. 198S 62S Bunker oi 1 Bunker oi 1 tank of 
City coco oi 1 fictory -0'1 

cracked loCI 

66. Sual , Pangas I nan 26 Oct. 198S Not specified Petrolellft oil products Sinking of vessel due 
to typhoon 

67. 1'1/V Oona Josefina habe 1 , Ley·te 10 "fY 198.6 30,000 Bunker oi 1 

68. Iloilo City 26 lllay 198.6 l,O.Cl Bunker oi 1 Torn hose 

69. Iloilo Cl ty 30 June 1986 417 Bunker oi 1 Sudden rupturing of 
d lscharge hose 

10. 1'1/T Playsun Negi'QS Qcc. 16 Aug. 1986 2,22S,S80 Bunker oi 1 

Source: NOCOP-PCG 
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Table 2. Oil levels in Philippine marine waters (NOCOP, *NPCC 1986) 

Location 
(Range,ppn) Date Oil content 

1. South Harbor 1978 1.76- 5. ll 
0.20 - 14.50 

2. North Harbor 1978 2.27 - 5.47 
0.25- 8.00 

3. Cavite 1978 1.89- 5.62 
0.14- 6.00 

4. Cebu 1978 0.66 - 5.05 

5. Davao 1978 1.24 

6. "'-lnila Bay* 1985 0.01 - 11.32 

3. Oil pollution control legislation 

It is the policy of the goverrwnent, as expressed in Presidential Decree (P.O.) ll51, to 
provide for an envirorwnent that is conducive to the health and well-being of its citizens and 
hannony between man and his envirorwnent. This is echoed in the Philippine Envirorwnent Code (P.O. 
1152) where the various concerns, e.g., water quality management, air quality management, ·the 
strategies to be adopted and the institutional mechanisms for each are identified. In particular, 
the marine pollution-related legislative acts are the following: 

3.1 P.O. 600- "'-lrine Pollution Decree of 1974 

The decree declares it a national policy to prevent and control the pollution of the seas 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the country. For this purpose, the Philippines Coast Guard 
(PCG) is ~red to prescribe the pertinent rules and regulations. Ploreover, the PCG is 
authorized to develop capability for contairwnent and recovery of spilled oil in island waters and 
high seas. This legislation was later amended by PD. 979 in 1976 (see below). 

3.2 P.O. 601 - Revised Coast Guard Law of 1974 

The decree organizationally modifies the PCG and ~rs its ~rs to act as law 
enforcement agents of the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) and the National 
Pollution Control Commission (NPCC). 

3.3 P.O. 602 - National Oil Pollution Operations Center Decree of 1974 

The decree creates the National Operations Center for Oil Pollution (NOCOP) in the PCG 
Headquarters. The Center is ~red to negotiate/co-ordinate with oil celq)anies, governn~ent 
instnnentalities and national operations centers of ASEM in cont>ating and containing oil 
pollution. 
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3.4 P.O. 979 - Revised Plarine Pollution Decree of 1976 

The decree ~rs the NPCC to praoolgate national rules and policies governing marine 
pollution. The PCG is likewise tasked with the promulgation of its own rules and regulations on 
marine pollution in accordance with NPCC's guidelines. 

Regulation of oil pollution in the Philippines is effected through habitat protection and 
control of waste discharges at source. For instance, receiving bodies of water in the country are 
classified according to their best usage. The maximum allowable oil and grease limit for class SC 
and SE ,are 5 mg/1 and 10 mg/1, respectively. The best usage for class SC is fisheries propagation 
and for class SE, navigation. Regulations are also enforced on the degree of treatment of wastes 
from industries and other point sources prior to disposal into the environment. The quality of 
effluents is also specified prior to discharge into protected coastal areas and open seas. In 
addition, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) system is currently implemented to predict and 
minimize the adverse effects of development projects on vulnerable organisms and ecosystems. The 
system covers both environmentally critical projects and environmentally critical areas (Table 3). 

To implement the provisions of P.O. 600 and P.O. 979, the PCG formulated and approved the 
rules and regulations on marine pollution control. These are reflected in the following circulars: 

(i) Memo Circular 02-77. This contains the rules and regulations for prevention, 
containment, abatement and control of marine pollution. 

(ii) Memo Circular 02-80. This provides for the accreditation of oil-water separators, 
oil containment, recovery and disposal equipment, as well as chemical dispersants. 
It aims to ensure that all oil-water separators, chemical dispersants and other 
related equipment in vessels, oil refineries and such other places as required 
shall meet the standards of the PCG. 

(iii) Memo Circular 05-83. This prescribes the rules for the issuance of International 
Oil Pollution Prevention Certificates to vessels of Philippine registry in 
consonance with the provisions in the international convention on marine pollution, 
MRPOL 73. 

4. Oil pollution control contingency plans 

There are a nlllt>er of oi 1 spi 11 contingency p 1 ans adopted in the country. The over a 11 
framework is contained in the National f'larine Pollution Control Contingency Plan (1975) while 
site-specific arrangements are implemented by oil companies and barging companies. There exists a 
sub-regional co-operative network for oil spills involving Indonesia and Plalaysia, while the 
Philippines is also a signatory to the ASEAN Contingency Plan and the ASCOPE Plan. 

4.1 The national contingency plan 

The National Contingency Plan aims to coordinate and integrate response by the Government 
and private sectors at the national and local levels in dealing with oil spills. The Plan covers 
ports and harbours, and offshore, coastal and inland waters, including the tributaries and 
adjoining shorelines. The Plan has the following major components: 

4.1. 1 Objectives 

- to develop appropriate preventive and ready measures and effective systems for 
discovering and reporting the existence of a pollution spill; 

- to institute prompt measures to restrict the spread of pollutants; 

- to ensure that the public health and welfare are provided adequate protection; 
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Table 3. Environmentally critical projects and environmentally critical areas 
in the Philippines 

'· l:nvironmentally Critical Projects 

1. Heavy Industries 

a. Non-ferrous metal industries 

b. Iron and steel mills 

c. Petroleum and petro-chemical industries including oil and gas 

d. Smelting plants 

2. Resource Extractive Industries 

a. Major mining and quarrying projects 

b. Forestry projects 

1) logging 

2) Major wood processing projects 

3) Introduction of fauna (exotic animals) in public/private forests 

4) Forest occupancy 

5) Extraction of mangrove products 

6) Grazing 

c. Fishery Projects 

Dikes and fishpond development projects 

3. Infrastructure Projects 

a. Major dams 

b. Major power plants (fossil-fueled, nuclear-fueled, hydro-electric or geothermal) 

c. Major reclamation projects 

d. Major roads and bridges 

B. Environmentally Critical Areas 

1. All areas declared by la" as national parks, ~tershed reserves, "ildlife preserves and 
sanctuaries; 

2. Areas set aside as potential tourist spots; 
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Table 3 (cont'd). 

3. Areas which constitute the habitat for any endangered or threatened species of indigenous 
Philippine wildlife (flora and fauna); 

4. Areas of unique historic, archaelogical or scientific interest; 

5. Areas which are traditionally occupied by cultural communities or tribes; 

6. Areas frequently visited and/or hard-hit by natural calamities (geologic hazards, floods, 
typhoons, volcanic activity, etc.); 

1. Areas with critical slopes; 

8. Areas classified as prime agricultural lands; 

9. Recharge areas of aquifers; 

10. Water bodies characterized by one or any combination of the following conditions: 

,a. tapped for domestic purposes; 

b. within the controlled and/or protected area declared by appropriate authorities; 

c. support wildlife and fishery activities. 

11. Mangrove areas characterized by one or any combination of the following conditions: 

a. with pri~ry pristine and dense young growth; 

b. adjoining the mouth of a ~jor river system; 

c. near or adjacent to traditional productive fry or fishing grounds; 

d. act as natural buffers against shore erosion, strong winds and stonm floods; 

e. on which people are dependent for their livelihood. 

12. Coral reefs characterized by one or any combination of the following conditions: 

a. with 50% or greater live coralline cover; 

b. spawning and nursery grounds for fish; 

c. act as natural breakwaters of coastlines. 

- to apply techniques to clean-up and dispose of the collected pollutants; and 

- ~o 1nstitute actions to recover clean-up costs. 

4.1.2 Implementing units 

- The central figures are the National Operations Center for Oil Pollution (NOCOP) Director 
based at the South Harbor, Manila who assumes the overall responsibility and the On-Scene 
Cmmander (OSC), who is the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) Cmmander in whose jurisdiction 
the oil spill occurs. 
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- Assisting units include the response team, the support elements, the salvage company, the 
clearing tea., and oil refineries/tenminals/depots and other entities discharging 
industrial wastes into the sea. 

- Each implementing unit has clearly defined duties and functions. 

The organizational chart in Figure 7 presents a summary. 

4. 1.3 Operational procedures 

The procedures concern chiefly the following operations: (i) discovery and notification; 
( i i) eva 1 uation and initiation of act ion; (iii) contaiment and other measures; ( i v) clean-up, 
mitigation and disposal; (v) documentation and cost recovery. 

(i) Discovery and notification: 

- An oil discharge may be discovered through (a) a report submitted by a discharger; 
(b) deliberate searches by vessel controls and aircraft; and (c) random or incidental 
observations by government entities or the general public. 

- In all these cases, the discovery of pollution spills should be reported immediately 
to the NOCOP and/or nearest PCG station (Table 4) by wire or telephone or by any 
means with the least possible delay. 

- The alerting or initial report to the NOCOP/OSC should provide utmost information so 
that the NOCOP/OSC can evaluate the degree of severity of the spill and thus indicate 
the type and degree of mobilization needed. Such a report should try to provide the 
following information·: 

(a) type of pollutant (e.g., diesel, crude oi 1, etc.); 

(b) name of water course, the location where the spill occurred and/or its present 
position; 

(c) cause of spill and name of spiller, if possible; 

(d) time and date spill occurred if known or when first observed; 

(e) indication if any concerned offices have been notified and if they have 
responded; 

(f) any other pertinent information; and 

(g) name, address and telephone number of caller. 

(ii) Evaluation and initiation of action: 

- The OSC ensures that an oil spi 11 report is immediately acted upon. He shall 
evaluate the magnitude/severity of the spill, detenmine the feasibility of removal 
and type/degree of mobilization, and assess the effe-:theness of removal actions 
based on the available information. 

- The OSC sends the initial and subsequent Pollution Reports (POLREPS) to the NOCOP 
at least twice daily at 0800 H and 2000 H, according to the prescribed format and, 
after receiving an alerting report, advises the latter of the need for further 
response actions, depending on circumstances. He is responsible for adequate 
surveillance of the ongoing activities. 
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- The OSC ensures that constant cornoonication is maintained according to the scheme 
shown in Figure 8. The voice radio call signs, list of centers with radiophones, 
and list of salvors are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively. 

(iii) Containment and counter measures: 

These are defensive actions to be initiated as soon as possible after the discovery 
and notification of a discharge. They may include public health and welfare 
protection activities, evacuation activities, source control procedures, salvage 
operations, placement of physical barriers to halt or slow the speed of a pollutant, 
emplacement or activation of booms or barriers to protect specific installations or 
areas and the employment of chemicals and other materials to restrain the pollutant 
and its effects on water-related resources. 

(iv) Clean-up, mitigation and disposal: 

- This includes actions to recover pollutants and monitoring activities to determine 
the scope/effectiveness of removal actions. 

Table 4. List of Philippine Coast Guard Stations 

Conmandant 
Headquarters, Philippine Coast Guard 
25th Street, Port Area, ~nila 
Tel. No. AFP 63-48 PLOT 48-32-07 

Director 
National Operations Center for 
Oil Pollution (NOCOP) 
c/o Headquarters, Philippine Coast Guard 
25th Street, Port Area, ~nila 

Conmander 
Shore Facilities Command 
Fort Santiago, Intramuros, ~ni la 
Tel. No. 40-52-58 

Conmander 
Headquarters, First Coast Guard Di.strict 
Farola Compound, Jllluelle de la Industria 
Binondo, Jlllanila 
Tel. No. 49-27-39 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Aparri 
Aparri, Cagayan 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Batangas 
Santa Clara, Batangas Cit 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Cagayan de Oro 
Cagayan de Oro 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Legaspi 
Pier Site, Legaspi City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Lucena 
Cotta, Lucena City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, ~nila 
Pier 8, North Harbor 
Jlllanila 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Puerto Real 
Puerto Real, Quezon 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, San Fernando 
Poro St., San Fernando, La Union 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station 
Bacolod, Negros Occidental 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Surigao 
Surigao City 



Table 4 (cont'd). 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Cebu 
Quezon Boulevard, Cebu City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Dumaguete 
Dumaguete City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Catbalogan 
Catbalogan, W. Samar 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Iloilo 
Iloilo City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, ~sbate 
~sbate, ~sbate 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, ~asin 
~asin, Leyte 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Roxas 
Culasi, Antique 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, 
General Santos City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Bislig 
Bislig, Surigao 

Station ~nder 
Coast Guard Station, Butuan 
Butuan, Agusan 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, ~rgosatubig 
~rgosatubig, Zamboanga del Sur 
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Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Tacloban 
Tacloban City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Tagbilaran 
Tagbilaran City, Bohol 

Commander 
Headquarters, Third Coast Guard District 
Zamboanga City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Batu-Batu 
Batu-Batu, Tawi-Tawi 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Cotabato 
Cotabato City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard' Station, Davao 
Sasa, Davao City 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Jolo 
Jolo, Sulu 

Commander 
General Santos Headquarters, Fourth Coast Guard 

District 
25th Street, Port Area, ~nila 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, San Jose 
San Jose, Pli ndoro Occ. 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Puerto Princesa 
Puerto Princesa, Palawan 

Station Commander 
Coast Guard Station, Coron 
Coron, Palawan 
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Table S. Call-signs used in the voice radio procedure during oil spill control 
operations in the Philippines 

Unit Call-sign 

Director, NOCOP GREEN POND 

OSC WATERCOOLER 

Response Team (First) 

Response Team (Second) 

Succeeding Response Team 

Support Elements 

Air Surveillance/Transport 

WATER SUPPORT Craft 

Beach/Shore Element 

Spiller 

Search and Rescue Unit 

Salvage Team 

Clearing Team 

(The station name after the call-sign C<lq)letely identifies 
the OSC being addressed, i.e., "WATERCOOLER DUMAGUETE THIS IS 
GREEN POND BREAK ... "). 

CASCADE ONE 

CASCADE 00 

CASCADE 
(The number depends on the sequence such response team5 
joined the scene and as designated by the OSC). 

SUNSHINE 
(or regular call-sign assigned if known). 

ROCK BOTTilWJ 
(or regular call-sign assigned, name or bow number of vessel 
if known). 

SANDBAR 

BLACK GOLD 
(or regular call-sign assigned if known). 

WATCHER 
(or assigned call-sign, name of vessel if known). 

WELDER 

PAPERCLIP 
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Table 6. Office of Civil Defense regional centres and sub-stations 
with SSB and AM radiophones 

OCD Central Office: 

National Disaster Control Center 
Camp Gen. E. Aguinaldo, Quezon City 
Tel No. 79-21-02 

Region I 
OCO Regional Center No. I 
Sevilla, San Fernando, La Union 
Tel. No. 23-84 

Region II 

OCD Regional Center No. II 
Carenah Bldg., College Ave. 
Tuguegarao, Cagayan 

Region II I 

OCD Regional Center No. III 
MacArthur Highway, San Fernando, 
Pcllll»anga 
Tel. No. 37-0l 

Region IV 

OCD Regional Center No. IV 
Legaspi City 
Tel. No. 806 

Region VI 

OCD Regional Center No. VI 
Iloilo City 
Tel. No. 7-66-71 

Region VII 
OCO Reg i ona 1 Center No.. VII 
4th Floor, Ma. Cristina Bldg. 
Jones Ave., Cebu City 
Tel. No. 8-22-74 

Region VI II 

OCD Regional Center No. VIII 
186 J. Zamora St., Tacloban City 

Region IX 

OCD Regional Center No. IX 
Macatulad Bldg., La Purizima St. 
Zai!Ooanga City 
Tel. No. 23-61 

Region X 

OCD Regional Center No. X 
JPR Borja St., cor Pabayo St. 
Cagayan de Oro City 
Tel. No. 38-60 

Region XI 

OCD Regional Center No. XI 
599 F. Bangoy St., Oavao City 
Tel. No. 7-76-41 
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Table 6(a). SUB-STATIONS 

Location 

1. VI Capitol Bldg., Roxas City, Capiz (AM) 

2. VIII Capitol Bldg., Catbalogan, Samar (AM) 

3. VI II Capitol Bldg., Tacloban, Leyte (AM) 

4. IX PC Hq., Bongao, Tawi-Tawi (SSB) 

S. IX PC Hq., Jolo, Sulu (SSB) 

6. IX PC Hq., Camp Abelon, Pagadian City (SSB) 

1. IX Lapu Pula, Cagayan de Sulu (SSB) 

8. X Capitol Bldg., Butuan City (SSB) 

9. X I~I Resthouse, Iligan City (SSB) 

10. XI PC Hq., Kidapawan, N. Cotabato (SSB) 

N.B. Under the COWS Agreement, OCD can tap any or all communication systems 
whenever necessary. 
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Table 7. List of salvors 

1. luzon Stevedoring Corporation 
Tacoma & Second Street, Port Area, ~nila 
Tel. No. 48-16-31/39 & 49-21-31/39 

2. United Salvage & Towage (Phils.) Inc. 
Am 42 Paris Apts., Paris St., ~late, Manila 
Tel. No. 59-82-51 

3. Blue Green Haters Inc. 
751 Ongpin St., Binondo, ~nila 
Tel. No. 49-88-11 loc. 518 

4. A. D. S. Salvors 
5429 Sampaguita St., Makati, Rizal 

5. Bag (Phils.) Inc. 
Subic, Zambales 
Tel. No. 23-50-17 

6. M G H Salvage Services 
57 Cabatuan St., Quezon City 

7. Antonio Asprec 
Agoo, La Union 

8. Benedicto Vicencio 
360 Gen. luna St. 
Malabon, Rizal 

9. Roger G. Gernale 
Cumicat Trading, 1359 Gomez St. 
Paco, Manila 
Tel. No. 50-34-30 & 58-37-04 

10. Subic Marine Services 
26 Luna 11, Malabon, Rizal 

11. Floating Marine Repair Services Inc. 
1451 San ~rcelino St., Manila 
Tel. No. 50-92-32 

12. Mr. Oasad Ussam 
3003 0 Kakarong St., ~kati, Rizal 

13. Oriental Salvage Corporation 
122M Acosta St., Pasay City 

14. Capco Marine Salvage Corporation 
8066 D. Silva St., Sto Nino, Paranaque, Rizal 
Tel. No. 47-60-71/79 loc. 263; PLOT: 40-02-19 

15. Cebu Salvage Corporation 
Opon, Mandaue, Cebu 

16. V. R. Mateo Enterprises 
81 Malumanay St., Teachers Village 
Diliman, Quezon City 
TAl ••- no no~~ nn 



Table 7 (cont'd). 

17. Eduardo Calixto Enterprises 
142 Fortune St., Pasay City 

18. F. Llanes, Hauler-Contractor 
Suite 402, Puzon Bldg. 
E. Rodriguez Ave., Quezon City 
Tel. No. 78-89-11 loc. 112 
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19. E. Dacu fllarine Salvage Services 
210 Dalisay St., Bacood, Sta. Mesa, fllanila 

20. Cardinal Products, Inc. 
Suite 402, Puzon Bldg. 
E. Rodriguez Ave., Quezon City 

21. Orobuena Enterprises 
307 Calvo Bldg., Escolta, Manila 

22. Albagon Marine Salvage Services 
2384 Espiritu St., Singalong, Manila 

23. J. Silverio Marine Salvage Services 
21 Niugas, Malabon, Rizal 

24. Medina-Pogoy Trading Incorporated 
411 Goiti Bldg., Plasa Lacson 
Sta. Cruz, "anila 
Tel. No. 40-26-10 

25. Demetrio Oelfinado 
Jose Panganiban, Camarines Norte 

26. Saludes Enterprises 
Jose Panganiban, Camarines Norte 

27. New Triton Enterprises 
626 Downtown Center Bldg., Rosario, Manila 
Tel. No. 49-49-51/55 loc. 626 & 98-35-51 

28. Antonio Camanag Salvage Operation 
Ora. Salamanca Road, Cavite City 

29. Super Island Timber Development Corp. 
271 Roosevelt Ave., Quezon City 

30. POL Enterprises 
531 P. Pio St., Cavite City 

31. A. C. Travel Corporation 
Phil. Village Hotel, Pasay City 
Tel. No. 80-74-19 & 80-74-53 
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- Actions may include use of sorbent. suction devices. skinmers and belt devices. 
devices for floating pollutants. use of burning. dispersion and sinking to remove 
oil. use of mechanical removers. powder. burning and non-toxic dispersants. etc. 

- The ust: of dispersants is limited to certain cases and there are provisions for 
disposal/storage of pollutants/contaminants during clean-up operations. 

(v) Documentation and cost recovery: 

For documentation purposes. the NOCOP and the PCG Station/OSC maintain a journal of 
COIYIIllnication received and transmitted. Aside fra~ the POlREPS. a written 
post-operations report of the OSC should reach the NOCOP not later than five (5) days 
after the tennination of an operation. The collection of scientific and technical 
infonnation of value to the NOCOP and scientific cOIYIIllnity may be considered in this 
phase. The collection of s...,les and data must be perfonned at the proper time 
during the operation to fix liability and for other purposes. 

With regard to recovery of removal cost and recovery for damage to state property. 
the principle of having the polluter pay for the costs of damage incurred is 
generally followed. The Plan states that the sending or sponsoring company or unit 
shall be responsible and provide for the aministrative and logistical requirements 
of personnel and equipment deployed at the scene of the action. However. the units 
or groups of volunteers incurring expenses in the operation should maintain a true 
account of the expenses incurred and. whenever possible. all bills must be 
accompanied by a statement of accounts. The settlement of bills shall depend on the 
circumstances of individual cases of operations and also upon the results of legal 
action that nonnally detennine the liability of the offender or spiller. There are. 
however. no provisions for damages claimed by a Third Party. 

4.1.4 InventorY of pollution control measures 

The ownership. type and location of oil containment. recovery and clean-up equipment and 
materials are shown in Table 8. 

4.2 Other contingency plans 

On a national scale. there are existing arrangements among oil companies and barging 
contractors on their respective contributions in tenms of manpower. equipment and financial 
resources in the event of an oil spill. These arrangements are nonmally site-specific and are as 
follows: 

- the Mutual Aid Agreement on oil spills along Pasig River and other areas arising from the 
operational scope of the Pandacan Tenninal; 

- the Memorandum of Agreement among oil companies on an oil spills co-operative for Poro. 
Bacolod. Iloilo and Davao; and 

- the Standing Agreement among oil companies and barging companies operating in the laguna 
lake area to pool resources in the event of an oil spill in the lake. 

There is an existing sub-regional arrangement among the Governments of Indonesia. Malaysia 
and the Philippines on the fonnation of a Co-operative Network for Oil Spill Countenneasures in 
the lombok/Makassar Straits and the Sulawesi Sea. This involved. among others. the stockpiling of 
oil pollution control equipment in Davao in 1984. The facilities are to be utilized in training 
exercises and are for deployment in case of an oil spill in the lombok~kassar Straits and the 
Sulawesi Sea. 
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Table 8. Ownership, type and location of oil containment, recovery and clean-up 
equipment and materials in the Philippines 

1. luzon Stevedoring Corporation (tUSTEVECO) 

a) Port Area ~nila Salvage Office 

1,000 ft boon 
2 skinmers 
2 dispersant applicators 
2 VHF portable transceivers for communications 

b) Pandacan Tenninal (~nila) 

2 80 ft booms 
1 VHF portable transceiver 

c) Batangas City Tenninal 

2 15 ft dispersant booms with 6 nozzles each 
1 drum Gamosol oil dispersant 
2 VHF portable transceivers for communication 

d} Limay. 8ataan Tenninal 

5 drums Core~it dispersant 
l dispersant applicator 
2 VHf portable transceivers for communication 

e) Subic Naval Base 

2. 000 ft boon 
1 skinmer 
1 oil/water separator 
1 oil transfer pump 

2. taltex (Philippines) Inc. 

a) Pandacan Tenninal (~nila) 

2 2 1/2 dispersant pick-up tubes or eductors 
2 drums Corexit dispersant 
1 1 1/2 dispersant pick-up tube or eductor 
5 drums oil dispersant 
1 Portable Oil Recovery System consisting of slurp, pump water/oil separator 
1 portable storage tank and hoses 
500 ft •Hutchinson• oil barrier boom, 12 inch 

b) Batangas RefinerY (San Pascual, Batangas) 

1 oil barrier boon, 1, 500 ft 
20 druMS dispersant, Jansolv, BG-1100 and Corexit 
1 motor boat, 20 ft, fiber-glass 
2 Soxal Standard Oil Skimmers 
1 truck load of hay 
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Table 8 (cont'd). 

30 sacks of corn cobs 
4 hand sprayers for dispersants 
2 2 l/2 dispersant pick-up tubes or eductors 
1 deballast tank, 20,000 bbl capacity 
2 air-operated floating_ skimming pumps 
2 vacuum pumps and 2 rafts with oil containers 
1 dinghy boat 
5 vehicles with GE panel mounted mobile radios 
3 units portamobil radios 
4 units walkie-talkies 
11 message rates (receiver only) 
100 drums non-toxic oil dispersant 
1 pollution control and fire boat equipped with 500 gpm pump, capable of carrying 15-20 

people and pulling 1,500 ft of 12-inch oil barrier boom and spraying dispersants on oil 
spills. 

5 100 ft straw booms 

3. Philippine Shell Petroleum Corporation 

a) Pandacan Tenminal (~nila) 

1 Michael Lighter equipped with diesel pump, 2 sprayers and surface breakers for the 
application of Shell Dispersant LT (Low Toxicity) 

14 drums Shell Dispersant (LT) 

b) Tabangao Refinery (Batangas City) 

1 floating ~ (plastic), 500 ft 
1 floating skimmer with 100 ft hose 
28 drums Shell Dispersant (LT) 
5 portable dispersant sprayers 
8 eductor (air/water driver) 
2 ballast container with pump (fixed at jetty) 
2 mobile radio sets 
1 raft wit~ submersible pump 

Absorbents 
Fire ~ and hoses 

Pandacan Tel"''linal (~nila) 

1 •Gamlet• floating boom barrier (300 ft) 
1 oil skimmer, 150 GPM x 75 ft with 10 ft discharge hose, electric motor driver (explosion 

proof) 
1 oil skimmer, 300 GPM, air driven ~ 
1 monitoring, Cannon type wheel used for spraying dispersant 
8 2 1/2 portable branchpipes with variable inductors for spraying dispersant 
2 drums, Corexit dispersant 
10 sacks, absorbent, Tinilate Perlit (GA-2) 
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Table 8 (cont'd). 

5. Petrophil Pandacan Tenninal 

60 driJIIS Corexlt 7664 dispersant 
1 ~rathon Hose (4 inches x 500 ft) 

6. Bataan Refining Corporation 

1 Kawa-kah Boom, 2000 ft 
15 drums Corexit 7664 dispersant 

7. Philippine Petrole001 Corporation 

a) Pililla 

1 electric driven oil skimmer 
2 spill booms 270ft long with 12 inch skirt 
2 motorized bancas (contracted) 
1 spare spill boom, 270 ft long (with LSCO) 
1 100 ft sk inmer discharge hose 
8 walkie-talkies (used inside the refinery only) 
1 telephone (shore mounted) 
(Hay available) 

b) Sucat Tenninal, Sucat, Muntinlupa, Rizal 

1 electric motor driven oil skimmer, floating saucer type 
1 spill boom, 125 ft long with 12 inch skirt 
I. motorized banca (contracted) 

On the regional level, the Philippines is a signatory to the ASEAN Contingency Plan and the 
ASCOPE Plan for the Control and Mitigation of ~rine Pollution. 

5. Conclusion 

Marine contanination in the Philippines in tenns of oil could be said to be still in the 
manageable stage. This is manifested in the results of oil measurement activities in coastal 
waters adjacent to major cities and ports in the country. However, this infonnation and the 
effective dispersing capacity of the monsoons should not prevent the authorities from implementing 
a vigorous oil pollution monitoring programme to cover all potential oil pollution sources for the 
purpose of detecting problem areas and demanding action from polluters. One aspect of oil spill 
contingency planning that requires special attention is the need for a revision of the eleven year 
old National Plan. This concerns the following points: 

- updating of infonnation on the available resources, manpower and equipment for oil 
spills; 

- inclusion of new technologies and practices in oil spill control and containment; 

- inclusion of changes in the operating procedures and mechani~ based on current 
conditions; 

- inclusion of provisions for response to offshore oil operations and transfrontier oil 
spills; 
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- inclusion of clear-cut provisions on damage claims and compensation; and 

- consideration of linkages between the Plan and sub-regional/regional arrangements on oil 
spill control entered into by the Philippines. 

Another important aspect of oil pollution control is the effective iq»lementation of the 
Plan. Towards this end, training of the personnel concerned on a regular and continuous basis is 
a must. Said training courses should focus not only on the actual operations in case of a spill 
but also on equipment maintenance and the rehabilitation of oil-pollution damaged ecosystems. In 
as much as contingency planning and response have already taken a regional dimension, regular 
exercises at the national and regional levels should be carried out. 

There also exists the need for strengthening the scientific support for oil pollution 
assessment and control. To date, more information is needed on the appropriate oil pollution 
control and disposal technologies, effects of oil pollutants on tropical organisms and ecosystems, 
methodologies for predicting oil slick transport and dispersion, oil pollution risk analysis and 
rehabilitation of degraded ecosystems. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of a regional marine pollution contingency planning and 
response system is dependent upon the soundness of local/national and sub-regional arrangements as 
well as scientific support. 
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OIL POLLUTION CONTROL "EASURES AND ARRANGE~NTS IN SINGAPORE 

"inistry of the Environment 
40 Scotts Road 
Singapore 0922 

Singapore 

Pollution in Singapore originates either fran land-based sources or fran ships along the 
main shipping lanes. The Port of Singapore Authorlty (PSA) is responsible for coordinating all 
oil spill response and clean-up operations. A nllltler of sensitive or priority areas have been 
identified. Risk of collision or grounding of oil tankers is significantly high at three 
bottlenecks that constrain navigation in Singapore waters. Two major legislative acts ain!d to 
control oil pollution at sea are the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act (1976) and the 
Plerchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act (1981). The Water Pollution Control & Drainage Act and 
Environmental Public Health Act (1981) aim to control oil pollution fran land-based sources. 
Various oil pollution control measures are prescribed. An Oil Spill Response Plan is in force to 
handle all pollution at sea. Singapore also participates in a regional arrangement involving the 
resources of the Tiered Area Response Capabi 1i ty (TARC) Coomi ttee as well as subscribes to a 
Tripartite Agreement with ~laysia and Indonesia to cormat oil spills in the Straits of Plalacca 
and Singapore. She is also a party to the ASEAN Contingency Plan and expects to accede to ~RPOL 
73/79 in 1989. 

1. Introduction 

In a world that is dependent on oil as an energy source and raw material for a host of 
petrochemicals, it is not surprising that oil pollution of the sea poses a real and significant 
problem. Oil being a complex mixture of hydrocarbons, some of which are toxic, can cause severe 
environmental and economic damage when discharged into the ocean in large quantities. 

It is estimated that 5-10 million tonnes of oil is discharged into the world's oceans 
every year. The main sources of discharge are: 

( i ) Cargo tank washings; 

(ii) Bilge pumping (ships other than tankers); 

(iii) In-port oil losses; 

(iv) Offshore oil and petroleum production; 

(v) Accidents or grounding of tankers; 

(vi) Natural seepage; 

(vii) Coastal facilities (e.g., refineries, tenainals,etc.); and 

(viii) River and urban run-off (land-based sources). 

Although it is reported that oil discharges fn. sea-based sources amount to about 46' of 
the estimated toul discharge as compared to 44S frail land-based sources, it is generally 
recognized that the impact of a single incident of a large spillage fro~~ a sea-based source (e.g., 
a tanker accident) can be far greater than those fn:a land-based sources. 
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In Singapore, the Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) is responsible for coordinating all 
oil spill response and clean-up operations of spillages that occur in the sea. The PSA maintains 
a continuous surveillance over the coastal waters to ensure that there are no unauthorized 
discharges and to alert all parties when an oil sllck is sighted. To assist the PSA, oil 
C<lq)anies and tugboat owners are required by law to maintain a mininun level of anti-pollution 
equipment stockpile and materials. A supplementary stockpile of equipment and materials has been 
required by the oil companies to handle oil spills on a regional basis of up to 10,000 tonnes of 
oil. This stockpile is presently being funded by five major oil companies in Singapore, viz., 
British Petroleum, Caltex, Esso, ~bil and Shell. 

2. Extent of problem in Singapore and susceptible areas 

Singapore has no off-shore oil exploration and production facilities because there is no 
crude oil. There are, however, major oil refineries and industries. Oil being the main source of 
energy, substantial quantities of it are transported in the seas around Singapore. Seaborne cargo 
throughput the PSA gateway and Jurong Port in 1986 totalled 44 million t. Nlllt>er of ship 
arrivals during the period was more than 33,350, totalling 324.6 million gross registered tons. 
On any one day, there are about 600 ships in port. 

The proximity of the major sea lanes used by oil tankers travelling between the Middle 
East .oil producing countries and the Far East oil consuming countries further aggravates the risk 
of occurrence of an oil spill. 

Thus the marine oil pollution problem can be broadly grouped into two major areas: 

(i) Pollution from sources within the territory of Singapore (including land-based 
sources); and 

(ii) Pollution from ships along the main shipping lanes. 

Being a small island republic, practically the whole shoreline of the main island and 
offshore islands is susceptible to damage caused by an oil spill. A nunner of sensitive or 
priority areas have been identified as follows: 

(i) Power stations' cooling water intake points; 

(ii) Recreational beaches and parks; 

(iii) Oil installations' cooling water intake points; 

(iv) Wharfs and anchorages areas; and 

(v) Aquaculture/fish fanms. 

There are three bottlenecks that constrain navigation in Singapore waters. The closest 
and worst of these is between Raffles lighthouse, Peak Island and the surrounding Indonesian 
islands. The channels are narrow with sharp bends challenging the skills of ship masters. The 
western bottleneck is between Tanjong Piat and the Karimun Island and the eastern one is located 
at the approaches to the Horsbrug Lighthouse between the south-eastern coast of the Johore Straits 
and the Bintan Island of Indonesia. The risk of collision or grounding of oil tankers in these 
sites is significantly high. 

3. Legislation on oil pollution 

There are two major regulating acts which the government can enforce to control oil 
pol'lution of the sea, namely: 

(i) The Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act, 1976 (Cap 243) 
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(ii) The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, 1981 (Cap 180) 

The 1976 legislation makes it a criminal offence to discharge oil or mixtures containing 
oil into the sea indiscriminately and stipulates preventive measures against pollution. The 
maximum penalty for the indiscriminate discharge of oil Jr mixtures containing oil is Singapore 
$500,000 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or both. 

The 1981 legislation holds the owner of the ship that causes an oil spill to be liable for 
any danage caused by the spill and for all costs incurred as a result of pollution abatement 
measures taken against it. It further requires that all ships carrying a bulk cargo of more than 
2,000 tonnes of oil must be covered by insurance against liability for oil pollution. 

The PSA and the marine police carry out surveillance patrols of the Singapore territorial 
waters. Any offender caught shall be either fined or prosecuted, depending on the seriousness of 
the offence. 

The 1976 Regulation requires oil companies and tugboat owners to maintain a minimum level 
of oil spill cOI!Oating equipment and dispersants and ·to render any services or assistance that may 
be required of them. 

The use of dispersants is also governed ~ •egislation. Only dispersants which could meet 
the specified criteria of dispersion capacity, flash point, biodegradability, toxicity and maximum 
content of total aromatic and halogenated hydrocarbons are allowed to be used. 

The main legislative acts for the control of oil pollution from land-based sources are: 

(i) The water Pollution Control and Drainage Act, Chapter 348 

(ii) The Environmental Public Health Act, ~987 

The water Pollution Control and Drainage Act and the Environmental Public Health Act are 
enforced by the Ministry of the Environment while the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act is 
enforced by the PSA. 

4. Control measures 

At source, preventive and control measures are important to reduce the risk of oil spillage 
or to minimize oil discharge into the sea. The oil industry and. the PSA prescribe the following 
measures: 

(i) Implementation of IMO-adopted routing system for the Straits of ~lacca and 
Singapore; 

(ii) Provision of slop reception and disposal facilities; 

(iii) Restrictions on ship-to-ship transfer of oil at night; 

(iv) Use of segregated ballast tanks; 

(v) Use of on-board oil-water separator; 

(vi) Improved oil terminal facilities; 

(vii) Crew training and improved operation; 

(viii) Better tanker design; and 
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(ix) Adoption of LOT (load On Top) and COW (Crude Oil Washing) procedures. 

S. Oil spill response plan 

Preventive measures can only reduce the risk of an oil spill occurrence but they cannot 
totally eliminate it. An effective response procedure is thus necessary to reduce the potential 
damage. 

The PSA has an emergency response procedure to handle an oi 1 spi 11 at sea. The procedures 
for reporting, canoonication, control, coordination and clean-up are spelled out clearly, the 
objective of which is to respond effectively in as short a time as possible to stop further 
dtscharge of oil and to combat the oil spill so as to prevent it from being washed ashore. The 
decision on how the oil spill should be handled depends on the characteristics of the oil, the 
extent of discharge, and the existing environmental factors. 

Plethods of combating oil spills used in Singapore include mechanical recovery by booming 
and skinming and the use of dispersants. The type of oil involved, weather: and sea conditions, 
and the location of the spill site are factors that determine the method to be eq»loyed. The 
resources that would be mobilized depend on the extent of the oil spill. Tables 1 - S enumerate 
tbe available resources of companies or offices for combating oil spills. 

Additional manpower and vessels from the Ministry of Defense can be mobilized in a major 
oil spill. If the oil hits the shoreline, manpower from the Ministry of Environment would be 
mobilized to clean up the affected beach. To give an indication of the operational cost involved, 
the •fVERGRANO• accident which spilled 400 tonnes of oil took 20 craft, 10,000 gal of dispersant 
and 300 men to work continuously for 180h to contain the damage. 

All oil refineries and shipyards have basic items of spraying equipment, slick booms, 
etc. to control oil pollution within their respective areas. In the event of a major accident, 
the PSA may activate its emergency plan to control the situation. 

'6. Regional arrangement and international conventions 

In addition to the national resources, there is a supplementary stockpile of oil spill 
combating equipment and material belonging to the Tiered Area Response Capability (TARC) Committee 
intended for regional use. The committee, which was set up in 1983, comprises one representative 
each from BP, Caltex, Esso, MObil and Shell. 

To date, the TARC committee has acquired about US$ 2 million of oil spill response 
equipment and material (Table 6). The equipment that could be deployed by sea vessels is kept at 
a salvage company whereas airborne application equipment is stored at an air base. The target set 
by .the TARC committee was to effectively deal with a major oil spill of up to 10,000 tonnes which 
is about the amount of oil that could be released from a damaged wing tank of a very large crude 
carrier or from an offshore production platform. The TARC equipment serves Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Singapore. 

Singapore is also a party to the Tripartite Agreement among Malaysia, Indonesia and 
Singapore where a revolving fund is managed by a committee. This arrangement provides for 
financial assistance to combat an oil spill in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore. The 
Japanese Government similarly provides a revolving fund to ~dcilitate speedy action in combating 
oil spills in the Straits. 

In 1973, the ASEAN Experts Group on Marine Pollution was formed. After a number of 
meetings, an ASEAN Contingency Plan for the control and mitigation of marine pollution was 
formulated with the following basic objectives: 

(i) effective reporting to alert member countries; 
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(ii) keeping each other up-to-date on individual antipollution capabilities; and 

(iii) rendering mutual assistance in combating pollution, wherever possible. 

The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, which was adopted 
by the IPIO during the International Conference on Marine Pollution in 1973, was subsequently 
modified by the Protocol of 1978, and is now known as JIIIARPOL 73178. Singapore is drafting 
legislation to incorporate the requirements stipulated in the said convention. 

7. Programmes on oil pollution : conclusion 

There are various programmes and support programmes on oil spill control in the East Asian 
Seas (and other regions) developed by UN bodies, the oil industry and governments. If these 
programmes can be coordinated and clearly spelled out, much more can be achieved. 

Table 1. List of anti-pollution equipment in Singapore 

1. BP REFINERY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

Equipment: 

"Komara" hydraulically operated oil recovery skimmer 
Launch fitted with 100 gpm water plfiiP, eductor and spraying equipment 
Contractor launch 

3 Dispersant spray plfiiPS with spray guns and spray booms 
12 Knapsack sprayers 
300m "Whittaker• barrier boom 
3 Portable VHF radios with frequency of 150.50 ~z 

2. CALTEX (ASIA) LTD. 

Equipment: 

500m oi 1 boom •s1 ickbar MK 9" 
1 Steel launch "Tristar• fitted with one 500 gpm fire plfiiP and 818 1 dispersants carried in 

both wing 'tanks 
1 •Komara• hydraulic mini-skimmer 
12 20 1 capacity knapsack sprayers 
2 Rotary hand pumps 
1 Jlllegator twin pump set forconcentrated oil dispersant sprays 
2 Pll-70 "Handi-Com" portable VHF transceivers 
2 •shinwa• portable VHF transceivers with direct contact with Port Operations Centre 

3. ESSO SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

Equipment: 

1 Komara skimmer 
1 ~ring boat with high pressure spray booms 
2 Slurp pumps 
12 Knapsack sprayers (10 1 capacity) 
30011 llaerican 80011 Barrier Jlllark II 
2 Portable VHF radios on 155.3 Pllz and 150.5 Jlllz frequency 
3 ~ring 1 aunches 
2 Yokohama fenders (2m x 3.5111) 
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Table 1 (cont'd). 

4. MOBIL OIL SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

Equipment: 

2 Vacu1.111 trucks 
1 Anti-pollution vessel OSPAC - fitted with two booms for spraying dispersants into the sea 
1 Sea truck 
2 Contractor mooring boats 
1 warren spring laboratory dispersant equipment 
1 Komara mini-skimmer 
2 Kebab floating skimmers 
1 Slickskim oil recovery system 
2 Eductors, nozzles and hoses 
12 Knapsack sprayers 
2 Stirrup pllllps 
3 VHF radio sets 
1 Dunlop dracon - flexible floating container 

600m slickbar MK-6 and MK-9 series 
1 Portable dispersant eductor system for spraying dispersants into the sea 

5. SHELL EASTERN PETROLEUM PTE. LTD. 

Equipment: 

65 Knapsack sprayers 
6 "Slurp" skimmers complete with 2 "Wilden" PliiiPS 
2 "Aane" floating skimmers 
1 Komara mini-skimmer 
1 Spiltrol harbour skimmer 
1 Dunlop dracone (5000 gal capacity) 
1800 ft Bennett oil boom 
1000 ft Sobar oil boom 
20,000 ft Conwed absorbent blanket 
3 sets (spare) WSL offshore dispersant spray equipment 
2 sets (spare) WSL inshore dispersant spray equipment 
8 walkie talkie radios (150.50 MHz) 
2 Harbour tugs fitted with WSL offshore dispersant spray equipment and tankage for 16,000 

1 dispersant 
2 Mooring boats fitted with WSL inshore dispersant spray equipment and tankage for 1,800 1 

dispersant 

6. SINGAPORE REFINING CO. PTE. LTD. 

Equipment: 

3 Mooring boats 
1 Speed boat 
1 Vacullll truck 
13 Knapsack sprayers (20 1 capacity) 
2 Portable motorised dispersant spray pllllps (96 1/min) 
1 Eductor with hoses 
1 Rotary hand pump 
1 Komara mini-skimmer with hydraulic set 
2 VHF/FM portable walkie talkies (150-50 MHz) 
58()n "Kappa" boom (24") with zipper connections 
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Table 1 (cont'd). 

1. PORT OF SINGAPORE AUTtllRITY 

a. Oil Recovery Craft: 

EC 1 - with fixed oil skimming device and ancillary oil spill control equipment 
free running speed - 1 kn 
oil skimming speed - 2 to 4 kn 
oil collecting rate - 1~/h/mm oil thickness 
storage capacity - 50 t 
dispersant tank - 1230 1 

EC 1 -2 units komara oil skimming device 
EC 8 oil recovery rate - 10 t/h/skimmer 

EC 7A, -barges with storage capacity for recovery 
EC 8A recovered oil - 10,986 1/barge 

b. Appliances: 

1) Craft 

11 Voith Schneider Tugs 

VST l 
VST2 
VST 3 
VST 4 

5 T-Class Tugs 

Tant>at 
Tegoh 
Tekun 
Tenaga 
Ternan 

2) Land Units 

Victory (VS) 
Vigilant (V6) 
Valiant (V7) 
Vanguard (V8) 

6 Fire units with ~jor pumps 
5 Portable pumps 
1 Emergency tender 

c. Equipment: 

4 50m inflatable oil booms 
2 50m NTrygve Thune" oi 1 booms (TT) 
20 16m Bennett oil booms 
12 t Trailer with ancillary equipment 
15 units FB 5X - self-inducing type 
10 units Technoma sprayer pump - ~nual 

20 units Stirrup pump - ~nual 

5 Rotary pumps (~nual transfer pump) 
5 Inductors 
20 Shovels 
9 Rakes 

Valour (V9) 
Vertex (VlO) 
Viking (Vll) 

1 Fire Boat 

API API 



Table 1 (cont 'd). 

10 Changkols 
26 •Punkis" (rattan baskets) 
15 Plastic containers 
12 Pails 
150 Gunny sacks 
12 •"iracle• lights 
1 25 HP Johnson Outboard Engine 
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8 sets of spray boom for VST 1, 2, 3 and 4; and VB 
(Vanguard), V9 (Valour), VlO (Vertex) and Vll 
(Viking) - 3m span 

12 or .. openers 
3 sets dr.-a sling 
1 set spray boom for Api Api - 3111 span 
1 set spray boom for vs Tugs - 3.6m span 
2 units ~ruyama super pump sprayer 

d. Radio Communications: 

All launches and Fire and Safety Department vehicles fitted with VHF radio sets 

5 sets walkie Talkie 

e. Chemical Dispersant: 

1) PSA Dispersant Stock 

Tug Victory 
Tug Valiant 
Tug Vi ligant 
VSTl 
VST 2 
VST 3 
VST 4 
EC 1 
Pasir Panjang Fire Station 

-9,100 1 
9,100 1 
1,000 1 
1,000 l 
1,000 1 
1,000 1 
1,000 1 
1,230 1 

200 1 

56,730 1 

2) Dispersant stock on consignment to PSA 

Api Api 
Tug Vanguard 
Tug Valour 
Tug Vertex 
Tug Viking 
Tug Tekun 
Tug Tenaga 
Tug Tambat 
Base 

4,000 1 
9,000 1 
9,000 1 
9,000 1 
9,000 1 

400 1 
400 1 
400 1 

6,000 1 

47,200 1 
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Table 1 (cont'd). 

3) Dispersant stock held by supplier 
Messrs. Chemutreat Pte. ltd. (Telephone- 7470211) 

Emergency Stock 
On receipt of order (every 2 hours) 

Name 

Mr. Harry Yeo 
Mr. Albert Yeo 
Mr. Willie Yeo 
Mr. Ron Yeo 
Mr. Siow Weng Kiong 
Mr. Peter Loh 
Mr. Mohd Nor bin Buang 

8. SEMBAWANG SHIPYARD LTD. 

Equipnent: 

2 Mooring launches 
1 Portable fire pump 
400-ft long "Bennet" oi 1 boom 
2 FB 5 lE 
2 10 1 knapsack sprayers 

30,000 1 
20,000 1 

Residence 
Tel. No. 

474950 
4797723/629834 
671552 
7692407 
4467362 
660937 
7763875 
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Table 2. Stocks of dispersant in Singapore 

OIL COPWANIES 

1. BP Refinery Singapore Pte. ltd. 

10,000 1 BP-llOOX 

BP Singapore Pte. ltd. 

6,000 1 BP-llOOX 
2,000 1 BP-llOOWD concentrate 

Replenishmentsof BP-llOOX and BP-llOOWD (dispersant concentrate) are available from BP Sales 
Stock in Jurong. 

2. Caltex (Asia) Ltd. 

2,418 1 BP-llOOX 
2, 000 1 Chemk 1 een Osda-NY 
800 1 BP-llOOWO concentrate dispersant which can be diluted to 10 times making a total of 
8,000 1 

3. Esso Singapore Pte. Ltd. 

10,000 1 dispersant (Corexit 8667/9517) 

4. ~bil Oil Singapore Pte. ltd. 

2,000 1 BP-llOOWD concentrate dispersant which can be diluted to 10 times making a total of 
20,000 1 

5. Shell Eastern Petroleum Pte. ltd. 

70,000 1 Shell SDLTX dispersant 

6. Singapore Refining Co. Pte. ltd. 

9,693 1 Seac1ean 
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Table 3. Suppliers of dispersant and equipment in Singapore 

Firm 

Chemitreat Pte. ltd. 
131 Kallang Way 2 
Singapore 1334 

Tel. 7470211 

Neos Chemical (S) Pte. ltd. 
35 Gul Drive, Jurong 
S i ngapore 2262 

Tel. 2641277/2657758 

Vecom Singapore Pte. ltd. 
No. 6 Third lok Yang Road 
Singapore 2262 

Tel. 2652801/2653262 

Gamlen (Australasia) 
Pty. ltd. 
Units 15-16, Block 6 
55 Ayer Rajah Road 
Singapore 0513 

Tel. 7759229/7753015 

Rochem Singapore Pte. ltd. 
c/o Singapore Warehouse Co. 
Block B, Unit BG 5 
Ground Floor 
60 Martin Road 
Singapore 0923 

Tel. 2355692 

LIST OF SUPPLIERS 

Stock 

250 X 200 1 
dr....s Chemkleen 
OSDA-NY 

80,000 1 
NEOS AB3000 

3,000 1 
VECC»t B 1425 Gl 

4 airdriven 
spraying p~s 

20,000 1 
OSR-LT 

20,000 1 oil 
spill dispersant; 
2,000 1 oil 
spi 11 dispersant 
concentrate (10%/ 
90S water) 

sufficient 
concentrate to 
locally blend 
further 20,000 l 

Officer on call 

fllr. Harry Yeo 
fllr. Wi 11 ie Yeo 
fllr. Ron Yeo 
"r. Peter loh 
fllr. A 1 bert teo 
fllr. Ptogd Norb Buang 
Company's Quarters 
("r. W.K. Siow) 

fllr. S. Iwagi shi 
fllr. Y. Amada 
fllr. Bob lee 

"r. P. T. levitt 
fllr. A.J. Kraayeveld 
fllr. Seah Hang Kim 

fllr. ".s. Baveja 
fllrs. C. Gribben 
"r. James Tay 

fllr. C.R. Clifton 
fllr. p. Wee 
fllr. s. Leong 
fllr. C.B. Chua 

Residence 
Tel. No. 

4749750 
671552 
7692407 
660937 
4797723 
7763875 
4467362 

4691736 
2351071 
2203892 

7774639 
670353 
2712033 

2544041 
4813172 
4445570 

2826409 
413105 
2709193 
7777768 
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Table 4. List of salvage contractors in Singapore 

1. Finn: 

Singapore Salvage Engineers 

Tel. 77535972/7759919/7757653 
Tlx. RS23287 AERTIN 

Equipment: 

Pyrene FB Foam making and Chubb Fire Security - 8 sets 

N~~~~erous deck cargo and oil tank barges, floating cranes barge and variety of diesel and 
electrical submersible pumps 

About 100 drums of oil dispersant 

2. Finn: 

Smit International SEA Pte. Ltd. 

T e 1. 2229866 
Tl•. RS23456 SALVORS 

iEquipment: 

Salvage tugs/vessels: Storage barge: 

SPliT SINGAPORE 6000 HP EASTERN SALVOR 
SPI IT PIAN I LA 6000 HP 1\q>le stock 
PIISSISSIPPI 4000 HP Chemk 1 een OS DA-N 
ORINOCO 4000 HP 
HUDSON 4000 HP Barges: 
SPliT PIUARA 1800 HP 
SPliT BALI 1200 HP CEBO GIANT 
SPliT PIALACCA 400 HP SPliT BREEZE 

Floating sheerlegs: 

SPliT CYCLONE 
SPI IT PIONSOON 
SPliT TYPHOON 

500/lOOOt lifting capacity 
400t lifting capacity 
250t lifting capacity 

3. Finn: 

Selco (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 

Tel. 2650177 (20 lines) 
2650692 (emergencies only) 

Tlx. RS21964/21352/23393 
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Table 4 (contd'). 

Equipment: 

Numerous deck cargo/oil tank barges (195 t DWT to 3,000 t DWT) 

Several salvage tugs penmanently fitted with pollution dispersant spraying equipment 

Salviper (2600 IHP) 

Salviking (2750 IHP) 

Salvenus (5500 IHP) 

Floating cranes up to 300 M.T. capacity 

Wide variety of diesel and electrical submersible pumps with capacity up to 1000 ~/h each 

Portable inert gas generator 1000 ~/h capacity for inerting vessel compartments 

2850 ft Sobar Inshore Oil Boom (36•) 

6 Nos Yokohama/Dunlop pne~~~~atic fenders (2750 nm 0 lO.OOn long) for use in ship-to-ship 
transfer operations 

Oil cargo hoses (various sizes) complete with fittings 

Two Nos STOPS hydraulically driven submersibles, oil cargo discharge pump systems c/w hoses, 
power units, etc. for pumping oil, slops or bunkers from damaged tankers 
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Table 5. List of contract clean-up services in Singapore 

ESSO SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

Contractor: Through Esso Singapore Pte. Ltd. 
San Centre, Chin Swee Road 
Singapore 0316 

~. Kong On Let 

"r. Loo Teong Heng 

Office Tel. No. 7339100 
ext 4437 
Office Tel. No. 7339100 
ext 4345 

MOBIL OIL SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

Contractor: R.A. Kunju and Co. 
87G, Block 66 
Yung Kuang Road 
Singapore 2261 

T e 1. 2656282 

30 labourers during nonmal office hours 
20 labourers on 24 hours' notice 

Loh Chwee Chew Co. 
125 Telok Ayer Street 
Singapore 0106 

Tel. 2228022 (Office) 
2729896 (Residence) 

10 men on short notice 
20 men on 24 hours'notice 

VECOM SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

6 Third Lok Yang Road 
Singapore 2262 

Tel. 2652801/2653262 

6 labourers on short notice 
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Table 6. List of TARC equipment 

Type Planufacturer Quantity 

Multi-purpose hydraulic PHAROS MARINE 6 
power packs - "PH 35" 

Viscous material/debris VIK{lltA 2 
skimmers - "Seawoolf" 

Light/medium oil skimmers VIK{lltA 2 
- "Seaskimmer so• 

Light/medium oil PHAROS MARINE 2 
skimmers - "GT 185• 

Shi~unted sweeping MARFLEX 2 
ann skimmers -
Plarflex Type s• 

Dispersant spray sets: FRANK AYLES 6 
•spillspray• Boatspray 

Dispersant spray set: BIEGERT 1 
aerial delivery -
Hercules 130 ale 

Dispersant spray sets: TRANS LAND 3 
aerial delivery -
helicopter 

Oil boom. open sea - AB TRO I LBOOit 20 X 6Qn 
•Troi 1 boom 1 . 5m heavy SYSTE..S 
duty• 

ShiP-to-ship transfer FRNI) 2 sets 
PIIIIP systems 

Collapsible oil/ FASTANK 10 
debris tanks 

Flexible storage tanks. DUNLOP 10 
dispersant - 500 IG 

Transportable EB COiftJNICATIONS 10 
Communications Unit -
satellite communications 

Dispersant Type 3 - VOC SHELL 500 drums 
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OIL POLLUTION CONTROL PlEASURES AND ARRANGEMENTS IN THAILAND 

Office of the National Envirornent Board 
6011 Soi Pracha s._.,un 4 

Alima VI Road 
Baftlkok 10400, Thai land 

Thailand is now becoming an oil and gas producing country such that oil spill incidents 
have become conmonplace. Existing regulations that deal witb the oil spill problems are the law 
on Navigation, Petrole1111 Act, Shipbreaking Regulations, and the National Envirornental Quality 
Act. Both the private and government sectors try to cope with oil spills. The Industrial 
Envirornent Safety Group (IESG) combines the effort of the major petroletlll companies in combating 
oil spills. The National Environment Board (NEB) draws the guidelines for the prevention or 
abatement of oil pollution which are directly tnplemented by the Harbor Department (til). 

A National Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP) has been approved for inplementation for six 
years, effective •987. Its major components include the a011in1strative frameworlt, procedures and 
communication, combating strategy and equipment inventory/distribution. 

The NOSCP is also supplemented by oil spill-related projects such as the Oil Spill ~1. 
with financial assistance from the Canadian goverrnent (CIM), and the Envirornental Iqaact 
Assessment (EIA) Approach specifically with respect to tankers. Present administrative and 
management problems related to oil spills are expected to be solved by the NOSCP. 

1. Introduction 

Thailand has a total coastline of about 2,600 lcM which is very inportant to the nation's 
econc~~qy and the people's welfare. Tt. area is rich in natural resources including fisheries, 
coral beds, mangrove forests, recreational areas, and mineral deposits. However, the rapid 
increase in population and h~~~~an activities along the coastal areas has resulted in the 
degradation of these valuable natural resources. litith Ule Royal Thai Government's (RTG) growing 
concern with the rational utilization of marine resources and protection of the 111rine 
enviro.-..ent, cOtttinuing efforts have been made to conduct an inventory of natural resources, 
~Nmitor the marine erwirofllllent and determine the effects of h~~~~an populations and activtttes c. 
t"-. 

During the last Hcades cons....,tiOR a• transportation of crude oil and oil products have 
increased considerably. Furthei"IIOre, ThailaRCI is now aa oil and gas producing country such that 
oil spill accidents, concaaitant with oil exploration, hawe becale a source af Mlrine pellution, 
apart fn. causes due to discharge of industrial and cc.unity waste water. 
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The RTG has deemed it necessary to strengthen precautions on a national level to overc0111e 
the damages of oil pollution. A National Oil Spill Contingency Plan is being considered to 
~ent and comat oil pollution. 

2. Sources of oil contamination and incidents of oil pollution 

Oil contamination of marine waters in Thailand may originate from the following sources: 

2. 1 Tanker and ship transportation 

The monthly traffic of international tanker and ship vessels, including coastal tankers, is 
estimated to include a total of 308 vessels. When the proposed Chabang Deep Sea Port and Map Ta 
Phut Deep Sea Port in the Eastern Sea Board Area begin to operate, the number of vessels landing 
on both parts is estimated to be in the order of about 180 and 151 vessels/mo, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the ~hipping routes in Thai waters. 

2.2 Refineries 

Three oil refineries are presently in operation in Thailand, namely, Thai Oil Refinery 
(TORC), Esso Refinery and Bang Chark Refinery (Fig. 2). These refineries are located near river 
mouths or along the coastal shore and are involved in the ~rtation of crude oil from the Pliddle 
East, China and ASEAN countries which later on is shipped to Bangkok and other parts of the 
country in refined fonm. The amount of crude oil delivered to the refineries at Si Racha varies 
from 270,000 to 300,000 t/mo and at Bangkok from 230,000 to 360,000 tlmo. Transportation of crude 
oil is nonmally via 60 and 90 MOWT tankers, except to the Chao Phraya River where smaller vessels 
(5,000 DWT barge) are used due to the draft liwritation of the river. 

2 .• 3 Oi 1 •pots 

NuMerous oil depots lie along the Chao Phraya River and other rivers in southern Thailand. 
Loading and unloading of oil products, which are intensified in these areas, are risky resulting 
in incidents of spillage during handling and collision of vessels. 

2.;4 Oil exploration in the gulf and continental shelf 

With the rapid increase of oil/gas exploration in Thailand the probability of oil spills in 
the marine environment is increased. However, no such incident has been reported so far. 

2;5 Shipbreaking industrY 

This is one major source of oil pollution because of oil spills associated with the 
demcilishing processes of the said industry. The lone shipbreaking industry is located in the 
Upper Gulf; however, the Eastern Sea Soard Comnittee has recently prohibited its operation there 
and recomnended its translocation to the east and south of Thailand. 

2.6 Other sources 

The discharge of waste water and oily waste from fishing boats and industries constitutes 
another source of oil pollution. 

SeYeral incidents involving oil spills have been recorded for the past ten years 
(Table 1). Plost of them were the result of accidental discharge or sinking of a cargo ship during 
accidental collisions between tankers or ships. 
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BANGKOK 

Bangkok Refinery 

Chao Ptraya River 

Ko Sichonq 

0 

LEGEND RAYONG 
0 

EtQ_ Refinery r Ko Somer 

® Oil Jetty Terminal o Ko Somoeson 

GULF OF THAILAND 

Fig. 2. Oil refineries and oil jetty tenminals 



Date/Location of 
the incidents 

1973; Sattahip Port 

April 10, 1974; near 
the Chao Phraya River 
flllouth 

May 29, 1917 

Apri 1 16, 1978; 
Chao Phraya River 
flllouth 

1979; near Ko Sichang 

July 5, 1981 

November 1985; 
Chao Phraya River 
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Table 1. Record of major oil spill incidents in Thailand 

Causes of the 
incidents 

Fire accident of a Thai 
coastal tanker 

Accidental collision between 
a Thai coastal tanker 
"VISAHAKIT" and a ~xican 
tanker "TOLVIA" 

Accidental collision between 
a Thai coastal tanker 
"VACHIRA" and a Japanese ship 

Accidental discharges from 
a cargo ship "DELTA SIGMA PI" 

Sinking of a tanker 
"SUNFLOWER" 

Sinking of a cargo ship 
"GOTA GAJA" 

Accidental discharges from 
a cargo ship (unidentified) 

Amount of oil 
released (1) 

no record 

2,234,400 

300,000 

no record 

no record 

no record 

1 km wide 
2 an thick 

Remarks 

Damaged the fishery 
resources at Samutprakar 
Province 

Spi 11 age of oil 

Spillage of oil and 
dispersant 

3. National development plan for regional management of oil pollution 

The RTG has prepared a regional development plan essential for guiding c011111.1nity and 
industrial growth in the future, in a manner consistent with the country's natural resource base. 
At present, two regional development projects, namely, the Eastern Seaboard Development Project 
(ESB) and the Songkhla Lake Basin Planning Study (SLB), are being il!1)1emented in Thailand. These 
projects aim to develop an integrated coastal zone management plan suitable for each designated 
area. Locations of these development projects are shown in Figure 3. 

The ESB Project is located along the eastern shore of the Upper Gulf plus an extension 
along the coastline of Rayong province. Two refineries, three marine tenminals, and several other 
industries have been located along the coast, plus a n&Jd)er of important beach resorts including 
Pattaya. The SLB planning study represents a different approach from ESB. The approach to ESB 
planning was primarily economic development, with limited attention to the environmental 
parameter, with the detailed RE~ being produced as a second step of the study. 

For the SLB, located in the southeastern part of Thai land, both the economic and 
environmental parameters are established by the tei"'IIS of reference (TOR) for the study as equal 
and integral aspects of the overall planning process. The SLB planning study, being administered 
jointly by (NESOB) the National Economic and Social Develop~~ent Board and NEB, is Thailand's first 
use of the "Economic-cum-Environmental" approach to regional planning. Thus the SLB project will 
produce a Regional Environmental Plan along with a Natural Resources Development Plan and a 
Socio-Economic Development Plan as integrated outputs. 
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4. Oil pollution control legislation 

The existing regulations that deal directly or indirectly with the oil spill problem are 
found in various acts, such as: 

4.1 Law on navigation 

The main intent of this law is to ensure a safe ship traffic in Thai waters. Section 204, 
e.g., states that ~No discharge of petroleum whether mixed with water or not shall be permitted 
into the harbor or river from any tank ship or licensed premises.• 

4.2 Petroleum Act 

This act aims to regulate petroleum operations, including the exploration, production, 
storage, transport, sale or disposal of petroleum. Certain provisions of the Act are concerned 
with the protection of the marine envirornent, such as: 

Section 74, which states that ~in conducting petroleum operations in offshore areas, the 
concessionaire shall not cause any unjustifiable interference with navigation, aviation, the 
conservation of the living resources of the sea, or scientific researches, and shall not undertake 
any operation which hinders the laying of submarine cables or pipelines or cause damage to the 
submarine cables or pipelines.• 

Section 75, which states that ~the concessionaire shall take appropriate measures in 
accordance with good petroleum industry practice to prevent pollution of any place by oil, mud or 
any other substances and shall take immediate action to combat such pollution, if accident occurs.• 

4.3 Shipbreaking regulations 

Local harbor masters are empowered to require the observance of the following measures on 
the part of operators of the shipbreaking industry: 

- provision of net and other equipment to contain left-over material of shipbreaking, as 
well as transfer of these materials by such means that do not involve throwing in water; 

-adequate provision of fire-fighting equipment, oil dispersant, and other oil-combating 
equipment; 

- provision of a •Gas Free System• to avoid explosion; 

- clearing of all tanks in ships to avoid pollution; 

-deployment of permanent booms around the ship to control oil spill within its boundary; 
and 

- strict observance of other relevant laws/regulations. 

4.4 Envirornental Act 

Section 20 of the Envirornental Act states that •if there is an emergency arising from the 
envirornental pollution which, if left unremedied, will be dangerous to life, or will cause 
personal injury or damage to the properties of the people or the state, the Prime "inister shall 
have the power to issue an order prohibiting the person from causing such damage in order to stop 
or reduce the severity of the envirornental pollution.• 
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5. Administrative arrangements and management activities for combating oil spill incidents 

The problem of oil spills in Thailand has received increasing attention from both the RTG 
and private sector. 

The Industry Envirornental Safety Group (IESG), a private voluntary organization, was set 
up in 1970 as a combined effort of the major petroleum companies in Thailand (Fig. 4). The IESG 
aims to provide cooperation and sharing of available resources to combat oil spills. 

Various goverrnent agencies have been assigned responsibilities to cope with the oil spill 
problem, such as the National Environment Board (NEB) and the Harbour Department (HO). The NEB 
provides the recommendations and guidelines, whereas the HD assumes the direct responsibility of 
preventing and abating marine pollution by oil. However, due to the lack of equipment, qualified 
personnel and budget, its task is handicapped. 

To minimize the adverse impact of oil spills, the NEB comnissioned the Asian Institute of 
Technology (AIT) to study the natural conditions affecting the fate and behavior of oil spills in 
Thai waters and prepare a mathematical model for predicting the spread and movement patterns of 
oil spills in the Gulf waters. This model can be used in planning monitoring programs. 

The IESG, which has been operative for more than a decade, has adopted three iqK»rtant 
measures for combating oil spills, viz.: 

5.1 Readiness of physical and personal resources through: 

- monthly inventory of oil spill clean-up equipment, chemicals, fire-fighting equipment, 
etc. and circulation of the result of the inventories to IESG members; 

- assumption of secretarial responsibility by the chainman of each company and provision of 
key personnel for supervision activities of oil spill incidents; and 

-maintenance of an own team by each company to cope with overall operation. 

5.2 Readiness for operation 

- each company notifies the others whenever an oil slick is discovered; 

- each company agrees to assist the others, if requested, furnishing manpower, equipment, 
and materials; and 

- each company infonns the others regarding equipment and supplies available on a day to 
day basis. 

5.3 Operations during emergency 

An oil spill contingency plan has been adopted for the Si Racha area, but the plan is 
insufficient to cope with a major disaster or a particularly complex operation. 

In general, the expenses incurred in combating or abating an oil spill are charged against 
the polluter. However, when the polluter is not clearly identified, the members of the IESG shall 
share the cost of the expenses. The IESG is estimated to spend about 750,000 baht each year on 
this basis. 

Table 2 is a s~.~~~~~ary list of the equipment and chemicals at the disposition of the IESG. 
It will be noted that the capacity of equipment is limited to approximately SO t/h, whereas a 
dispersant is estimated to clean up about 1,500 toil slick. 
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6. Towards a national oil spill contingency plan 

The NEB and HD have been developing plans to help meet the growing demands for better 
regulation of oil transportation and better means of coping with the oil spill problem. 

A national "Committee for Combating and Abatement of Oil Pollution" (CAP) was established 
in 1982 to meet this end. The Committee includes key representatives fran the NEB (Secretary 
General), the HD (Director General) and the private sector. 

!General Committee! 

Esso Shell 

Caltex PTT 

fllobil TORC 

TPTC BPC 

OED TSEP 

! ---
Sriracha Area Bangkok Area South Thailand 

Sub-Committee Sub-Committee Sub-Committee 

Esso TORC Esso Shell Esso Shell 

'PTT TPTC Caltex PTT taltex PTT 

TPTC TPTC fllobi 1 

__ ! __ I __ ! __ _! __ ---
Pakpanang Bandon Songkhla Phuket 

Working Group Working Group Working Group Working Group 

Shell PTT Esso Shell Esso Shell Esso Shell 
PTT PTT fllobi 1 

Fig. 4. Organizational Chart of the Industry Environmental Safety Group 
( IESG) Thai land 



BCP CALTEX 

Table 2. List of oil sp1ll response equip!ftl!nt and chemicals of 
T~lland u of SeptenCier 1986. 

ESSO lllllll PTT SHEll THAI Oil TPTC TSEPCO 
-~----.;. ___________ .... -.;; _______ .:;. ____ .;... _____ ..;;,. ... - ........... ..-.;;;;.__._ ___________ ~_. -----------------------------------------------·-----------------------
1100'1 ( ft) 

!2 

36" 

30" 

24" 

12" 

DISPERSANT 

!2 

COREXIT 

SHEll 

OTHERS 

SPRAY 800'1 

SKII't'IER 
(Unit) 

Slurp Weir 
Skinmer 

Floating 
Skinmer 

Catamaran 
Type 

Skinming 
Barge 

River 
24" • soo ft 

100 ft 
Oi 1 lloal1 

1'1(-1 

Corexlt 
9600 

35 druns 

Back 
Pack 

10 sets 

Slurp Weir 
2 sets 

Corexlt 
7664 

20Dx200 

Oi 1 slick 
Dispersant 
3Dx200 

36" 1000 ft 
30" 500ft 
24" soo ft 
18" 100 ft 
12" 600ft 

Corexlt 
9527 

146 D x 200 

Corexlt 
7664 

16 D x 200 

Corexit 
DC - 5 

7 0 X 20 

Oceangoing 
1 set 

Inshore 
warren 
Spring 
2 sets 

Back Pack 
Sprayers 

13 sets 

5 sets 
Slurp Weir 
Skinmer 

1 set 
Catamaran 

12" 120 ft 

Corexlt 
9527 

8Dx200 

BP-1100 WP 
6 p.ills zs 1 

5 sets 
Back Pack 
Sprayers 

Corexlt 
460x200 

Coast guard 
1Dx200 

Floating 
Skinmer 
16 sets 

25" 
6 8oans 
660ft 

zs· 120 ft 
zs• 480 ft 
zs• 480ft 

Shell 
Dispersant 

(cone.) 
27Dx200 

LTX 
7Dx200 

2 sets of 
spray boans 
fixed on 

flat bottCIIl 
boat 

14 spray guns 

2 sets 
with a 
vacuon 
truck 

36" 400 ft 
hieIng kept 

ESSO 
Refinery 

p.~rt of IESGI 

Corexlt 
9527 

550x200 

lTX shell 
21 0 • 200 

1 set 
Oceangoing 

3 sets 
Jet nozzle 

8 sets 
back p.~ck 

1 set 
Slurp Weir 
Sklnmer 

6 sets 
Floating 
Skinmer 

Shell 
Dispersant 

(cone.) 
10 D x 200 

5 sets 
back 
p.ICk 

-----------------------.----- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ·--------- -·---·---------------

N 
N 
0 



hble 2 (cont'd). 

------·-----------· 

1011: I!Oo\T 
(Unit) 

........ 

OTHERS 

BCP 

Work boat 
Fn:111 Contr. 

1 set 
Hale Type 

~ 

2 sets 
Electric 
l'lotor 
Driven 

3 sets 
Air Camp. 
Electric 

1 unit 
Double 
Dlaphra~ 

p~ 

CALTEX 

1 unit 
3" Air-
Driven 

1 set 
Air Camp. 

1 set 
Dlaph ~ 

1 set 
Sl hiiPll te 

ESSO 

2 wrk 
boats (Contr.) 

1 unit 
Blackmer 

Generator 
1 ll 2 kll 

1 ll 38 kll 

IQIIl PTT 

1 Brlgg 
711' 

SHEll 
--· 

1 Wlboat 

bottCIII 
boats 

5.25 ll 2.25 II 

1 Petter 
Diesel 
E119lne 
511' 

2 plastic 
containers 
fixed on 
wrkboats 

-----····-· ----·----------------------
TRUCK 

(Unit) 

VaCUllll 
Truck 

l'lobll 
Unit 

Oil/Water 
separation 

Tank 
Truck 

VaCUIIII 
Truck 

1 unit 

Oil/Water 
Separator 

VICUIIII 
Truck 
1 unit 

1 !'lobi 1 
unit 

1 oll/vater 
Sys. tank 

truck 

-------------------·---· 

YICUIIII 

truck 

THAI OIL 

1 Wlboat 

2 YICUIII 

trucks 
3xS.-1 
capacity 

TPTC TSEPCO 

2 WaCUIII 

trucks cap. 
11,000 1 

~ -



Table 2 (cont 'd). 

taftJIICA
TIOII 

Wlllkle 
hlkle 

B.lnd: 
RAdio F" 

OIL 
ABSORBENT 
(ft) 

ICP CALTEX ESSO IQIIL PTT SHELL 
----------·--------------------------

8 sets 
Citizen 

B.lnd 

Sorb Oil 
311 

19 X 19 
100 pes 

6 sets 

Sorb Oil 
"ini Paks 
• 20ft 
3 sets 

1 set 
Wrigger 

6 sets 
WIT Citizen 

B.lnd 

15 sets 
F" RAdio 

2 sets 
l'lllrlne B.lnd 

5 sets 
lH' RAdio 

Synthetic 
ll'l/Sorb 

Oil "ini 
E 2,300 ft 

2 sets 
(S'klal 

l sets 
(S.tt .. hlp) 

1 Bue 
set 

7 WITs CHS 

10 WITs 
VIIF/M 

At se .. fed 
depots 

THAI OIL TPTC TSEPCO 

--------------
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Two subconmittees were established on an interim basis in 1983. One is responsible for 
developing, implementing and managing a National Contingency Plan (NCP), while the other is 
responsible for drafting laws and regulations concerning the prevention and coot>ating of oil 
pollution. 

In 1984, the NEB assisted the HD in drafting a Na~io~al Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP), 
together with a request for financial assistance from the Danish International Development Agency 
(OANIDA). The final report, which was submitted to the Conmittee on April 15, 1987, contains the 
tenns of reference (Phases I and II) (Annex I) and the reconmendations for oi 1 spill management 
according to the following scheme: 

(a) Administrative framework 

(b) Procedures and conmunication 

(c) Combating strategy 

(d) Equipment inventory and distribution of equipment 

The approved draft plan is quite vast in scope and will involve high investment. Even with 
the Danish government's offer of a soft loan, it was not deemed possible to implement the whole 
plan at the same time. The implementation was, therefore, divided into two phases of 3-years 
duration each, as follows: 

(a) Phase I (1987-1989). With the Upper Gulf of Thailand as the area of high priority, 
activities include improvement of the organizational structure of the responsible 
authority, preparation of manpower, training, and establishment of oil spill bases; and 

(b) Phase II (1990-1992). Extending the operation to the whole of Thai waters. Oil ~pill 
bases shall be established in the Lower Gulf (Songkhla Province) and Andaman coast 
(Phuket Province), as well as in Don Muang Airport, for storage and quick transport of 
equipment and personnel in all 23 coastal provinces. 

1. Oil spill contingency plan-related projects (oil spill model) 

In 1984, the NEB similarly submitted a project for financial assistance by the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIM) entitled "Pollution Prevention and Control P'lanagement 
Systaa for Oily and Hazardous wastes" which is an important tool for the protection of the marine 
environment for oil pollution. 

The completed project, which was submitted on P'larch 5, 1986, has the following 
accomplishments: 

- identification of major problem areas and sources of pollution; 

- advice on methods of preventing pollution; 

- advice on methods of mitigating the effects of oil pollution; 

- advice on methods of controlling clean-up and disposal of oil and hazardous materials; 

- detenmination of methods of training personnel to cope with problems; 

- advice on the organizational requirements for a National Oil Spill Contingency Plan; 

- production of a CCJIIPUterized sensitivity lllilpping syste111 (see, e.g •• Sensitivity P'lap of 
Eastern Seaboard Area, Figure S); and 

- assurance of availability of computer harciNare to carry out an ongoing progra~~. 
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It will be noted. however. that the Oil Spill Jlllodel developed is particularly suited for 
the Gulf of Thailand only and cannot be used in other areas like the Andaman Sea. 

8. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) approach to oil pollution control 

The EIA Report. in accordance with the National Environment Quality Act (NEQA) of 1975. as 
amended in 1978. specifies the "Types and Sizes of Projects Requiring Environmental IIJ1)act 
Assessment• and reconmends preventive measures to remedy the adverse effects on environmental 
quality. specifically those caused ~oil tankers. 

The NEB proc 1 ama t ion inc 1 udes conmerc i a 1 ports and harbors wi th berthing capacity for 
vessels greater than 500 t gross weight. The EIA focuses on mitigation measures and monitoring 
programs. thus serving as a management tool for the prevention of environmental degradation 
resulting from oil spill incidents. 

To assist the government and private sectors in the preparation of documents. the NEB has 
published and distributed a ~nual of NEB Guidelines. Among others. these guidelines include: 

- precautions during the loading and unloading of crude oil products; and 

- suggestions to port operators to provide reception facilities that will receive waste 
water from tankers (including ballast and bilge waters) as well as treatment procedures 
within acceptable limits before waste water is discharged in waterways. 

9. Conclusion 

causes: 
Thailand is beset with problems of coping with oil spill management due to the following 

(a) lack of coordination among agencies concerned with the control of pollution fro. 
industrial activities; 

(b) lack of expertise/technical knowledge for the management and control of pollution; 

(c) insufficient equipment to combat oil spills; and 

(d) insufficient budget to combat or abate oil pollution. 

It is expected. however. that upon the implementation of the NOSCP. these problems can be 
solved with the cooperation of various government agencies and the private sector. and aid from 
international agencies. 
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ANNEX I 

Tenns of reference for the preparation of the 
National Oil Spill Contingency Plan in Thailand 

PHASE I (19 January - 15 February 1985): collection of preliminary data and coordination 
with various agencies concerned with preparation of work plans; tenns of reference for phase I as 
follows: 

1. Assess the probability of oil spills in Thai waters. 

2. Recommend priorities on the basis of identification of areas sensitive to oil spill. 

3. Assess available existing resources and equipment. 

4. Recommend organization and management (central/local) including cOIIIIl.lnication, 
report i ng and a 1 arm procedures. 

5. Recommend full scale equipment list (including cost estimates). 

6. Recommend action plan for implementation including recommendations for training and 
exercises. 

7. Prepare the tenns of reference for phase I I. 

PHASE II (1 September 1985- 1 ~rch 1986): tenns of reference as follows: 

1. Collect and analyze infonmation concerning all oil related activities in Thai waters. 

2. Collect data resulting in the identification of all areas sensitive to oil pollution. 

3. Provide a risk analysis of ship and off shore movement. 

4. Identify areas of priority in Thai waters. 

5. Recommend a national oil cont>ating policy. 

6. Review and incorporate all existing contingency plans and facilities affecting Thai 
waters. 

7. Review existing surveillance facilities. 

8. Recommend the location and contents of equipment facilities. 

9. Recommend organization and management. 

10. Identify public and privately owned ships and aircraft suitable for oil combating. 

11. Identify the need for dedicated pollution control vessels. 

12. Prepare an oil spill cont>ating manual. 

13. Detail training and exercise programmes. 

14. Provide a budget forecast for the total project. 

15. Set up an action plan. 
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GLOBAL AND REGIONAL OIL POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURES AND ARRANGE"ENTS 
RELEVANT TO THE EAST ASIAN SEAS REGION 

International ~ritime Organization 
4 Albert Embankment 

London SEl 7SR 
UK 

There is a considerable amount of work under way at present at the national, regional and 
global level of relevance to the control and cont>ating of oil pollution in the East Asian Seas 
region. The single most ambitious international treaty in existence concerning marine pollution 
is the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973 as modified by 
the Protocol of 1978 (PIARPOL 73178). This Convention is considered to provide the keystone for 
international envirormental regulation of shipping. On a regional level, the International 
~ritime Organization (IPIO), the United Nations Envirorment Progranme (UNEP) and other 
international and regional organizations have for many years actively cooperated in encouraging 
the development of regional arrangements for cont>ating marine pollution in emergencies. It is to 
be borne in mind, however, that the fundamental building blocks for regional co-operation are well 
developed and operational national contingency plans which provide the basis for possible joint 
oil spill response operations and mutual assistance. Finally, with respect to the East Asian Seas 
region, serious consideration should be given to the formulation and adoption at the ministerial 
level of a regional oil spill contingency plan which could incorporate the substance of a legal 
instrument as well as operational arrangements for co-operation in combating oil pollution. 

1. Introduction 

The Sixth ~ting of the Co-ordinating Body on the Seas of East Asia (COBSEA), in 
considering the recmmendations of the meeting of experts on the East Asian Seas Action Plan 
(Bangkok, Deced>er 1986), decided to terminate the on-going projects related to monitoring and 
control of oil pollution and requested UNEP to convene a meeting of experts on the control of oil 
pollution with the following terms of reference: 

(a) •to determine the state of knowledge on the extent and sources of oil pollution in the 
region; review the existing and on-going research, management and legislative 
activitie~ relevant to control of oil pollution; and 

(b) to advise COBSEA on activities to be undertaken in the framework of the action plan in 
order to impose effective control on oil pollution in the region• (UNEP/IG.77/6). 

The present meeting, co-hosted by the "inistry for Population and Envirorment of Indonesia 
and the ASEAN Council on Petrolellll (ASCOPE), is being convened by the Executive Director of UNEP 
in accordance with this decision of COBSEA. The recmmendations of the meeting are expected to 
result, subject to the approval of the Seventh ~ting of COBSEA, in more effective 111easures for 
the control of oil pollution in the region. 

IPIO along with other United Nations organizations was active in the development of the East 
Asian Seas Action Plan and has expressed its readiness to assist designated national authorities 
upon request in the i~lementation of COBSEA projects which deal inter alia with co-operation in 
combating major incidents of marine pollution. There are in the East Asian Seas region several 
intergovernmental and industry-sponsored and funded oil spill contingency plans and related 
activities. The IPIO Secretariat therefore suggested to the Sixth fteeting of COBSEA (Bangkok, 
27-29 April 1987) that it may be appropriate at some stage to tie together existing national and 
regional goverr~~~~ental and industry plans into a consolidated region-wide plan or arrangement to 
ensure optimal and timely oil spill reporting and deploynent of existing resources available to 
governments and industry and to facilitate provision of assistance fro. outside the region. 
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The purpose of this document is to provide a succinct overview of oil pollution control and 
combating measures and arrangements relevant to the East Asian Seas from the perspective of IPKJ. 
The document also identifies possible future activities which may usefully be undertaken by COBSEA 
to enhance the capability of the States participating in the East Asian Seas Action Plan to combat 
and control oil pollution in the region. 

2. Background 

The coastal zones of the ASEAN countries are heavily populated with about 75~ of the 
popucJ:ation living near the coast. 1\lny of these people rely on coastal resources for a living, 
including some 2.2 million fishennen and an estimated further 50 million people for wh001 the sea 
is the primary source of 1 i ve 1 i hood. The deve 1 opment of coas ta 1 cities, ports and harbours, as 
well as other industrial and agricultural activities, all lead to an increased stress on the 
marine environment. A balance therefore has to be maintained between the demands of developing 
eco0001ies and protection of the marine environment necessary to sustain both the traditional 
activities, such as fishing and aquaculture, and the more recently developed tourist industry 
which takes advantage of the region's natural beauty and tropical climate .. ASEAN lllenDer States 
are amongst the world's principal producers of fish and major exports include shriq> and tuna, 
while tourism has become an important source of foreign exchange for many of the countries. 

The potential for marine pollution fr001 ships, due to either operational discharges or 
accidental spills of cargo or bunkers, becomes very evident from even a cursory examination of the 
ma6ne traffic flows both generated within the region itself and fr001 goods in transit. Table 1 
shows the number and tonnage of tankers under the flags of ASEAN rneni>er countries and Table 2 
gross ship tonnage and oil production in the East Asian Seas region. 

The East Asian Seas region is at the crossroads of international trade routes with 
petroleum and other bulk coomodities moving primarily west to east and south to north while 
manufactured goods move in both directions. For east-west traffic, chiefly oil moving from the 
flliddle East to Japan, the favoured route is through the 1\llacca and Singapore Straits into the 
South China Sea. However, due to under-keel clearance restrictions, loaded tankers of more than 
about 220,000 dwt are unable to follow this route. These larger vessels and ore carriers from 
Western Australia use the deeper passage through the Lombok and Makassar Straits and the Sulawesi 
Sea .. 

During the 1980 IPKJ/UNEP meeting on the Development of Sub-regional Oil Spill Contingency 
Arrangements for the Sulawesi Sea, it was noted from a previous study, (Document OSC/INF.2) that 
25 to 30 VLCC tank vessels transited the Lombok/Sulawesi Sea seaway per year. In addition, 
approximately 110 to 150 smaller tank vessels transited the area per month. The statistics were 
Coqli led prior to the enactment of the under-keel clearance of 3. 5m agreement for the Straits of 
fllalacca and Singapore passage. 

Indonesia's Department of Sea Communications estimates that the VLCC tank vessel traffic in 
the Sulawesi Sea/Lombok Straits passage has increased to approximately 18 VLCC tank vessels ~ 
month while the number of smaller tank vessels transiting the area has remained the same. The 
dramatic 1ncrease in tank vessel traffic, where all are fully loaded, has taken place because of 
the 3.5 m clearance rule for the 1\llacca Straits. Light VLCC return by the shorter route via 
Singapore. 

The US National Acad~ of Sciences (1975) estimated the quantities of oil released to the 
sea by operational ship discharges on a global basis in 1973 to be 1.833 million t. As a result 
of the progressive introduction of the provisions of MARPOL 73/78 it was re-estimated (Cormack and 
Fowler .1986/87) in 1978 to be 0.981 million t. The coqlarison with a detailed breakdown of the 
figures is shown in Table 4 which also includes more recent estimates for total tanker operations, 
bilge and bunkers by IJIIO for 1980. 

From Table 4 it can be seen that the estimated amounts have decreased fr001 1973 to 1980 but 
that the IMO estimates of the 1980 input are more conservative than those for 1978. 



Table 1. Analys;s of ASEAN tankers by pr;nc;pal types (Lloyd's Reg;ster of Sh;pp;ng 1986). 

Oil Tankers 
Country 

No. Gross Tonnage 

Brunei Darussalam 1 382 

Indonesia 193 603,394 

~alaysia 73 273,514 

PhiHppines 74 646,514 

s;ngapore 121 1,604,411 

Thailand 60 59,315 

World Total 5,985 124,140, 186 

Oil/Chemical Tankers 

No. Gross Tonnage 

2 13,833 

- -

2 9,256 

4 48,553 

1 3,139 

505 4,285,627 

Chemical Tankers 

No. Gross Tonnage 

3 • 2,442 

4 57,572 

9 9,003 

9 66,278 

861 3,560,321 

Bulk/Oil carriers 
(Including Iron Ore) 
No. Gross Tonnage 

1 89,178 

12 572,542 

7 271,995 

348 21,266,832 
============================================================================================================================= 

ch;nz 179 2,215,865 3 4,307 9 604,818 

v;etnam 15 39,619 

N 

~ 
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Table 2. Gross ship tonnage and oil production in the East Asian Seas region. 

Gross Tonnage and Percentage 
Country Gross Percent World's 

Tonnage Tonnage 

Brunei Darussalam 1,973 0.0 

Indonesia 2,085,635 0.52 

fllalaysia 1,743,629 0.43 

Philippines 6,922,499 1. 71 

Singapore 6,267,627 1.55 

Thailand 533,138 0.13 

World Total 404,910,267 100 

Oil Production 
in "i 11 ion T 

1985 1986 

7.4 7.5 

63.9 67.3 

21.3 24.8 

9.2 9.2 

2,806.1 2,932.8 

Change 1986 
Over 1985 

+ 1.~ 

+ 5.~ 

+16.1"' 

- 0.~ 

+ 4.5"' 

=============================================================================================== 

China 15,839,767 3.92 124.9 130.6 + 4.6"' 

Vietnam 338,668 0.08 

The main exports of crude oil and natural gas are chiefly to Japan, while iqK)rts 
include crude oil and chemicals. The principal tanker ports are listed in Table 3. Singapore 
remains the main refining centre although intra-regional exchange of crude and petrolellll 
products has declined in recent years as individual countries have developed their own energy 
resources and refining capacity. An indication of the movement of chemicals in the region is 
given by the results of a ~TA search which showed 25 chemical tanker movements in Bangkok 
for the first two months of 1987. 

In order to apply these global figures to the estimation of operational discharge rates 
to the East Asian Seas, it would be necessary to consider the percentage of global shipping 
operating in the East Asian Seas, the nature of these ships and the details of their trading 
characteristics. It is interesting to note, for example, that about 28,860 t of oil enter the 
North Sea per year from an estimated 5,016 ships operating in the North Sea, i.e., asst~ning 

that deballasting discharge is normally deferred until the tanker has left the North Sea 
(Cormack and Fowler 1986/87). On the other hand, about 24,000 ships per year are estimated to 
transit the fllalacca Straits. Using the same reasoning it can be assumed that at least 150,000 
t of oil enter the East Asian Seas per year. 

· 3. Prevention and control measures of oil pollution from ships 

Operational discharges of oil arise from the mixing of oil and water. Sources of such 
mixtures from the machinery spaces of ships include: water included with bunkers, residue of 
water ballast in oil tanks which have been ballasted, water leaks from machinery into oil 
systems, oil leaks into bilges, and leakage of steam from heating coils in bunker and settling 
tanks. In oil tankers, mixtures arise primarily from water washing of cargo oil tanks and the 
carriage of water ballast in cargo tanks. 
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Table 3. Principal ASEAN tanker tenminals (from Drewry Shipping Consultants Limited 
"Asian Oil Traders and Tanker Demand Report No. 110, f'arch 1983•). 

Country Port f'ax i nun dwt Function 

Brunei Seria 200,000 Crude Loading 

Indonesia Ardjuna Tenminal 200,000 Crude Loading 
Balikpapan 40,000 Products Discharging 
Cilacap 35,000 Crude Discharging, 

Products Loading 
Cinta 115,000 Crude Load i ng 
Pangkalan Susu 100,000 Crude Loading 
Seniphah 125,000 Crude Loading 
Sungai Pakning 80,000 Crude Loading 

f'alaysia Labuan 250,000 Crude Loading 
Hari 100,000 Crude Loading 
Port Dickson 90,000 Crude and Products 

Loading, Products 
Discharging 

Port Kelang 25,000 Products Load/ 
Discharging 

Philippines Batangas 120,000 Crude Discharging 
Bauan 300,000 Crude Discharging 
Cebu 20,000 Products Discharging 

Singapore Pulau Bukom 325,000 Crude Discharging, 
Products Loading 

Singapore 350,000 Crude Discharging, 
Products Loading 

Thailand Bangkok 35,000 Products Discharging 
Sriracha 90,000 Crude Discharging 

---------· -· -----------------------------·-----------------------------·----·----------
Table 4: Estimated annual inputs of oil into the oceans from operational 

ship discharges for 1973, 1978 and 1980. 

Source 

load on top tankers 
Non-load on top tankers 
Bilgers and bunkering 
Technical operations 
Dry docking 

Estimated annual amount 
(million t) 

1973 1978 1980 

0.31 0.11 
0.17 0.50 0.71 
0.50 0.12 
0.003 0.001 0.32 
0.25 0.25 
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The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships. 1973. as modified 
by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto (PIARPOl 73178). aims to limit operational pollution by: 
specifying construction and equipment standards. establishing discharge criteria. prescribing 
operational procedures. designating areas where pennitted discharges are lower than in the open 
sea. and requiring the provision of reception facilities. These matters are dealt with in Annex I 
of the ConYention which applies to !!l ships. i.e .• of any size on either local or international 
voyages. Mowever. the survey and certification requirements apply only to oil tankers of 150 t 
gross tonfllage and over and other ships of 400 t gross tonnage and above. Furthennore. the 
requirements vary according to the size of vessels. 

PIARPOl 73178 is considered as the most ..Oitious international treaty concerning marine 
pollution ever adopted. In addition to oil pollution. the subject of this meeting deals with all 
fonns of marine pollution from ships except disposal of land-generated waste into the sea by 
dumping which is covered by the london Dumping Convention. 

fllost of the technical measures are included in five Annexes to the Convention which deal 
respectively with the following: 

Annex I - Oil 
Annex II - Noxious liquid substances carried in bulk (e.g. chemicals) 
Annex III - Hannful substances carried in packages (e.g. tanks and containers) 
Annex IV - Sewage 
Annex v - Garbage 

PIARPOl 13178 entered into force on 2 October 1983. To date. the instrument has been 
ratified by 43 countries. Annex II. as amended.- entered into force on 6 April 1987. Annexes 
III. IV. and V are optional and to date •. 28 countries whose cormined merchant fleets represent 
48.02% of the world gross tonnage have ratified Annexes II and V and 26 countries representing 
42.8n of world tonnage have ratified Annex IV. The status of ratification of PIARPOl 73178 and 
other I~ Conventions related to marine pollution by States in the wider East Asian Seas region is 
shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Status of conventions and protocols related to protection 
of marine environment (as of 20 September 1987). 

Country Convention 

2 3 4 s 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Brunei Darussal• X 
Indonesia X X X 

"-!laysia 
Philippines X 
Sing.tpore X X 

Thai land 

=====================================================================================~~======= 

1 
2 
3 
4 

s 
6 
7 

Country 

China 
Vietnam 

I'IAAPOL AHNEX 1/11 
I'IAAPOL AHNEX Ill 
MARPOL AHNEX IV 
MARPOL AHNEX V 
lDC 12 
INTERVENTION 69 

X 

INTERVENTION PROTOCOL 73 

Convention Nmtler 

2 3 4 s 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 

X X X 

8 CLC 69 
9 CLC PROTOCOL 76 

10 C LC PROTOCOL 84 
11 FUND 71 
12 FUND PROTOCOL 76 
13 FUND PROTOCOL 84 
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4. Control procedures 

The effectiveness of any international treaty instrument is dependent on the extent to 
which the instrument is given effect by the pron~~lgation and enforcement of national laws and 
regulations. The primary responsibility for ensuring that ships meet the requirements ldd down 
in IMO conventions rests with the flag State - that is, the government of the country whose flag 
the ship is entitled to fly. When a State accepts an IMO convention it.makes the provisions of 
that convention part of its own national law and in effect agrees to ensure that all ships flying 
its flag meet the convention's requirements. This is done by surveying and inspecting the ship 
and then issuing a certificate (or a nlld)er of certificates, depending upon the convention) as 
proof that the requirements have been met. Surveys generally have to be carried out subsequently 
at stated intervals to ensure that the ship and its equipment still meet convention requirements. 

The SOLAS 1974, Load Line and MARPOL 73/78 Conventions contain provisions that ships must 
be surveyed during construction and periodically thereafter. The Survey requirements in these 
Conventions vary according to the type of ships and items to be surveyed, but the following is the 
general concept: 

1. passenger ships and radio installations should be surveyed annually; 

2. structures and associated equipment of cargo ships should undergo major surveys (i.e. 
periodical surveys) at five-year intervals, with additional surveys; and 

3. life-saving appliances and other safety equipment should be surveyed at two-year 
intervals, with additional surveys, if necessary. 

The survey of ships mst be carried out by officers of the Administration, i.e. the 
government of the flag State, which may, however, entrust the surveys either to surveyors 
naninated for the purpose or to organizations recognized by it. fllany countries, particularly 
developing countries, which do not have sufficient qualified surveyors, authorize classification 
societies to carry out surveys and issue certificates on their behalf. 

Whilst the primary responsibility for ensuring that any particular ship coq>lies with 
I'IARPOL 73178 rests with the Administration of the flag State in some cases, in particular with 
respect to ship operations, it will be difficult for such an Administration to exercise full and 
continuous control over some ships entitled to fly the flag of its State. Such ships for instance 
may not sail regu~arly from ports or offshore tenminals under the jurisdiction of the flag State. 

The problem can be and has been overcome partly by appointing inspectors at foreign ports 
or authorizing classification societies to act on behalf of the flag State. In addition, I'IARPOL 
73178 includes a nlld)er of provisions for States other than the flag State to exercise control 
over foreign ships visiting ports or offshore tenminals under their jurisdiction. 

Aside from viewing port state control as a means of assisting the flag State in ensuring 
coq>liance of its ships with I'IARPOL 73178, there is the obvious vested interest of port and 
coastal States in protecting the marine environment under their national jurisdiction in 
confonmity with existing international law by ensuring that ships coq>ly at all times with the 
marine pollution standards prescribed by I'IARPOL 73/78. 

IMO has adopted Procedures for the Control of Ships under I'IARPOL 73178* which contain 
guidelines for port States and, where appropriate, for coastal States to ensure that a ship 
continues to coq>ly with the relevant provisions of Annex I of I'IARPOL 73/78. A nlld)er of factors 
may cause the condition of a ship to be considered as posing a threat to the marine environment 
rendering the ship involved a pollution risk. These factors fall into categories which include: 

* Resolution A.542(13) published by IMO under Sales No. 601 86.19E. (Note: This publication 
also includes resolution ~PC.26(23) in Control Procedures under Annex II of I'IARPOL 73/78). 
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1. non-compliance with the construction or equipment requirements of the Convention; 
2. inoperative or malfunctioning equipment; and 
3. non-compliance with the operational requirements of the Convention. 

The control procedures aim to identify such a pollution risk and to provide the basis for 
remedial action. 

Of necessity these control procedures have been divided into different categories each of 
which is dealt with in a separate chapter. It must, however, be kept in mind that one category 
may involve another so that for a certain ship more than one chapter of this doctJnent may be 
applit:able. 

Chapter 2 contains guidance aimed at ascertaining whether a ship holds a valid 
International Oil Pollution Prevention (IOPP) Certificate and is built, equipped and operating in 
compliance with the relevant provisions of PIARPOL 73178. 

Chapter 3 contains guidance on the gathering of evidence of violation of the discharge 
provisions contained in Annex I. 

Chapter 4 contains guidance on in-port inspections of crude oil washing operations. 

Chapter 5 contains guidance on control measures for ships of non-Parties to PIARPOL 73/78. 

Chapter 6 contains guidance on the dissemination of infonnation obtained as a result of 
exercising port State control and, if appropriate, coastal State control. 

In five appendices, detailed guidelines are given for officials charged with carrying out 
the control procedures referred to above. 

5. International co-operation 

It is universally accepted that shipping, being an international activity, must be 
regulated at the international level with internationally agreed standards applicable to all 
ships. As mentioned above, it is primarily the responsibility of the flag State to ensure 
compliance with the agreed standards; however, the role of the port and coastal State is vital in 
assessing that sub-standard ships are eliminated and the marine environment is protected from the 
consequences of sub-standard operations. 

Where ships are calling at a ntll1ber of ports in neighbouring countries, there is 
considerable scope for co-operation among such countries to increase the effectiveness of control 
on foreign ships in their ports. The Plemorandm of Understanding on Port State Control (JIO.I), 
agreed among fourteen European States, provides a good exan.,le of such regional co-operation. 

The text of the JIO.I was approved in January 1982 and came into operation in July of the 
same year. Under the Plemorandm, fourteen European States (Belgim, Denmark, Finland, France, 
the Feder a 1 Repub 1 i c of Gennany, Greece, Ire 1 and, Ita 1 y, Nether 1 ands , Norway, Portuga 1 , Spain, 
Sweden, and the United Kingdom) agree to inspect 25i of all foreign flag merchant vessels visiting 
their ports each year. Inspections are carried out and deficiencies reported to other 
participating countries. The purpose of the Plemorandm is to co-ordinate the activities of 
maritime authorities in relation to port State control and to ensure that the ships entering the 
region comply with the international standards set out in the following conventions: 

LOAD LINES 66 
SOLAS 74 and 78 PROTOCOL 
PIARPOL 73178 
STCW 78 
COLREG 72 
ILO 147 
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Inspection reports are entered from remote tenninals to the SIRENAC information system at 
the Centre Administratif des Affaires Maritimes (CAAM) in France. The inspections are carried out 
by surveyors employed by the central government departments responsible for marine transportation 
in each country. At present it is these departments that have direct access to the individual 
ports. 1;owever, as the system is developed it is envisaged that the ports will have direct access 
to this information. Figure 1 shows the overall organization for the operation of the ~-

Initially, the inspections were mainly concerned with vessel safety and crew conditions, 
but more recently emphasis has been placed on the inclusion of MARPOL 73/78 deficiencies in survey 
reports. 

The ~ programme has been generally welcomed not only by governments but also by shipping 
organizations, trade unions and others who have an interest in ensuring that maritime standards 
remain high or are raised even higher. Several other major shipping countries have drawn up their 
own inspection programmes and others are reported to be following suit. As these programmes are 
implemented it will be increasingly difficult for sub-standard ships to operate and present a risk 
to the marine environment. 

Several East Asian Seas countries have expressed an interest in establishing an ~ system 
in the region in the context of the Datalink project described below. The raison d'etre of the 
PIXJ is to ensure vessel compliance with existing international standards. The ratification of 
MARPOL 73178, in particular, should be considered a prerequisite for establishing a formal PIOll 
system. However, an increased level of co-operation between governments in efforts to control and 
prevent oil pollution from ships in such fields as data exchange and surveillance should not be 
viewed as a substitute for ratifying international conventions. 

6. Assistance in organizing a databank on pollutants from ships (RAS/81/055 - Sub-project 4) 

I~ is currently implementing an ASEAN/UNOP project the purpose of which is to provide the 
ASEAN countries with advice on an information system or database to support measures for the 
prevention and control of pollution from ships. This first report examined some of the approaches 
followed and information systems in use in Western Europe and North America to illustrate the 
scope for possible applications of such systems. 

The report covers, but is not limited to, the possible applications set out in the project 
document as follows: 

(a) Data on Pollutants carried by ships, e.g.: 

- properties of crude oils detennining their behaviour when discharged into the marine 
env i ronmen t. 

- characteristics of other hazardous substances carried by ship, e.g. aquatic toxicity, 
bioaccumulation, degradability. 

- information on response procedures in case of spillage. 

(b) Data on anti-pollution resources, e.g.: 

- inventories of equipment, aircraft and vessels which are available for spill 
surveillance and response. 

(c) Storage of shipping statistics (voltllle and type of traffic) and records of accidents 
and spillages. 

(d) Data on dangerous cargoes, e.g. International ~ritime Dangerous Goods (IMOG) Code. 
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(e) Data on substandard tankers derived, for exan.,le, from the exercise of port State 
Control Procedures called for by SOLAS and MARPOL Conventions. 

(f) Data in support of vessel traffic control systems; such systems would most probably 
relate to the passage of vessels through exceptionally hazardous areas, e.g., P'lalacca 
Straits, but could ultimately fonn part of an integrated vessel traffic service. 

In May 1987 IPil Consultants, International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited 
(ITOPF) visited Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. As a result 
of the mission it ~as possible to narrow down the choice of applications ~hich might realistically 
fonn an ASEAN database on ship source pollutants. It ~s felt that a port State central 
infonnation system could be established on a sub-regional basis between countries ~ith a more 
advanced maritime aaninistrative infrastructure. Experts from the above~ntioned countries met 
~ith the IPil Consultants in Bangkok from 21 - 25 September 1987. 

The meeting of ASEAN experts, after consideration of a number of options for the 
application of a regional database, agreed to establish a Maritime Incident Reporting System for 
the ASEAN Region (MIRSAR). The Consultants' conclusions and recommendations follow this section. 

It is proposed that infonnation on all marine casualties occurring in the ASEAN Region 
involving vessels larger than 75 grt should be entered. The intention is primarily to capture 
data on all incidents ~here there ~s a risk of pollution, either from cargo or bunkers, whether 
or not pollution actually occurred. The database would also include reports on spills from 
offshore installations such as pipelines and platfonns, but pollution from onshore sources is to 
be excluded. Also excluded is infonnation on crew injury and minor damage while loss of life 
would be recorded. The detailed interpretation of which types of incidents should be entered in 
the database is to be left to the users. It is proposed that a small working group should be set 
up to agree on the final data fonnat. 

After consideration of the likely data storage requirements, it ~s detennined that the 
computer system necessary to support MIRSAR should be based on micro-computers using commercially 
available database soft~re. The initial configuration proposed is for each country to have one 
micro-computer connected via telephone 1 i nes to a dedicated host micro on which the master 
database would be stored. In the first instance, the systems would only be available to the 
naninated maritime agency in each country, but in the longer tenn, it ~s anticipated that the 
system would become accessible to each of the major ports. The system can be upgraded easily by 
the addition of a mini-computer if, at some time in the future, the data storage requirements 
exceed the capacity'of the host micro. In addition, this configuration pennits other applications 
such as an equipment and personnel database to support the ASEAN Regional Contingency Plan to be 
added at a later date. 

P'lany of the delegates had expressed the concern that individual countries would face 
difficulties meeting the on-going and operating costs of a database, but agreed that the proposed 
configuration represents minimal expenditure in this regard: simply the cost of leasing a 
telephone line and inter-ASEAN telephone call charges ~hen updating or interrogating the system. 
Subject to Government approval, Malaysia offered to host the dedicated micro-computer. 

1. Airborne surveillance of the East Asian Seas 

Regional co-operation for the technical and operational improvement of systems of airborne 
surveillance to detect oil spills can be an important factor in policing of illegal discharges 
from ships. 

At this stage of development the continual use of commercially available UV/IRLS, SLAR and 
microwave radiometry (PIR) systems provides a potential for improving the ability to collect 
evidence for prosecution purposes in cases of illegal operational discharge. 
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Work in this field has been under the auspices of the Bonn Agreement (Belgi1111, Denmark, 
France, Iceland, the Federal Republic of Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United 
Kingdom) and there is continual co-operation among these States in relation to the management of a 
response to a major oi 1 spill incident. They have concluded that with regard to the policing of 
operational discharge offences, however, much remains to be done before a complete mutually agreed 
surveillance coverage of common sea areas can be established. This could most profitably be done 
in consultation with the relevant international bodies. The results of such investigations when 
carried out by those countries now possessing the necessary equipment should provide a 
satisfactory basis for discussion of possible needs and best means for the introduction of common 
aerial surveillance of the whole North Sea area at the operational level. 

There is potential for developing a similar approach in the East Asian Seas region with IMO 
implementation of a US$ 255,000 ASEAN sub-project providing for the installation of a remote 
sensing package using an aircraft supplied by the Malaysian Goverrwnent. It is hoped that after 
operations begin, agreement can be reached on exchange of information and on placing the aircraft 
at the disposal of other ASEAN States. In the long tenn it would be desirable to agree on 
surveillance cover of all high density traffic areas of the region using compatible equipment and 
establishing nutual data exchange. Information generated from a common surveillance progranme 
would interface with the aforementioned data bank. 

8. Global co-operation in combating oil pollution 

IPO activities are not limited to the development of international standards aimed at the 
prevention and control of marine pollution from ships. IPO also provides a for1111 for wide ranging 
discussion of problems related to combating marine pollution and oil spill response and 
contingency planning. A comprehensive Manual on Oil Pollution has been published by IPO which 
consists of four sections dealing with prevention, contingency planning, salvage, and practical 
information on means of dealing with oil spillage. The last mentioned section is currently being 
revised. Guidelines on Oil Spill Dispersant Application and Envirorwnental Considerations have 
also been published and will be revised in the near future. 

IPO has also recently given increased attention to the problems of countries faced with 
the threat of major marine pollution from spills of oil and other hazardous substances. The 
Secretary-General of IPD convened an advisory group composed of experts from ll countries and 15 
intergoverrwnental and non-governmental organizations in April 1986 at IMO Headquarters in London. 

One of the actions arising from the recommendations made by the advisory group is that IMO 
will now undertake the preparation of a "Guide to Assistance in Marine Pollution Emergencies" 
that will contain information provided by governments, international and regional 
intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations, and industry. The Guide will describe the 
type of assistance that might be made available in the event of a major marine pollution incident, 
and specify how a request for such assistance should be made. This Guide will briefly cover the 
roles and functions of the various entities which could be involved in a marine emergency and its 
aftermath, such as shipowners, coastal States, flag States, cargo owners, marine insurers, and 
salvors. It will also include valuable information provided by potential requesting States such 
as the identification of a national focal point and arrangements for receipt of material 
resources and personnel which would facilitate the provision of assistance in an emergency. 

A questionnaire has been sent to IMO ~r States to detennine the nature and extent of 
the assistance which they might be able to make available, and to obtain information from 
potential users of such assistance which would facilitate its provision and use. A similar 
request will be addressed to international and regional organizations to detennine the precise way 
in which they can assist a country faced with a major marine pollution emergency. It should be 
noted that there certainly will be no attempt to develop a global inventory of equipment available 
for oil spill response - a task of Herculean proportion and dubious value. To date, of the East 
Asian Seas countries, only Singapore has replied to the questionnaire. 
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9. Regional co-operation 

The International Jlllaritime Organization (IJIIIO), the United Nations Envirorvnent Progranme 
(UNEP) and the other international and regional organizations have for many years actively 
co-operated in encouraging Lhe development of regional arrangements for combating marine pollution 
in emergencies. This co-operation has resulted in the development of intergoverrvnental regional 
agreements which commit groups of States to co-operate in responding to major incidents of marine 
pollution which are likely to affect more than one State. This commitment is reinforced in 
several regions by the establ istwnent of regional and sub-regional contingency plans; in two 
regions by a regional centre, and in one sub-region by an equipment base. To date there are 11 
regions in the world where a regional intergoverrvnental agreement on co-operation in combating 
marine pollution incidents is either in effect or under active consideration. 

The East Asian Seas Action Plan does not at present include a legal instrument on regional 
co-operation in the combating of marine pollution. There are, however, a variety of goveMIIIent
and industry-sponsored regional and sub-regional arrangements dealing with oil spill response. 
The following is a summary of the status of these arrangements. 

9.1 Establistwnent of a sub-regional centre for shipping pollution counterTN!asures at Davao, 
Philippines 

In 1980 UNEP sponsored a meeting to consider the development of marine pollution protection 
for the lombok and Jlllakassar Straits and the Sulawesi Sea. The Governments of the Philippines, 
Indonesia, and Jlllalaysia recognized the need for pollution prevention capability in this area and, 
with the help of an IJIIIO project funded by the United Nations Development Progranme (UNOP), a 
number of actions were initiated to resolve the concerns of the Goverrvnents, as described bel~. 

UNOP Project Document number RAS/811057/1/01119 was authorized on 7 July 1983 for the 
"Establistwnent of a Sub-regional Centre for Shipping Pollution CounterTN!asures" at Davao, 
Philippines. In August of 1983, the Project Document was revised and retitled "Strengthening of 
the Network for Oil Spill CounterTN!asures in the lombok/JIIIakassar Straits and Sulawesi Sea". 

The revised Project Document called for an on-scene co-ordinators workshop meeting for the 
establishment of an operating plan for the Centre and a financial management scheme to make the 
Centre and on-going training financially self-sufficient after the equipment was used on an actual 
oil spill. An agreement in principle was reached as to the management of the Centre and the oil 
pollution abatement, equipment was ordered. 

The revised Project Document authorized a hands-on training course to be held at Da-vao, 
Philippines when all of the pollution equipment had arrived at the Centre. on 28 January 1985, 
the training course was conducted with 28 trainees fro~~ Indonesia, Jlllalaysia and the Philippines in 
attendance. At the conclusion of the training session, the member countries scheduled three 
consultative meetings to be held within the year to finalize the management scheme agreed to in 
principle at the workshop meeting in April of 1984. 

The first of the Consultative llleetings was held on 5 February 1985 and developed an 
outline of the subjects to be finalized during the next two meetings. Due to scheduling 
difficulties,the second and third meetings were combined into a Final consultative flteeting held 
in Jakarta, Indonesia on 28 July 1987. 

The objective of the Final Consultative flteeting was to reach a working accord between 
member countries for the operation of the Sulawesi Oil Spill Response Network by finalizing the 
management plan agreed to in priciple at the 1984 workshop meeting. 

The Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network action plan developed at the meeting is to be 
incorporated into the contingency plan of the three member countries and into the ASEM 
contingency plan. 
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9.2 Action Plan for the Sulawesi Sea Pollution Network 

Geographic boundaries were discussed in depth by the ~r countries and were agreed to 
encoq>ass the territorial waters of the three member countries and their respective tributaries 
with the exclusion of the area already covered by the Straits of Malacca and Singapore Contingency 
Plan. The scope of area increases the possible use of the equipment far beyond the 
Lombok/Sulawesi Sea area. 

Identification of environmentally sensitive areas has been coq>leted by all three member 
countries and the infonnation is contained in their respective national contingency plans. This 
appears to be the most practical approach to the issue of environmentally sensitive areas as the 
infonmation has little value outside of the individual country's area of responsibility. 

Inter-country routing for direct lines of cannunications was coq>leted and infonnation 
exchanged between member countries. 

A base fee for non-member use of the equipment was not resolved .. Use of the equipment 
with'in the expanded geographic area of response is .well defined, but how rental rates would be 
applied to non-members needs more discussion. It was agreed that, under the concept of maxinun 
utilization of the equipment, third party use of the equipment should be encouraged to generate 
revenue for the future operation of the equipment centre. 

Use of the equipment when the identity of the spiller is unknown was discussed but was not 
fully resolved. In the event that the equipment is put into operation by a ment>er country to 
clean up a spill where there is no identified responsible party presents a unique problem. Areas 
that need to be discussed would be whether the country that uses the equipment would be 
responsible for the rental fee nonnally generated and would the country be responsible for lost or 
d.-aged equipment. As the Sulawesi Sea Oil Spi 11 Network Action Plan is fully developed, these 
issues can be addressed and resolved. 

9.3 Inter-country Management Comnrittee 

During the 1984 workshop meeting, the fonmation of an Equipment Committee was discussed and 
agreed to in principle. It was recognized that after the equipment was used on an oil spill where 
revenue was generated, a committee should be convened to evaluate the equipment and authorize the 
expenditure of funds for repair or replacement of equiPMeOt. 

~er countries in attendance at the Final Consultative Meeting in July 1987 agreed that 
the Equipment Committee concept should be expanded into the fonmation of an Inter-country 
Management Committee, the reason being that as UNOP/IMO input diminishes, there will be a need for 
an Inter-country Management System to resolve on-going administrative matters. 

It was agreed that rental use of the equipment could be a source of revenue and that if a 
major oi 1 spi 11 does not occur in the Lombok/Sulawesi Sea, there wi 11 be no funds generated from 
this source. 

9.4 Revolving fund concept 

A proposed solution for future funding would be that the three member countries approach 
the tank vessel owr.ers/operators and offshore oi 1 dri 11 i ng operators that use the Sulawesi Sea 
seaway to establish a revolving fund to support the project. An incentive for participation could 
be a subscription plan where the participating vessel owner/operator would receive a reduced 
charge for the use of the equipment from the Center in the event they were involved in an oi 1 
spi 11. The establishment of a Sulawesi Sea revolving fund from private sources would be similar 
to the Malacca Strait revolving fund which is currently administered in respect of Malaysia, 
Indonesia and Singapore. 
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9.5 Nucleus of trained operators 

It is apparent that the nucleus of trained operators fnn ftalaysia and Indonesia is rapidly 
decreasing. The concept of inter-country movement of equipment has never been tested and its 
effectiveness is not known. To strengthen the number of qualified operators and test 
inter-country movement of equipment, it is reconmended that a training course be scheduled where 
equipment is moved to a neighbouring llleftt)er country. 

9.6 Five year plan 

The seaway between the Lombok and ftakassar Straits and the Sulawesi Sea is a vast and 
remote area which has experienced an approximate 7691 increase in VLCC traffic since 1980. The 
establishment of the Davao Centre is justified and necessary as an initial step to provide 
protection for the seaway. However, it is recognized that the amount of equipment presently at 
Davao is not sufficient for protection fro111 a sizeable spill. The long range concept for an 
in.,roved protection plan would be for the establishment of two or more pollution stations 
strategically located along the seaway. The concept would be the same as a fire department in a 
large metropolitan city where fire houses are located at a number of locations, all prepared to 
come to the assistance of one another. 

""'ltiple pollution equipment centres should all contain the same basic equipment which, 
when moved to a distant site, would physically match up with other equipment while the operating 
personnel would be familiar with the operation of equipment fran other centres. The operating 
principle would be that the closest centre would respond and request additional equipment and 
personnel from other equipment centres as needed. 

Geographically, the most prudent location for a second station would be in the lon6ok 
Strait area. Protection would then be provided at each end of the seaway and the assistance 
offered by the comined use of equipment and personnel would strengthen the protection of the 
entire area. 

As mentioned above, the equipment procured for the additional centre would be compatible 
with the equipment at the Davao Centre. Hose sizes should be the same, oil containment boalls 
should have matching connectors and skinmer/hydraulic: power packs should be fr<n the same 
manufacturer and of the same design so as to be interchangeable, etc:. 

Using the same equipment design is essential when cross training operating personnel. 
Training procedures will be sin.,lifled and the efficiency of the equipment operators will be 
enhanced. 

To increase the scope of the equipment at the Davao Centre, the project should include a 
smaller version of the equipment now stationed at the Davao Centre. The smaller version would be 
ideally sized for use in shallow or confined water and also for use in training personnel in 
llleftt)er countries. An airborne pollution equipment package would test the logistical support 
envisioned by the Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network and, at the same time, have a functional role in 
the protection of the area. 

to. Conclusions and recommendations of the I~ consultant 

The formation of an Action Plan for the operation of the Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Ne .. work 
was achieved during the Final COnsultative Pleeting. Some additional work on a few details will be 
required, but these details can be resolved by the Inter-country ftanagement Camlittee at their 
first ~~~eeting. It is suggested that each member country should include the Sulawesi Se• Acti11n 
Plan in their own country's Oil Spill Contingency Plan as it relates to the operation of the 
Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network. 
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The conclusions and reconmendations are those of the Consultant and do not necessarily 
represent the views of UNOP or IPil. 

Each member country should review the long range goals and objectives of the Sulawesi Sea 
Oil Spill Network and detenmine its continuing interest in the project in view of the fact that 
eventually the operational funding for the Network will be the connined responsibility of the 
Governments of Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines. 

The three member countries should actively pursue the establistment of a revolving fund 
system, contributed to by the owner/operators of VLCC's and offshore drilling operators who use 
the lombok and Makassar Straits and Sulawesi Sea area. The fund should be used to offset any cost 
for the maintenance of equipment and periodic hands~n training. Further, the revolving fund 
should be supplemented by fees derived from the rental of the equipment when it is used on an oil 
spill as defined in the Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network Action Plan. 

UNOP/IPil should continue to fund the project for a period of two years until the member 
countries can develop a revolving fund to perpetuate the operation of the network. 

After the member countries have fonmulated a sound funding progranme for the on-going 
operation of the Network, UNOP/IPil should give favourable consideration to increasing the 
capabilities of the Network by purchasing equipment and establishing a second equipment centre in 
the lombok Strait area. 

The two-year funding of the project by UNOP/IMO should include the purchase of an airborne 
harbour equipment package and during the two-year support period, one hands~n training course in 
a neighbouring country should be conducted. It is reconmended that the course be held in ,.anado, 
Sulawesi, Indonesia. Further, it is reconmended that part of the exercise be to detenmine if the 
equipnent and personnel can be moved internationally on quick notice without hindrance by 
administrative fonnalities. To test this part of the operational plan, no prior notice to local 
authorities should be given. Notification for the training course should follow the inter-country 
caamication routing established at the Final Consultative r.eeting and included in the Sulawesi 
Sea Oil Spill Network Action Plan. 

10.1 Overview of 1..0 ,.ission for the Development of a Co-operative Action Plan for Oil Pollution 
C~t (South China Sea) currently underway 

The output of the project is envisioned to be the consolidation of the regional area 
national contingency plans and sub-regional activities into a master doc~~~~ent entitled the ASEAN 
Action Plan. Included in the plan will be the following subjects which will be used as a ready 
reference during oil pollution emergencies. Action will be initiated by the lead ASEAN agency as 
deemed appropriate and when requested by a member country. 

(a) location of equipment including a detailed description of the equipment at each site; 

(b) infonnation concerning the use of the equipment at a distant site including any 
restrictions; 

(c) fees and tariffs for the equipment when used outside the primary operating area. 
Penalty or charges if used by non~r third parties; 

(d) the availability of equipment operators to acc~any specialized equipment. Time 
retrictions as to how long equipment operators can be used; 

(e) detailed wind and current infonnation to predict the movement of oil on the surface of 
the sea; 
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(f) detailed communication infonmation for each member country. Listings will include, but 
not be limited to, title of person to contact, address and other pertinent infonmation 
such as location of comoonication centres, hours of operation, frequencies of radio 
equipment and telex numbers; 

(g) where feasible, a general overview of the environmentally sensitive areas. This 
infonmation will be illustrated on maps and chart~. but vill be limited to infonmation 
already available in each country during the time of the llti-ssion; 

(h) notification procedures on how the affected country ~ 11 ~st assistance tt.rough the 
ASEAN Action Plan. The notification scheme w-ill p;lace equipment on stand-by and if 
requested inmediately, mobi 1 ize the equipment. The decisiim to request assistance wi 11 
remain with the affected country; 

(i) the plan will include infonmation on the procedures for requesting aid from outside the 
Region; and 

(j) infonmation on communications aad equipment ceRtres, oil tenminals and environmentally 
sensitive locations will be illuStrated on maps and charts of the area. The mapping 
concept will give the users of the Action Plan a quick, concise view of the resources 
and limitation for any action anticipated. 

10.2 Malacca Straits Contingeney Plan (Revolving Fund) 

The Revolving Fund Conmittee was formed in 1981 as a result of major oil spills in the 
Malacca Straits in the 1970s involving tankers carrying crude oil to Japan. A revolving Pund of 
1.9 mi 11 ion US dollars was established under a Memorandum of Understanding between Japan and the 
Governments of Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore. The purpose of the Fund was to enable the 
Governments of the three littoral States, either jointly or separately, to take inmediate action 
against oil pollution from a ship in the "'lacca Straits irrespective of its type or flag. The 
Fund, which is managed on a five year rotation by the tllree littoral States, is rei.mursed when 
C(lq)ensation is received from the polluting vessel's owners. In 1986 the management of the fund 
was passed from Indonesia to the Government of Malaysia. The operation of the revolving fund is 
now guided by a Contingency Plan 'V'hich at present is in the draft fonm. 

10.3 The Tiered Area Response Capability (TARC) 

TARC was established in 1985 by five major oil c~nies operating in Singapore: BP, 
Caltex, Esso, Mobil and Shell. Their purpose was to acquire and adlrinister an oil spill response 
equipment stockpile to supplement existing local oil industry and gover11111ent capabilities in 
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. These countries border the Malacca and Singapore Straits which 
are perceived as the TARt primary area of interest. 

TARC equipment can be ailized beyond the primary area provided it is available and can 
be returned to the equipment base within 24 hours (12 hours for the Airborne Dispersant Delivery 
Syst• - ADDS). The stockpile is based in Singapore with three contractors appointed to store, 
inspect, maintain, repair and ailize the equipment. The actual operation of the equipment n 
the res pons i b i 1i ty of the user. 

Associate lallbership (at tiS$ 40,000 per ann•) gives priority access to the stockpile at 
preferential rates. At the discretion of the TARC Trustee/Adllinistrator, IIIOSt iteiiS fn11 the 
stockpile can be made available, but at twice the parttcipaRt tartff. EqutlJI!Ient is otherwise 
available on a first come - first served basis. 
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10.4 ASCOPE Pla!l for the Control and Mitigation of Marine Pollution (APattP) 

T.lte ASCOPE Plan ..as adopted by member countries in 1980 and its operational features are 
continuously being updated. The main intent of the ASCOPE Plan is not to duplicate national and 
ott.er 1!xisting plans in the region, but to coordinate and integrate the efforts of rnentler 
eeunt:ries. The plan provides for an effective reporting procedure, creating awareness of the 
anti-poll~tion capabilities of member countri~s. and rendering assistance in operations where and 
~en necessary. The capabilities established within each country are included in the plan so that 
infonmation can be disseminated rapidly and requests for assistance dealt with efficiently. 
Potential pollution problem areas are described, together with production centres, coastal tourist 
and recreational areas, fish spawning areas and fishing grouads. The plan also records the 
Jocation of resources fDr-tnarine oil pollution control and shore reception facilities, as well as 
infonmation Gn winds, currents, tides, etc. It also describes operational procedures. 

The current development of'the ASCOPE Plan is to exercise its operational capabilities and 
consider the possibilities of establishing equ;,.ent and resources stockpiles in strategic 
locations. Considering that ~ere are other similar plans in the region, it is the ultimate ~im 
of ASCOPE to integrate and avoid duplication of efforts, and to pool resources together in order 
to further strengthen the re~ion's capabilities. 

11. Status of national contingen~ planning 

The fun~t•l builditlg blocks wr regional co-operation are well developed ami 
operational national contingem:y plans which provide the basis for possible joint oil spill 
response operations and mutual assistance. As an extension .of the UNDP/IPIO project on the 
Sulawesi Sea Oil Spill Network mentioned above, an IPIO consultant is currently visiting the 
countries of the region in connection with the development of a co-operative action plan for the 
South China Sea. 

The consultant will visit all six ASEAN member countries and hold consultations with the 
rel~t authorities including Departments of Fisheries, Marine Departments, ~teorological 

OepartmeAts, National Oil Corporations and multinational oil companies operating in the region, 
Hd TelecOIIIRIUnication Departments. He will then prepare a report which will fonn the basis of the 
•Action Pl.in• afld illill include his findings and reconmendations in respect of the following~ 

(a) Assessment of the extent and magnitude of oil pollution risk in the South Chin~ Sea. 

(b) Review of indigenous capabilities for combating oil pollution. 

(c) Extent to which areas and resources sensitive to oil pollution have been surveyed and 
mapped, or where this is pending. 

(d) Inventories of anti-pollution equipment and materials in each Member State. 

(e) Assessment and verification of communication channels for anti-pollution operations. 

(f) Fol'1lllllation of a Co-operative Action Plan for oil pollution cormating in the Sou.tt. 
China Sea. 

The total duration of the ~onsultancy will be about eig~t weeks in two split missiOA&. 

Pending the completion of the missions, the following is a brief summary of tbe status ef 
national contingency plannin~ in the region based on infonnation currently availabl~ to IMO_ 
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11.1 Brunei DarussalaM 

Brunei Darussalc1111 is currently using an Oil Spill Contingency Plan developed by Brunei 
Shell Petrole1111 ~ny Sendirian Berhad (BSP) for dealing with major oil spills in territorial 
waters of Brunei. 

An Oil Spill Emergency Team consisting of senior personnel in BSP has been appointed. The 
te• will be directed by the Emergency Contingency fllanager (Operations fllanager). Duties of each 
meflt)er of the te• (and all supporting personnel) are defined. In the event of a major spill, the 
team will assemble at the Emergency Control. Centre (ECC) in Seria. 

The Emergency Control Centre is linked to the BSP Connl.lnications Centre (VSL) which is 
manned 24 hours of the day and is also linked to the National Air/Sea Rescue Centre in Bandar Seri 
Begawan. 

All emergencies ar1s1ng out of BSP activities are reported to the BSP Emergency 
CCJIIIllnications Centre and specific personnel are notified as required by the instructions 
contained in the BSP Emergency Procedures Guide. 

In the event of a well blowout, the Oil Spill Emergency Te• will coordinate their 
activities with the Blowout Task Force defined in the BSP Blowout Contingency Plan. BSP has 
adequate resources to handle an oil spill offshore up to 5,000 bbl/d for three days. In excess of 
this, the assistance of regional Shell COMpanies is required. 

11.2 IndonesiA 

It is understood that the National Contingency Plan is not yet in force. There does exist 
a •standing Operating Procedure for the Prevention and Abatement of fllarine Oil Pollution in the 
Straits of fllalacca and Singapore• agreed to in 1981 between the Director-General, Sea 
CCIIIIllnications, and the Director-General, Oil and Gas. 

Pertamina has developed contingency plans to deal with their operations related to offshore 
activities and vessel operations and holds oil spill response equipment and material in strategic 
locations around the country. The Pertamina Contingency Plan is integrated into the ASCOP£ plan 
described above. 

ll.3 fllalaxsU. 

fllalaysia introduced and i...,lemented the National Contingency Plan to Prevent and ~t Oil 
Spills in the Straits of ~lacca (NCOP-SOM) in October 1975 with the following objectives: 

- to provide the mechanism for a coordinated and speedy response to oil spill accidents 
within the area covered by this Plan; 

- to develop an adequate clean-up capability for oil spill accidents; and 

- to mitigate the harmful effects of oil spills on the aquatic- and marine environment 
through preventing or controlling the spread of such spills. 

This Plan covers the Plalaysian waters in the Straits of fllalacca as well as part of the 
South China Sea which, for this purpose, is defined as that portion of the waters which lies 
approximately between 1030'N and 70ft. To date the necessary clean-up capability has been 
developed to cover only two of the three designated centres for on-scene coordination, namely, 
Johor Bharu and Port Kelang. The other centre in Penang is under review since the most critical 
area is that f~ One-Fathom Bank through Tanjung Piai to the Horsburgh Light-Horse at Pulau Batu 
Putih (Pedra Branca). 
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It is proposed that the existing organisational plan for the Straits of ~lacca be extended 
to the South China Sea, particularly on the development of a single COIIIIIJnication network and 
unified response procedure for all types of ~ritime casualty. Special mention should be ~de of 
the increasing role to be played by the ~ritime Enforcement and Co-ordination Centre (fiiECC) based 
in Lt-.et, Perak and established recently under the auspices of the Secretary to the National 
Security Council. 

To date, the Government of ~laysia has invested approxi~tely 17.3 million Ringgit in oil 
spill combating equipment, vessels and ~terial. 

11.4 Philippines 

A National ~rine Pollution Control Contingency Plan was promulgated in June 1975. The 
Plan seeks to protect the environment from the ~ging effects of oil spills and other hazardous 
waste substances by providing a coordinated response mechanism for combating oil spills using the 
cod)ined resources of the private sector and the government. It also promotes the coordination 
and direction of national and local response systems and the development of .local government and 
private capabilities to handle such spills. The Plan covers all the sea, ports, harbours, inland 
waters and their tributaries, and their adjoining shorelines within the territorial jurisdiction 
of the country. 

The Plan, which has not been revised since its promulgation, serves to unify the various 
local spill response mechanisms in the country. At the same time, it supplements the various 
decrees, rules and regulations concerning the prevention of ~rine pollution by addressing the 
issues and problems spawned by an unplanned or sudden, and usually accidental, discharge of oil or 
any hazardous substance that poses a threat to the public health or welfare. The Plan clearly 
defines the objectives and the roles of the iq»lementing units. 

ll . 5 s i ngapore 

The Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) is responsible for controlling ~rine pollution in 
Singapore waters and coordinates all activities pertaining to prevention, control and combating 
~rine pollution. 

PSA has prepared eontingency plans to deal with incidents that are likely to result in 
serious pollution. A comprehensive ~rine Emergency Action Procedure has been promulgated by the 
PSA which includes procedures to deal with a ~jor oil pollution incident. 

11.6 Thailand 

In 1986, an oil contingency plan was developed for Thailand. The plan includes several 
aspects, such as: 

- lq»ortant fishing grounds, and breeding areas for species of fish, shellfish, and 
crustaceans of commercial value. 

- Aquaculture and ~ngrove forest areas along the coast of Thailand. 

- Distribution of coral reefs. 

- Areas with rare and endangered reptiles and ~ls. 

- Socio-econcnic information, i.e. amenity beaches and other tourist areas, ~rine parks, 
seabird colonies, and industrial sites. 

- Description of wind patterns, surface currents, seawater te...,eratures and hydrocarbon 
levels in water and sediments. 
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- An assessment of the risk of oil pollution in Thai waters, tncluding an evaluation of the 
frequency and size of a range of possible hydrocarbon releases. 

The results of a DANIOA study cover an evaluation of tbe existing oil spill control 
capabilities in Thailand as well as recannendations for a national :,;1 spill contingency plan 
including organization, staffing, reporting, alanm and commuRication arrangements, oil spill 
control equipment, recannendations for training and exercises-, and a cost estimate for the 
implementation. A separate manual for oil spill combating operations has been developed as well. 

The final report was submitted to a national committee for consideration on 15 April 1987. 

Implementation of the Plan will take at least three years. The Harbour Department will act 
as a lead agency during the implementation period. The steps of implementation are as follows: 

(a) Approval of the Draft Contingency Plan; 

(b) Preparation of the passing of a new ~rine Pollution Prevention Act; 

(c) Fonmation of the penmanent Organization; 

(d) Completion of the Contingency Plan; 

(e) Design of facilities and procurement of equipment; 

(f) Training; and 

(g) Commissioning. 

12. East Asian Seas Action Plan 

In 1981 a Co-ordinating ~ on the Seas of East Asia (COBSEA) .as established to serve as 
the overall authority to detenmine the contents of the Action Plan, to review its progress and 
approve its progranme of implementation through periodic meetings of governments. 

There have been six such meetings at which progranme activities have lileen reviewed and 
therefore it should not be necessary in the context of this ... ting to describe in detail that 
part of the progr~ relevant to oil pollution prevention and control and combating. The 
following, extracted front the report of the sixth llleettng ef COBSEA (Bangkok, 27-29 April 1987), 
is indicative of the project status and possible interrelationships with other project actions 
being undertaken in the region. 

EAS 12: Oil-dispersant toxicity 

The output of this project wuld ha.ve an obvious applicatim te n.tional and regional oil 
spill contingency planning and could be incorporated as well tnto re,ional guidelines on oil-spill 
dispersant applications and environmental considerations, the devela,.ent of which has been called 
for by the workshop on the technical and scientific support pN§r._. described below. 

EAS 15: Survey and monitoring of oil pollution and related activities 

Survey and monitoring of eil pollution and establishnent of a regional data base and the 
proposed establ ishnent and management of a marine data base and iAfor~Mtlon syst• llilY interface 
with the two ASEAN/UNDP projects described above: '"Databank oa Pollutants• and •Airborne 
Surveillance•. 
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EAS n: l!!!plementation of a technical and scientific support progranme for oil spill conth!geney 
planni!Q 

In August 1987 a workshop was held in Jakarta, Indonesia on the subject of this project. The 
-workshop report -bas ..been circulated (COBSEA 87/ElS 17/Rpt H aftd the following are reconmendations 
,ut fol'lward by the extracts fron workshops of particular relevance to this paper. 

Activity 

£AS 12: l:(H)perative research on oil aftd 
oil-dispersant toxi~ity in the East Asi~ 
Seas region. Project to be tenninated 
.net followed up by new actt.ity. 

EAS l4: Study of the maritime meteorolo
ical phenomena and oceanographic features 
of the East Asian Seas regiOR. Project to 
be extended ootil Oecenmer 1988, aad 
refonnulated so that it includes the (1) 
development and testing of predicti¥e 
models for physical transport processes in 
selected deep sea areas and (2) indicatien 
on how and by whom such models can or wi H 
be used in tile context of the action plan 
(based on proposal 2 in Annex IV .of 
UNEPA«;. 1~). 

EAS 15: Survey and monitoring of oil 
pollution and development of national co
ordinating mechani~ for the management 
,and establishment of a regicmal data 
exchange system. Project to be tenni nated 
and followed up by new activiti1!s. 

£AS 11: lqllementation of a technical and 
scientific support progr~ for oil spill 
contingency planning. Project to* 
tenninated and followed up by new activit~. 

13. Conclusions and reconmendations 

13.1 General remarks 

Timetab'k! 

Continuing until 
Decermer 1987 (with 
budget allocated in 
revision 5 of project) 

Continuing until 
December 1988 

Continuing until 
October 1997 (wi ttl 
budget allocated in 
revision S of project) 

Continuing until 
October 1987 (with 
budget allocated tn 
revision 5 of project) 

Res pons i b i 1i ty 

Ministry of Science, Technology 
and the Environment, Government 
of Malaysi•, in co-operation 
with national institutions of 
the region 

National Environment Board, 
Government of Thailand, in 
co-operation with natiOAal 
institutions of the region. 

Office of the State Minister for 
Population and the Environment, 
Government of Indonesia, in 
co-operation with national 
institutions of the region. 

Office of the State Minister for 
Population and the Environment, 
Government of Indonesia, in 
co-operation with national 
institutions of the region. 

In addition .to the •bove COOSEA progranmes, activities which are being undertaken by ASCOPE, 
Ill>, and tf.le ASENI Experts Group on the Environment (AEGE) are relevant and c~lementary to the 
regionaJ oil spill contingency planning efforts. 

All concerned parties should closely roonitor the development of these progranmes and their 
petentlal integration with COOSEA's progranmes can be further elaborated at the present meeting. 
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To fill up the "gaps", the following programme should be considered for regional 
i!l1)1ementation: 

(i) Study on the fate and effects of oil in the marine environment of the region, 
including biodegradation, hydrocarbons in benthic organisms, etc. 

(ii) Study to establish "baseline• levels of oil pollution in the region (in conjunction 
with EAS 15). 

(iii) Developing procedures/guidelines for the use of dispersants in cleaning up oil 
spills (in conjunction with EAS 13). 

(iv) Prioritizing sensitive resources which are vulnerable to potential oil spills in 
conjunction with Environmental Sensitivity Index ~pping. 

(v) Developing a connon method of finger-printing of oil and its products. 

(vi) Developing a connon method and procedures for oil spill i,..,act aaalysis,. includi119 
quantification of ecological and other i,..,acts, to subs~iate claims for 
compensation. 

(vii) Establishing in the region an independent panel of Oil Spill Impact Asses~ 
(Adjusters), among others, to qualify and arbitrate disputes in claims ~ 
compensations. 

Considering that there are at least 5 current arrangements related to regional oil spi.ft 
contingency planning, it is essential that these plans should be hannonized and integrated inta~za, 
consolidated and unified regional plan. 

In addition to its technical operational and management features, and the necessarp 
equipment and trained personnel, a regional plan requires institutionalized arrangaM!Itts .- tla
following essential elements: 

- procedures on pollution reporting and calling for assistance fran neighbouring COUNtries_ 

- procedures on transfrontier mobilisation of equipment, vessels, aircraft • ...._.s. 
spraying of dispersant, etc. vis-a-vis immigration, customs, airspace clearance,. ~ 

- procedures on claim, compensations and insurance. 

- financial arrangements on assistance in tenms of loan of equipment, mi .. DMer,. 
reimbursement, sharing of stockpiles, etc. 

The above essential elements should ideally be institutionalized through an adoption of 
regional protocols and conventions. Currently, there is no such institutional arrangement in the 
ASEAN region. 

13.2 Conclusion 

Fran the above overview of activities being carried out under the auspices of 
11110/UNEP/ASEAN/COBSEA, the oil industry, national adninistrations and bilateral aid agencies, it 
should be obvious that there is a considerable amount of work under way at the national, regional 
and global level of relevance to the control and combating of oil pollution in the East Asian Seas 
region. Although these activities are not subject to any centralized institutional control or 
co-ordination by one designated international or regional organization, there is no clear 
evidence of any wasteful duplication of efforts. The organization of work at the international 
and regional level invariably reflects the institutional arrangements and sectoral 
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responsibilities established at the national level. It is, therefore, extremely difficult and 
perhaps counter-productive to attempt to systematically impose institutional co-ordination through 
international or regional organizations. However, there is a need and clear justification for 
periodically conducting sectoral overviews of all global, regional and national activities 
related, e.g., to oil pollution prevention control and combating measures and arrangements 
relevant to the East Asian Seas region. Such overviews would enable the countries of the region 
to monitor activities undertaken by the different sectoral ministries in co-operation with the 
different international and regional organizations. It is through such monitoring and periodical 
review that duplication can be avoided. However, there is no substitute for national 
co-ordination and the establishment of inter-disciplinary national cmmittees dealing with such 
matters as marine pollution prevention control and combating. The Governments of the region 
cannot hope to achieve international co-ordination solely through participation in meetings 
convened by international or regional organizations primarily because, as is well known, the focal 
points for these organizations are different. 

As can be seen from the above, the principal means by which the control and prevention of 
oil pollution from ships is effected is the implementation of the KARPOL 73/78 Convention by flag 
and port States. This Convention provides the keystone for international environmental regulation 
of shipping and the international maritime comoonity is resolved that every effort should be 
devoted to the widest possible acceptance and implementation of it. IPIO and the World Maritime 
University have devoted considerable energies in enhancing the technical capabilities of countries 
to carry out the inspection, certification, and control requirements of MARPOL 73/78. The extent 
to which any country can implement an international treaty of such nature is of course dependent 
on the technical and financial capabilities of that country. However, less than optimum 
capability should not serve as a barrier to acceptance as it is considered preferable from a 
purely technical point of view to accept the Convention and then work towards its full 
implementation. Acceptance of KARPOL 73/78 by all East Asian Sea States would contribute greatly 
to the control of oil pollution from ships operating in the region and should therefore be 
encouraged within the COBSEA progranme. 

There appears to be a widespread recognition of the desirability of adopting some fonn of 
agreement on co-operation in combating marine pollution which would inter alia provide a framework 
for mutual co-operation and assistance in dealing with major marine pollution incidents. Such a 
framework would apply to all major marine pollution incidents whatever the source which adversely 
affect the marine and coastal environment and related interest of one or more of the East Asian 
Seas States. It could include elements of exchange of infonnation, timely notification of oil and 
chemical spill incidents, mutual assistance, operational measures, sub-regional arrangements, and 
institutional arrangements including meetings of focal points. 

The question of whether or not to adopt a treaty instrument, i.e., a convention for the 
protection and development of the marine environment of the East Asian Seas region with associated 
protocols was discussed at the time of adoption of the East Asian Seas Action Plan and it was 
agreed that for the time being, such legal instruments would not be developed. However, the Sixth 
~ting of COBSEA in April 1987 included in its long tenn strategy for 1987-1996 the exploration 
of the feasibility of the development and adoption of a suitable legal framework [a convention and 
relevant protocol(s)] for the plan. The IPIO Secretariat, in co-operation with UNEP, has prepared 
draft protocols on co-operation in combating marine pollution emergencies in most of the UNEP 
Regional Seas areas as well as regional and sub-regional contingency plans, and stands ready and 
able to assist the countries of the East Asian Seas in this regard. As the long tenn strategy 
still does not indicate that the States of the region have finnly decided to develop legal 
instruments, serious consideration should be given to the fonnulation and adoption at the 
ministerial level of a regional oil spill contingency plan for the East Asian Seas region which 
could incorporate the substance of a legal instrument as well as operational arrangements for 
co-operation in combating oil pollution. The fonnat for such a plan has been developed by IPIO in 
the context of regional contingency plans adopted in other regions and is available. 
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As can be seen fran the above description of the on-going IPIIO/ASEAN/UNOP project for the 
development of the co-operative action plan for combating oil pollution in the South China Sea, it 
would appear that this project, which is currently underway, could provide the framework by which 
the first draft of such a regional contingency plan could be developed. In view of the existence 
of the ASEAN Contingency Plan and ASCOPE Plan, it would also appear more desirable for such ' pian 
to be adopted under the framework of this project rather than to expend the limited resources of 
the COBSEA progranme on such an endeavour at this stage. However, the input fran COBSEA focal 
points through reviews of the draft plan would be extremely useful. 

The principle underlining the COBSEA project EAS 17 that technical and scientific support 
is required for national and regional oil spill contingency plans is still valid. Continued 
implementation of this project could serve as a useful conduit by which the expertise of all the 
countries in the region combined with external advisory input as required can be directed to 
solving specific technical and scientific problems which would enhance oil spill response 
capability in the region. The aforementioned workshop held in Jakarta in August 1987 on the 
implementation of a technical and scientific support programme for an oil spill contingency plan 
usefully identified several "gaps• which could be filled by future activities under this project; 
for example, the further development of environmental sensitivity index mapping, the development 
of regional guidelines for the use of oil spill dispersants, and the development of guidelines on 
methods and procedures for oil spill ;mpact analysis are all potential projects which should 
attract positive consideration by the meeting of experts. 

13.3 Recommendations 

The following are activities which may be undertaken in the framework of the East Asian 
Seas Action Plan which would contribute ·to the control and combating of oil pollution. in the 
region. 

13.3.1 Legal/technical regional workshop on MRPOL 73178 

Indonesia is one of the two countries of the region which has ratified JIIARPOL 73178 and 
would be well placed to host a workshop aimed at discussing the experiences gained by, e.g., 
Indonesiain preparation for acceptance and subsequent implementation of MRPOL 73178. Problems 
which are perceived as obstacles to acceptance and implementation of JIIARPOL 73178 in the region 
would be examined with participation of IPIIO experts from outside the region who have faced similar 
problems. 

13.3.2 Developnent ·of a practical field guide for oi lspi ll response that focuses on tropical 
marine and coastal environments of the East Asian Seas region 

A great many manuals, guidelines, technical notes and other publications exist on the 
methods and equipment used to deal with oil spills. By and large, these publications are either 
intended to be generally applicable for all conditions and environments or focus on ten.,erate or 
polar regions so that little or no infonnation is provided that deals with wai"'!HMter coral, 
mangrove, lagoon or sea-grass habitats. 

This is not surprising since most of the research and experience gained has been in dealing 
with oil spills in the northern latitudes, although recent major spills in the Gulf of ~xico and 
the Persian Gulf have increased the knowledge base on how oil behaves and can be treated in 
sub-tropical waters. 

This is not to say that much of the advice in these existing publications is not of equal 
relevance to all marine and coastal environments. This is particularly true for advice on 
contingency planning, salvage at sea measures to prevent or reduce the amount of oil spilled, 
techniques for containment and mechanical recovery of spilled oil, and oil spi 11 dispersant 
application. The output of EAS 12 •co-operative research on oil and oil-dispersant toxicity in 
the East Asian Seas region• would be particularly relevant. However, a field manual for oil spill 
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response strategies that focuses on tropical marine and coastal environments or which uses the 
specific characteristics of the East Asian Seas region as a reference point is not readily 
available. 

Another feature of many of the existing guidelines is an emphasis on the use of specialized 
equipment for oil containment and recovery which may not be readily available in the region. The 
proposed guidelines would focus on the use of indigenous materials and practical means likely to 
be available in many of the countries of the region. Also in keeping with the recognition that 
the region is particularly vulnerable to damage resulting from significant oil pollution, emphasis 
will be placed on the problems of oil spill clean-up and restoration. 

The proposed manual's format and content would be practical and user~rientated and will 
rely to a great extent on diagrams and illustrations rather than lengthy texts. Specifically, the 
manual would deal with marine and shoreline habitats, shoreline type, protection methods, clean-up 
methods, decision guidelines for on-scene co~rdinators, and restoration of shoreline aspects in 
tropical environments. Particular attention would be given to the behaviour of oil in tropical 
environments including rates of spreading, evaporation, phot~xidation, dissolution and 
biodegradation, and the impact of oil pollution and oil clean-up activities on corals, mangroves, 
lagoons, and seagrass habitats as well as use of dispersants in the tropics. Specific experience 
gained in dealing with spills in the tropics could be included as case studies. 

Duplication of detailed information contained in existing publications which are already 
widely available, such as the IMO fllanual on Oil Pollution and the recently published IMO/UNEP 
Guidelines on Oil Spill Dispersant Application and Environmental Considerations, will be avoided 
and a bibliography or reference list will be included to assist users in finding other more 
detailed information on oil spill combating which is known to be currently available. 

13.3.3 Behaviour of oil in tropical environments 

As an input to the abovementioned project, a study would be carried out by one of the 
marine science institutions in the region on the behaviour of oil in tropical waters including 
rates of spreading, evaporation, photo~xidation, dissolution, etc. 

13.3.4 Development of environmental sensitivity index (ESI) maps and their integration into 
national and regional contingency plans 

Several countries in the region have developed environmental sensitivity index maps in 
conjunction with oil spill contingency planning. The experience gained by these countries could 
fonn the basis of a model workshop on the development of ESI maps and their integration into 
national and regional contingency plans. 

13.3 . .5 Regional Workshop on Chemical Spill Countermeasures 

Although the subject of this meeting is oil pollution control, it would be unwise to ignore 
the fact that in recent years, the transport and storage of hazardous substances which may present 
a danger to both the public and the environment, if not handled in a proper way, have increased 
greatly. Public concern over hazardous materials has justifiably grown and both governments and 
industry have taken steps to prevent and respond to incidents involving hazardous substances. 

IMO has given increas~d dltention to this matter and has recently published a Manual on 
Chemical Pollution and organized workshops on chemical spills. It is suggested that it would be 
timely to organize a workshop in the region dealing with the following aspects: 

- Methods for identification and assessment 
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- Remote detection 

- Measurements of atmospheric concentrations 

- Phases of hazard evaluation 

- Response 
on board ships 
classification of spillage 
methods of response 
control of operation at response work areas 
disposal 

- Personal safety and health 
toxic hazard awareness 
standardized operating procedure 
response organization and training. 
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An understanding of the CC!q)Osition and basic properties of petrole1111 is essential for the 
successful control of oil pollution in the marine environment. Petroleum is composed primarily of 
hydrocarbons which may be classified into five groups: paraffins, naphthenes, arenes, alkenes and 
cycloalkanoarenes. In addition, other organic CC!q)Ounds exist in petrole111 in the fonn of 
hydrocarbon derivatives containing sulphur, nitrogen, oxygen, or trace metals such as vanadi1111 and 
nickel. The CC!q)Osition of oil largely detennines its toxicity to organisms. Among physical 
properties of petrole1111 that should be considered are density, refractive index, viscosity, 
surface tension, specific heat, latent heat, distillation range, boiling point and vapor 
pressure. Oil in the marine environment occurs in a variety of fonns. Sources of oil entering 
the ocean include natural seeps, precipitation fran the atmosphere, terrestrial run~ff, and 
activities involving production, transport and use. 

1. Introduction 

It was agreed at the international convention on marine pollution held in London in 1972 
that oil and oil products should be considered the most widespread pollutants affecting the 
world's oceans. The seas, like the atmosphere, know no national boundaries; pollution originating 
in one nation is not the problan of just that nation but of all the nations of the worlct (S~ 
1974). 

All oils are a complex of CC!q)Onents with differing physical, chanical and biological 
properties. When oil is spilled onto the surface of the sea it undergoes a ntllt)er of changes, 
some of which enhance its natural dissipation while the others cause it to persist. The fate and 
effects of an oil 'type and the clean-up requirements will depend primarily, therefore, upon the 
combined physical and cbanical properties of its components (White and Nichols 1981). Thus, light 
refined products, such as gasoline, kerosene and some light crude oils which are highly volatile 
materials with low viscosities do not persist on the surface of the sea for any significant length 
of time due to rapid evaporation and natural dispersion. Spills of these materials therefore do 
not nonnally require clean-up. Heavy crude and residual fuel oils, on the other hand, may be 
expected to persist on the sea due to their greater proportion of nonvolatile components and high 
viscosity. Such oils are also resistant to many clean-up techniques and large spills frequently 
cause widespread contamination of coastlines, requiring extensive and costly clean-up operations. 

The nature of the damage caused will also vary according to the type of oil spilt. The 
location of a spill can have a considerable bearing on the costs since it will detemine the 
resources threatened and the clean-up response required ("'ite and Nichols 1981). 

The following discussion on tile properties of oil and the sources of oil entering the 
marine envii"OI'IIIent s~~m~~rizes · infonnation drcnm f.-- the e-xisting 1iterilture. The various 
pertinent publications ilre cited tllroughout the text. A sigttificant source of material is the 
work of Banks and King (1986). 
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2. The natural oil 

2.1 Introduction 

The tenn "petroletlll" is derived fran the Latin vords ~(rock) and oletn (1»il). It is 
natural organic material composed principally of hydrocarbons which occur in the gaseous or liquid 
state in ~logic traps. The liquid part, after freed from dissolved gas, is commonly referred to 
as crude oi 1. "1:fnderground reservoirs adopt various fonns, and the oi 1 is usually associ a ted with 
natural gas aM brines. 

In a t_ypical dane-shaped foi"IMtion, the fluids occupying the interstices in the rock are 
arranged in or.der of increasing density with ill-defined boundaries between zones. 

Uppennost is the gas zone or cap which contains so-called associated (i.e., with oil) 
natural gas. This c~rises low mlecular weight alkanes - methane (predominantly) plus its 
c2-e7 homlogues (ethane, propane, butanes, pentanes, hexanes and heptanes) - together with 
inorganic gases (carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen sulphide and sanetimes helitlll). The 
intennediate zone contains oil saturated with dissolved gas under the conditions of ten.,erature 
and pressure prevailing in the reservoir rock. The bottom zone is occupied by "connate" or 
"interstitial" water, traces of which are also present in the pores of reservoir rock in the oil 
and gas zones. 

Oilfield waters (or "brines") contain relatively large amunts (frequently mre than 104 

ppnl) of dissolved inorganic salts, principally chlorides and sulphates of soditlll, potassitlll, 
calcium and magnesit111 (Banks and King 1986). 

2.2 Origin of petroletlll 

The majority of geochemists believe that petroletlll originates fran buried sedimentary 
organic matter deri-ved from biopol,mers produced by plants and animals (lignin, carbohydrates, 
lipids and proteins). Diagenesis, which is the biological, physical and chemical alteration of 
this organic matter prior to a pronounced efhct of heat, results in com;>lex geopolymers known 
collectively as kerogen4fhich is the main organic constituent of ancient sediments. 

Two main types of kef'9gen are recognii!ed: a "coaly" type "Which does not contribute to 
petroletlll and a "sapropelic" type which~s. T~l conversion of sapropelic kerogen into oil 
and gas occurs as ten.,erature rises during burial of sediments. Once fonned in dense fine grained 
source rocks, oil and gas undergo primary migration into mre permeable coarse grained sedimentary 

-""Teservoir rocks where movement (so-called secondary migraHon) of the fluids within the pores 
e.entually leads to their segregation into accumulatiens. 

Oil bearing formations r~nge in ~ge from the early Palaeozoic era (500 x 10ft yr) to the 
late .aenozoic (1()6 yr). Particularly prolific oilfields belong to the Cenozoic and Ptesoroic 
periods (reaching back 225 x 1o6 yr). 

2.3 Characteristics of crude oil 

Physically, crude oils can vary from light, ftlbile, straw-coloured liquids containing a 
large proportion of easily distillable material to highly viscous, semi-solid black substances 
from which very little material can be removed by distillation before the onset of thermal 
decomposition. Densities generally 1 ie in the range 0. 79-0.95 g/mrl under surface conditions, 
and viscosities vary widely, fran about 0. 7 to mre than 42,000 centipoise. In general, crude 
oils are flanmable under ambient conditions and their odours can vary from an almst pleasant 
aranatic bouquet to the distinctly unpleasant smell often associated with sulphur derivatives. 

Despite the wide differences in the physical aspects of different crude oils, their 
ultimate or elemental compositions are remarkably consistent. Thus, the percentages by weight of 
the elements present in a "crude" fall within the narrow limits quoted in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Elemental composition/wt (%) : ranges for crude oils 
(from Banks and King 1986) 

Carbon 83.90 - 86.80 

Hydrogen ll.OO - 14.00 

Sulphur 0.06 - 8.00 

Nitrogen 0.02 - 1.70 

Oxygen 0.08 - 1.82 

lltetals* 0.00 - 0.14 

*The most abundant •trace• metals are vanadium and nickel. 
Numerous others (e.g., iron, magnesium, aluminum, copper, 
silver) have been detected, but no systematic analytical 
work seems to have been carried out, and it is difficult 
to evaluate whether their occurrence is common or not. 

2.4 Constituents of crude oil 

As indicated by the analytical data listed in Table 1, the main constituents of crude 
oils are hydrocarbons (HC), compounds composed solely of hydrogen (H) and carbon (C), and these 
can account for over 75% of the material. Of the other elements present, sulphur (S), nitrogen 
(N) and oxygen (O) appear as heteroatoms in hydrocarbon derivatives, sone of which occur as 
petroporphyrins, i.e., complexes involving traces of metals [notably vanadium (V) and nickel (Ni)] 
present in petroleum. 

lltetals may also be combined as salts of carboxylic acids, but much remains to be learned 
about the structural affiliations of metallic and metalloidal elements in crude oil. Inorganic 
sulphur can be present as the element or as hydrogen sulphide (H2S) dissolved in the oil. Heavy 
crudes of the younger fonmations, for instance Venezuelan crudes, have a low hydrocarbon content 
of the order 35-38%, the remainder comprising compounds with molecules containing at least one 
heteroatom. Non-hydrocarbon components are concentrated mainly in the heavy residues (residuum) 
from the distillation of crudes. 

Organic compounds may be classified according to the basic scheme set out in Figure 1. 
All the classes shown are represented in petroleum. 

Three basic types of hydrocarbons (paraffinic, naphthenic and aromatic) occur naturally in 
crude petroleum. These hydrocarbons range from simple, highly volatile substances to complex 
waxes and asphaltic compounds which cannot be distilled. A fourth type may be created by 
•cracking• during the refining process. The characteristics of many crude oils (Marcinowski 1970) 
will fall within the ranges shown in Table 2 (see also Table 3). 

2.4.1 Paraffins or alkanes 

The first type of compound (the paraffins or alkanes) has a chainlike structure, either 
straight or branched. in which each C at01 is linked to four other C or H atans. All the 
available bonds of the C's are thus used, and the compound is •saturated•. The names of the 
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ORGANIC COPIPOtJ,IDS 

ALIPHATIC 
(open-chain or acyclic) 

COPIPOUNOS 

ALICYCLIC 
(cycloaliphatic) 

COPIPOUNOS 

CYCLIC 
(closed-chain or ring) 

COMPOUNDS 

CARBOCYCLIC 
COitPOUNOS 

AROMATIC 
(benzenoid) 

COMPOUNDS 

HETEROCYCLIC 
COPIPOUNDS 

Fig. 1. Classification of organic compounds in petroleum. 

sin., lest lllellt>ers of the straight chain series are familiar: methane, ethane, propane, butane, 
pentane •.. octane, etc. Straight and branched-chain hydrocarbons of this type constitute a large 
fraction of crude petroleum and predaninate in gasoline and sane fuels. Beginning with octane, 
the eighth lllellt>er of the series, their solubility in water is negligible. This does not mean, 
however, that they do not mix with sea water. Through wind and wave action they may be dispersed 
as tiny droplets in the sea, or they may even hitch a ride to the bottan on clay or other 
particles and thus contaminate the bottan sediments. 

2.4.2 Alicyclic compounds or naphthenes 

In the second type of compound, which is also saturated, sane of the C atans are joined 
into rings of S-7 ~~~enDers. These are the alicyclic coqx>unds - •cyclic• because of the rings. 
The sin.,lest compounds of the group are cyclopentane, cyclohexane and cycloheptane, with S, 6 and 
7 C's in the rings, respectively. Other chemical groups may be substituted for the H's in these 
molecules. 

2.4.3 Aromatic compounds or arenes 

The third type of coqx>und, like the alicyclic, contains one or more rings. The C atans in 
these rings share their bonds with only 3 other atans, rather than four. The simplest compound of 
this type is the familiar benzene. Other c00110n organic solvents chemically related to benzene 
are toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene. Kany of the larger molecules have been implicated as potent 
carcinogens in experimental animals. A ntllt)er are known to be acutely toxic to man or other 
animals. 
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Initial boiling point 
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Table 2. The range of properties of some crude oils 
(from ~rcinowski 1970) 

0.80-0.988 Sulphur 

30-125 

cS 4-25 wax 

-35 to +7.0 Asphaltenes 

2.4.4 Olefins or alkenes 

0.80-5.00 

%wt 5-12 

%wt 0.05-3.00 

The fourth type of compound is a class of unsaturated, straight or branched-chain compounds 
called olefins or alkenes. They are produced during the refining process, when, through 
•cracking," large molecules are broken down into smaller ones that make up the more desirable 
light petroleum fractions. 

2.4.5 Cycloalkanoarenes 

These "mixed" polycyclic hydrocarbons, referred to as naphthenoaromatics, possess 
structures involving fusion of aromatic with alicyclic rings, and may carry aliphatic 
side-chains. When they do they contain all three types of C/H molecular "building blocks.• As a 
class they begin to appear in the kerosene fraction, increasing in concentration in the 
higher-boiling distillation cuts and residues. 

Examination of several crude oils has shown that bicyclic naphthenoaromatics (one aromatic 
and one alicyclic) - indane, tetralin and their alkyl derivatives - are relatively abundant in 
kerosene and light gas oils. The tricyclic compound 1,2,3,4-tetrahydrophenanthrene and its 
derivatives are also cmmon. Of particular importance to studies on the origin of oils is the 
presence in heavier gas oils or lubricating oil fractions of tetra- and pentacyclic 
naphthenoaromatics related to steroid and triterpenoid structures. 

2.4.6 Other organic compounds 

Crude oils contain appreciable amounts of organic compounds with structures incorporating 
one or more (the same or different) atoms of S, N or 0 in addition to C and H. 

As a class, these organic non-hydrocarbon compounds are distributed throughout the whole 
boiling range of a crude oil, but appear mainly in the heavier distillation fractions and the 
non-volatile residue. 

Although concentrations of non-hydrocarbons in any one fraction may be relatively small, 
their influence can be important. For exarl1)1e, acidic components such as thiols 
(sulphur-containing compounds) and carboxylic acids (oxygen-containing compounds) promote 
corrosion of metal equipment. Refonning catalysts eq>loyed in the production of motor gasoline 
are seriously deactivated by sulphur compounds. Trace metals (V, Ni) becone deposited on, 
passivate and/or poison catalysts emplo.yed in desulphurization of fuel oil or catalytic cracking 
of heavy distillates. 

The colour and odour of crude oil stems mainly fro~~ the NSO compounds that are concentrated 
in the lubricating oil (c26-e40) and residuum (>C40; asphaltic bit~~~~en) fractions. 
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Crude oil may also cOAtain relatively minor amounts of suspended inorganic salts (mainly 
chlorides) and of dissolved elemental sulphur and hydrogen sulphide (H2S). Arrangements are 
nonnally made at the wellhead to remove H2S (along with light hydrocarbon gases) and "salt" 
~ssociated with oil accumulations. Even small quantities of salt remaining in crude or picked up 
during shipping can lead to serious problems i1'1 the refinery owing to its deposition in 
-distillation plants or conversion there into corrosive adds. Its concentration is best reduced, 
therefore, to less than 0.001 wt-% by washing crude with water at c.a. 1200C under pressure 
before distilling it. 

Very high molecular weight NS«H:on.,ounds are present in the asphaltic residuum which 
remains after removal of distillable material from crude oil, and are referred to as resins and 
asphaltenes. The residuum mainly comprises very heavy oils, resins, asphaltenes and high 
molecular weight waxes. Addition of 1 iquid propane at terJ1)eratures below 21°C causes the resins 
and asphaltenes to precipitate, and these can then be separated by dissolving the resins in 
n-pentane. 

The asphaltenes are dark brown-black amorphous solids, and the resins may be light- to 
dark-coloured thick fluids or amorphous solids. Resins always seem to be more abundant than 
asphaltenes, and their ratio varies considerably depending on the crude oil source. 

About half of the total combined N and S present in crude oil appears as resins and 
asphaltenes, most of these elements being present in the fonn of heterocyclic groups. The 
probability of all molecular spec1es present containing one or more heteroatoms (N,S or O) is 
hi1fl. 

2.4.7 Organometallic compounds 

Numerous "trace- elements have been detected in crude oils besides N, 0 and S. Of the many 
metals listed (aluminum, barium, calcium, chromium, copper, gold, iron, lead, magnesium, 
manganese, niGkel, silver, titanium, vanadium, etc.), Ni and V are the most abundant and, in the 
fonn of petroporphyrins and related complexes, appear to be present in all crudes. 

Their concentrations vary from source to source, total amounts ranging from <lppm to in 
excess af 1300 ppm. Average abundances, detennined by analysis of 64 crude oils from various 
parh of the world. are 18 ppm Ni and 63 ppm V, and a good correlation exists between sulphur, 
as.phaltene and metal content. Sm~e metals, particularly iron, may be derived from pipework and 
other equipment used to extract and transport oil. Other sources of inorganic material are finely 
divided .clays and related mineral matter taken from reservoir rocks along with crude and petroleum 
brines. 

2.5 Crude oil classification 

A method of classifying crude oils is necessary to provide a guide to the quality and 
hence, value, of the oiL In the very early days, the kerosene fraction used for lighting 
purposes was the most valuable product. With the introduction of the internal combustion engine. 
gasoline became the most valuable fraction in crude oil. The specific gravity of crude oil 
provided ~ rough measure of the amount of the lighter fraction present. The lower the specific 
gravity (or tile higher the AP1 gravity which is an inverse scale) the greater was the yield of 
11ght fractions by simple distillation, and hence the highP.r the price of the crude. 

In 1937, lane and Garton of the US Bureau of Mines put forward a general scheme for the 
c1assificati01'1 of crudes based on the specific gravity of 2 fractions (key fractions) produced by 
~ standardized method of fractionation of the crude. Although this classification is not 
completely satisfactory, it is now universally employed. The main advantage lies i~ the wide 
coverage since practically all known crude oils have been analysed and classified by this method 
and the infonnation is kept up to date by the periodic publication of new analyses by the US 
Bureau of Mines. 
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The method involves fractionation of the crude, starting by a distillation at atmospheric 
pressure, during whlch the fraction boiling between 250 to 275°C is collected (Key fraction No. 
1), and continuing with a distillation at 40 mm Hg during which the fraction boiling between 275 
and 3000C is collected (Key fraction No. 2). The specific gravity of both fractions is 
detenmined, and from the specific gravity (or API gravity) of the fractions, the crude is assigned 
to 1 of the 9 classes shown in Table 3 (Banks and King 1986). 

Table 3. Classification of crude oils accordingto the US Bureau of "ines 
(from Banks and King 1986) 

Key fraction No. 1 Key fraction No. 2 
Class Sp gr 60/600F 0API Sp gr 60/600F oAPI 

Paraffinic <0.825 ~40 <0.876 >30 

Paraffinic-Intenmediate <0.825 ~40 0.876-0.934 20-30 

lntenmediate-Paraffinic 0. 825-0. 860 33-40 <0.876 >30 

Intenmediate 0.825-0.860 33-40 0.876-0.934 20-30 

lntenmediate Naphthenic 0. 825-0.860 33-40 >0.934 90 

Naphthenic Intermediate >0.860 93 0.876-0.934 20-30 

Naphthenic >0.860 93 >0.934 <20 

Paraffinic-Naphthenic <0.825 ~40 >0.934 <20 

Naphthenic-Paraffinic >0.860 93 <0.876 >30 

2.6 Physical properties of petroleum fractions 

In the case of mixtures, particularly coq»lex multi-component mixtures, the behaviour of 
the individual pure compounds does not nonmally correlate sin.,ly with the behaviour of the 
coq»lete mixture. Thus, when dealing with the coq»lex mixtures of hydrocarbons nonmally found in 
petroleum fractions, knowledge of the average properties of the mixture are often of greater 
importance than an understanding of the exact chemical coq»osition and of the physical properties 
of the individual coq»ounds. 

The discussion in this section has been drawn from Banks and King (1986). 

2.6. 1 Density (~) 

The Sf unit of kg/~ is related to the petroleum industry units as follows: 

1 lb/ft3 
1 lb/UK gal 
1 lb/US gal 

16.019 k~ 
99. 776 kg/m3 

= 119.830 kg/~ 

= 
= 
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Since the calculation of the vol1111e depends on the mass of the sane vol1111e of standard 
fluid and the appropriate density/ten.,erature relationships, it is quite normal to dispense with 
the absolute density measurement and quote the result in tenms of specific gravity. 

Other ways of expressing liquid densities are used in particular industries and in the oil 
industry reference is often found to API gravities. This is derived from the specific gravity by 
use of the relationship 

Degrees API = 141.5 - 131.5 
Sp gr 60/6<JOF 

There is thus no simple relationship between absolute densities and API gravities, and it is usual 
to consult tabulated information for such conversion. 

Vapour densities are defined in the sane way as liquid densities, but are very 100ch 
smaller, so they are often expressed as gravities relative to air at a particular ten.,erature. 
Unlike liquid densities, vapour densities are very dependent on pressure and it is very important 
that the pressure involved is accurately reported. 

Vapour densities are usually expressed in tenms of specific volumes, that is, as volume per 
unit mass Cml/kg or ft3/lb). In the oil industry, vapour density is sometimes reported in 
ft3/gal liquid. 

The main use of density is to pennit the mass of a given volume of liquid or gas to be 
determined for use in subsequent calculations. Knowledge of density is also a guide to chemical 
composition. Although it is only rarely that density on its own can be used to determine 
composition, it is often used in combination with other properties to characterize a mixture. In 
general, paraffinic hydrocarbons have comparatively low densities, naphthenic and olefinic 
hydrocarbons intenmediate densities, and aromatic hydrocarbons comparatively high densities. 

Z.6.Z Refractive index (~) 

This can be measured easily with a ntJ!Oer of instruments since ~ is numerically equal to 
the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine of the angle of refraction when light 
passes obliquely from a vacuum into the substance. 

The value of ~ varies with the wavelength of the light used, and also with temperature, and 
both 100st be quoted. The "0 1 ine" of the sodium spectrum (wavelengths of 5890 and 5896 A) is 
usually used for ~measurements with hydrocarbons. 

Refractive index alone can be used to give information on the composition of hydrocarbon 
mixtures. As with density, low values are associated with paraffins and higher values with 
aromatics. 

The combination of ~ and ~ is a more powerful tool, and several authorities proposed the 
use of such combinations as 

"refractivity intercept": ~ 

z 

and "specific refraction•: (~z- 1) 
X 

as indicative of the chemical composition of hydrocarbon mixtures. 
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2.6.3 Viscosity 

Dynamic viscosity (u) may be defined as the force per unit area which is required to 
maintain a unit velocity gradient in the fluid. If the ratio of the force to the velocity 
gradient remains constant with increasing velocity (rate of shear) the liquid is said to be 
Newtonian, and many of the liquids encountered in the petroleum industry do behave in this manner. 

The unit of dynamic viscosity is force x time/(length)2 and in SI units is N s/m2. 

Temperature has a marked effect on viscosity. The effect is different for liquid and gas. 
With gas, the effect of a temperature increase is to increase the viscosity; with liquid, the 
effect is to reduce it. The temperature relationship, although not well understood, is important 
in connection with lubrication since as a lubricating oil heats up in use, the viscosity 
decreases, and this may render the oil useless for its purpose. 

An indication of how temperature affects viscosity is given by the Viscosity Index, an 
empirical number which effectively compares values of viscosity at two different temperatures. In 
recent years, by the addition of suitable additives, lubricating oils with remarkably flat 
viscosity/temperature gradients have been developed. These oils possess a suitably low viscosity 
at start-up to enable satisfactory flow and lubrication, and still possess a sufficiently high 
viscosity at high working temperatures to maintain a safe oil film. 

Pressure also has sone effect on the viscosity of oils. A pressure of about 7 F'tl/.1 
(about 1000 psi) will increase the viscosity by about 15%. 

Viscosity is important as a measure of the resistance to flow of a fluid, and hence in the 
calculation of power requirements to move fluids from one part of a systet11 to another. Its 
importance in lubricating problems is discussed above. When combined with other properties such 
as density, it can be used to give valuable information concerning the C<lq)Osition of petrole• 
fractions. For ex~le, the Viscosity-gravity Index is based on specific gravity and Saybolt 
viscosity. It is of particular value in identifying a predaninantly paraffinic or aromatic 
material. The lower the value of the index, the more paraffinic the fraction. 

2.6.4 Surface tension 

This force is measured either in J/m2 or N/m 

A rise in temperature leads to a fall in surface tension arMt the higher the molecular 
weight of the hydrocarbon material, the higher the surface tension. 

The main importance of surface tension is that it controls the ease of fonnation and the 
stability of emulsions and foams. It also governs the detergent properties of an oil. It may, in 
addition, together with viscosity, control the amount of oil recoverable from a crude oil 
reservoir. 

2.6.5 Specific heat 

This quantity is measured in J/kg K. It is not related to the heat capacity of water. The 
more cOIIIIDn units of Btu/lb°F or callg0C (which are numerically equal, being effectively the 
ratio of the heat required to heat the substance to that required to heat water) are related to 
the Sl unit by 

1 Btu/lbOf = 1 cal/gOc = 4.1868 kJ/kg K. 

For most hydrocarbons, specific heat is almost a linear function of temperature (increasing 
as temperature increases). It decreases as the density increases. A knowledge of the specific 
heat of a fraction is important in determining net heat fluxes in all heating and cooling problems. 
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2.6.6 Latent heat 

Heat of vaporization is perhaps the most iqKJrtant latent heat in petroletJR engineering. 
It decr~ases as the temperature rises and becomes zero at the critical temperature (this 
phenomeu~n fonning, in fact, a useful indication of the critical point). 

As with specific heat, values of latent heat are needed in order to calculate heat effects, 
particularly for distillation equipment. 

2.6.7 Critical properties 

A study of the pressure (P), voltJRe (V) and temperature (T) relationships of a pure 
cOqKJnent reveals a particular unique state where the properties of a liquid and vapour become 
indistinguishable fran each other. This state is called the critical state and the appropriate 
parameters of state are tenned the critical pressure (f<), critical voltJRe (~) and critical 
temperature <Ic>· It is an iqKJrtant characteristic of tfie critical state for a- pure cOqKJnent 
that with values of~ or I greater than either~ or Ic. the vapour and liquid states cannot 
coetcist at equilibrium, and thus ~ and 4 represent the maxinun values of ~ and I at which 
phase separation can occur. 

Fran a knowledge of ~. Ic and ¥.c· many predictions can be made concerning the 
physical properties of substances. these pr~ctions are based on the Law of Corresponding States 
according to which substances behave in the same way when they are in the same state with 
reference to the critical state. The particular corresponding state is characterized by its 
reduced properties, i.e., 

J:r = TIT£, ~ = PIP£, ~ = VIV£. 

The use of this concept pennits generalized plots in tenns of reduced properties to be 
drawn which are then applicable to all substances (which obey the law) and can be iqKJrtant in 
detennining thenmodynamic relationships. It is rare in petroletJR engineering to have to deal with 
pure substances, and unfortunately the application of the Law of Corresponding States to mixtures 
is c001plicated by the fact that use of the true critical point for a mixture does not yield 
correct values of reduced properties for accurate prediction fran generalized charts. For a 
mixture the critical state no longer represents the maxinun T and P at which a liquid and vapour 
phase can coexist, and phase separation can occur under retrograde conditions. 

For engineering purposes, this difficulty is resolved by the use of pseudo-critical 
conditions which are based on the molal average critical T's and P's of the cOqKJunds of the 
mixture. Although use of pseudO-reduced conditions for mixtures of hydrocarbons is generally 
satisfactory, this is not true for states near the true critical, nor, in general, for mixtures of 
vapour and liquid. 

2.6.8 PVT relationships 

Knowledge of the P, V and T of a system fonns the basis for the calculation of the 
thennodynamic relationships of the system. A siq»le treatment of a mathematical model of a gas 
based on kinetic theory yields the relationship 

where ~ is the number of moles of gas and R is a universal constant equal to 8.314 kJ/kmol K. 

This mathematical model is called the Perfect Gas, and real gases which behave in this way 
are called Ideal Gases. Most light petroleum gases, air, flue gases, etc. may be treated as ideal 
up to pressures of about 1.5 to 2 MN/ml (250-300 psi) provided the teq»erature is well above the 
critical. 
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For heavier vapours and for lower temperatures a more accurate equation of state is 
needed. Sufficient accuracy is nonnally obtained for engineering purposes by the use of the 
compressibility coefficient (!), where 

The! is a function of T, P and the nature of the gas, but values can be obtained from generalized 
charts by use of reduced temperatures and pressures (pseudo-values in the case of mixtures). 

2.6.9 Distillation range and boiling point 

The temperature at which a pure component boils at atmospheric pressure is an invariable 
property of the substance and is in fact a useful guide to the identity of the material. "ixtures 
do not have a single boiling point, but they "boil" over a range of temperature depending on 
pressure, composition and the nature of the apparatus used to carry out the experiment. 

For the very complex mixtures of hydrocarbons met with in petrolellll fractions, the nature 
of the apparatus used is of great importance. Relatively simple apparatus which gives a general 
idea of the distillation range (such as that in the IP or AS~ standard method) yields very little 
infonnation about the composition of the fraction, and may not give an indication of the presence 
of low- or high-boiling components. Plore sophisticated apparatus which gives a high degree of 
fractionation yields a "true boiling point" curve which gives much more infonnation, and may even, 
in the case of relatively simple mixtures, permit composition to be determined. 

Distillation range is of value in assessing the suitability of petrolellll fractions for 
various applications, particularly with respect to volatility. Such infonnation is also needed 
for the design and control of distillation columns. It is also useful, usually in conjunction 
with some other physical property such as density, in characterizing petrolellll fractions to permit 
prediction of other properties. 

2.6. 10 Vapour pressure 

At moderate pressure, the total vapour pressure of a mixture is equal to the Sllll of the 
partia 1 vapour pressures of all the components (Raoul t • s law). Provided a hydrocarbon mixture 
obeys Raoult's law, knowledge of the composition of the liquid phase and the vapour pressure of 
each of the components permits the composition of the equilibrillll vapour to be calculated. In 
practice, deviation from Raoult's law is conmon, particularly at high pressures, and even at 
moderate pressures,with the higher boiling hydrocarbons. In these cases, equilibrillll vapour and 
liquid composition may be calculated by the use of the liquid-vapour equilibrium of K charts which 
take such deviations into account. 

Because of its use in the calculation of equilibrium vapour liquid compositions, vapour 
pressure is of prime importance in the design of distillation, evaporation and condensation 
equipment. It is also important in the safe design of storage vessels and any equipment subject 
to high pressures. 

2.7 Oil composition and biological effects 

An assessment of the biological effects of oil pollution should take into account the 
composition of crude oil and the relative toxicity of its fractions. 

Because different types of compounds are concentrated in the various petroleum fractions, 
much has been written about the relative toxicity of different petroleum products. Volume for 
volume, crude oil appears to be less toxic than, for example, fuel oil. However, with the 
exception of the few compounds created by the refining process, all of the chemical constituents 
in the refined parts are also found in the unrefined whole. If the part can be deadly, so can the 
whole (Steinhart and Steinhart 1972). 
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The composition of crude oil is related to toxicity as follows: 

a) The low boiling saturated hydrocarbons have, until recently, been considered harmless 
to the marine environment. However, it has now been demonstrated that these 
hydrocarbons produce at low concentrations anaesthesia and narcosis and at greater 
concentrations cell damage and death in a wide variety of lower animals, and that they 
may be especially damaging to the larval and other young forms of marine life. 

b) Higher boiling saturated hydrocarbons naturally occur in many marine organisms and are 
probably not directly toxic though they may interfere with nutrition and possibly with 
the reception of the chemical clues which are necessary for communication between many 
marine animals. 

c) Olefinic hydrocarbons probably are absent from crude oil, but they are abundant in oil 
products, e.g., in gasoline and in cracking products. They are also produced by many 
marine organisms, and may serve biological functions such as in communication. 
However, their biological role is poorly understood. 

d) Aromatic hydrocarbons are abundant in petrolellll and represent its most dangerous 
fraction. Low boiling aromatics (benzene, toluene, xylene, etc.) are acute poisons for 
man as well as for other organisms. It was the great tragedy of the "TORREY CANYON" 
accident that the detergents which were then used to disperse the oil spi 11 had been 
dissolved in low boiling aromatics. Their application multiplied the damage to coastal 
organisms. However, poisoning of marine life will occur even with non-toxic detergents 
or dispersants which ~re applied in non-toxic solvents because they disperse the toxic 
materials of crude oil. Organisms are exposed to these poisons through contact and 
ingestion. 

e) The high boiling aromatic hydrocarbons are suspected as long tenn poisons. Current 
research on the carcinogenic hydrocarbons in tobacco smoke has demonstrated that the 
carcinogenic activity is not limited to the well known 3,4-benzopyrene. A wider range 
of alkylated 4- and 5-ring aromatic hydrocarbons can act as potent ttJnOr initiators. 
However, the direct carcinogenicity of crude oil and crude oil residues has not yet 
been conclusively demonstrated. Oil and residues contain alkylated 4- and 5-ring 
aromatic hydrocarbons similar to those in tobacco tar. 

f) In their behavior and toxicity the nonhydrocarbons of crude oil (N, 0, S and metal 
compounds) closely resemble the corresponding aromatic compounds (BltJner 1971). 

2.8 Forms of oil 

Oil in the sea appears in six different forms: 

a) Large particles such as tar balls 
b) "icroparticles (fine droplets) 
c) Colloidal particles 
d) Adsorbed onto particulate matter such as silt, detritus and phytoplankton 
e) Dissolved in seawater 
f) water-in-oil emulsions 

3. Sources of oil entering the ocean 

3. 1 lllajor sources 

Oil enters the marine environment mainly from four different sources (GESAMP 1977): 

a) Accidental and intentional release during production, transportation and use, 
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b) Advection through land run-off, doolestic and industrial sewage, 
c) Precipitation from the atmosphere, 
d) Natural submarine seeps. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of oil pollution is its ubiquitous and sometimes 
invisible presence in harbours, coastal regions, along oil tanker routes, and in the offshore 
oilfields. 

It is necessary to examine the major sources of pollution. In 1973 the world oil 
production was over 2800 x 1o6 t, and over the previous five years it increased at the rate of 
nearly 7.5~ per year. However, the increase in oil prices reduced the use of oil, leading to a 
teq>arary fall in production in 1975. Production thereafter increased again to over 3000 x 1o6 
t in 1979. 

3.2 Natural seeps 

on seeps which occur beneath the sea are a direct source of pollution. Wilson et al. 
(1974) estimated 0.2-6.0 mta (million tons per annum). This is not unifonmly distributed, as some 
45~ comes fran a few high seepage areas of the world. Their best estimate for an annual figure is 
600,000 t. 

3.3 Precipitation fran the atmosphere 

The contribution of oil fran the atmosphere is less well understood, but is probably 
largely in the fonm of short-chain low-boiling hydrocarbons and coq>ounds produced fran them by 
oxidation. The atmospheric contribution of hydrocarbons is thought to have increased water 
solubility cCJq>ared to other sources of hydrocarbons. Figures ranging fran 0.1 to 10 mta have 
been mentioned. The higher estimates are generally derived fran an arbitrarily chosen· figure 
based on the percentage of evaporated hydrocarbons that "ought to return". The a 1 ternative 
method of measuring oil in precipitation and multiplying by overall precipitation over the oceans 
generally gives a lower figure. HAS (1975) estimated 0.6 mta. 

The distribution patterns resulting from evaporation, atmospheric transport and washout is 
such that high local concentrations are onlikely to occur (GESAftP 1977). 

3.4 Rivers and terrestrial run-off 

Oil fran riVers and terrestrial run-off mostly reaches the coast i.n a comparatively dilute 
fonm, adsorbed on suspended material, and it has been subjected to weathering so that part of the 
more acutely toxic CoqM)Unds has been lost. on the other hand, in estuaries, the hydrodynamics is 
rather coq>lex and most of the suspended material is deposited. 

The pollution from land-based activities and sources is the largest nd accounts for more 
than sal of the tota 1. 

3.5 Production, transportation and use 

3.5. 1 Offshore exploration and production 

It is not easy to make accurate estimates of the amount of oil entering the sea, 
particularly fran drilling and exploration offshore. The extension of exploration and production 
into deeper and deeper water in areas much less favourable for drilling irtereases the hazards so 
that accidental spills are more likely. on a worldwide basis, losses fro111 this source are 
esti111ted to be between 100,000-150,000 Vyr. Figures of this kind are highly tentative because a 
single major oil well incident can release as much oil as minor incidents will in the course of a 
whole year (wardley-SIIith 1983). 
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3.5.2 Discharge from tankers 

One of the largest sources of oil is the regular or routine discharge from tankers 
(Table 4). 

Table 4. Slllmilry of operational oil discharges from tankers 
(tons per typical round trip voyage) 

Vessel Size (dwt) 
35,000 50,000 120,000 200,000 250,000 350,000 

Operation 

1. Deballasting of unwashed 
tanks (non-segregated 
ballast; not LOT) 

2. Deballasting of wat~r 
washed tanks (non
segregated ballast) 

3. Deballasting of crude 
oil washed (with a 
water rinse) tanks (non
segregated ballast) 

4. Deballasting of 
segregated ballast* 

5. Tank water cleaning 
(non-segregated ballast, 

21 

6 

2 

0 

10 30 14 12 

2 9 3 22 

0.7 3 1 

0 0 0 0 

33 120 56 150 70 210 97 

1 36 11 45 14 63 19 

3 12 4 15 5 21 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

not LOT) 113 76 162 10 388 261 648 435 810 543 1134 760 

.6. Tank water cleaning (LOT) 34 15 49 22 117 52 194 81 243 109 340 152 

1. Tank water cleaning 
(LOT and segregated 17 1 24 11 58 26 97 43 122 53 110 
ballast*) 

8. Tank crude oil washing 
with a water rin~ (LOT) 6 3 9 4 22 10 36 11 45 21 62 

9. Sludge removal** 14 20 48 80 100 

10. Bilge pumping (varies only slightly with vessel sizes) 

a. Direct discharge overboard; maximum: 3 t/voyage; typical: 2.5 t/voyage 
b. Use of oil/water separator; maximum: 1 t/voyage; typical: neg. 
c. Discharge from setting tank; maximum: 2 tlvoyc:,.!; typical: 1.5 t/voyage 

* It is assumed that all vessels have adequate segregated ballast for all ballast voyages. 
** The performance of this operation at sea is being phased out. 

75 

29 

140 

Source: Science Applications, Inc. et al. 1918. Development of environmental criteria and 
guideHnes to assess the environmental plan submitted as part of the oil purchase/transport 
contract (Prepared for U.S. Department of Energy) 
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Consider a c~lete round trip of a tanker, starting fran arrival at its unloading or 
discharge port. After unloading, a tanker is so hlgh out of the water that it could be very 
difficult to handle, particularly in confined waters. Because of this, as soon as the tanks are 
~ty, a sufficient n~Jd»er of them are ballasted with water, between 25 and 301 being usually 
enough. If nothing is done until the tanker gets to its loading point when the ballast wat~r is 
ptnped out to be replaced by oil, a great deal of very oily water will be discharged at the 
loading tenminal. 

When a tanker is unloaded, it cannot be c~letely clean as some oil is left on the bottaa 
and sides of the tank and also on the cross members which are almost always present. This oil, 
called clingage, amounts to about 0.21 of the tank contents. The exact amount depends on the type 
of oil, the geometry of the tank and the t~rature. In addition, some oil is left in the pipe 
lines of the tanker, so that the entire amount retained after unloading is about 0.31 of the total 
cargo. When the tank is ballasted with water, some of this oil mixes with the water. 

In the nonmal cleaning process, the whole contents of the tank are pt...,ed overboard and 
then the tank is further washed by means of rotating jets of water under high pressure which can 
be heated or mixed with an enlllsifying chemical. The whole of this oily water is then pt...,ed over 
the side. 

It will be seen that the discharge of the 0.31 of the tank capacity represents 0.31 of the 
world volume of oil carried by sea - in total a very large amount. The major oil c~nies 
developed the method of tank cleaning called load-on-top or LOT (see wardley-Smith 1983). In this 
process, oil is still discharged into the sea. However, the amount is under 100,000 t compared to 
500,000 t discharged by the remaining 15% whlctl do not use the LOT systa~. 

3.5.3 Tanker accidents 

The increasing use of oil has led to an increase both in the n~Jd»er and the size of 
tankers. In Table 5, the n~Jd»er of tankers in each of three size groups is given for 1960 
to 1979. There has been over a four-fold increase in tankers over 150,000 dwt between 1970 and 
1979 whereas there were none of this size in 1965. 

Table 5. Tanker sizes in world fleet (n~Jd»ers of ships) 
(fran wardley-Smith 1983) 

As of Below 70,000 to Over Total 
31 Oece!IDer 70,000 dwt 150,000 dwt 150,000 dwt 

1960 2319 21 2340 
1965 2654 128 2782 
1970 2521 416 165 3102 
1975 2449 482 634 3565 
1976 2131 672 740 3543 
1977 1999 684 788 3471 
1978 1826 646 783 3255 
1979 1770 687 744 3201 

NB: Tankers below 10,000 dwt and also government and non-commercial tonnage are excluded. 
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The first major tanker accident, that of the "TORREY CANYON", was in 1967 when it ran 
aground on the Seven Stones Rocks off the southwest coast of England and 100,000 t of crude oi 1 
were lost. This was the world's largest spill until 12 years later when the "MOCO CADIZ" 
grounded off Brittany in "arch 1979 and lost 220,000 t of crude oil. Earlier in 1974 the ""ETULA" 
grounded in the Straits of ~gellan while carrying 220,000 t of crude, though only some 50,000 t 
were lost. The remainder was salvaged and the ship safely removed. 

In autumn of 1969 three very large crude oil carriers (VLCC) suffered unexplained 
explosions at sea. After that there have been some more explosions on tankers. 

The amount of pollution on the shore which results from accidents of this kind depends 
on local circumstances, such as tides, winds, etc. Although fortunately not frequent, explosions 
and fire are the greatest hazards to which tankers are subject. 

By far, the greatest nlJit>er of spills occur during loading and unloading operations. Data 
from over 6500 accidental spillages all over the world have recently been published (International 
Tanker Owners Pollution Federation ltd. 1980). 

The analysis shows: 

(a) Pbst spills are small, 89% being less than 50 barrels (bbl), 9% falling in the 
range 50-5000 bbl and only 2% being greater than 5000 bbl. 

(b) Ptost spills (92%) occur during nonnal operations such as loading, discharging and 
ballasting, rather than from accident situations. 

(c) 831 of all spills of over 5000 bbl are the result of collision or grounding. 

(d) Ptost spills (741) resulting from grounding or collision occur in port, port approaches 
or restricted waters. 

(e) Ptost spills are from smaller vessels. ~ny of these are engaged in short runs from 
refinery to const~~~er, whereas larger tankers are usually involved in the long haul 
crude traffic. 

An att~t was made to identify the reasons for these spills. Wardley-Smith (1975) found 
that of a rather smaller number of incidents nearly half could be attributed to human error. The 
US Coast Guard attributes human error to SO to 70% of all spills (Wardley-Smith 1983). 

3.6 Total amount of oil entering the marine environment 

The total amount of oil which enters the sea from all sources is the subject of many 
estimates. Wardley-Smith (1983) prepared a Sllllllilry based on the assessments made by var~ous 

authorities (Table 6). His own estimate includes seepage of 0.6 million t. . However, his 3.6 
million t total does not include the possible additions of hydrocarbons discharged from motor 
cars, oil-fired furnaces, power stations, industrial furnaces and domestic central heating. The 
total is large but the transfer from the atmosphere by rainfall and from land run-off into the sea 
has been neglected. There seems no doubt that at least 2 million t, and probably a good deal 
more, of oil enters the sea each year (Wardley-Smith 1983). 
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Table 6. Sources of oil in the marine environment (xlo6 t) 
(from Wardley-Smith 1983) 

Sources 

From Undersea 
Sources 
Natural seeps 
Offshore production 

From Atmosphere 
Atmospheric fallout 

from Land Sources 
(other than Oi 1 
Refining) 
Plunicipal wastes 
Industrial wastes 
Urban run-off 
River run-off 

From Oil Refining 
Effluent from 
coastal refineries 

From Ocean 
Transportation 
load on top tankers 
Non 1 oad on top tankers 
Tanker accidents 
Tenminal operations 
Bilges and bunkering 
Dry docking 
Non tanker 
Accidents 

TOTAL 

a All land-based discharges. 

Jeffery 
1970 

0.15 

0.5 

0.3 

0.1 
0.6 

0.2 
0.05 

1.90 

Charter 
et al. 1973 

0.12 

1.97a 

1.07 
0.35 

0.3 

3.81 

REFERENCES 

Author's 
Estimate 

0.6 

0.15 

1.3 
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0.3 
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0.06 

0.6 

0.3 

0.15 
0.40 
1.40 

0.06 
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0.5 
0.3 
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0.1 
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